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viii Preface. 

I wish, above all, to emphasise the fact that this 

book is not a ‘“‘Cram-book ’’: it does not cover the 
whole ground, but merely forms an Introduction. 

4. References are given to many of the more special 
works, in the appropriate Chapters. 

5. Among the new features I may mention an 
attempt to show people how to seach Philology (e.g. by 
working out examples). In fact, I have tried to explain 
the method both for Teachers and for Learners: and not 
the least important part of this will be 

6. the Exercises, and the Criticism of common Mistakes 
(e.g. see pp. 40, 64, 153). 

7. At the beginning of the work I have tried to 
avoid details, wherever I have been able to do so, and 

I have also tried to avoid Laws and Rules. 
8. The understanding has been helped by Maps and 

Diagrams, and by 
g. the principle of starting with Instances—the 

simplest and most familiar Instances (especially English 
words) coming first—and not of starting with Rules 
and then giving Instances. 

From the Instances General Rules are drawn, which 

Rules are further illustrated by new Instances. 
10. I have also ventured to add certain helps for 

remembering the Rules, among which will be found 
(e.g. see pp. 153, 251) one or two Rhymes. The obvious 
objections to Rhymes as a means of remembering I 
shall answer elsewhere. ‘Tennyson seemed to have con- 
sidered Rhymes to be chiefly valuable as an aid to the 
memory: . 
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11. Besides this, I suggest Hints as to how to Practise ; 
thus I suggest (pp. 1, 22) that the learner should start by 
doing the simpler Instances slowly and again and again, 
until he knows them thoroughly, and until he sees the 
Principles which underlie these simple Instances. Then 
I suggest Exercises in which he could apply these Prin- 
ciples, and to these Exercises I add the Answers 

(see, for example, pp. 64, 65). 
12. I have also suggested (e.g. p. 43) some useful 

and interesting Subjects for Research. 
13. Wherever I have been able to, I have given 

illustrations and analogies from daily life and from 
Science (see pp. 72, 217). | 

14. In the Chapters dealing with the Analysis of 
Words, I have tried to treat the subjects im @ logical 
order (p. 20 foll.), and 

15. I have also tried (e.g. pp. 42, 151) to give the 
Evidences for every answer which I have suggested, 
explaining the process of Analysis (p. 152) and 

16. showing the Interest of the subject, e.g. by 
mentioning the other subjects on which it will throw 
light (see pp. 43, 56). 

17. Right at the end of the Analysis will come the 
Technical Terms, the Formulas and Rules, and the 
Details. 3 

18. It has been my aim to give the most up-to-date 
theories, or, rather, the theories to which Dr. Giles and 

Messrs. King and Cookson give their support in their 
excellent Manuals: my work is mostly orthodox, and 
has very little originality except in its Method. I have 
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tried to ensure accuracy, although in a work of this kind 
it is certain that some misprints must ‘creep’ into the 
text. I must here express my genuine thanks to the 
staff of the Aberdeen University Press for the care 
they have taken with the Printing. 

If this book should be favourably received it might 
be followed by a series of Examination-papers with 
Answers, and by a work similar to this but dealing 
with Syntax. 

A few words must be said about the many Books 
which have already been published on these various 
subjects. It would be easy to make a large list of those 
which are excellent for Specialists, and which are up-to- 
date in their theories, and have a capital index. But 
as yet there has appeared no comprehensive work 
on ail the subjects: no work, for instance, which 
comprises such departments as Greek Dialects, Latin 
Inscriptions, and Textual Criticism. 

The severest censures which have been passed on 
many of the Text-books have been due to a miscon- 
ception. It is true that these Text-books are expensive; 
it 1s true—at least so my pupils and others have told 
me—that they are not adapted for Beginners (who, 
when they read them, are plunged into a sea of details) ; 
that they may often seem dull and uninteresting, and 
wanting in variety; that they give no advice as to 
how to teach Philology ; .that they give too many details 
which beginners can and ought to pass over ; that they 
do not lay stress on the important points, throwing 
the rest into the background ; that they are full of 
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Technical Terms, such as Anaptyxis; that they consist 
of Abstract Rules followed by Instances, thereby 
ignoring the foundation of all teaching, viz. that we 
should proceed to the Abstract Rule from the easy 
and concrete Instance (which, for English learners, 

should be, if possible, an English Instance). 
Again, these books have no Diagrams or Maps, 

although a Map of the Indo-European Language, and of 
Greece and of Italy, and a Diagram of the Organs of 
Speech, would have thrown much light on the subject 
and would have given it additional interest. 

Then, again, these books suggest no convenient ways 
of remembering the long Lists in which they abound ; 
they give no advice (either to Teachers or to Learners) as 
to how to practise the subject ; they suggest no Exercises 
for practice ; they comparatively seldom suggest sub- 
jects as worthy of research; they rarely give those 
illustrations, from everyday life and from Science, which 
might redeem the subject from dulness. They seem 
to have no logical order or arrangement ; they do not 
show the Teacher or the Learner how to set about 
answering an Examination Question ; still less do they 
give the Evidence on which an Answer should be based. 

Many of them are so ill-adapted for reference that 
the average man might almost be allowed to take his 
Text-book into the Examination, and to use it there, 

without any fear of his getting full marks. The 
enormous value of the various subjects is not explained, 
-although this would itself give an interest to each 

_ subject ; and the books are by no means free from 
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inaccuracies, such as the want of distinction between 

Long Vowels and Short Vowels—a serious mistake. 
But much of the above criticism would not have 

been passed by students, had those students come to 
these books already well equipped; they needed to be 
introduced to the subjects first before they tried these 
learned treatises ; had they gone through a simple and 
preparatory course like this, I think they would have 
thoroughly appreciated most of these Text-books. But 
they were “obliged to jump before they had learnt 
to walk”’. 

In conclusion, it may not be uninteresting to the 
reader to learn how it was that. I came to write this 

book. 
Whilst I was an Undergraduate at Cambridge, I 

went through some of the regular training in Philology, 
and I read most of the English works on the subject. 
I even ventured to write certain works myself, which 
received more criticism than praise. 

After that, I went to teach at Rugby, and there, as 

well as at one or two other Public Schools, I lectured 

on the subject of Philology ; it was not till I thus tried 
to teach the subject to Beginners that it occurred to me 
to give up the old methods of teaching it and to try 
to find a Method which should be more logical and better 
adapted for Beginners. 

The last few years, while coaching some hundreds 
of Honours pupils, at Cambridge and at Girton, I have 
been constantly changing, and (I hope) improving, my 
ways of teaching, in the light of what I have read 
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and of what I have found out by actual experience 
as to the universal Principles of Teaching in all subjects. 

But, throughout my teaching my great difficulty has 
been the want of a Text-book, which should at once be 
easy enough for beginners and up-to-date and com- 
prehensive. | | 

Again and again I have been asked to recommend 
such a book, and again and again J have been obliged 
to say that I did not know of one. 

Last of all, I received a good many letters from 
various Teachers and students, urging me to embody 
my experiences, as to the best way of teaching the 
subject, in a small Text-book adapted for Beginners ; 

and this I have tried to do. 
It is needless to say that any suggestions as to im- 

provements will be very welcome, whether they be 
made in private letters or in periodicals : for I cannot 
but feel that, in dealing with this most complicated 
subject, I have scarcely mastered even a few of the best 
methods by which it might be taught. 

EUSTACE H. MILES. 

5 St. Pau’s Roap, 

CAMBRIDGE, 1899. 
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A PEW SUGGESTIONS TO THE READERS ORF 
THIS BOOK. 

1. First go very quickly through the book so as to get a 

general idea of it. 

_ 2. Before reading the Answer to any Question, try to make 
your own Answer to it. 

3. While reading the Answers, be content to work very 
slowly at first, practising and thoroughly mastering the ele- 
mentary and foundation facts: this will save time in the end, 
just as, in fencing, it saves time to spend many hours in 

thoroughly mastering the elementary positions and movements 

of the feet, body, wrists, etc. 

4. After having begun to read the book for the second time, 

i.e. slowly and carefully, go through the old work before 
beginning the new. Be like the Early Romans. Make sure of 
the ground which you have already passed over, make it your 
own, before you proceed to new acquisitions. 

5. When you are comparing your Answers with the 
Answers suggested here, do not merely 

(a) notice the actual mistakes and 
(b) the more correct Answers ; but also 
(c) find out why you have made the mistakes, why your 

Answer is wrong, and 

(d) how the mistakes might have been avoided. See p. 
153, foll. | 

6. Keep a notebook for this purpose. 
7. After an Examination Paper has been tried, go through 

it again with books, and try to arrive at the correct Answers: 
don’t be satisfied merely with having finished the Paper itself. 

8. Whenever you find anything in this book which ts not 
clear, or which is or may be a mistake, make a memorandum 

of it, and do me the great favour of pointing it out to me. 
1 (1) 





PART I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1. Advantages of studying Philology. 

2. Origins of Language. 

3. The Indo-European or Mater-Language, and its descen- 

dants. 

4. What ‘ Analyse tremunt (or rpéyovcr) ’ really means. 





1. Advantages of Studying Philology. 

1. Mention the chief advantages of Studying Philology. 

At the outset it is needless to say that Philology has few 
advantages unless it is taught properly; this applies to most — 

subjects. 

1. In Philology, which tells us how words are formed and 
how their meanings change, there should be a particular 

interest ; for the words themselves, which form the subject- 

matter, are familiar to every one. It is this that gives Philo- 

logy its great advantage over other studies, viz. that it takes 

as its starting-point something which is familiar to all its 

learners and also interesting to them. | 
2. Again, Philology supplies the link between the present 

and the past. It should show as well as (or perhaps better 

than) any other subject the principles of Evolution, such as we 
have had in recent years expounded to us by Darwin and 
others in the province of Science (see p. 218, foll.). But 
Philology might be superior to Science as a subject of teach- 
ing, especially for the young, because it is absolutely harmless ; 

whereas a superficial knowledge of Science has often led to 
Agnosticism or to Atheism. 

Philology should tell us as much as Science can about ‘ Laws’ 
and ‘ Exceptions’ (p. 66). It should tell us almost as much as 
Psychologycan about our methods of thinking and remembering. 

3. Moreover, it is one of the most valuable branches of 

Evidence, not only for Psychology, but also for Mythology, 
History (especially the early Indo-European history, the 
mixture of races, and the connection of various peoples with 
one another); and also for ancient Geology and Geography. 

E.g., see pp. 43, 56. 

(5) 
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Philology teaches us to weigh evidence, to arrive at different 
degrees of probability ; and it also teaches us to see the causes 

of phenomena. 

4, If rightly studied, it should be found most useful in the 

learning of various Languages: not only in the learning of 
foreign languages, their words, their order of words, and their 

Syntax, but also in the learning of the Technical Languages 

of various Sciences and Arts and Trades. With regard to 

Greek and Latin, Philology will show their connexion with 
one another (p. 16): this should make their study easier as 
well as pleasanter. 

5. By means of Philology we may learn to expose fallacies— 

for many fallacies arise from a loose use of words—and we are 

thus taught part of the great lesson of accuracy in reasoning. 
6. In one department of Philology (p. 201) some useful 

facts about voice-production would be the result of a more 

special study. 

7. To innumerable people, in the past and in the present, 
Philology has formed a convenient hobby for odd moments: one 
of its great advantages is that it needs for ordinary purposes 

no special apparatus, the problems being stored in the mind 

ready for use. 

(6) 



2. Origins of Language. 

2. What different theories have been suggested as to the Origins 
of Language? State your own view. 

A.A certain kind of language can start as ‘Gesture’ 

alone. Children convey a great deal of their meaning by. 
gesture alone, for instance by pointing; and in recent years 

we have seen a whole play acted simply by gesture. 
Under the general heading of ‘Gesture’ we must include 

the different movements of the body and of its various parts, 

especially of the arms and fingers, and of the head and eyes 
and mouth and forehead. 

Under this heading we must also put pictures and other 

signs which represent gesture. 
B. Secondly, there is a language of Music, a language of 

notes alone. For instance, a cat scarcely has any consonants 

in its speech, and speaks mostly by varying its tones. 

C. There is also a language of Sounds alone, ‘ vowels and 

consonants ’—mere sounds apart from change of musical note. 
An instance of this will be the intoned services in the Church, 

where meaning is conveyed without any change of note. 

D. Pourthly, Words alone, without, any sound at all, can 

convey meaning ; and writing is the clearest example of this. 
E. Asa rule, however, we combine two or more of these 

methods of conveying meaning. For instance, in a sentence 

like ‘The cat’s gone in there, hasn’t it? What?’ we may 
find all four methods combined. 

A question arises, however, as to how meanings came to be 

attached to sounds or forms; and to this question several 

answers have been given. 
(7) 
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1. There are some who think that all language arose 
through Imitation. This was advocated by Professor Max 
Miller, and may be called the ‘ Puff-puff’ theory or the 
‘Cuckoo’ theory, because obvious instances of words which 
have originated in this way are ‘ puff-puff’ and ‘cuckoo’; but 

this will not account for very much. 
2. (a) The second theory is that sounds were originally 

only the expressions of Emotions. In other words, men who 

had certain emotions, such as fear or anger, could not help 

expressing themselves by means of certain sounds. 

Under this heading may be mentioned the involuntary yell 
of pain, or the growl of anger. 

2. (b) To this we add that certain actions, especially 

violent actions, would naturally be accompanied by certain 
sounds. But this would not be in itself sufficient to explain 

all language as it is; and the following theory must be added 

to the other two. It does not exclude them, it only supple- 
ments them. 

3. We know how a child invents for certain persons or 

things certain names or sounds which have little or nothing 
to do with the thing itself. But by degrees, and owing to 

gesture and repetition especially, every one around comes to 

understand what the child means when it utters some par- 
ticular sound. | 

Now it is probable that 7” very early times there existed a 

great wealth of sounds, which were used (from various causes 
and on various occasions) with no particular and definite meaning 

of their own. 

Supposing a primitive man wished to speak of a sheep—he 
might point to a sheep and utter some one of these sounds. 

His hearers would associate together this sound and the idea 

of a sheep, and this sound would be (tacitly) agreed on asa 
sign for sheep. From these two or more people this sound 

for sheep might have extended to many other people. 

4. Lastly, when people had already acquired a certain 

number of words or sounds for simple ideas (such as heat 
(8) 
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or fire), then they might come to apply these words to new 
ideas. 

Thus the word used for heat or fire might come to be 

applied Metaphorically to the heat or fire of anger: the word 
for see might be metaphorically used for seeing with the mind 
or understanding. See p. 223. 

Other principles in the history of language will be illustrated 
on p. 217, foll., in the Chapter on ‘ Etymology’ (Sémantique). 

(9) 



3. The Indo-European or Mater-Language. 

3. (a) What 1s meant by the Indo-European Languagé? Draw 
a Plan to illustrate your answer. 

What was the Indo-European Language? A good idea of 
it will be given by the following sentences (see p. 159) :— 

mater yugém bhere: séptm agréis esti. 
How are these sentences restored? for there is no doubt 

that they are ‘restorations’: the Indo-European Language 

itself has perished. 
We restore them by taking certain Greek forms and Latin 

forms and English forms, and pairing them together, and 

finding what the parent-form might have been. The parent- 
form must be such as will naturally develope into all the forms 
which are found in the descendants : 1t must account for all of 
them, if they ave direct descendants. 

In answer to the question when this Language was spoken, it 

may be said that it was spoken at any rate more than three 

thousand years ago. As to where it was spoken, authorities are 

not agreed. Some hold that its earliest home was in Asia, while 

others are equally certain that its earliest home was in Europe. 
Wherever the home was, it was certainly a large plain, 

and whoever the people were they were certainly not barbar- 

ous but were yet in a somewhat primitive state of civilisation. 

How do we know this? Chiefly from the restored language, 
in which we find words for such ideas as horse, ox, plough (?), 
home, door, wealth, wine, milk, liver, father, mother, daughter, 

the numerals, and so on: see the Pairs of Words, on p. 83, 

foll. 

(10) 
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The Indo-European or Mater-Language. 13 

How then did this single language give rise to a number of 

languages, including Greek, Latin, and English ? 
Well, it seems that the people in this large plain grew 

more and more numerous, and sent out different waves in 

various directions, especially in the direction of the Medi- 

terranean. One or more waves went to Greece, one or more 

waves went to Italy: other waves went elsewhere. 

hi 

Lettic Slavonic Seythian 

TEUTONIC 

Sarmatian 
Dacian 

Iranian 
P TY 

Thracian ergran 
CELTIC ARYAN 

Tllyrian ——— 
(Albanian)... Phrygian Indian 

ITALIAN (fettenie) 
J Armenian 

[Berber] é ‘ 

(Cer) = = | Semnitic_| 
wri 

B. PLAN OF INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES (not necessarily Races). 
Non-Indo-European Languages are in Brackets. 

The Plan will give some idea of the directions which the 

various waves may have taken, and the list (below) will show 
how one parent -language may have given rise to several 

daughter-languages. | 

LIST OF INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES. 

The following is an inaccurate and incomplete List. 
1, Aryan :— 
(a) Indian, of which Sanskrit is the chief Language. It was the 

Literary Language of the Brahmans, the Indian priests: the older 
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Sanskrit is found in the Vedic Hymns, the later or Classical Sanskrit in 
the Epics, etc. 

(6) Iranian, of which the Old Persian is found on the Cuneiform In- 
' scriptions, while Old Bactian is found in the Zendavesta, the sacred 

books of Zoroaster, . 
2. Armenian. 

. Greek (see pp. 17, 81). 

. Illyrian or Albanian. 

. Italic (see pp. 17, 55). 

. Celtic: (a) Irish, Gaelic, and Manx, in the North; 

(6) Cymric, Cornish, and Armorican, in the South. 
7. Teutonic: (a) Old Gothic and Scandinavian (including Icelandic, 

Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish), in the East ; 

(b) in the West, English, Frisian, and Low and High German. 
8. (a2) Baltic, including Old Prussian, Lithuanian, and Lettish ; 

(6) Slavonic, including Russian, Bulgarian, Servian, and Croatian 
in the South, and Polish and Czechish in the West. 

It is necessary here to guard against a mistake that is very 
commonly made, viz. that language is the same as race. 

People can speak the language of a race without belonging 
to that race by blood; for instance, in France we find people 

who spoke a dialect of the Latin language, but who were not 
Latins by blood, but (largely) Celts. So it must be clearly re- 

membered that we are here speaking not of an Indo-European 

race and its descendants, but of an Indo-European language 
and its descendants. 

The Indo-European Language was only one Language and was at 

first spoken within a small area: in other areas many other Languages 
were spoken which had quite a different origin, for instance, the African 

Languages. The number of different Languages or Dialects over the 
world is reckoned by some at upwards of 1000, by others at over 3000. 

Oa & & 

3. (b) What other names have been given to the Indo-European 
Language? Criticise them, and suggest new names if 

you can. 

The Indo-European Language has also been called 
(i.) the ‘ Aryan’ Language: but ‘ Aryan’ is a term which 

sometimes refers especially to the Asiatic group (Sanskrit and 
Persian) ; 

(14) 
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(ii.) the ‘ Indo-Germanic’ Language: but the Asiatic group 

was not merely Indian, and the European group (see p. 14) 

was not merely German or Teutonic; the Slavonic and Latin- 
speaking peoples, for instance, are excluded by the term 
‘ Indo-Germanic’ ; 

(iii.) ‘ Indo-European’ is better: but this does not include 
Persian ; 

(iv.) ‘ Eur-Aryan’ is still better, for this includes European 
Languages (mostly descended from this Language), and 
‘Aryan’ in its special sense ; 

(v.) the ‘ Mater’-Language might be suggested, as it would 
not only give an idea of a ‘ Mother-Language’, but would also 

give a form which actually belonged to that Language. It 
should be pronounced Mah-ter, not May-ter. 

3, (c) Give a few Specimen-words of the Indo-European or 
Mater-Language, with Greek, Latin, and English de- 
scendants. 

The Indo-European or Mater-Language Sentences for 

(a2) mother, bear the yoke in the ten fields ; 
(b) there is a new family ; 
(c) which of those women is going alone? 

would be something like the following, except that I have not 

here put in Accents (to mark the Notes, see p. 73) :— 
(a) mater, dekm agrois yugjom bhere ; 
(b) neyom esti J enos ; 
(c) guts tasOm oind erti ? 

(a) mater phrep mater mother 
dekm 8éka decem ten 
agrots dypots agris acres 
yugom fvyév iugum yoke 

bhere dépe_ fer bear 

(0) neuom véov nouom new 
estt éori — est is 
denos yévos genus kin 

(15) 
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(c) Quis tis quis whi(ch) 
tasom rév  (is)tarum th(ose) 
oinad §=olwy_—sitina. an, a 

ertt elo. _— it (later it) .. 

See p. 83, foll. 

3, (d) State (and illustrate by a Plan) the relation of Greek. 

and Latin to one another. 

A mother sometimes sees her children go out of the home 
country into other lands, where they find new neighbours and: 
new conditions, and where one child may change in one special 

way and another child in another special way; the children 
of one child may thus become very different in appearance 

from the children of another child, and yet some family 

features may remain ; the first and second cousins may still be 

like each other in some respects. 

The Indo-European or Mdter-Language sent out children 

into other lands, where these children found new neighbours 
and new conditions, and gradually became less and less like 
each other, as they moved further and further away from each 

other and communicated less frequently. At first the Mater- 
Language split up into Dialects, and then these Dialects became 

separate Languages (p. 28); one of these daughter-Dialects 
had been Italic, which had at its left hand Celtic, and at its 

right hand Greek: Greek again had, at its right hand, possibly 
Armenian but anyhow Aryan (Sanskrit and Persian). The 
order of these Dialects, from left to right, would be easily seen 

from a map of Europe (vide p. 11), and would be given by 
the word CIGAR (Celtic, Italic, Greek, Armenian, Aryan). 

Thus Italic and Greek were once sister-Languages, living 
next to each other; they then moved further apart, and be- - 

came in their turn mother-Languages, Italic having children 
who are (inaccurately) called Latin, Oscan or Sabellian, and 
Umbrian, and Greek having children who are (also inaccurately) 
called ‘ Aeolic’, lonic, and Doric: these are called Dialects. 

(16) 
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Thus the Latin Dialect of the Italic Language, and the 
Ionic Dialect of the Greek Language, were first-cousin-Dialects, 

or they may be regarded as first-cousin-Languages ; Attic was 
mainly a branch of Ionic, and would therefore be to Latina 
first-cousin-once-removed. 

Of these cousin-Languages, viz. Attic and Latin, we usually 

only see one side, the polished side; we usually see not the 
everyday conversational side but the Literary side of Attic 
and Latin, e.g. Attic and Latin as they were written by 

Sophocles and by Cicero. 

Notes.—1. Thus ‘Greek’ and ‘ Latin’, in the ordinary sense of the 
words, were cousins of one another and of Sanskrit: we must beware 

of saying that Latin forms came from Greek forms, or Greek forms from 

Sanskrit forms: this is a common mistake. Asa matter of fact, Latin 

forms are often older than Greek forms (e.g. quoque than rére, and see 

p. 100), and Greek or Latin forms are often older than Sanskrit forms. 
2. As we shall see (p. 36), Latin is in some respects not so close to 

Attic Greek, as e.g. 
(2) the Italic Dialects (p. 55) are to 

(5) the ‘ Aeolic’ Dialect. 

(19) 



4, What ‘ Analyse tremunt’ really means. 

4, (2) ‘ Analyse tremunt, or rpépouo.’— What does this question 
really mean P 

‘Analyse tpéyovoc.’ is an example of a type of Philology 
Question which has long puzzled the beginner, who naturally 

supposes that he is meant to ‘analyse rpeuovor’, and puts 

. down e.g. tpepz-o-vor, which is not the right Answer; the right 
Answer is nearer to 

Root. ? Suffix (of Present) Ending (of 3rd Plur. Act.). 
trem oO nt, 

In fact, the question does not mean ‘Analyse spénovor’, but 

‘Write down the Early form of tpéuovor, and analyse that’. 
It cannot be too clearly understood, that ‘Analyse x’ does 
not mean ‘Analyse x’, but means ‘Write down the Early 
form of x, and then analyse that’. 

Now what is this Early form? It is the parent-form of 
the Greek word as we have it, and not only of this ; for (often) 
it is also the parent-form of some Latin word as well; for 

instance, tremonti is the Indo-European or Mater-form which 

was the parent-form both of Greek rpéuovo. and of Latin 
tremunt; now tremousi would not be right as a parent-form, 
because it could not have produced Latin tremunt, and tremunt 

would not be right as a parent-form, because it could not have 

produced Greek rpéyovo.. No; we must find some parent- 
form which would have produced both Greek tpéuovor and 
Latin tremunt. 

(20) 
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4. (b) What must be known before the Question ‘ Analyse .. .’ 
can be safely answered? Suggest a logical process of 
learning how to ‘ Analyse’ words. 

Our first Problem, in analysing words, is to arrive at the 

Early form, and, uf possible, to arrive at the parentform. How 
can we arrive at this form ? 

Obviously, the further back we go in Greek, and the further 

back we go in Latin, the nearer we shall be to the parent- 
forms; we must therefore be on the look-out for forms in 

Early Greek and in Early Latin. | 

What Specimens of Early Greek and of Early Latin have 
we? Well here we find (1) in the Doric Dialect rpéyovr, (2) 

on a Latin Inscription tremonti. More generally speaking, 

then, we shall look out for Early forms in 

(1) Greek Dialects, including the Homeric Dialect ; many 
of the Dialect-forms we shall get from Greek Inscriptions 
(see p. 31); 

(2) Old Latin Inscriptions and Old Latin wherever it sur- 
vives. 

It will be clear, from what has already been said about the Indo- 
European or Mater-Language (p. 13), that Sanskrit forms would also be 
valuable evidence, but, as the ordinary reader does not know Sanskrit, 

I shall not allude to them unless I am obliged, as in the case of the 
Early form of frros, p. 88. 

These two sources will give us tvemonti as the Early form 
(here it was the parent-form) : but how about a word like bis ? 

For here we have &is and bis; which was more likely to have 

been the Early form ? 

In a case like this, Sanskrit would be valuable evidence ; but 

we shall often find 
(3) English forms, especially Old English forms, to be of 

great use; here, for instance, to one who knows Grimm’s 

Law (p. 63), ‘twice’ suggests that the Early form began 

with dw—, or, as it is usually written (p. 171), dy—. 

(21) 
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The beginner will therefore have to practise and to get 

experience in arriving at Early forms and, if possible, at parent 

or Indo-European forms, and he will best do this, not by 

looking at Early Greek forms alone, nor yet by looking at 
Early Latin forms alone, but by comparing Early Greek 
and Early Latin forms together, taking Pairs of words to 
start with, and from these Pairs restoring the parent- or 
Indo-European forms as nearly as possible; thus it will be 

easier for him to restore the Indo-European form (woikom 

or) uotkom by looking at the Pair of words olxov (Early Fotxov) 
and vicum (Early ueicom) side by side, than by looking at 
either of these words per se. 

But he will find this exercise becomes far easier if he has 
first grasped 

(4) some General Principles in the history of Sounds, such, 
for instance, as the principle of Association or Analogy (p. 67), 

and other principles according to which parent-forms changed 

to Greek and Latin forms. 
When he has seen these Principles at work, by means of a 

few simple instances, he will then be better prepared for this 

process of 

(5) finding the parent or Indo-European forms of Pairs of 
words. . 

So much, then, for the process of arriving at Early 

forms. 

We now come to the process of analysing these Early 
forms ; and here our task is somewhat easier. But obviously 
we must first of all know 

(6) the various Parts of which Early words were composed, 

or rather the parts into which it is convenient to analyse 
them; we must know what these parts are, i.e. where they are all 

to be found in one word (viz. Prefix, Root, Suffix, and Ending), 

and also what functions these parts have ; we must know that, 

in aberis, for instance, the Early form apo-eses would be 
analysed into 

Prefix, apo Root, es Suffix, ¢ Ending, s; 

(22) 
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and that, whereas we say ‘you will be away’, in four words, 
an analysis would be nearer to | 

away — be — will — you 
in a single word, of which apo alone could be ‘ detached’. 

(7) An analysis of a few Greek and Latin words would 
illustrate the parts and their functions, but it is needless to 

say that we should be very much helped if we knew something 

more about these parts in detail, especially about 
(8) the commonest Endings (e.g. the Case-Endings), and 

the commonest Suffixes (e.g. the Suffix -xo- of Adjectives). 

Having worked thus by way of preparation, we could now 
proceed to 

(9) Exercises in the analysis of many Greek words, with 

Answers by which the learner might correct his mistakes, and 

then | 

(10) of Latin words on the same plan. 

(11) A Summary, giving the Evidences by which we analyse 

words in a certain way, and 
(12) Hints as to how to answer Questions and to avoid 

mistakes, would finish the actual Analysis. And now the prin- 

ciples drawn from the various instances might be gathered 
up in 

(13) a Series of General Questions, collecting various beads, 
as it were, that lie scattered here and there, and threading 

them upon their proper threads, or—to use a different com- 

parison—a Series of Questions leading the learner to look at 
his facts from several points of view; for instance, some of 
the commonest and the hardest Sound-changes could be 
summarised and tabulated. 

This, it seems, would give a really logical process; for 

instance, 

(a) the Dialects would come before Analysis, because, 

without a knowledge of the Dialects, Analysis is not safe ; 
(b) Examples would come before Rules, because, without 

examples, Rules are too apt to be obscure and dull, whereas 

to take an example and to draw from it the Rule will give the 

(23) 
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learner clearer ideas, more interest, and—a most essential 

point—self-activity. 

The process may be summed up as follows :— 

After the Introduction on the Origins of Language, and on the Indo- 
European Language in particular, I then show what ‘ Analyse rpduovcr’ 
really means, and what one must know in order to analyse it correctly, 

and how one may best acquire skill in analysing words. The process 
will involve the following subjects :— 

(1) Greek Dialects ; 
(2) Latin Inscriptions ; 

(3) Grimm’s Law ; 
(4) General Principles in the history of Sounds ; 
(5) Pairs of Words, in Greek and Latin, with Parent-forms ; 
(6) the various parts of words ; 

(7) a few Greek and Latin words analysed ; 
(8) common Endings and Suffixes ; 
(9) many Greek words analysed ; 

(10) many Latin words analysed ; 
(11) Summary of Evidences ; 
(12) Hints as to how to answer Questions and to avoid mistakes ; 
(13) a Series of General Questions, showing various threads of 

Philology. 

(24) 
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PART II. 

PREPARATION FOR ANALYSIS OF WORDS. 

Dialects. 

Greek Dialects. 
Latin Inscriptions. 
English Consonants and Grimm’s Law. 
General Principles and useful facts in Philology 
Pairs of Words in Greek and Latin,-with Early or parent- 

forms. 
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5, Dialects. 

S. (i:) What ts meant by ‘Dialects’? (ii.) How do different 
Dialects arise, and (iii.) how do they disappear ? 

As to (1.), 
we hear a great deal about ‘the English Language’, and 

we are apt to forget that the language has many varieties : 
thus there are, for instance, 

(a) Literary English, 
(6) Conversational English, 
(c) the English of Dialects (e.g. the English of Cornwall, of 

Yorkshire, of Suffolk), to say nothing of 

(d) the English of different Periods, and 
(e) Poetic English. 
Similarly, we hear much about ‘the Greek Language’, and 

we are apt to forget that the Language had many varieties 
corresponding to the above ; we are apt to forget, for instance, 

that the Greek for 
‘they (fem.) remain after sending messengers’ 

was not always 
pévovor mépapaca ayyeXors, 

but was, in one of the Greek Dialects (viz. ‘ Aeolic’), 
pero rémaparoas dyyedos [cp. (c) above] ; 

and we are also apt to forget that there were certain Poetic 

Greek forms also [cp. (¢) above]. 
Now what does a ‘ Dialect’ mean? In its wider sense, it 

means ‘something which differs from the standard Literary 
Language ’: thus Cornish would be a Dialect of English, and 
Doric a Dialect of Greek: supposing you could not understand 

what a Cornishman meant, then Cornish would rather be a 
separate Language than a Dialect of the English Language. 

(27) 
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We may say, then, that a Dialect of a Language is (i.) a 
form of that Language which can be understood by one who 
knows the Standard form or ordinary form of the Language, 

but which (ii.) differs more or less from the Standard form 
or ordinary form of the Language. 

The mutual relations of a Language toa Dialect will be clearer if 

we consider the history of Conversational (or ‘ Vulgar’) Latin. This 
Language was spoken over a great part of the Roman Empire, e.g. in 
Italy, France, and Spain; and in these countries (owing to reasons 

which will be given directly) small differences arose, which by degrees 
grew greater and greater, till Italians, ‘French’, and ‘ Spaniards’, in- 

stead of merely speaking different Dialects of a single Language and 
being able to understand each other, came to speak different Languages 
and to be unable to understand each other. The different Dialects had 
now become different Languages, and these different Languages were 

liable themselves to split up into different Dialects, and so on. 

Note.—In treating of the Dialects, we must always re- 

member that 

(i.) there were many sub-divisions, many minor Dialects, 

with their own peculiarities, inside the large Dialect ; and that 
(ii.) there were some mongrel-Dialects, as when a conquer- 

ing people imposed its Dialect on a conquered people, or where 

the land of two peoples met (see the Diagram). 

D. HOW DIALECTS OF A SINGLE LANGUAGE MAY OVERLAP. 

(iii.) Each Dialect differed at different stages in its history. 
(iv.) Dialect does not mean ‘race’; to say that certain 

people spoke a certain Dialect does not imply that they be- 
longed to a certain race, since conquered people, for instance, 

(28) 
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may speak the Dialect of their conquerors without changing 

their race ; it is always as well to bear in mind the Norwegians 

who came to France and settled in Normandy; they spoke a 

Dialect of French, without being Prench by race. Those of 

them who, later on, went over to England, as Norman con- 

querors, came to speak a Dialect of English. 

(v.) Dialect does not always mean Locality: i.e., because 
a man wrote in the Doric or ‘ Aeolic’ Dialect, it does not 

follow that he was a native of a Doric or an ‘ Aeolic’ place, 

or even that he lived there: for it was customary to write 
Choral Odes in Doric (partly or wholly), and this has left traces 
in the Chorus of Attic Tragedy, and it was customary to write 

Personal Lyrics in ‘ Aeolic’, and Epic Poetry in ‘ Epic’, irre- 
spective of the author’s birthplace. Pindar and Theocritus 

varied the Dialect according to the subject. 

_ As to (ii,), the reasons why Dialects arise, among the chief 
are :— 

(a) Geography and its effects: mountains, forests, the sea, 
and rivers may separate from one another and may cut off from 

intercommunication people who once spoke a single Language ; 

moreover, a different Climate, etc., may produce differences in 

(6) the organs of speech; Geography may also help to 
produce differences in 

(c) the character, customs, constitutions, and occupations 

of the people; agriculture and a seafaring life would lead to 
differences in the Language itself ; 

(dq) immigrants and travellers would especially tend to 
introduce into. one place the conditions and the Language of 
other places, especially of neighbouring places ; 

(ec) the previous population of the country, or, later on, 
(f) an invading and conquering population might have a 

powerful effect. 

As to (iii,) the reason why Dialects disappear :— 
(a2) Man breaks down the barriers set up by Geography ; 

(29) 
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mountains are cut through or passes over them are discovered, 
forests are cut down, ships go over the sea, and rivers are 
bridged ; 

(o) thus there is more communication, more interchange -of 
ideas by travel and trade ; 

(c) sometimes one predominant State extends its Language, 

its poetry and its prose, to other States ; this is especially the 

case with a great civilising or commercial State. A modified 

Attic Dialect was spread far and wide when Macedon and 

Greece conquered the East ; 

(zd) or, again, States may band together to resist some 
common enemy; close union may be brought by danger or 

war when everything else has failed to unite. 
In England we ourselves have seen the Dialects disappear 

very rapidly, owing to the influence of large towns, of railways, 

of the Bible, of newspapers and other forms of literature, of 

trade, of intercourse, of local government, and so on. The 

great Dialect Dictionary needs quick work if the fragments are 

to be rescued from oblivion. 

(30) 



6G. Greek Dialects. 

6. Give the chief peculiarities of the— 

(i.) Doric Dialect, 
(ii.) Ionic Dialect, 

(iii.) Old and New Attic Dialect, with instances ; say where 

these Dialects were spoken. 
As to the position of the three main Dialects, it will be 

useful to remember the word AID; for in most of the 

Northern States and islands and their colonies we have 

‘ Aeolic’, in some of the Central States and islands and their 

colonies we have Ionic (and Attic), and in most of the 
Southern States and islands and their colonies we have Doric. 

For details as to the Dialects, the reader may refer to Giles’ Manual 
(Appendix B.), Roberts’ Greek Epigraphy, Merry’s Greek Reader (‘The 
Greek Dialects’), Cauer’s Delectus, Meister’s Die Griechischen Dialekte, 

H. W. Smyth’s Ionic Dialect, Boisacq’s Les Dialectes Doriens, etc. 

6. (i.) The Doric Dialect. 
The Doric Dialect was spoken chiefly in the States of 

South Greece (in Europe and Asia), in the South Islands, and 
in the colonies from these: see Map, p. 17. ° 

‘Doric’ was to be found— 

(a) in Peloponnese—in Laconia (where we have its ‘extreme’ form), 
Messenia, Argolis, Aegina, and Corinth ; Elis and Achaea did not have 
the pure Dorian Dialect ; 

(5) in the Zigean Sea—in Melos, Thera, and Rhodes ; 
(c) sn Colonies—at Selinus and Byzantium (from Megara), Corcyra 

and Syracuse (from Corinth), Cyrene (from Thera), Gela and Acragas 
(from Rhodes). See a Map of Greece, and the Plan on p. 17. 
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‘Having conquered the strangers seven times in the first 
year, when he was playing the pipe, he sets up the pillar of the 
Muses, which we see, in the hope that they may accept it,’ would 
have been expressed in Old Laconian by vixahas (vixyods) tws 
énves érraxw (Tots févous értdxis) tw mparw Fereos (tov mpwrov 

grovs) dxa éoupidde (Gre eovpiler), iorare (iorgor) trav ordday trav 
Mo'ay ay dpapes (rv ornAnv Tév Movody Hv Spopev), ai Ka AaBwvre 

(ef xe = éay ws AdBwor). 

The peculiarities should be worked out in full; here it will 

be sufficient to notice a few, with Attic forms in Brackets: 

& (7), w (ov), 4 (e&, Sometimes), a (w, sometimes), uncontracted 
vowels, F (disappeared), 33 (Z, Doric also had -a8-), -7 (-ov), 
-pes (-ev), -vTe (-cr). | 

There were other varieties of Doric, for which see, for 

instance, Giles (Appendix B.); thus Argive and Cretan had 

an Accusative Plural in -vs (e.g. rdvs). 

Corinth had év@ay remdyOers (€A0wy wérovGas). 
Crete, besides rdys (rots), had dxo ferdoOw Slxaddev (krerwécbw SindCew). 

6, (ii.) The Ionic Dialect. 

The Ionic Dialect was to be found in :— 
(a) Euboea, 
(5) Chios and Samos, and the coast-towns near them, 

(c) the Cyclades. 

Note.—lIonic is best known, to most readers, from Herodotus, but it 

is probable that the text of Herodotus was altered a good deal before it 
arrived at its present form. Smyth’s work on the subject (see above) is 
excellent, but expensive. 

Ionic would have expressed ‘ Thence, accordingly, you 

gained the whole thing as 1t was easiest to do it,’ by évOcirev 
dy (évredPey ov) otAov 76 mpizypa (CAov 7d rpaypa) oKws pHiotov 
move éxTyoao (Grus pactov Tovey exTyoW). 

Notice here, among other things, w (ov, cp. Doric), no 

Aspirate in otAov (cp. Aeolic), ov (0), py (pa), and Uncontracted 
Vowels. 

(32) 
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6. (iii.) Old and New Attic were spoken chiefly in Athens 
and in those States to which the Athenian Dialect spread: 

see below. 

The Old Attic of Thucydides would have said aierds aiei 

ampdcoe fw Odpoe, whereas the New Attic of Demosthenes 
said deros det rparre: civ Odppet. 

6, (iv.) What is meant by the Kowy, and by the Language of 
the New Testament ? 

When Alexander had conquered the East, he and his suc- 
cessors brought to it the Greek Language—not the Classical 

and Literary Greek of Athens, but a slightly different Dialect, 

(a) nearer in many respects to the Conversational Lan- 

guage (of a later age than that of Demosthenes), 
(6) with elements from other Dialects, and 
(c) modified by the Language spoken in the countries to 

which it was imported. 
This was called the Kowy (didaAexros), and Polybius and 

Plutarch are usually called writers of the Kowy; but they 

give us its Literary and more polished side. 
The Colloquial side of the Kowy gave rise to New Testa- 

ment Greek, which was influenced—cp. (c) above—by the 

native Language of the Jews of Alexandria and elsewhere. 

Thus in the New Testament we find much that was Literary 
Attic, but a certain amount that was due to Conversational 

Greek, to the Greek of other Dialects, and to the Language of 
the Jews. 

Among New Testament features may be noticed 
(i.) Case-Endings, such as vot (v@), dvaiv (dvoir), 
(ii.) Indeclinable Nouns, especially Hebrew proper names, 

e.g. Aapwy, ‘lepovoaAnp or ‘TepovodAupa, 

(iii.) Comparatives such as zepiocorépus, 
(iv.) ‘Double - Augmented’ forms like mpedrc, Hdvvaro, 

dmrexateotaOn, 

(v.) Unaugmented Pluperfects, Jike dedexer, 
3 (33) 
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(vi.) 2nd Aorist-forms like 7AGare, 
(vii.) 3rd Plurals like efyocay («Zxov), 

(vili.) 2nd Singulars like dvvaca, 
(ix.) ‘ Middle’ forms like juny ‘1 was,’ 

(x.) a tendency to discard the Optative (and the Dual). 

For details, see Winer’s Grammar of New Testament Greek, which has 
long been the standard work on the subject. The book is, unfortunately, 
expensive. 

(84) 



7, ‘ Aeolic’ Dialect. 

7. Define the ‘ Aeolic’ Dialect, and mention its chief features, 

comparing it with Latin, as far as possible. 

‘Aeolic’ was derived from atoAos ‘variegated’, and the 
name is used in more than one sense. 

(a) It sometimes refers to Old Greek, such as was spoken 

in the Peloponnese in Early times: a better name would per- 

haps be ‘ Achaean’, applying to the Dialect of the Arcadians 

and Cyprians. 

The ‘ Achaeans’ are the people of whom we hear so much in Homer : 

in fact sometimes ’Axa:ol can almost mean ‘Greeks’ in Homer. These 

‘ Achaeans’ flourished especially in Peloponnese, but most of them seem 
to have been conquered or displaced by the Dorians who invaded the 

Peloponnese about 1000 B.c. It is possible that the Arcadians, who 

were protected by their mountains, may have remained as a relic of the 
older inhabitants, and some of the Cyfrians were colonists from Arcadia. 

The Arcadian and Cyprian for BdAAera e& oixlas eis Bdpabpoy iepeds 

would be 5éAAcrai ef [és could be used before Vowels] oixiau iv (épeOpoy iepijs. 

(6) Usually, however, ‘Aeolic’ applies especially to the 
Dialect of Lesbos and the coast of Asia Minor near Lesbos; 

and also to Thessaly (which may have been partly ruled by 

Dorian nobles), and to Boeotia (which may have been partly 
conquered by Dorians in early times), At any rate these two 

latter Dialects have some Doric features. 

Perhaps many of the ‘ Achaeans’, who were driven out by the Great 
Migrations, fled to Lesbos and its neighbourhood. 

(c) ‘ Aeolic’ was also spoken in the ‘ Aeolic’ colonies, such 
as Cumae in Italy. 

(35) 
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Let us suppose that the Lesbians had wished to express : 

‘The women remain, having sent to them messengers from the 

sacred city that, on behalf of that city, they might destroy a 

a wild beast’: they would have said :— 
pevoue (pevovet) oTeAAaaL avrooe (oTEtAacat aitois) dyyeAots 

map Tas ipas moALos (ayyéAous rapa THs i€pas mdAews) ds Ke [ds Ke = 

iva] twep Kyvas (drép keivys) pypa arv-PbEeppwor (Onpa aropOeipworr). 

Notice here, among other things, 

1. eA, epp (eA, ep): cp. Latin velle, ferre (from -ls-, 

-S-) ; 

2. the Accent thrown back towards the beginning of the 

word, as near as the Greek Law of Accents allowed: contrast 

‘ Aeolic’ @vya and Early Latin fuga (—> fuga, '’ being a mark of 

Emphasis, not of Note) with Attic and Ionic ¢vyy, and Doric 

puys ; 
3. -ows (-ovs, Acc. Plur., cp. Feminine -as with Attic -as) ; 
4. map shows a clipping of the last Vowel: cp. Latin ab 

(d7ro), sub (ir), etc., p. 84; 

5. absence of the ‘ Aspirate’: cp. Latin anser, from hanser 

(xiv) ; 
6. a (7): cp. Latin paterfamilias ; 

7. u(v): cp. to some extent, Latin maxumus and maximus 

(p. 45) ; 
8. ¢ (6): cp. Latin fera ; 

9. v(o): cp. Latin agrom —> agrum. 

It will be convenient to collect some other points here, from other 
‘ Aeolic’ Dialects : -s 

10. -e (-a) as in fe (3d) : cp. Latin pede ? from ped-a ; 

11. F kept till late: cp. Féxis with Latin vicés (ofxous) ; 

12. -. (Genitive Singular Ending), as in Folxo: ‘of the house’: cp. 
Latin vici ; 

13. Dative Singular Folxw: cp. Latin vicé ; 
14. x- in xls (rls): cp. Latin quis; 

15. & (01): cp. Féxds above: for of —> Latin a, cp. oinom —> finum. 

These peculiarities are specially selected from various ‘ Aeolic’ 

Dialects, such as Thessalian: they are not all to be found in any one 
Dialect. 

(36) 
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As an exercise on the ‘ Aeolic’ of Lesbos, it would be well 

to turn the beginning of the Iliad into Lesbian (see p. 38). 

The following would be another instance of Lesbian (not of very 

early Lesbian, which would have kept the Digamma, F). The Attic forms 

are put in brackets. 

wep) dv (dv) oi (oi) orpdérayo: (orparnyo)) wporideo: xpooratalcads (xpoc- 

ratdons) ras BéAAGs (Tis BobAns) nad ol (of) wpéoBers . . . dwayyéAAoi (Axay- 

yéAAove) Kal Sdypa Avixnay (evinncay) wap 7S Kolvw (wapd rq Kowg) AitdArAwy 

wep) ras oixnidtaros (Early Fow-, ras oixerdrnros) xa) ras pidias (ris piAlas), 

és xe (@s) Siandvwor eis roy wdyta xpdvoy Kal phders ufre AirdrAwy phre ray 

Karouhvrwy (Karouotvrwr) dv AitwAla (AirwAig) . . . déb0x0a: 7d dum (rg 

Shug) éwalynon (éxawéoa) 1d Koivoy trav AitdAwy xa trols wxpoedpois (robs 

axpoédpous) . . ., dre (8ri) edvdws exoior (Zxovet) wpds ry Sapory (Sjuov) roy 

MuriAnvdwy (MutiAnvaloy), cad ériudércoOa: (eripedcioba:) abrwy ray BSAAGy Ka) 

Tov Sapuov (v. above) xa) tals &pxais tals nadiorauévais (all in -ds) ds (as) & 

re pala (h re) wal & olxnidras (4 oixesdrns) & iwdpxoca (% imdpxovoa) mpds 

. AirdéaAos (-ous) Sianéve: (Siaueve?). . . . 

Thessalian expressed da 76 ypyotpoi elvar éyévovro avrov tues 
€ ‘4 A 4 > ~ A N > + [ re > VA - 

Stroiovs Gv BovAntat arrocretAat Kal Ta Gvopata avTwv eis OTHAGS KaTa- 

Geivac by dé 7d xpetoipor Eupev eyévovo avrou Kives troios Ke BéeAAETEL 
dmvoTeANew Kal Ta Gvipata avrow év orddAas xaTOépuer. 

Notice here how éyévovo was assimilated (p. 67) to éyeveoOe. 

In Boeotsan we should find 6 wdrap riot rérrapa rotor 
3 4 bs a a ft - 4 SN s dpxovterot, map TVs Bourds Fuxis xexwpyxwv, not 6 warip rece 

Tévoapa Tos Gpxovety, Tapa Tovs Bowrovs oikous KexupTNKWs. 

To these Dialects we may add :— 

(i.) The North-West Dialects, i.e. those of the Locrians, Phocians, 

Acarnanians, Aetolians, etc.; here we find radeluevos év Natraxroy dydyvois 

(xaAotpevos els Nadwaxroy ayaow) ; 
(ii.) the Cross or Mongrel Dialects, such as that of Elis, which had 

Felas 4 pdpny (cldas ef péperv). 

(37) 



8. ‘Homeric’ Dialect. 

8. What is Fick's theory about the Homeric Dialect? How 

far ts it likely to have been correct ? 

The following nonsense - lines would illustrate some 

. ‘Homeric’ Dialect-forms, such as Datives in -owrt, Genitives 

in -oo, Case-Endings in -(:, 3rd Singulars in -o., uncontracted 

Vowels, and other forms, and the sound of the Digamma (F) 

surviving :-— 
ai xé viv 6@OaApoicr ido medioro Genor, 

avtoht reOvnus ere é€ Spdwrte didace. 
The ‘Homeric’ Dialect was never used in Prose or in con- 

versation: it is made up of the forms of (i.) various Periods. 
(cp. Genitives in -o1o, -oo, and -ov), and (ii.) various Localities 

(cp. forms in 4 or 7). 

The ‘ Homeric’ Dialect may also be called ‘ Epic’. 
Fick thought that ‘ Homer’ was originally written in the 

‘Aeolic’ Dialect, i.e. in a Dialect like that of Lesbos; the 

Iliad would then have begun somewhat in this way :— 
pavw dede, Gea, TnAniada ‘AyArjos 

dAXopevay, & pip "Ayatoo’ dAye eOyxe, 

TodAas 8 ibOipors Yiyxats “AFid« mpotape 

jpwuwv, avrou St FeAwpia redye Kiveror 

olwvoici re ratat, AiFos § éredjero BoAda, 

é§ & On Ta rpata SueoTaTav épicayre 

"Azpeidas te Favat dvdpwyr kat 8ios "AyidAevs. 

This ‘Aeolic’ (which is well worth learning) was then 

translated—probably by slow degrees—into lonic, for Ionic 

hearers; but ‘Aeolic’ forms would survive 

(38) 
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(i.) where the metre excluded the Ionic form (e.g. xverox), 
and, sometimes, 

(ii.) where lonic had no exact equivalent in sense, or 
where the exact sense of the ‘ Aeolic’ word was not clear. 

The result would be a kind of Mongrel Dialect (‘ Aeolic’ 
+ Ionic), and later additions in this Mongrel Dialect might 
have been made, to supplement the original poem or poems. 

Still later on, this Mongrel (‘ Aeolic’ + lonic) Dialect 
might have become gradually ‘ Atticised’ for Attic readers, in 

many respects: still, much of the old Dialect would survive, 

for reasons akin to those already mentioned. Genitives in -oo 
might sometimes become Attic -ov. 

In some words a new form was created, a mixture of the 

old and the Attic: thus IAioo (aroAiebpov) might become *TAudov, 

a mixture of the old ‘IAloo and the Attic ‘TAiov. 

Summary.—Ilf Homer was at first ‘ Aeolic’, and then was (mostly) 
translated into Ionic, and then sometimes Atticised, and if additions 

were made in the ‘ Aeolic ’-lonic Dialect, we should have an explanation 

of most of the peculiarities of Homer. 

To the above it its possible to add a ‘ Conversational’ 

element: for Homer has many words which seem to have 

belonged to the Spoken Dialects, and were not to be found 

in the Literary Dialects. (See Kennedy’s Sources of New 

Testament Greek.) 
This ‘ Dialect’ (‘ Homeric’ or ‘ Epic’) became the regular 

Dialect for a Poet to use when he was writing on a Heroic 

subject : thus Pindar uses many ‘ Epic’ forms when he is 

telling of the deeds of heroes. 
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9. Exercises on the Diaiects. 

9. Assign the following forms to their respective Dialects, with 
a few Notes :— 

rovs, Piya, xa, Sxws, repre, Adyor (Gen.), & (4), KPa, 2omeppe,. 

dxovoats, Adyourt, BacrAjs, Fadeious (“HAciots), podvos, évOatra. 

Note.—If you were answering questions about Dialects in 
full, it would be best 

(i.) to begin by giving the Attic form ; 

(ii.) to mention all the points of difference ; 
(iii.) to illustrate these from the same Dialects, from 

other Dialects, and from Latin, etc. ; 

(iv.) to give the causes of the peculiarities ; 
(v.) mot to say that one form is ‘instead of’ or ‘for’ an — 

Attic form: it is far more accurate simply to put the Attic . 

form in brackets. The Dialect form was not ‘for’ an Attic 
form : it existed independently, and was not a ‘mistake ’. 

rovs (rovs) Argive and Cretan, -zs being the Early Ending; 
puya (pvyy) ‘Aeolic’ (Doric would have ¢vya): for -& cp. 

Early Latin fuga ; 

dxa (6re) Doric: I think it is doubtful whether xa was not 
connected with xaé rather than with re; 

dxws (d7ws) Ionic: the Early letter was q-, cp. Latin quis ; 
wepme (mevte) ‘Aeolic’: cp. BedrAdives (SeAdives) for the 

‘ Aeolic’ preference for Labials (p. 36) ; 

Adyot (Gen. Adyov) Thessalian: cp. Latin Genitives in -i, e.g. 
vici from -ko-1; 

& (4) ‘Aeolic,’ which objected to Aspirates (p. 36) ; 
xwopa (xépy) Doric, from kor-ua, which became Aeolic xédpy, 

KoUpY } 
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eoreppe (€orepe) ‘Aeolic’, from esperset: for rs —> pp, cp. 
Latin ferre (p. 36) ; 

dxoveats (dxovcas) ‘ Aeolic’, from -ants: cp. Attic rievrs > 
eis ; 

Adyous (Adyors) ‘ Aeolic’ and Ionic ; 

BaciAjs (Baore’s) Arcadian and Cyprian, from -éus: cp. 
cj ous —> bos ; 

Fadeiows ((HAciots) Dialect of Elis, which might have had -p 
instead of -s; 

povvos (udvos) Ionic, from monyos -» Doric pévos, ‘ Aeolic’ 

POvVOS ; 

évOaira (évrad6a) Ionic, cp. evOctrev, xiOav (xeTav). 
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10. Evidences for, and interest of, Greek Dialects. 

10. (a) What are our chief evidences for the different Dialects ? 

The chief Evidences for the Dialects are :— 

(i.) Inscriptions, which are best, because least liable to 
alteration; they give treaties, laws, honours decreed to people, 

epitaphs, etc. Their language is mostly the ‘official’ and not 

the conversational Dialect ; 

(ii.) Writers— 
(a) of the Locality itself, 

*  (b) of other Localities, who used the Dialect for Literary 
purposes (cp. the Doric used by Pindar for his Choral Hymns 

to the gods), or for parody (cp. Aristophanes’ Megarian in the 

* Acharnians’). 

But the MSS. are liable to be Modernised and Atticised. 
(ii.) Grammarians, who wrote notes on obscure words 

and constructions: cp. to some extent, the great Dialect Dic- 

tionaries. Here again the MSS. are liable to be altered. 

(iv.) Relics are also found in 
(2) names of people (thus cp. Rifus, a Sabellian or Oscan 

form), 
(b) names of places (cp. English towns in -caster, -don, 

etc.), 

(c) names of animals (thus cp. lupus and bos, Dialect-forms, 

and possibly im7os (p. 88) rather than ? érzos), 
(2) borrowed words generally (pp. 85, 88, 90), 
(e) Poetry and other Literature which tends to preserve 

what has elsewhere disappeared (cp. the -v- of alcvpvyrys, a 

trace of ‘ Aeolic’). 
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10. (b) Say why the study of the Dialects should be interesting 
and useful. 

(i.) As to Philology, Dialects often preserve Early and 
even Mater-forms, which would be hard to get from other 
sources: thus Doric &fws and icrars were nearer to the 
Mater-forms dusds and sist(h)ati than Attic éws and foryor were, 
and Argive and Cretan révs was a Mater-form (tons). 

(ii.) For Hzstory, the Dialect-Inscriptions and Names of 
persons and places, etc., are often first-rate Evidence, not only 

as to the intercourse and connexion of one people with another 
(by trade, conquest, etc.), but also as to the life and religion 

and character of the smaller States of Greece, of which we 

hear so little, and as to the huge number of these States, and 

the influence of Geography in isolating them from one another. 

We are too apt to regard Greek History as merely the history 
of Athens, Sparta, and a few other large States. 

(iii.) Geography becomes a more interesting study if we, 
know even only a little about some of the out-of-the-way places. 

(iv.) Sczence-principles, such as the Survival of the Fittest, 
and Fossilisation (p. 219), are well illustrated by the dis- 
appearances and survivals of Dialect-forms. 

For Research-work on the Dialects, I should suggest the following 

subjects :— 

(i.) the connexion of Latin and the Italic Dialects with the various 

Greek Dialects, especially the ‘ Aeolic’ of Thessaly ; 
(ii.) the inter-connexion of the various Greek Dialects, and the light 

that this might throw on Migrations, conquests, commerce, communica- 

tion, etc. ; 

(iii.) the characteristics of various peoples as shown by their 
Dialects. 
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11. Latin Inscriptions. Classical Forms turned into 

Early Latin. 

11. In what forms might the following words be found ‘on an 

Early Latin Inscription ? Write a few Notes. 

(a) dabunt malum Metelli Naevio poetae ; 

(b) Philippus maximi aestimavtt ; 
(c) Lucius Gnaeo natus, cuius fama virtuti parissima fuit, 

cum Romae adesset, aedem Iunoni posuit; 

(d) ut facillime figi possit. 

(a) (dabunt) dabonit, malum (ma-lom or -lo), Metelli 

(Metel-ei or -é or -i), Naevid (Cnaiuidi or Gn-), poétae (poétai). 

1. Early Latin had a choice of forms, e.g. -ez or -é or -?, 

and sometimes two forms will occur side by side in the same 
Inscription ; 

2. the Early Vowels here are often like the Greek Vowels: 

e.g. cp. -o- (Classical -u-) with Greek -o-, in tpewovr (p. 20) ; 

3. for final - weakly pronounced, in malo (malum), cp. 
the elision of -m in Latin Verses, and Latin frftrem -> French 

frére by loss of the nasal ; 

4, Early Latin wrote single Consonants, e.g. -l- (-II-) ; 

5. C, the third letter of the Alphabet, once stood for G 
(cp. ABD), as well as for C: vide p. 212. 

6. Early Latin had its Diphthongs (as well as its Vowels) 
nearer to those of the Mater-Language, e.g. -ez (Classical -7) 
from -o7, cp. Greek Adyo.; -67, which was rare, (Classical -6) 

from -62, cp. Greek Adyur or Adyw; and -az (Classical -ae) from 
-at, cp. Early Latin aidem (aedem) with Greek ai6w. 
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Note on ei, é; Early Latin ei had several origins (p. 164), 
and was pronounced as an e-sound, followed by an 7-sound; 

hence it became a sound sometimes nearer to Z and sometimes 

nearer to 7, and was written sometimes as ez, sometimes as e¢, 

! sometimes as7. Still later on, we find the signs ez, e, and z, 

! 
| 
l 

—_——— 

actually used for one another, so that even the e-sound of 

imperium is found written as ez. In Classical times z was the 

regular way of writing the sound. 

(b) (Philippus) P7lz-pos or -po (maximi) maxsum-et or -é or 

-t (aestimAvit) azstumdu-ert or -ét or -it. 
In addition to some of the above features, we notice 

6. Final -s weakly pronounced: cp. the Early Latin 

Scansion of confectus quiescit, at the end of a Hexameter ; 

7. ph- written as p- in words borrowed from Greek: Greek 
pronounced ¢ as in up-hill, not as.in our word Philip (where 

ph has the f-sound). Early Latin dropped the Aspirate here 
in writing ; 

8. x was written as *s ; 

9, -u- in maxsumei and aistumaveit had a sound not unlike 

that of u in une plume, or of German #: see further p. 210. 

For the -eit of the ‘ Perfect’, see p. 140. 

(c) (Liicius) Louci-os or -o (Gnaed) Cn- or Gn-aiviéd (natus) 
gnat-os or -o (cuius) gu- or g-oius (fama) fama (virtiti) uzrtit- 
-et or -é or -7 (parissima) parisumd (fuit) fu[«]-ect or -ét or -it 
(cum) gu- or g-om (Romae) Rdmai (adesset) adesét (aedem) 
atd-e or -em (linGni) Iéindn-ez or -é or -t (posuit) posetu-eit or -é 
or -2t. 

Notice here, besides many of the above features of Early 
Latin,— 

the Diphthong ou from eu (cp. Aevkds and the old form 

Leucesie); also the Diphthong oz in quoius (Classical #), cp. 
6 above ; 

10. z in Loucios (Classical -2), cp. illius and illius ; 
11. -d in Gnatvod, a trace of the old Ablative or from- 

Case (p. 120); 
(45) 
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‘12. -@ in fama (cp. Aeolic daya) Nom. Sing., Classical -d : 
the -d —> -a 

(i.) in lambic words like figd, where it was hard to pro- 

nounce a Short Vowel with Emphasis and then to pronounce 

a Long Vowel without Emphasis—hence fuga ; 

(ii.) in the Accusative famaim, because Long Vowels were 

regularly shortened before Final -m, -r, or -t: cp. adesét 

(adesset) ; 
13. gu-, g-, and c- (cp. quom, qum, cum) were often inter- 

changed in Early Latin spelling: cp. pequnia or pecunia. 

Note.—Besides these peculiarities, we may notice e.g. the -u- of 
Gnaivid (Gnaed). 

(d) (ut) wter (facillimé) factluméd (figi) fet- or fi- -gei or -gi 
or -gter (possit) potis si¢ (Earlier szé or széd). 

Notice— 
14. the Archaic Infinitive in -zer (p. 148) ; 
15. the Optative siéd or szét (p. 121); | 
16. the longer form potis sit, not yet ‘syncopated’ into 

possit. 

It will be found a good exercise to turn the above Classical Latin 

forms into Early Latin, and the following Inscription might be added ; 
for the ‘ Answer ’, see below. 

hunc unum plurimi consentiunt Romae (or Romani) 
bonorum optimuim fuisse virum virorum 

Lucium Scipionem : filius Barbati 

consul censor aedilis hic fuit apud vos : 

hic cepit Corsicam Aleriamque urbem (pugnando), 

dedit Tempestatibus aedem merito votam. 
N.B.—Mark the Long Vowels before attempting this. 

The following exercises might be added. Turn the italicised words 

into Early Latin forms, putting alternative forms in brackets :— 

1. aequitiae ; 

2. Curae ; 

3. si gui essent qui adversum ea fecissent quam supra scriptum est ; 

4. maximi feceris ; 

5. publico iudicio ; 
6. si quis magistratus multam irrogare volet, gui volet (dum minoris 
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partis familiae taxat) liceto, etque omnium rerum siremps lex esto quasi si 
is hac lege pecuniam exegisset ; 

7. de praetoris senatusque sententia ; 

8. magnam sapientiam aetate cum parva possidet hoc saxum ; 
9. ... atque, ut hoc in tabulam incideretis, ita senatus aequom censuit, 

utque eam figi iubeatis ub: facillime nosci posstt ; atque ut ea bacchanalia 
si qua sunt (extra quam si quid ibi sacri est, ita ut supra scriptum est) in. 
diebus x quibus vobis tabellae datae erunt faciatis ut dimota sint ; 

10. cui vita defecit non honor honori. 
First mark the Long Vowels. 

Answers :— 

N.B.—* means -om or -o or -um or -u; t means -ei or -é or -i. 
1. aigetiai (or -c-) ; some genitives have -as, cp. paterfamilias (xdépas). 
2. coerai ; 

3. sei quei esent queit aruorso(m)* ead fécisent quam sup(e)rad scripto(m)* 
(e)sé ; 

4. maxsumei t faxseis; 

5. poplicdd ioudiciéd ; 
6. sei quis magist(e)ratus moltim inrogare uol&t, quei uolet (dum 

minoris partus famelids [or familiai] taxsat) licétdd, eeique omnium rérum 

siremps lzxs estéd quasei sei is hace leege (later form) peqiniam (or -c-) 
exégiset ; 

7, dé praitiris sendtuosque (or -tei-t-que) sententiad ; 
8. magnim sapientidm aitate qum parudd (?) posidét hice saxso(m) * ; 
9. atque, utei hoce en tabolam inceiderétis, ita senatus ai(s)quom 

cénsueitt, uteique eAm feig-ei (or -ier) iubeatis ubei faciluméd gnosc-ei (or 

-ier) potis sit (or sié-t or -d); atque utei ea bacanalia sei qua sunt (exstrad 
quam sei quid ibei sacrei + sié-t or -d, ita utei sup(e)rad scripto(m) * (e)st) 
in diébus x quibus udbis fabelai datai erunt faciatis utei dismdta sient ; 

10. quote: uita défécert + noen-o (or -u) honds honoret t. 
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12. Latin Inscriptions with Notes. 

12, Explain and comment on any peculiar forms in the 

following Latin Inscriptions :— 

(a) Manios med fhefhaked Numastot, etc., x.1.X. 
A good Method of answering this Question would be as 

follows :— 
(a) write down the Inscription-forms ; 
(b) marking the Long Vowels ; 

(c) under each word write the Classical word ; 
(d) mention all the points of contrast, putting the Inscrip- 

tion letters first, the Classical letters next, , and then the 
Instance ; 

(e) explain these peculiarities ; 
(f) Illustrate them, as far as possible, from Early Latin, 

Greek, etc. 

The following Rhyme sums up the Method :— 

Write down each form (Long Vowels show), : 
then Normal forms ’neath each should go; 
note points of Contrast, give the Cause, 

and Illustrate Phonetic Laws. 

N.B.—The following Answers will only touch on a few 

points, for most of them have been already discussed. 

For details, see Allen’s Remnants of Early Latin, Lindsay’s Handbook 
of Latin Inscriptions, and, for more elaborate writers, Wordsworth’s 
Specimens of Early Latin, or Egbert’s Introduction to the Study of Latin 

Inscriptions. 

(a) Mantos méd fhefhakéd Numasioi 
Manius mé fécit Numerio. 
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This was possibly as early as the 5th Century B.c. 
Besides -o- (or -u-, p. 44), Dative -d2 (-6, p. 118), notice 
(i.) -d in the Accusative of Pronouns, as well as in the 

Ablative (cp. Gnaivad, p. 118) ; 

(ii.) fh- to give the Early sound which the Greek writing of 

the time gave by the Digamma followed by H: later on the 

sound was denoted by F alone ; 

(iii.) for the Reduplicated Perfect, cp. pepigi (from pepagai), 

and notice that the Latin Accent has not yet reduced the 
-a- to -t- (cp. réddatus — rédditus, Numasidi —» Numeris) ; 

(iv.) for the -é-, from the ‘ Middle’ -az, see p. 45; 

(v.) the Final -d is found especially in the ‘ Historic’ 
Tenses and in the Optative ;° 

(vi.) -s- between Vowels has not yet become -r- (cp. 
ploisumos — plirimus). 

(b) 10 VBI SAT DEIVOS QOI MED MITAT NEI TED ENDO 
COSMIS VIRCO SIED ASTED NOISI OPE TOITESIAI PAKARI VOIS 
DVENOS MED FECED EN MANOM EINOM DVENOI NE MED MALO 
STATOD. 

For this Inscription, which may be nearly as early as the preceding, 

I adopt in the main the readings and explanations of Professor R. S. 

Conway (American Fournal of Philology) which may be consulted for the 

details. 

The meaning is very obscure ; the following might suggest 

a rough idea of it :— 

‘(1 pray to) the gods, Jove, Vejove, and Saturn, let not 

Proserpine, to whom they (the gods) will let me be sent, be 

kind to you unless you are willing to make expiation to Ops 
Tuteria. Duenos (Bonus) made me as-a-curse-against Manus, 

and let not harm come to Duenos owing-to-me.’ 

The Inscription-forms would be :— 

Iouos (Old Nom., lippiter) or Jouem (sc. obsecro), Vézouos 

or Veiouem, Sadturnos or Saturno(m) (Sattirnus or Saturnum), 
deiuds (Old Nom. Plural, as in the Italic Dialects, divi, or 
Acc. ria divis) qo: (Dat. ore” cp. Adyw. Numasidi, p. 118, 
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? surviving in qud ‘ whither’) méd (Acc., mé) mitat (8rd Plur. 
Subj., mittant: for the single ¢ see p. 44, for -n- weakly pro- 
nounced cp. cosentiont, dedat), mez (either -ei represented the 

-E of né, p. 45, or more probably nei, later ni, was used here 

with the meaning of né, i.e. nt had not yet come to be set 
apart to denote ‘unless’: cp. some Italic Dialect uses) téd (té, 

see above; it was governed by endo, cp. in te, els aé) endo 

(indu-, as in induperator, in Lucretius, or ?indum like &dov, 

with -m not written) cosmis (cOmis) uzrvcd (virgo: for c with 
the sound of g, see p. 212) széd (sit: Optative, cp. [e}t, and 

see p. 121), asted (either ast in a corrective sense, ‘that is to 
say’, in which case -ed may have been an Ablative Ending, or 

adstet, ‘let not Proserpine be kind to you and stand by you’) 
noist (nisi, but the first half would rather become nei- and then 
ni) Opé (either opem Acc., cp. aide with aedem, p. 44, or opi 
Dat.: for -é, see p. 45. The Acc. would have depended on ‘to 

pacify’, the Dative on ‘to make expiation to’) Toitesidi 
(Titeriae: for -oi, cp. oino and tnum, for -s- cp. Numasioi 

and Numerio, for ai, Gen. or Dat., cp. Romai and Romae: the 

Gen. would mean ‘the Ops of Tuteria’, the Dative ‘to Ops- 

Tuteria’) pakdrt (pacari, with Active Sense, cp. some of the 

‘Deponents’ in Plautus, or pacare: for k in Early Latin, cp. 

Kaeso) uois (vis, old Diphthong): Duenos (Bonus, cp. duellum 
and bellum) méd (mé) fécéd (fécit: for -é- from -ei-, see p. 45, 
for -€- cp. Aorists like @yxe) en (in, cp. év) Manom (Manum), 

einom (‘and’, would have become inum, but did not survive) 
Duendi (Bond, see above) né méd (mé, Ablative, p. 118) malo 
(malum) statod (stato). 
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13. Exercises in Early Latin. 

13. Write down the Classical forms for the following Early 
Latin Inscription forms, as far as possible without Notes. 

(a) enos Lases invate ... etc., x.t.X. 
It will be admirable practice, for Early Latin Inscriptions, 

to write out all the peculiarities in the following forms, and to 

write Notes on them. Most of them have been treated 
already :-— 

(a2) ends (nds) Lasés (Larés) tuvdte 
néue lue (luem) rue (ruem) Marmar (Mar-s, but reduplicated) 

sins (Old Imperative, like 8é-s, or ? sine) zncurrere in pledris 
(pliirés, Acc.) 

satur (‘satisfied’) fu (‘be’) fere Mars limen sali sta (? tran- 

sitive ‘ put a stop to, stay’) berber (verber) 
sémunis (s€monés, ‘ half-men’ or ‘sowers’) alternez (alterni) 

advocapit (advocabit) conctos (cunctus) 
triumpe (triumphe). 

(b) sancus (‘holy’) Idnis (‘linus’) es, duonus (bonus) 

Cerus (‘Ceres’) es, duonus Idnusque [ pulmelidsum (? melidrum) 
récum (régum) 

(c) quomne (cp. the -ne- of donec) tonas, Leucesie (Liceri), 
prat (prae) tét (té) tremonti (tremunt). 

(d) pilumnoe (pilumni) poploe (populli). 

(e) Beldla: (Bellinae) pécolom (pdculum): cp. Lauernai 
(Lavernae), Saeturnt (Saturni), Salites (Salitis), Aisclapi 
(Aesculipi). 
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(f) Venos (Venus) Diovem (lovem) Prosepndi (Proser- 
pinae). 

Mirqurios (Mercurius) Alixentrom (Alexandrum). 
Poloces (Pollux) Losna (Liina) Amuces (Amyces). 
Tind (lund, ? liind[ni}) Jove: (lovi) Hercelé (Hercul-em or -i). 
Canumédé (Ganymédés) Diéspatér (cp. lippiter) Cupido 

Menerua (Minerva). 

(g) Dindid Macolnia fileai (Dindia Magulnia filiae) dedit. 

(kh) Nouios Plautios (Novius Plautius) méd Rémdi fécid (mé 
Romae fécit). 

(1) fert pordd (porrs), coféct (conféci), made[?t] (madet) mi 
vécié (régié ‘splendidly ’), mzsc (misce, ? old Verb beside miscé) 

sdné (‘ yes’), asom (assum, from arsum ‘to burn’) ferd, confice 

piscim (piscem). 

(j) Diana (Dianae) M. Livio (Livius) M. f. (Marci filius) 
praitor (praetor) dedit. 

(k) M. Mindios L. ft. (Mindius Lici filius) P. Condetzos 
(Condetius) Va. fi. (Valeri filius) aidilés (aedilés) vicésma 
(vicésimam) parti (partem) Apoldnes (Apollinis, but -dn- owed 
its Long Vowel to the Nom. Apolld) dedérz (dedére). 

(l) . . . quaistorés (quaestdrés) aire (aere) moltaticod (mul- 

taticd) dederont (dederunt). 

(m)... dé pratiddd (dé praedi) Maurté (Marti) dedét 
(dedit). 

(n) .. . dat lubs (lubens) merto (meritd) .. . ara (aram) 
Salitus (Salutis, but from a Genitive in “0s, ep. éOyrves and 
senatu-os: see p. 54). - 

(0) L. Cornélio (Cornélius) L. f. Scipid aidiles (aedilis) 
cosol (consul) césér (cénsor). 

L. Cornelius Scipio was Consul in 259 B.c.: but the In- 
scription may have belonged to a much later date. 

(p) hone oino (hunc tnum) ploirumé (pliirimi) cosentiont 
(consentiunt) Romai (Romae) or Rémané (Romani) 
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duonéro (bondrum) optumo (optimum) fuise (fuisse) utvo 

uiroro (virum virdrum), 
Liciom Scipione (Liicium Scipidnem): filios (filius) Bar- 

batt 

consol (consul) cénsdr (cénsor) aidilis (aedilis) hic fuét 
(fuit) apud uds ; 

hec (hic) cépit Corsica (Corsicam) Aleridque (Aleriamque) 
urbe (urbem) [? pucnandod (pugnand3)|, 

dedet (dedit) Tempestatebus (Tempestatibus) azide (aedem) 

meretod (meritd) [udtam (votam) |. 
Note.—This is called the Saturnian Metre: a good in- 

stance of it would be 
dabunt malum Metelli Naevid poétae. 

(q) Cornélius Litctus (Liicius) Scipid Barbatus, 
Gnaivod (Gnaed) patre progndtus (pro-natus) fortis vir 

sapiensque, 
quoius (cuius) forma (forma) virtitei (virtiti) parisuma fuit 

(? parissima fuit) : 
consol cénsor atdilis (consul cénsor aedilis) quez (qui) fuit 

(fut) apud uos: 
' Taurasiad (Taurasiam) Cisaund (Cisaunam) Samnio (Sam- 

nium, or Samnié from Samnidd) cépzt | 

subigit (?subégit) omne (omnem) Loucdnam (Licaniam) 
opsidésque (obsidésque) abdoucit (abdiicit). 

(rv) honce loucom (hunc lticum) né quis utolatéd (violatd) 
neque exvehito (€vehitd) neque exfertd (effertd) quod louci 
(Iiictis) szét (sit) neque céditd (caeditd) nesez (nisi) quo dié rés 
deina (divina) anua (annua) fiet : edd (e6) dié, quod réi dinae 
(divinae) causa (caussa) fiat, sine dold cédere (caedere) licétod 
(licét5): sezquis (siquis) uzoldsit (violassit or violarit) dolé malo 
Iouet (lovi) bouid (bove) pidclum (piaculum) datédd (datd), et a 
CCC molta: (mulctae) suntdd (suntd); ezus pidcli (piaculi) 

moltaique (mulctaeque) dicatéré (dic[t ]atori) exactid estdd (estd). 

(s) Lundné ré[gin-d or -di] (Itinoni réginae) matrond Pisaurésés 
(matronae Pisaurensés) déno dedrot (ddnum dederunt). 
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(t) Matré Matuta (Matri Matiitae) ddno dedro (donum 
dederunt) matronad (matronae), M’ Curia Pola (Paulla) Liuia 
deda (?dedant—this form disappeared in Latin). 

(uw)... nouem castreis (castris) exfociont (effugiunt —a 
false Archaism, as the -u- was original: cp. dvyetv), Macelamque 

(Macellamque) [vi] pucnandod (pugnands) cépit, enque (inque) 

codem macistratud (magistrati) [bene] rem nduebos (navibus) 
marid (mari) consol (consul) primos (primus) [gessit], clasésque 
(classésque) nadvalés primos ornavét (primus ornavit) . . . 

Duilius won a naval victory over the Carthaginians in 260 
B.c., and dedicated the beaks of the Carthaginian ships—hence 

the Columna Rostrata. This Inscription is a restoration made 

at the time of Claudius (the Emperor), and contains some 
false Archaisms: it is somewhat as if an Englishman were 

to try to make English words look Archaic by adding -e, and 

were to add -e not only to words which once ended in -om, 
but also to words like ‘ that’ (from tod, which did not end in -e). 

For later Inscriptions, the best (small) collection is that by 

Lindsay, which should be carefully studied. 

(v) hetsce magtstrets (hi magistri) Uenerus (Veneris, -us 
being from -os, cp. watpés) mirum aedificandum cotrauérunt 

(ciravérunt) ped. CC | XX (270) et loidés (ltidds) fécérunt . . . 

Note.—Always mark all the Long Vowels before treating 

any question about forms, whether the forms be Latin or 
Greek. Long Vowels should be marked either as a or as aa ; 

in Greek we have special Long Vowel signs, viz. y (and «), 
w (and ov), and Circumflexes, but here also ee, 00, aa might be 

used. 
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13. Useful Early Latin forms, and Italic Dialects. 

13 (a2) What were the chief peculiarities of Early Latin forms ? 
Give instances. 

See above, p. 44, foll., for the various ‘peculiarities: the 

following words would help to recall many of them. They are 

not all in Saturnian metre. 
honc(e) oino ploitrumet cosentiont Romat 
duondro maxsuméd op(t)tumo Pilipom : 

Cnaiudd prognato(s) meretod Veneres aistumaueit 
aide, qot Leucesie touam noenu neglexsit : 
detuds sendtuosque fama ap cénsOre auctd. 
Notice the variety of forms. 

(6) Mention a few forms from the Italic Dialects, with Latin 

renderings. 

1, In Umbrian, for which the Eugubine Tables give the 

best evidence, we find such forms as fasza (faciat), ar (ad, cp. 
arbiter, p. 137), pzs (quis, p. 161), beniest (veniet), bénust (venerit, 
cp. p. 141), asa (ara, p. 205), asaf (ars, from -ns, p. 119), tétas 

or tutar (Gen. Sing. cp. paterfamilias, ydpas), aferum (Acc. 
Inf., cp. dicttirum, p. 142), subocau (subvocd), 

For Umbrian and Oscan, see further King & Cookson’s Sounds and 

Inflections (pp. 31-32), and Conway’s Italic Dialects, which is very ex- 
pensive but will long remain the standard authority on the subject. He 
gives a good list of Reference Books. 

2. In Oscan we have the Tabula Bantina, giving the Roman 
Laws for the town of Bantina: Oscan, unlike Umbrian, dis- 

tinguished D and T, G and K, and Double Consonants, and 
has Claudius’ sign F (p. 210). In Oscan we find pam (quam, 
p- 161), kumbéned (convénit, cp. p. 93), ezum (Acc. Inf., esse, 
see p. 136), dezcum (dicere), suvad (sua, pp. 86, 117), estud (esto, 
p. 117), ehtrdd (extra), viu (via), dedest (S-future, dabit); here 
also we have Genitives in -das ep above). 

( 



14, Use and Interest of Latin Inscriptions. 

14, What is the chief use and interest of Latin Inscriptions ? 

With this Answer cp. the Greek Dialects (p. 42). 
(i.) In Philology, the Inscriptions give a large number of 

Early and even Mater-Language forms, e.g. estdd, tremontz, 

oino(m), duenos, qt, endo(m), Gnatudd, siéd. 
They also tell us something of the Spoken and Popular 

Language, e.g. the weak Final -m (p. 44), and the expanding 

and ‘telescoping’ of words (pp. 52, 175). 

(ii.) In Hzstory, Inscriptions give a great deal of evidence: 
in fact, Mommsen has been able to re-write a good deal of the 

history of the Provinces by the light of Inscriptions. They 

also tell us a very great deal about the customs, religion, law, 

local government, etc., of other people beside those who lived 

in Rome. 

(iii.) For Geography, and (iv.) for Science, Inscriptions 

have a value very like that of the Greek Dialects (p. 43). 
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15. Abbreviations in Latin Inscriptions. 

15. What were the words for which the following Abbrevia- 
tions stood in Latin Inscriptions ? 

A... 

For hundreds of other instances, see Egbert’s Introduction to the 

Study of Latin Inscriptions : there are over forty closely printed pages 

of Abbreviations, D alone standing for over twenty-five different words ! 

A. (anné, Aulus, absolvd, antiqus) 

A.A,A.F.F, (aurd argentié aeré [p. 45] flandd feriunds) 
ABN. (abnepds) 
A.D.A (agris dandis adsignandis) 

ADP. (adfuérunt) 

A.V.C. (anné urbis conditae) 

Aed(ilis). App(ius). Aug(ustus). 

B. (M.) (bovem marem) 
C. (Gaius, condemnd) 
9.L. (Gaiae libertus = ‘a freedman manumitted by a 

woman ’) 

CN. (Gnaeus) 
COS(S) (consul[és]) 
Iii VIR CAP. (triumvir capitalis) 
D. (Decimus, dedit) 
D.D. (d6nd dedit) 
D.D.D: (dat, dicat, dédicat) 

DES. ( [consul] désignatus) 

DIS PVB:-P-R°:Q. (dis publicis populi Romani Quiritium) 
D:O-M. (Ded optimé maxim3) 
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D:S:F: (dé sud fécit) 
D:S°P:D: D> (dé sua peciinia dedit dédicavit) 
D:V:1I-D. duumviri iuré [p. 45] dicunds) 
D:V:V-A:S:P:P> (duumviri votis Augustalibus sacris 

publicé faciundis) 

EQ. R. EQ. P. (eques R6manus equé publicd) 

EX D:D: (ex décrétd decuridnum) 

EX H°:L: (ex hac lége) 
F, (filius) 

F-C- (faciendum ciravit) 
F-F-F: (félix faustum fortiinadtum) 

H.C. (honoris caussa) 
C-S°E: (hic conditus situs est) 
M:H-N-°S. (hdc monumentum hérédés non sequitur) 

S:N-L- (50 sesterces [nummum, gen. plur.] ) 

D:(iuré [p. 45] dicunds) 

P : (imperator) 

O-: M: (lovi optimé maxim36) 
K - (Kaes5d) 
L. (Licius, lfbertus) 

M. (Marcus) 
M’. (Manius) 

M. (modius) 
MAM. (Mamercus) 
MIL. (miles) 
M: P: (mille or millia passuum) 

M:P:C> (monumentum pénendum ciravit) 

N. (Numerius, nepos) 
OB: (obiit) . 

* (Publius, pedés). N.B.—-Saluti P. (publicae) 

‘C*(patrés conscripti, pondd centum) 
-D-S. (posuérunt dé sud) 
-H:C: (provincia Hispania Citerior) 

*M : (pontifex maximus) 

‘-P (pater patriae) 

-R.(populus R6manus) 
(58 
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PR. (praetor) 

PRAEP. (praefectus) 
PROC. (prociirator) 
PRON. (pronepGs) 

P:V-S:L:L:M. (posuit votum solvens libens laetus 

meritd) 

Q. (Quintus, quaestor) 
QVIR. (Quirités) 
Q:E-D. (quod eG dié) 

R:P-: (rés publica) 

S. (Sextus, servos) 

S:C- (senatiis consultum) 
S:F: (sacris faciundis) 
SP. (Spurius) 

S:°P- D+: (saliitem plirimam dat) 
S:P:Q:R° (Senatus populusque Romanus) 

S:'S:E° (supra scriptum est) | 

STIP : (stipendidrum) 
STL: IVDIC: (stlitibus iiidicandis) 
T. (Titus) 

T1(B). (Tiberius) 

TR: PL. (tribunus plébis) 

V. (vixit) 
V:S:L:M (votum solvit libens merits) 
V-V° (legid Ulpiae Victricis) 

Calendar :— 

(a) Weeks of eight days had their days marked by the letters A to 

(5) Ides were EID: 

(c) F. fastus; N. nefastus; C. comitialis; N. nefastus hilarior. 

Notes on Numerals :— 

CIO (not unlike the Mof MILLE) or M _.. ; 1,000 
1D (half of this and not unlike D) or D. ; ; 500 

—overaNumeral . . . . . ~~. x 1,000 
e.g. V = 5,000 

CCIO9( = CIO x 10) . ; ; ; ; » 10,000 
(59) 
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IDO(=10x 10). ; . ; ; ; 5,000 
Ww (Greek y) L, later b or L. ; ; ; . 50 
X (Greek 4 ; ; ; . ; . ; ; 10 
XXC (= C-— XX). . ; 80. 

Some say that C (100) was from @. See further Gow, p. 14. 
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16. Relation of English to Greek and Latin. 

16. What is the relation of English to Greek and Latin ? 

The plan (p. 11) will show that English belonged chiefly to 

the Teutonic group of Languages, which were next to the Baltic 
and Slavonic group on one side, and to the Celtic group on the 

other: next to Celtic was Italic, and next to Italic Greek. 

Teutonic, Italic, and Greek, were therefore sister-Languages, 

being once sister-Dialects, from the Mater-Language. 

As Latin was one Dialect of Italic, and Attic was one 

Dialect of Greek, so Low German (from which English came) 

was one Dialect of Teutonic, the other being High German, 

from which Modern German came. Thus Early English was 

a cousin of Latin and Greek: but 
1. English has other elements besides the Low German— 

for it has ‘borrowed’ words from various other Languages 

(e.g. from French, from Latin, and from Greek, it has borrowed 

words like reason, elation, and astronomy) ; 
2. English has split up into Dialects (e.g. the Dialects of 

Cornwall, Wiltshire, Yorkshire, etc.) ; 

3. Literary English has spread widely, and is gradually 

assimilating to itself not only the Dialects, but also the Collo- 
quial Language, which, however, will last for centuries yet. 
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17. Grimm’s Law. 

17, (a) State Grimm’s Law (in reference to English only), 
with a few instances. 

(b) What are the chief exceptions to it, and how are they 
to be accounted for ? 

I. Grimm saw that rdrep and pater, from a Mater-Language 
form PaTer (p. 175), corresponded to English father ; in other 

words he saw that here the Mater-Language p — English f, 

and ¢-—>th: looking for other instances, he found pro (zpé 

pro-) > English fro, pod- ped- (rdda pedem) —> English foot 

feet, to- (ré-v is-tu-m) > English the, and so on. Hence he 
laid down a Law that 

1. p of the Mater-Language always —> English f, 

2. t 9 9 9 9 th. 

Looking at «xetvos (hi)ce from the Mater-Language e-, 

beside English he, he said that 

3. k of the Mater-Language always —> English h. 

Looking at rvpBy turba, from turbd, beside thorp, he said that 
4. b of the Mater-Language always —> English p ; 

| Looking at wd3a pedem, from pod- ped-, beside foot feet, he 

said that 
5. d of the Mater-Language always — English ¢ ; 

dypov agrum, from agrom, beside acre, gave him 
6. g of the Mater-Language always —» English c (k). 

Similiarly, dépw ferd, from bherd, beside bear: eOnxe fécit, 
from dhé-, beside deed: yédpros hortus, from ghortos, beside 

garth (Old English), gave him | 
7. bh->b; 8. dh »>d; 9. gh > g. 

II. But Verner pointed out that these Laws did not apply 
to all instances: he saw that ¢ — th at the beginning of a 
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English: Grimm’s Law. 63 

word and under certain conditions (cp. the father), but éxardv 
and centum, from -tém, gave not hunth(red) but hundred. 

So he said that, at the beginning of a word, or when the 

Miater-Language. showed an Accent following the ¢, then 
t’ -»d, not th: cp. Gerad and deed. It is Greek that shows 

this Early Accent very clearly. 

In order to remember Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law, it is 

best to start with zzstances, which can be collected in a Hexa- 

meter: under each word write the Greek word, then the 

Mater-Language Consonants, then the English word with the. 

Consonant in capitals or thick type. The Laws can easily be 
gathered from the Instances, and can then be applied to other 

Instances :— 

Lat. turba pedes in agris centum fert facta et in hortis 

Gk. tTUpBy wosas (ev) aypots [ele ardw [e]pepe(r) Dera (Eri) (ev) xdprois 
Eng. THorP FeeT (in) aCres HunD(red) BeareTH DeeD GarTH 

(Old Eng.) 

To sum up Grimm’s Law and Verner’s Law for English :— 
(i.) the Hard Consonants or ‘Tenués’ of the Mater- 

Language -> Aspirates, etc., in English— 

g and k (Guttural) — h 
t (Dental) -> th[t’ > d] 
p (Labial) —/; 

(ii.) the Soft Consonants or ‘ Mediae’ — Hard— 

g and g —>c (k) 
d —>t 

b (rare) —>p; 

(iii.) the ‘ Aspirated’ Consonants —> Soft— 
oh and gh —>g 

adh —->d 

bh —>b 

III. Again, if p > / (cp. rdrep pater with father), why do we 
have paternal and not fathernal? Here the reason was that 
‘paternal’ was not an Anglo-Saxon word, but a Latin word 

transported onto English soil—a borrowed word, which had 

obeyed the ‘ Laws’ of its own country. 
. (63) 



18, Exercises on Grimm’s Law. 

18, (a) In the following English words, give the Mater- 
Language forms for the italicised Consonants, and men- 
tion one or two Greek and Latin words which were akin. 

1, brother; 2, water; 3, untamed; 4, bottom; 5, dust; 6, 

hard ; 7, full; 8, daughter; 9, root; 10, sweet; 11, door; 12, 

tear; 13, set; 14, feather; 15, have; 16, know; 17, thirst; 

18, heart; 19, hale; 20, twenty. 

Answers: (the Mater-forms are in brackets). 

oman oan & Gh = 

. brother: (bh t) dparnp frater ; 

. water: (d) vdwp unda ; 
. untamed: (d t) dddparos indomitus ; 

. bottom: (bh dh) rvOpjv (from ¢-, p. 177) fundus ; 

. dust: (dh) Ovpos fimus ; 

. hard: (k t’) xparis ; 
. full: (pf) wAnpys plénus; — 
. daughter: (dh g’) Ovyarip ; 
. root: (d) pita [from pid-1a, p. 162] radix ; 
. sweet; (d) 7d0 sudded ; 

. door: (dh) 6vpa forés ; 

. tear: (ad) daxpv lacruma [from d- ]; 

. set: (d) os sede ; 

. feather: (p t) réropa petd (cp. petsna —> penna) ; 

. have: (k) capi ; 

. know: (J) yrova ndscd [from gndsc5] ; 

. thirst: (f) répcopa terra (‘dry land’) ; 

. heart: (k d) xapdia cordis ; 
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19. hale: (k) xadety calendae ; 

20. twenty—from -tig (d d k) Qo Séxa duo decem. 

18, (6) Give English words which were connected with the 
following words, putting the Mater-Language Consonant 
in brackets :-— 

(i.) tenuis; (ii.) ety; (iii.) xvdv; (iv.) quod; (v.) mpats ; 
(vi.) fagus; (vii.) Odpoos ; (viii.) Baivw ; (ix.) Spts; (x.) dentem ; 

(xi.) yuvy ; (xii.) genus ; (xiii.) vehG ; (xiv.) hostis ; (xv.) paucus ; 

(xvi.) trahG ; (xvii.) dvré; (xvili.) KixAos ; (xix.) déka ; (xx.) xAurds. 
(i.) tenuis: (2) thin [reive] ; 
(ii.) ety from Fidety: (d) wit [vidére] ; 
(iii.) xvwv: (&) hound [canis]; 

(iv.) quod: (q @) what, from hwat, [70d-a70s] ; 
(v.) wpats: (p) friend ; 

(vi.) fagus: (bh) beech [¢yyos] ; 

(vii.) @dpoos: (dh) dare [ferdx] ; 
(viii.) Baivw: ) come [venid]; 

(ix.) Spits: (d) tree ; 

(x.) dentem: (d ¢) tooth [é8evra] ; 

(xi.) yuvy: (of) queen ; 
(xii.) genus: ()) kin [yévos]; 

(xiii.) vehd: (gh) waggon [6xos] ; 
(xiv.) hostis: (gh) guest ; 

(xv.) paucus: (~) few [sratpos] ; 
(xvi.) trahd: (¢) drag ; 

(xvii.) dyré: (¢’) and [ante]; 

(xviii.) xixAos: (& &) wheel, from hweohl ; 

(xix.) Ska: (d k) ten from tehun [decem] ; 

(xx.) xAurés: (Rk) loud from hil- [in-clutus]. 

» 5 (65) 



19. Some Principles of Philology: Phonetic Laws, 

‘Analogy’ (Association), ‘Contamination’ (Blending), 

Differences of Condition. 

19. Explain the following expressions, and give instances :— 

(a) ‘Phonetic Laws’ (Laws about Sound-Changes). 

We have already seen what Grimm’s Law meant (p. 63) : 
he took zdrep and pater, from the Mater-form p , and then, 

comparing this with English father, he laid down a Law that p 
in the Mater-Language always became f/f in English: he com- 
pared pro (xpo pro-) with English fro: from wdrep pater and 
father he also got the Law that ¢ in the Mater-Language 
always became th in English. 

But Verner (p. 63) pointed out that éxaroy centum and 

hundred did not come under this Law: for here ¢’ in the 
Mater-Language became English d. 

Again, we have in English a word paternal, not fathernal. 
This being so, we must either 

(i.) say that there are certain exceptions to Grimm’s Law, or 
(ii.) state the Law dtfferently. 
(i1.) is preferable. 

We have seen that the Accent after ¢’ made a difference 
in producing hundred (not hunth-), and that the life of p and ¢ 

in another country made a difference in producing paternal 
(not fathernal): hence Philologists say that ‘any Law, which 
holds good for one instance, must hold good for all instances 
if the conditions are the same’. 

But the conditions never are the same: no two men and 
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‘Analogy’ (Association), 67 

no two words have ever had precisely the same conditions (see - 

below), though the conditions may have been very similar. 

Hence we must emend the statement: ‘Any Law, which 

holds good for one instance, must hold good for all instances 77 
the conditions are similar enough’ (or, ‘if the similar condi- 

tions outweigh the different conditions’). This is vague, but 
vagueness here is more accurate than definiteness. 

A Law formulated in this way will have no exceptions: for 

any apparent exception will be due to some (known or unknown) 

differences of condition. For a list, see below (p. 70). 

Let us apply this to oz in the Mater-Language: Greek 

olos ‘alone’ preserved the Mater-Language oi-, and so did 
Early Latin oi(nom): but then this became oenom and then 
tinum : here oi —> Latin %, and oz must always —> Latin i, if 

the conditions are similar enough to those which influenced 
oinom —> inum: thus cp. plot- —> pla- in plirimus. 

But, if otnom — dnum, why did not uotkoz (cp. ofxor) —> viicii? 

Obviously, because the conditions were not similar enough: 
for here | 

a. the neighbourhood of the u-sound changed o into e, and 

we get vei- and then vi- ; 

B. the Latin Accent, falling on the first Syllable, weakened 

the -oi to -ei (uotkot —» véicei —> vici). 

(b) ‘ Analogy’ (Association): see Wheeler's Essay on 
‘ Analogy’. 

When a man is with certain other men, as a member of 

the same group, he is liable to influence them, and they are 
liable to influence him: he may become more like them, or 

they may become more like him. So, when a word is with 

certain other words, as a member of the same group, this 

word may become more like them, or they may become more 

like it. In both these cases much will depend on how many 

there are in the group: the individual may resist the influence 
‘of two or three, but may fail to resist the influence of twenty. 

Groups of men are easy to understand: thus men forma 
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68 Part II.—Preparation for Analysis of Words (19). 

group when they work together. But how can words form a 
group? 

Let us take the word asparagus: to what groups does it 
belong in our minds? 

(i.) As a Substantive it belongs to the group of Substantives ; 

(4i.) as a word denoting ‘ greenish produce’, it belongs to 

the group of ‘ greenish produce ’-words, including grass ; 
(i1i.) 1t also belongs to the various groups of words which 

sound something like asparagus, e.g. sparrow, grass, and even 
(owing to its ending -us) omnibus. 

In other words, it belongs to groups according to 

(i.) its function, 

(11.) its meaning, 
(iii.) its form and its sound. 
Owing to (ii.) and (iii.), asparagus has become associated, 

in the minds of some people, with the words sparrow (sound) 

and grass (sound and meaning): hence it has sometimes come 
to be like these words, and is called sparrow-grass. 

Notice here that both ‘sparrow’ and ‘grass’ are more 

familiar words than ‘asparagus’. 

In every language the Numerals must form a group of 

words, and a group of words in a certain order: change this 
order, and the meanings will soon have to change also: thus 

800 came between 700 and 900, so that Greek éxrw-xdoro1, 
coming between érra-xdovo and évvea-xdoww1, became assimilated 
to them, and changed to ékraxdcrot. 

The words for months and for seasons also form groups: 
thus between September and November there once (for a 
brief period) was a new form Octember: it seems that l’été 

(cp. aestatem) has become Masculine, e.g. because of -le 
printemps (primum tempus). | 

Different forms of the same Verb (the same Mood, the 
same Tense, the same Person, the same Number), are liable to 

change by Association, for they are members of the same 

group: thus, though we have Aédoura beside Acizxw, we have, 

beside gevyw, not rédovya "6 ae we have beside éoti 
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and éore, not eivev (Homeric, cp. the Ist Sing. ei’) but éope: 

we have, beside tore, not iSuev and i8aor (cp. iSeiv) but icpe and 
ioao.. And see pp. 37, 132. 

So also forms of the same Noun (the various Cases of it) 
are liable to change by Association, because they are members 

of the same group: thus we have Latin paterem (cp. zarépa) 
becoming patrem by Association with patris, etc. (cp. rarpds). 

Then, again, words with similiar functions (if we may use 

the expression loosely) are associated together : e.g. all Plurals 

of Nouns form a group in the mind, so that, instead of having 

book beek (like foot feet), we have book books, by association 

with the very large group of Plurals in -s, 

Lastly, even likeness of form or sound alone is enough to 
bind words in a group: the old woman said she suffered from 

‘ haricot veins’, because in her mind ‘ varicose’ had grouped 
itself with the more familiar (and therefore more powerful) 

word ‘haricot ;’ and ‘haricot beans’ and ‘ varicose veins’ had 

a similar rhythm. 

‘Proportional Analogy’ is a term given to the power which 

we all have of making inferences : ‘If long has a Superlative 
longest, then good must have a Superlative goodest’ would be 

the conscious or nearly unconscious process in the mind of the 

child who says ‘ goodest ’: in other words 
long : longest = good : x, and therefore x = goodest. Cp. 

also mouse : mice = house : x, and x = hice. 

Lat~ In Ggeetf we have three forms 
lego legor legere: beside these we have 

amabod amabor x. The x will be amabere, a new 2nd 

Person Singular Passive, like legere. 

(c) ‘Contamination’ (Blending) : 

Another result of this is that two members of a group may 

blend together and produce a mongrel form: this mongrel 

form may or may not come into general use. 

The meal which serves as both breakfast and lunch, and comes 

between these two meals, has been called ‘ Brunch’: but ‘ Contamina- 

tion’ is not usually applied to this kind of word. 
6 
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A man once wrote, ina letter, ‘Give my best respembrances 

to your wife’: he was thinking of ‘respects’ and ‘ remem- 

brances,’ they came ‘into his mind’ together, and the result 

was a Blending; such a slip-of-the-tongue as ‘ macinproof’ 

(macintosh + waterproof) will also illustrate the general prin- 

ciple, which is this : | 
‘Two forms with similar meanings blend together into a 

new form, which often defies analysis’. 
Thus ‘he didn’t do anything’ + ‘ he did nothing ’ may have 

blended into ‘he didn’t do nothing’ (? cp. Greek otk eroincev 

ovdev). 

Again, 

1. ‘he did not fail more than he could not help’ (where 

‘help’ = ‘avoid’), i.e. ‘he did not fail more than was un- 

avoidable’ + 
2. ‘he did not fail if he could help’, - a Blend-form, 
3. ‘he did not fail more than he could help’ (where to 

paraphrase ‘help’ by ‘avoid’ would make nonsense). 

‘They follow(ed)’ might have been expressed, in Early 

Latin, by sequonto (suggested by érovro) ; but there was also 

another form sequury meaning ‘they follow(ed)’: for we find 
a 3rd Plural in -r (in Sanskrit, the Italic Dialects, and Celtic). — 

These two forms, sequonto and sequur, both meaning ‘ they 

follow(ed)’, were Blended into a new form sequontur ‘they 
follow’. See also p. 145. 

(d) Give a few instances of sounds which have different 

developments under different conditions. 

On p. 62 we have already seen that 
(i.) pater -> Latin pater, English father: here the differ- 

ence of condition was the different country (with its different 
Geography, etc.) in which the words developed ; ‘ paternal’ 

was brought up on different soil and then transplanted. Many 
instances will be found in English. 

(i1.) English paternal was a borrowed word (p. 63) ; 

(iii.) in father we also see ¢ —- English th: but in past 

(70) 
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participles, etc., we find -t6- (cp. Oerds) -> -d (gp. deed): here 
the difference of condition was the Accent (cp..p. 63); 

(iv.) on p. 67 we saw that, although o:nom —> iinum, 

uotkot did not — viikui, but —> vici: here the differences of 
condition were the Accent and the neighbourhood of a certain 
letter (u); so also we find was but were, for here -s- came 
between vowels (p. 205) ; 

(v.) beside est, in Early Latin we find sé, as in English we 

find he’s beside he is, but we do not find vat beside evat: here 

the difference of condition was that the word est was used so 

frequently that it came to be abbreviated ; 

(vi.) dxrwxdcoe (Cp. dxrw) became dxraxéowr: the difference 
of condition here was that dxrwxoow. came between érraxcowi 
and évveaxdo.o, and was associated with these words ina group: 

see further p. 67 foll. For the influence of a neighbouring 

word in a Sentence-group, see drra (p. 125). 

(71) 



20. ‘ Accent’ and Vowel-Stages. 

20. What do you know about the Early and later ‘ Accent’ (in 
its widest sense)? Give examples of its effects. 

For further details, see under the Greek Accent (p. 193, 

foll.): and also Giles’ Manual. 
Imagine yourself listening to various people, first to one 

and then to another: they will frequently say the word ‘I’! 

Now if you write down their conversation you will always 

write simple ‘I’: the writing does not show that one ‘1’ 

differed from another ; and yet there would be real differences. 

What would they be? 

In the following remarks I shall not discuss (a) the timbre, i.e. the 

difference of sound like that between the note of a violin and the same 

note of a piano or a trumpet; nor 
(b) the pause after the 

sound. 

We shall notice 

1. a difference of length: one ‘I’ will only last a tiny 
fraction of a second, while another may last say for a whole 

second: this is what is meant by a Long Vowel, i.e. a Vowel 

on which one dwells for a longer time (e.g. two or three times 

longer) ; 

2. a difference of loudness or stress ; 

3. a difference of note: thus, say the words ‘ I came here 

yesterday, but I didn’t find you, did I?’ and observe how the 
note or pitch of ‘I’ changes: besides the mere note, we may 
have the rising tone (’) or the descending tone (\), or the 

’1e rising and then descending (’‘), or vice versa ; 

(72) 
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4. last of all, when we hear a man say, not ‘1’, but 07, we 

say he has a terrible ‘ Accent’. 

Let us now consider these four differences in more detail. 
1. As to Length, which we might denote by repeating the 

letter (e.g. 00, cp. Greek w, or 000 ; cp. Latin AARA, LEEGE), 

and which we sometimes denote by 6 or d, or in Greek bya 

separate letter (7), but which most writers prefer to leave un- 

marked, we find it of great importance in Aéywyev A€yyre, Tony, 
Aoyw, where it now denotes (though it need not have origi- 
nally denoted) a Future or Subjunctive meaning, a Nominative 

| meaning (the Subject), and a Dual meaning (a pair, or two). 

| 2, Loudness, which may to some extent be considered with 
Stress or Emphasis, has a certain amount of influence in 

English : thus contrast is a Verb, céntrast is a Substantive 

(cp. compact, contract). In Early Latin, Stress fell on the 
first Syllable of every ordinary word, and the effect often was 

to ‘weaken’ the Vowel which followed, or even to destroy it 

altogether: thus cp. réddatus — rédditus (but datus), apo > 

ap (ab), éti — et, etc. (p. 175). 
3. Note or Tone: a difference of Note or Tone makes often 

a difference of meaning in such Languages as Chinese: and in 
Greek also we find voyos and Bios (for here ’ denotes a rising 

tone), distinguished in meaning from vopos and Bus. 
But it is not only in single words that a Note or Tone can 

be so important: in many Sentences (not in Questions) we 

| find a tendency to go down in pitch, so that the first word is 

. on a higher Note than the middle word, and the middle word 

than the end word. Thus in a sentence like ‘1 came here 

yesterday, but I didn’t find you’, the first ‘I’ will be on a 

higher Note than ‘ yesterday’, and ‘ yesterday’ than the second 
‘]’, and the second ‘I’ than ‘you’. Thus the Note of a word 
depended partly upon its place in the Sentence: the same 

word could have several Notes. 

For instance, supposing the Mater-Language had wished 

to say 
‘(to) go there is pleasant,’ , 
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then ‘ go’ would have been ona higher Note ; but, in 
‘I (to) go there enjoy ’, 

‘go’ would be on a lower Note; and, in 

‘I often there go’, 
‘go’ would be on a still lower Note. Thus the words for ‘ go’ 

might have been pronounced in at least three different ways. 

4. These different Notes are said to have been the cause 

of the different Vowel-Stages which we get : it is said that 
I. the High Note often -—> the Vowel e ; 

II. the Middle Note often — the Vowel o ; 

III. the Low Note often weakened the Vowel, and made it 

disappear. But see N.B. 2 (below). 
Therefore, if we were asked why it is that the Root for ‘go’, 

in the Mater-Language, had three forms 

I. with e IT. with o III. with no e or o 

el- jut ol-jLos i-pev, 

we should say that one origin was the difference of Note (due 
e.g. to position in the Sentence), and that these three forms 

may have once been as follows :— 
I. with High Note; II. with Middle Note; III. with Low Note. 

This applies not only to Roots, but also to Suffixes (cp. 

wTatep, evrdtopes, Tatpos), and to Endings (cp. O. L. Apolon-es 
and senatu-os). 

It must be remembered that the Classical Greek Accent 

(°) was a sign of-Note, so that zarépa warpdés would be interest- 
ing in this connection. 

N.B.—1. How can a difference of Note become a difference 
of Vowel? Mark the cat’s cry, and see how, almost attached 

to the Notes, as it were, there come the Vowel Sounds of 

? i(y)a & (mee-yah-oo). 

2. There may have been other causes at work. Thus, if 

Length or a longer dwelling on the Vowel (p. 73 above) could 

make the e of pater into pateer or patér (aarnp), then the re- 

verse, a shorter dwelling on the Vowel, might have helped to 

weaken ¢ or to make it disappear (patr-). 
14 
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3. Besides the (1.) ¢, (II.) 0, (III.) # Series, which was the 
commonest, we also find other Series, such as 

: a 0 *; 

and also the Long Vowel Series, in which we shall find I. as @ 

or @ or 6, and I{. as 6, and III. often as a short Vowel. For 

these, see p. 174. 

Summary.—Taking ‘ Accent’ in its widest sense, then, it would in- 

clude differences of 

(1) length (contrast 2 6 with e 0) ; 
(2) loudness and stress (contrast rébel and rebél) ; 

(8) note or pitch (contrast the ‘I’ in ‘I did’ and ‘didI?’ and yduos 

vouds) ; 
(4) vowel-differences (especially that which is seen in (I.) e (II.) 0 

(III.) # ): this may have been partly the result of Note-difference. 

! (75) 



21. Exercises in the Vowel-Stages. 

21. (a) In the following words, give the other forms of the Roots 
wherever they survive: treat the Root as having only 

one Syllable) :— 

jides, toga, terminus, dpaxwv, Suppos, clus, Eppvy, paris, pépos, pia, 

poAovpat, povos, vopos, 6d0s, G3ados, weATaaTHS, wepTw, TeévOos, 

mrécOat, oreipw, oxEly, TéeTATAL, POEipw, Ew. 

N:B.—It is most essential to have practice in working out 

the three Vowel-Stages of Roots, etc., so that, immediately 
one is given, the others may be known. 

Other names for this Vowel-variation are Vowel-gradation, 

Vowel-stages, Ablaut, etc. 

I. II. ITT. 

jidés : fidés foedus (from -oi-) feid6 (O.L.) 
mibety mérro.a welOw 

toga: tego toga 

oréeyw 

terminus : terminus tr-ans 

Téppa. ? Topds ? TpNTOS 
Spaxdy: dépxopuat dedopKa Spaxav (from dr-) 
Sidpéds : pépw pdpos dippds 

ferd furtum (from -r-) 

els: elu olos tev 
ed (from ei-) ? Uti (from oi-) iter 

éppuy : péw (from -eF-) poos éppvn 

corrud (from -ey-) obrutus 
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I. Il. ITT. 

paris : psévos pepova paris 
Minerva (from Men-) mone6 mentem (from mn-) 

pdpos : | peépos popa. dpBporos (from -mr-, 

p. 124) 
mortem (from mr-) 

pio : év (from sem) Gpov pia. dpa (from sm-) 
semel - 

pododpat: peArAw porodpat Bdwoxw (from ml-) 

pdvos : péevo poovos pipvw 
maneo (cp. p. 142) 

vopos : veww vO}L0S 
numerus 

b3ds : €d0s 600s i{w (from si- sd-6) 

seded solidus sid6 (87) 
bmadés : erropat 67 G00s oreo Oat 

sequor socius 

meXTacms : mweATACTHS maXros (from pl-) 
pepuli (from -ol-) pulsus (89) 

mwéptre : TéuTrw TOUTS 

trdvOos : mévOos wérovoa tafeiy (from pn-) 
wréoOat:  méropat rorac Gat mrécOa Tirtw mrrepoy 

peto 

oneipw:  o7eipw (from sperid) oropa oTapTos 

sportula (from spr-) 

oyety : éxw (from segh-) dxos (p. 132) oe ; 

Scid 
térator:  teivw from tenjd TéTOva TEéTATAL 

tendo tentus (from tn-) 
$8eipw : Oeipw (from -er-i5) POopa épOapta: (from -r-) 

Xéw : xéw (from -eF-) xon KeXuTaL 

(b) Say where you may often look for one particular form 
of the Root. 

(77) 
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Looking at 
I, | IT. Il. 

Aelrw EXevrov Aeiyw Eeupa de€doura dureiv 

Aeyw Aoyos 

WEATAOTHS maXros (from p/tés, p. 89) 

deiye dur 
preva pLOVv0S pipevo 

pepw popw 

pevos jie pova. paris (from muntis) 

we should say that 

I. would be often found in the ‘Present’, Imperfect, Future, 

and s-Aorist; II. in the Perfect, and in some Substantives 

and Adjectives, and in Verbs derived from Substantives (cp. 
dopo); III. in the 2nd Aorist, in Participles in -to-, in some 

Substantives in -@ and -ti-, and in some Reduplicated ‘ Pre- 

sents’. 

As to the Vowel-variation in Suffizes ; 

with Aéyouer (II.), cp. Aéyere (I.) ; 

with Adyos (II.), cp Adye (I.) ; 

with wdrep (I.), cp. ebmdropes (II.), rarpds (III) ; 
with yévos (II.), edyerés (I.) ; 
with Zupev-ai (I.), 3yo-ua, from -mn (III.). 

As to Endings, notice 
Genitives like Apolin-es (I.), sendtu-os (II.), ? nox ‘at night,’ from 

noct-s (III.) ; 
? Dative -ai, cp. patr-i from -ai (I.), Locative -2, cp. warp-¢ (III) ; 
adyoues, Doric (I.), legomos —> legimus, Latin (II.). 

(78) 



22. (a) Classify the different kinds of Compound Words in 
English, Greek, and Latin, giving instances and notes. 

The following Sentence will be useful to remember, as it 
contains many types of Compounds :— 

‘The lady’s-maid, thunderstruck, uprose unseen by the 

cut-throats and by the twenty-one blackbirds and redbreasts 

in the vineyard ’. 

There are some Compound words which can be interpreted in more 

than one way, and so may fall into more than one Class: here, as 
elsewhere, there is much Neutral-ground between Classes: for instance, 

‘self-cure’ might be interpreted as ‘ curing of self’ or ‘ curing by self’. 

(i.) Twenty-one. Here, somewhat as in 21, the two figures 

are put side by side, and the relation between the two (at first 
infused by common-sense, but later on definitely attached to 
the words) is that of ‘and’ or +: cp. dwdexa duodecim. 

With this Class, often called Copulatives, cp. vvyAjpepov 
immadextpvwv, suovetaurilia (sacrifice of a siis, + an ovis, + a 
taurus). 

In docx fAroi we have an instance of (ii.), for 8:0- qualified (or ‘ multi- 
plied ’) the ‘xfAx01’ 

(ii.) (2) ‘ vineyard’, ‘ football’, ‘ Nature-Cure’, ‘thunderstruck’. 
Vineyard shows a Substantive, serving as a Genitive or Adjec- 
tive to qualify a second Noun (‘ yard of vines’, ‘ yard for vines’): 

we might often represent this relation by an A djective or by such 
Prepositions as ‘of’, ‘for’, ‘by’, (‘Cure by Nature’), ‘ with’, 

‘in, on’, or by a Direct Object : for the latter compare icrodoxy 
with 6 iordv d€exeras, 

(79) 
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Greek and Latin instances would be oivoredov, alroXos, 

GeoSuaros, caprificus, paricida, terrigena, manceps, vélivolum. 

Notice here that the first Substantive is a Stem, and t ts not in 
any Case: we have oivoredov, not olvovzredov. 

(ii.) (6) lady’s-maid. Here, as in Avoodoros, xnperoupopytovs, 
xaparewy, we have a Case-Ending in the first Substantive: 

most of these Compounds are generally supposed to belong to 

a later period than those with the simple Stem [(ii.) (a)]. 
(ii.) (c) ill-will. Here, if we count ‘ill’ as an Adjective, 

we have an Adjective qualifying a Substantive: many in- 
stances are on the neutral ground of (ii.) (a) and (ii.) (c). In 
Greek and Latin cp. dpoyépwv, xaxoyeirwv, Sacriportus. 

(iii.) blackbird, Longshanks. The first part is an Adjective 
(though it might also be regarded as a Substantive in the 
Genitive): cp. MeyadoroXs. 

Notice that, in MeyaAdroAis and éxpdéwoaus, the first part does not agree 
in form with the Feminine wdais. 

The difference between this and (ii.) (c) is that the word 

cannot be used of any black bird, but is specialised, i.e. is 
confined to one special kind of blackbird: in Longshanks and 
Meyadcro\s we have a word confined, still further, to one 
special Great City, viz. Megalopolis in Arcadia. See p. 222. 
_ (iv.) (a) bloodred, (b) redbreast, (c) Bluebeard. ‘ Redbreast’ 
was like the previous Class, and has come to be used as a 
sign or symbol for a special kind of bird of which the red 

breast was the conspicuous part, just as we might represent 

the idea of ‘ war’ by a picture of a knife, or ‘heat’ or ‘light’ 
by a drawing of the sun: these Compounds can often be para- 

phrased by ‘having [a red breast]’, and are sometimes called 

A ttributives. 
In (a), bloodred, we have a word which can be used of any- 

thing which ‘has the redness of blood’; cp. évvedsryyus, an- 
guimanus; cp. here fododd«rvA0s “His ‘with rosy fingers’, 
‘Rosy-finger’ [hence not fododaxrvAy] ; 

in (b), redbreast, we have a word confined to a special class 
of animals ‘ having red breasts’ ; 
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in (c), Bluebeard, we have a word confined to a special 
person, i.e. a proper name: cp. "EreoxAéns, Anpoofevys, Aheno- 
barbus. 

(v.) uprose, unseen. These words are not unlike ‘vine- 

yard’, in so far as the first part qualified and modifled the 

second: but in vineyard the first part was like an Adjective, 

the second part like a Substantive : in ‘uprose’ the first part 
is an Adverb, the second part a Verb. The words ‘ well-done’ 

would almost lie between the two Classes, for they might be 

nearer to Adjective + Substantive (‘ good deed’), or to Adverb 
+ Verb (a thing ‘done well’). Cp. éwreAOeiv, addparos, Sodypos, 
obire, indomitus, discors, consulés. 

(vi.) Cut-throat; obvious. Cp. reprixépavvos (‘hurling .. .’ 

connected with torquére), SaxéGipos, ayeotparos. Here the 
first part was like a Noun of Agency, and governed the second 

part, somewhat as a Participle might (6 dywy rdv orpdrov). 

Others, jhowever, interpret some of these as e.g. ‘having 

[or characterised by] the leading of the army’. For the 
word specialised to be used as a proper name, cp. Lack- 

land. 

As an instance of the first part governing the second, as in 
obviam ‘ facing the way’ (‘in the way’), we may compare ‘an 

out-of-the-way kind of thing ’. 
(vili.) Geology, sociology. When once a certain number of 

words have become regular, then other words are formed more 

or less on their model. ¢tA0-Aoyos would be natural, when we 
compare ¢ido-s and Acyo-s, but Geology had no yeo- to fall 
back on: it had y7. It seems that Philology, etc., came to be 

divided as ‘ Phil-ology’, and hence -ology was extended as an 
Ending: cp. also the wide use of -itis in the diseases. In 

Greek, cp. dA7nOopuavris (beside dAnbes). ‘Sociology’ was a 
mongrel word, going back ultimately to Latin and Greek 
elements. 

This list is far from exhaustive: but the main types of 

shorter Compounds have now been considered. Por Sanskrit 
Instances see Peile’s Nala, 

(81) 
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(6) What is the chief use and interest of Compound words ? 

Gompound words are useful and interesting for many 
reasons. First of all, 

(i.) for ‘ Science’, they serve as illustrations of certain great 

principles, e.g. 

(a) Co-operation : two words, by frequently co-operating, 

can come to do something which they could not do by them- 
selves or even by co-operating only occasionally: thus cp. 

‘ hearts-ease’ and ‘ heart’s ease’; 

(b) the two words combined begin a new life, and may now 

‘have different conditions and a different history: they may 
enter new groups (‘heartsease’ enters the flower-group), and 

may influence these groups and be influenced by them (p. 67) ; 

(c) ‘ Science’ has its Fossils, traces of things which survive 

under certain conditions even if they have disappeared else- 

where: thus we find Fossils in cliffs and in gum, etc.: so, 

(ii.) in Philology and Syntax, we often find, in Compounds, 
traces of old forms and orders of words and constructions which 
may have (partly or wholly) disappeared elsewhere : e.g. we find 

an old Genitive form in paterfamilias (cp. xwpas), and an old 

Genitive of the Agent in Ardadoros. 
Compound words may also show survivals of some old 

meaning of a form, while this meaning may not be often found 

elsewhere: thus cp. éAoya ‘selections’ (Latin éligere), while 
the Root Aéyw usually means ‘ say’; in fact, Compound Words 
are very valuable evidence for Etymologies ; 

(iii.) in History, also, Compound words are interesting: 
e.g. the endings -ham, -caster, -don, throw some light on the 

sources of English civilisation. 
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23. Greek and Latin Pairs of Words with Early Forms. 

. 23. How far were the following pairs of words once identical ? 
Give the parent-forms wherever you can, with a few 

Notes : 

(a) Sister-forms : dyérw agito, ... 
(b) Cousin-forms : dyes agis, .. . 

PRELIMINARY NOTE. 

The following general rules will be found useful for (a), € the 

Complete Pairs of Words. 
1. Mark all the Long Vowels. 
2. Pick out all the letters common to the two words, and 

put them down as Early letters or (possibly) as Mater-letters ; 
leave gaps for the other letters. 

3. For doubtful Consonants, Latin will sometimes be‘a safer 

guide than Greek: thus cp. quoque wore with the Mater-word 

goge (see further p. 99); English will occasionally help (see 

ruddy and rudhrom, p. 87). 

4. Ror doubtful Vowels, Greek will generally be a safer 
guide than Latin, where the Accent altered the Vowels so 

much: thus cp. Acyopervor Aeyévevar, from the Mater-words 

legomenoi legemenai, with Latin légimini (p. 91). But there 
are exceptions : e.g. cp. xAels clavis with the Mater-form klauzs, 

and see further, p. 99, foll., below. 

dyérw agitd (O.L. agitod) ; ; . . ; agetod. 

Latin Accent changed agetod to agitod: final -d was 

dropped both in Greek, and in Latin after a Long Vowel. 

(83) 
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dypés ager [acre]. . ; . agrés. 

The Latin Accent changed Agros to ager(s): for agro-, cp. 

Acc. agro-m. 

dyp@ (aypux) agro (O.L. agroi) . . ; . . agro. 

Greek MSS. wrote the - by the side: neither Greek nor 

Latin pronounced this -: (-7) in Classical times. 

d\xy arca . ; ; ; ; ; . alka, arka. 

Early | and r were to some extent interchangeable: Early 
Latin -4 — -A (i.) partly because of Iambic words [fiiga -> 
fiiga, p. 46) ; (ii.) partly by Association (p. 69) with the Accusa- 
tive, where -Adm -—> -4m. 

- GAXovs altos . . . ; altons (alions). 

Greek lt +> DA by A Assimilation (cp. p. 176); Latin lt or li was 

pronounced more slowly (cp. glorzous, usually three "syllables, 

with bilious, usually two, and see p. 179); -ons -> ovs -ds by 
‘Compensation ’ (see p. 176): for -ons —> -ds, cp. deciens and 
deciés. 

duvov agnum . . agnom. 

og — Greek B before certain letters (p. 173): then dByov —> 

dpuvov (cp. veB-vov —> cepvdv) by Assimilation. 

dugw ambd [both] . ; . . . ambho. 

In Latin, as in English, the Aspirate disappeared: cp. 
aAdos albus. 

dyenos animus . . . ; ; ; . anemos. 

Latin Accent weakened anemos into animus (cp. Early 
Latin méretd —» mérito); for o — u, see p. 44. 

dytpots antris (O.L. -ets) . . . ; ; antroits. 

Latin Accent, again, helped to weaken -oi into -ei (later -1). 

dmroppéw abrué [off, stream] . ; ; .  apo-sreud. 

Latin Accent weakened apo to ap or ab (cp. ap templs, ab 
divo); sr- -» rr- in Greek and Latin, and this sometimes —> r- 

(84) 
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(English made pronunciation easier by the -t-, cp. dvpds > 
dvépds) ; Accent, again, weakened abreud (abrovo) into abrud : 

in Classical Greek the u or F between Vowels disappeared, 

cp. évwé(F)a novem: but see p. 38. 

N.B.—The change of dénovd to dénud becomes easy to 
understand if we pronounce v not as v but as w: see p. 183. 

dpxeire arcéte . . . . . . . arkétete. 

In both Greek and Latin, i between Vowel disappeared : it 
seems that nearly, if not quite, all of the Contracted Verbs (cp. 

direiv, Tysav, xpvcodv, monére, amare) once had -ze- (-io-) be- 

tween their Long Vowel and the Ending. 

dpxrot urst (O.L. -et) . . . : rk-tot or ?-sot. 

For r see p. 164: in Latin, trcsoi - ursei —> ursi (p. 84). 

Bors bés [cow] . . . . . ; . of us. 

English cow shows the Early letter to have been a guttural : 

for 9 -> Greek B, cp. dBvos (above); in Latin, judging from 

Baivw and venis (p. 93), one would expect vés, but here Latin 
borrowed from the Dialects, where g regularly — 0: in Greek, 

6u, followed by a Consonant, -—> 6u, but in Latin the u-sound 

disappeared (cp. the pronunciation of Bews). 

yever genere [kin] . , . . ; ; - enesi. 

Greek -s- between Vowels first — the rough breathing, and 
then disappeared; Latin -s- between Vowels -> -r-, cp. geo 

sequere: Latin final -2 —> -é. 

detgar dixi (different meaning) ; . ; . detksat. 

Latin ei —> i, and -ai (unaccented) -> -ei (Early Latin), and 

then -i: this -ai was perhaps a trace of the Middle (cp. peprnpat, 

memini). 

dew O.L. dixd' . . . : . : detkso. 

dis bis [twice] . . . . . . . duis. 

Here English is again a help; Greek dropped the u-sound ; 

(85) 
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for Latin du- -» b-, cp. dueslom -> bellum, while the ‘ doublet ’- 

form, dueslom (three Syllables) —> duellum. 

Sopos domus [timber] . . . . . domos. 

For unaccented -o- —> Latin -u-, cp. p. 44. 

Sorovs datés . . . . daténs. 

The I-form of the Root had 6 , (Biipor d6num): the III- 
form or weak form usually had a Short Vowel, which in Greek 

corresponded to the Long Vowel (6 6), in Latin was usually d : 
the same applies to the é- Series, and to the a- Series :— 

I &@yxa féci. III Oerés factus. 
I ddpua fama. III] daye faféor. See p. 174. 

duw duo [two] . . ; . . ; . duo. 

For did -> did, cp. p. 46. 

éSpav sellam [seat] . sedram, sedlam. 

For r and 1, cp. dAxy arca (p. 84): in Latin the d became 

Assimilated to the following /, and -im -» -Am. For Greek s- 

—» ‘, Cp. éreo Sequere. - 

elSeinv viderim [wit] . . . uetrdestém. 

In Classical Greek, u- disappeared, but Cp. the Homeric 

scansion of airap érera (F dev ; for -s- between Vowels, cp. 
yeve. genere (above). In Latin, -72m -» -1ém —> -im -> -im, for 
Long Vowels were shortened before final -m: but -i- may have 

been partly due to Association (p. 68) with the plural -imus. 

evverre (Aeolic) insece . ; . . . . ensege. 

For Aeolic -ns- > vy, cp. guevoa —> euewva (p. 36): for q > 

mw, Cp. gogé —> more quoque. Latin en- —> in-. 

éos (Hom.) suos (Barly sovos) . . seuos. 

For Greek s- ->‘, cp. éSpav sellam (above) : for Greek -u- 

(F) between Vowels, cp. éwéa novem. In Latin, ex regularly 

-—> ou, and sovos -> suos, possibly at first in unemphatic uses 

where the Accent fell on the previous word: cp. dénovd —> 

dénud. See p. 163. 
mov (€reo) sequere: see p. 110 . os segeso, 

(86) 
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érra septem [seven from seb-] 2 te . . septm. 

For Greek s- — ‘, cp. éSpdy sellam (above): for m- -» Greek 
a, Latin em, cp. 705-a ped-em. 

épvOpov rubrum [ruddy] . . . . . rudhrém. 

Greek e- was not in the original word: it was more like the 
e- which helped the ‘ Vulgar’ Latin to pronounce e.g. stella 

(est- -» étoile). 
Notice dh not th (p. 62), English dropping the -h-: Latin 

-dhr- -» -br-, cp. éXevOepdy liberum ; -om —» Gk. -ov, Lat. -um. 

éorépa vespera ; . . . . ; -  wespera. 

uesp- would give Greek éov-: the w- was a stronger sound 

than u-, which disappeared (cp. idety vidére, above). It used 

to be held that the ‘ was from the Article (4 éo7épa). 
For Latin -a -» -a, see p. 46. 

Zed warep Lup(p)iter [father]  . . . ; dieu pater. 

di —-> Greek ds and then ¢ (cp. i{w below): Latin dropped 

the d-sound, but cp. O.L. Diovos; Latin eu- -» ou- —> & (cp. 

Xevxéds loumen ltimen); Latin Accent changed Ii(p)pater into 
Iippiter: for a see p. 175. 

(vyois iugis (O.L. -ets) . . . : ; yugois. 

t- would -» Greek ‘, as we see in jap beside iecur: this y- | 

was a stronger sound ; Latin Accent weakened iugois to iugeis 
1ugis. 

jya semen [seed] . . . . . ‘ ‘ sémn. 

For Greek ‘, see p. 205; for n Greek a, Latin en, see 

p. 98. 

qv [Hom. én] eram ; ; . . . . esam. 

-s- disappeared in Greek, but -> Latin -r-, cp. genesi > 
yee genere; 4 —> Attic » (then ey contracted into y), but > 

Latin 4 before -m (p. 46); -m —> Greek -v, cp. {vyov iugum. 

ifover (Dor. -ovrt) sidunt [stt] . . ; , stsdontt, 
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For Greek ‘, see p. 205: isd- here —-» Greek if, Lat. id; -onti 

—» Attic -ovo. (but cp. Doric -ovr), Latin -unt (but cp. tre- 
monti). 

lov virum . . . . . . . . uisom, 

For u- in Greek, see p. 162; for -s- in Greek and Latin, cp. 

yéeves genere ; -om -» Greek -ov, Latin -um. 

Urmos equos ; . . . . ; . .  ekuos. 

In Greek, ku —> rz, cp. wavros (below); was the Aspirate 

due to ‘Crasis’ with the Article (6 immos, cp. an ewt >a 

newt)? The. may have been due to the ‘Aeolic’ Dialect (cp. 

die), from which the word for ‘horse’ may have been ‘bor- 
rowed’: for Boeotia and Thessaly had the best horses in 

Greece. Cp. also p. 85. 

kXeis (Dor. rails) clavis . . ; . . klauts. 

a -» Attic 7, -u- disappeared (cp. véos novos); and then 

kAys —> kAes, for Long Vowels were shortened before « (or v) 
if a Consonant followed: cp. vavs (navis) > vais. Cp. as > 

ats (p. 118). 

xpavot corn? (O.L.’ -ez) ; ; ; . ; - kynot. 

For ¢ —> pa or ap, cp. krd- —> xpadin xapdia cordis: Latin 
Accent changed cérnoi to cérnei cérni. 

Nvxos lupus ; . . . . . . lugos. 

In Greek q generally > 7 or 7+: but here the neighbour- 

hood of « made a difference, cp. -gol- in aiwréAos, but Bovxddos ; 
see p. 173. Latin borrowed its form from the Italic Dialects, 

where g —> p, cp. pumpe (cumque). 

péeoos (Hom. péooos) medius [middle]. . . medhtos, ? medhios. 

Greek dht - ht -» oo, the t becoming like s in sound ; 

later on -co- —> -o-, cp. roogi > wooi: Latin dropped the 

Aspirate, cp. English; Latin Accent also » helped to change 
médios to médius. 

eous NOVOS [new] . . ; . . . neuons, 

(38) 
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-u- disappeared in Greek (cp. évvéa novem), but in Latin it 

turned the -e- into -o-; for -ons -» Greek -ous, Latin -ds, see 

p. 176, 

vipa nivem [snow] . . . . . . SNighhm. 

Just as Guttural g sometimes —> a Labial 7, so Guttural gh 

sometimes -—> a Labial ¢: in Latin it sometimes — v, cp. 

éXadpes levis; m -» Greek a, Latin em, cp. Séka decem. See 

p. 173. 

N.B.—In the rest of these words, only the most noticeable 
features will be touched on. 

vuds nurus (Old Eng. snoru) . ; ; . ; SNUSOS. 

For -s-, cp. yeve. genere. | 

oixot (Dial. ofxer) vict . ; . uotk-o1 and -et. 

For wo- -> Greek a-, Latin ve-, cp. p. 97. 

own (‘the ace’) ana (O.L. otn-) [a, an]. ; . oind. 

ot —> Latin oe- —> t (cp. wowy poena pilinire); 4 -> Greek 

n, Latin -a (p. 46). 

olvoyv vinum (O.L. -om) [wine] . . . ; uotnom. 

Cp. ofkos vicus (above). 

taXrois pulsis . . ; . pltots. © 

For /— Greek aA, Latin ul, see p. 96; Latin pultis >» 

pulsis by Association (p. 67) with other Participles like missis, 
fissis, etc. (p. 206). 

wéprros quin(c)tus [fifth] ; . ; . . pengtos. 

For q — Greek 1, cp. goge —> more quoque; in Latin we 
have, not penctus —> pinctus, but quin(c)tus, the p- becoming 

Assimilated to the following Guttural: with this cp. coctus 

not p-, Greek werrds, from peqgtos. 

mévre quingue | five] . ; . ; . ; penge. 

The same will apply to Latin here; in Greek we see q —> 1, 

not 7, because the following letter was the ‘thin’ Vowel e, 

See p. 173. 
(89) 
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memtos coctus . ; . . . . . peqtos. 

See above. Latin pofina, not poquina, or coquina, was 

borrowed from the Italic Dialects. 

wepi per . . . . . pert. 

Latin Accent docked off the -1, changing péri to pér: cp. 

apo -—> ap (ab), éti > ét. See p. 175. 

wy (Dor. 7a) qua [where, from hw-] _. ; ; . qa. 

For q > 7, cp. qoge —» wére quoque; @ -» Attic 7. Latin 
qua might possibly have also been from quad (Ablative): see 

p. 83. 

mowny poenam ; . . ; . . . poinam. 

oi- -» Latin oe, i (cp. piinire); -aim -—> Attic -yv, Latin 
-am. Some hold that the Early form was qoz- -» Greek wor, 

and that Latin borrowed its word from Greek or ? from the 

Italic Dialects (where g- -> p-, p. 55). 

woous (Dor. rors) potis . ; . . . potis. 

-ti here — Attic -o1, cp. terdr (as in Doric) -> ioryor. 

wore quoque . . . . . . . ‘ qoge. 

See above, p. 89. This is the best instance for the changes 
of g in Greek: before o and some other letters (p. 173) it > 
a, before z and e it —>r. 

ratos tentis [thin] . . . ; . ; tntots. 

# —» Greek a, Latin en or in, cp. the ‘ Privative’ in a-ddparos 
indomitus un-tamed. 

reds tos (O.L. tovos) . ; . . . ; teuos. 

For -u- disappearing in Attic, cp. véos novos: and for _tuos 

cp. abrud (p. 84). 4.B.—Pronounce tovos as téwos. 

ri quid (whit, from hwit] . . . qid. 

For g — 1, cp. more quoque; Greek -6 disappeared, « cp. 70(8) 

istud. 

TpEpovce (Dor. TpéjovTt) rem (O.L, -oniz) . tremonti, 

(90) 
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-onti —-> Greek ovat (cp. rérs —> moots) and then —> over; 
Latin Accent changed trémonti to trémunt (cp. éti — ét), 
though there may have been a Mater-form tremont also. 

brayere subigtte . . . ; .  (s)upo-agete. 

In Sanskrit we have upa, and Greek j- might have come 
from u-: Latin s- may have been a trace of a Pronoun (?‘ there’), 
or of the Preposition (e)x (cp. mLw from (é)m-, p. 132); for 

supo —> sup (sub), cp. apo —» ab (p. 73); Accent changed 
subagete into subigite. 

brép super [upper] . . . . ; : (s)uper. 

For the Latin s-, cp. above. 

pepevevar pepopevor ferimini [bear] . .  bheremenai and 

bheromenot. 

Latin Accent might have changed both these forms into 

férimini. 

The -menai form might have been ‘a Dative or ‘ Infinitive’ used with 

an Imperative meaning (cp. 4a’ idva: ‘but go’), and the -meno: form a 
Nominative Plural of the Participle used as a Finite Verb (cp. nihil 

actum ‘nothing was done’). See further, my ‘Middle Voice’ (Mac- 
millan & Bowes). 

gryyos fagus [beach] ; . . ; ; ; bhagos. 

pparnp frater [brother] . . ; . ; bhratér. 

Latin -ér -» -ér, Long Vowels being regularly shortened 

before -m, -r, -t: see p. 46. 

puyais fugis . . . . . . ; bhugats. 

In Greek, Long Vowels were shortened before i or u + a 
Consonant, cp. «Ants —> KkAreis; would Latin fugdis —> fugis, or 
was the -is due to Association with the 2nd Declension -is (from 
-O18) ? 

wd (‘border’) dra . ; . ; to, ; Osa. 

For -s-, cp. ye genere; for Latin -4 - 4, see p. 46. 

adv Ovom . ; . . . ‘ Guom., 

For Greek -u- or , Cp. véos novos. 

(91) 
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Cousin-Forms.—These, like the above forms, should be 
tried independently, before the answer is looked at. 

(b) The following words were not complete Pairs: they 

only go back partly to the same Early forms. It would, of 

course, be interesting to discuss the Early differences as well 

as the Early similarities, but there is not enough space: the 
Early differences, then, will only be considered occasionally. 

The full process, of finding how far two words had once 

corresponded, would be to get the Early forms of both, and 

then compare and contrast these Early forms: e.g.— 

HOos SUESCO, 
700s from suédh-os, 

suéscd from suédh-sko: the common part therefore being 

suedh- 

dyes agis. 

Greek agesi(s), Latin ages: to the Stem age-, Greek added 
-st and later -s (cp. #yes), Latin added -s, and ages -> agis. 

aypav agrorum, 

Greek agro + 6m or -sdm, Latin agro- + sdm: perhaps at 

first -s6m was chiefly in Pronouns, and then extended some- 

times to Nouns: for the older -dm in Latin, cp. Genitives like 
deum; for -s-, cp. yéves genere; was the -0- of agrorum (not 

agrérum) due to Association with agr6és and terrdrum. 

dXos salts. 

Greek salos, Latin sales: the Genitive Endings were in 
different Vowel-Stages (p. 74). For s-, cp. éSpa sella. 

dooontypas Socios : see further, p. 134. 

Both had soq- and the Acc. Plur. Ending, Greek -gs, Latin 
“nS. 

dmXous simplex. 

Both had had sm-, and the Nom. Ending -s ; for s- cp. 

éSpa sella; for m, cp. Séxa decem (undecim). 

abropatos commentus [mind]. 

Both had had mutos : for 2, cp. rards tentus. 
(92 
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"Adpodirn tmber. 

Both had perhaps had mbhro-: for m see above; bh- —> 

Greek ¢, Latin -b-, cp. dudw ambd; for imbros(?) —» imber, 
cp. agros -» ager: possibly imber then changed its Declension. 

Baors (Dor. Baris) -ventid [come]. 

dmti-: for - j-» Greek B, Latin v, cp. Bopd vorare; for 

m, cp. 8éka decem ; for -t2 —> -ou, cp. totam ioryor. 

Baive. venit [cometh]. 

Gm(mje-: m here -» Greek ap —> av, and Bane — Baive-: 

for the Ending of Greek, cp. dyes, p. 92. Beside Baivess there 

arose Baive, cp. éBawes and ¢Bawve. 

yevous (Ion. yéveos) generis. 

glenes-: both had the Genitive Ending, but Greek had -os, 
Latin -es, i.e. different Vowel-Stages; for -s- cp. éreo sequere. 

yépuv gelidus. 

ger- or gel-,r and | being closely connected together, cp. 
dAxy arca (p. 84). 

ylyvovra gignunt. 

Sig)nont- 

Suc indicare. 

dikad : for -d -—> Attic y, cp. pyrnp mater. 

LOnxe fécit [deed]. 

dhéket, Latin -it might also have come from the Middle 

-at-t (p. 140). 

ety sit (O.L. széd or siét). 

-1éd or -iét : Greek had the I-Stage of the Root (es-), Latin, 
the III-Stage (s-); -s- disappeared in Greek; for -i&t —> -it, 
see p. 86. . 

éxarov centum [hundred]. 

(d)kmtom (connected with Séxa, decem, ten): for m, cp. 
aéda. pedem; for -om —> Greek -ov, Latin -um, see p. 44. 

dAdrrw (a) levidrem (8) levidra. 

Greek and Latin both 7: 3 the Root, but in different 
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Vowel-Stages: Greek had III /gh-, Latin had I| legh-: for 7 
—> Greek Aa, see p. 172; -gh- here -» Latin -h- [some say -v-], 

Cp. xdpros hortus ; 

Greek and Latin both had had the Comparative Suffix 
-1os- (-tos-), cp. mél-ios -» mel-ius; for -s-, cp, yévee genere ; 

Latin -6- may have been due to Association with the Nom., 

which once had the Long Vowel (cp. honGs). 
(a) had had -m, for which cp. déka decem ; (8) had had -a 

[some say -d], a sign of the Neuter Plural. 

évvea novem. 

Both had had neuz : for eu- CP. véos NOVOS ; for -2, Cp. ratds 

tentus. Possibly Latin -em was due to Association with 

septem and decem (see p. 67), Greek év- has nothing corre- 

sponding to it in novem. 

epmere Serpitts. 

Both had had serpete: for s-, cp. érra septem; Latin sér- 

péte — sérpite; was Latin -s due to Association with the 2nd 

Singular serpis, or had some Early forms this.-s? ‘Some 

Sanskrit forms have -s. 

éceobe eritis. 

Both had had ese-, though Greek éoe- may also have come 

from éooe-, cp. Homeric éocerac: but, supposing écecbe came 

from ese-, then -s- would be preserved by Association with 

estis, etc.; Latin changed ése- into eri-: for -s-, cp. yéve. genere. 

dornoa starem. 

Both had had sthds- (some say stds-, but Sanskrit has stha-) : 
for Greek », cp. pyrnp mater; to this, Greek had added -m 

(+a, cp. déka decem), Latin had added the Subjunctive -é- 

(cp. A€ynve) and -m: then -€m -> -ém (p. 46). 

evamra vocem. 

Both had had w6qm : for u in Greek, cp. ofkos vicus; for q, 

cp. wore quoque; for m, cp. déxa decem. Vicem had nothing 
2orresponding to e-. 

(94) 
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fws (Ion. 5s, Dor. @Fds) aurara. 
Both had had dusés-: du- -» Greek yv-, Latin au- ; for -s- cp. 

yeve. genere ; Greek #Fws then -—> jus, Cp. véos novos. Possibly 

Greek ‘ was due to ‘ Crasis’ with the Article (7 jus): cp. an ewt 
-> a newt, and perhaps fm7os (p. 88); Latin‘added a Feminine 

Suffix -a. 

7 (in 7 8 os ‘said he’) azt. . . 

Both had had the Root dgh (Latin might have the weak 

form of fhe Root) and the Ending -: this -» Greek jyr —> 7x 
-—» 7}, Cp. yaar —> yada. Possibly Greek also had the Aug- 

ment é-, contracting with this 7; Latin had a (?) Suffix -e-, 
and aghet -> ahet —» dhit — ait. 

707 ‘I knew’ videram. 

Both had had wetdes- : Greek had the Augment é-, and the 

Ending -m, and éFeSeom —> éedea —> 7d: for -u-, Cp. véos 

novos, for -s-, cp. yéve genere, for -m, cp. déxa decem; Latin 

had the Suffix -d- and the Ending -m, and im -> am (p. 46). 

nOos suéscd : see above, p. 92. 

Both had had suédh-: for su-, cp. ndvs suavis; Greek 40- 

then —» #6-, cp. tyw (fw) —» gw (p. 177); Latin suédhscd > 
suésco. 

Wrap técur. 

Both had had te-qr: but Greek had had y, Latin é; for 

i-, cp. baxuOos iuvenis ; for q, Cp. wére quoque ; for 7, Cp. dpxros 

ursus. 

Georpérw procd Dat. (O.L. -62). 

Both had had proqé:: for g, see above; both Greek and 
Latin lost the sound of ~. 

Guy fumd Abi. (O.L. -6d) [dust]. 

Both had had dhimo- for dh-, cp. é6yxa féci (deed) ; to this 

Greek had added the Dative -az, Latin the Abl. -od, and 

possibly fimd might also have come from the Instrumental -a 
(p. 118). 

(95) 
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leuev SEVIMUS. 

Both had had sisa-, to which Greek added -men, Latin 

-mos; for s-, cp. érra septem; for -s-, cp. yeve genere; for 

Latin sise- —> seri-, cp. Palisci and Falerii. 

tornpe (Dor. -ayu) sist. 

Both had had sztsth- (or sist-, p. 94): for s-, cp. érra 

septem ; Greek had had the -a@ of the Root (cp. stare), while 
Latin had the Root in its III-Stage or weak Stage. 

xapdta (Ion. xpadin) cordis [heart]. . . 

Both had had krd-: for 7, cp. #rap iecoris. 

kAvrav inclutérum [loud from hl-]. 

Both had had kluto-: for the Ending, cp. p. 92. 

KotAov Cavi. 

Both had had kou: for -u-, cp. véos novos; ou —> Latin au, 

cp. Aovw lavo. ; : " 

AEnre legétis. 

Both had had legéte : for Latin -s, see p. 94. 

paris mentid [mind]. 

Both had had mati-: for -z-, cp. rards tentus; Greek -r- 

was from Doric (cp. Dor. ioran, Attic foro). 

pytpés (Dor. parpés) matris [mother’s]. 

Both had had mair-: to this Greek added the Genitive -os 

(in the II-Stage), Latin the Genitive -es (in the I-Stage) -> -is. 

puiay muscam. 

Both had had mus-: Greek is generally supposed to have 

had the Suffix ~-, which might give Acc. -ti# —> cay (but there 

might have been a Suffix -ia- or -ta-); Latin had a Suffix -ka- 

+ Acc. -m. : 

d8dvra dentem [tooth]. 

Both had the Present Participle -nt-, and the Acc. -m, cp. 

déxa decem; Greek had od-, the Il-Stage of the Root, and 

-o-, while Latin had d-, the III-Stage of the Root, and -e-. 

(96) 
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olda vidi. 

Both had had uwozd-: for uo-, cp. olkos vicus; to this, Gréek 

added the Ist Singular -M, Latin the Middle -ai. 

mwadai prae. 

Both had had the Ending -az ; Greek used the p/- form of 
the Root (sometimes written #//-), Latin the pr- form: for | 
and r, cp. éSpd and sella (p. 86). 

mavros cunctus. 

Latin had had kunt-os, u being a Vowel and n a Conson- 
ant: the -c- helped pronunciation; Greek had had kuzt-os, u 

being a Consonant and g a Vowel: for ku —> (x)n, cp. trmos 

(p. 88); for -g-, cp. Atoav (p. 126). 

mwarpac. patribus. 

Both had had fa- (p. 175); Greek had had -tr- -> -zpa-, cp. 

xpadiy cordis ; Latin had had -tv-, with a Vowel to prevent the 
r- colliding with the Ending (? bhos or bhios) : see p. 120. 

maxus pinguts. 

Both had had pydhu-: for 2, cp. Privative d- in-; for gh 
not changing near -u-, see p. 173. Both had had Nom. -s, but 

Latin had an extra Suffix -i-, perhaps at first from the Fem., 

cp. dAaxeia: cp. also Adve Acta with suavis. 

webe fidit (O.L. ferda-), 

Both had had bheidhe- -> Greek ebe- —> wrehe (cp. Opixes 
—> tpixes); Latin dropped the Aspirate of -dh- (p. 88) and added 
-t: for Greek -e, see p. 92. 

mevOepds offendix [bind]. 

Both had had bhendh- ; cp. above. 

anos paricida. 

Both had had paso-; for -s- cp. yéve genere. 

mwodatous propinguos. 

Both had had -zqons : for -g-, cp. Privative d-, in-; for -q-. 

Cp. rere quoque; for -ons, see p. 176. 

(97) 
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recoapes (Dial. réropes) quattuor. 

Both had had qetur- : forg -» Greek +, cp. wore quoque ; tu 

-» Greek rr or oo, Latin -ttu- (cp. lipiter —» lippiter) ; for 

-f-, Cp. xapdia cordis. 

rov istum [the]. 

Both had tom : for -om -» Greek -ov, Latin -um, see p. 44. 

bdxwOos tuvenis. 

Both had had tu(u)a-: for t-, Cp. wrap iecur; for -z-, cp. 

rarés tentus. The sound of iuun might be realised (in an ex- 

aggerated way) in ‘ you an(d) me’. 

treppuas superdo. 

Both had had superbh-: for the s-, see p. 205; Greek had 

had -u6d, or possibly -uds [udd would -» vas before words like 

dé, p. 206]; Latin had had -uéd (one syllable), and -bhuod —>-b6: 

cp. fugabam, and see pp. 139, 142. 

trv somno (Dat.). 

Both had had s-pnd:: for -di, see p. 84; Greek had used 
sup- the III-Stage of the Root, and Latin had used suep-, the 

I-Stage of the Root: ue —» uo (cp. neuos -> véos novos), and 

-pn- —» mn, by Assimilation : cp. oeB-vos —> CELVOS. 

pepe fert [beareth]. 

Both had had bher-: for the Ending -e, see p. 93. 

gypav (Dor. dayav) famarum. 

Both had had bhdmd-: for a, cp. wyrnp mater; Greek had 

added the Ending -6m and sometimes the Ending -sém, and 

Latin the Ending -sdm: see p. 92. 

xapai humi (cp. yOapados). 

Latin had used the I1-Stage of the Root, viz. ghdhom-, > 

hum-; Greek had used the III-Stage, viz. ghdhm(m): for 
m(m), cp. sm(m) —> dp-a. 

xéprov horti [garth]. 

Both had had ghorto- : pute) Early Endings were different. 

) 



24, Greek and the Early Vowels, Latin and the Early 

Consonants. 

24. (a) ‘ Greek is nearer to the Mater-Language, than Latin 1s, 
with respect to its Vowels.’ Show, by instances, that 

this ts not always the case. 

Greek deydpevor and Aeyevevon were certainly nearer to the 
Mater-Language forms (legomenoi and legemenaz) than Latin 

légimini was: for Latin Vowels were much influenced by the 

Accent ; cp. also did and ab, from apo. (For other instances, 

see Pairs of Words, p. 83, foll.) 

Again, even Accented Diphthongs in Latin were liable to 
change: cp. otos, from o7-, with tinus (p. 113). 

But the following points are to be very carefully noticed :— 

1. Early Latin (p. 44) has Vowels far nearer to those of 
the Mater-Laanguage: thus we find méretd (Class. mérito), 
otno (Class. tinum), etc.; if we had Latin of a still Earlier 
period, we should look for still Earlier Vowel-forms ; 

2. Attic Greek has many of its Vowels different from those 
of the Mater-Language: thus we have already seen 

(i.) [A > y]: matér -> mater, Attic pyrnp (Dor. and Aeolic 

parnp) ; 
(ii.) [Long Vowel -» Short Vowel before 7 or u + a Con- 

sonant]: klduis — clavis, Attic xAqus —> xAeis, Cp. NAUS —> vais ; 

(iii.) [Different Vowel-Stages]: the Mater-Language had 
the forms ped- and pod- side by side: neither has been proved 
older than the other, so, when we find z0d(a) ped(em), we 

cannot say that the Greek Vowel was nearer to that of the 
Mater-Language (see p. 75) ; 

(99) 
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(iv.) [Semi-vowels 7, 7, m, 2, p. 172]: xap8ia, wadArds, Séxa, 

taros had their Vowels ap, aA, a, a little if at all nearer to the 

Mater-Vowels (7, /, m, 2) than Latin cordis, pulsus, decem, 

tentus had; 

(v.) [Greek Dialects, p. 31]: Greek Dialect-forms, however, 

such as paryp, were sometimes nearer to the Mater-forms than 

Attic Greek forms. 

N.B.—The many cases, in which Greek Vowels are Earlier 

than Latin Vowels, should be worked out as an exercise: some. 

could be collected from the Pairs of Words (p. 83, foll.). 

The following Nonsense-Sentence would illustrate the important 

instances, by which the Rules could easily be remembered :— 
(M.) Ek(s)lege, mater, klaueins pedi (podt) tntai, en dekm krd- pltans. 

(G.) &eareye, piirep, krei(Sas) wodl rarf, éy Séna xap3(lats) wadrds. 
(L.) élige, mater, clivis pede tent(4), indecem cord(ibus)pulsas. 

(b) ‘ But Latin is nearer to the Mater-Language with respect to 

tts Consonants.’ Do the same here. 

Latin guogue and novom were nearer to the Mater- 
Language Consonant-forms (qoge and neuom): again serpd 

(from serpd) was nearer than ép7rw, zugum ‘iecur (from yugom 
iéqr) than (vydv Frap, statid (from st(h)ati-) than ordous, and so 
on. 

But the Greek Dialects sometimes have older forms, e.g. 

Doric ordts. 

N.B.—The instances where the Greek and Latin Con- 
sonants differ from those of the Mater-Language should be 

_worked out, as a separate exercise, from the Pairs of Words 

“(p. 83, foll.). 
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25. Parts into which words can be analysed. 

25. Into what parts can words be analysed? Give instances, 
aud say what is the function of each part. 

We have already seen (p. 22) that abertt would have its 
Early form analysed into 
apo (Prefix) es (Root) e (Future Suffix) ¢ (3rd Sing. Ending) 

or apo-ese- (Stem). 
In English we say ‘he will be away’, using four words: in 

Latin we have a single word combining something Itke all these 

elements in a different order, ‘away-be-will-he’, though it is 

more than doubtful whether e at first meant ‘ will’, or ¢i ‘he’. 

In this word we see all the four elements, Prefix, Root, 

Suffix, these three forming a Stem, and Ending: these terms 
can now be better understood. 

I. Every word must have a Root, and the Root is usually 
assumed to be one Syllable only (but see p. 105): it was the 
Root that had the general meaning—here the verbal meaning 
of ‘ being ’. 

Il. Anything before the Root 1s a Prefix, though a word 

with a Prefix can generally be treated as a Compound Word 
(see p. 81). The Prefix usually ‘ modified’ the meaning of 
Root: thus here the Root ‘be’ was ‘ modified’ by the Prefix 
‘away’. 

Ill. The Ending sometimes denoted the relation between 

the-word and other words in the same Sentence; in Balbu|s 

miru|m aedificaba|t, it was the -s that marked out Balbus as 
the subject, and it was the -m that marked out the wall as the 

‘object’: the -¢ denoted that the building was done by a third 
(103) 
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person, whereas -m would have denoted that ‘I (Balbus) was 

building’. So the -ti of apo-es-e-ti denoted that the ‘ being 
away’ would refer to ‘ him’. 

IV. The Suffix came between the Root and the Ending: 
here it denoted the idea of Puturity: contrast apo-es-ti (—> 
abest) ‘he is away’ with apo-es-e-ti (—> aberit) ‘he will be 
away’. Other Suffixes denote other relations, and some 
Suffixes (see p. 108) seem to denote nothing at all. 

V. The Stem was the whole word without the Ending: thus 
the Stem of miirum was moiro(m) or miru-, the Stem of 
aberit was apo-ese(tz) or aberi-. 

VI. NOTE.—Some words cannot be analysed into anything 
else but a Root, e.g. es ‘be thou’, and the Particle an (ay); 

other words, such as est (éor/), from es-tz, would be only Root 
+ Ending; other words, such as abes, from apo-es, would be 

only Prefix + Root; other words, such as genus (yévos), from 
glen-os, would be only Root + Suffix; others again, such as 

genere (yéve), from jen-es-i, would be only Root + Suffix + 
(Locative) Ending. But notice that every word had a Root. 

(104) 



26. Roots, Prefixes, Endings, Suffixes. 

26. (a) What was the Root of dépw, ddpos? Give a few words 
which had this Root, and show why you should write the 

Root in English letters (not in Greek letters). 

hépw, pdpos (8:)ppds, ferd, bear all once had the same Root, 
and this Root we do not put down as ¢ep-, because Greek was 

not the parent-language; we want to put down a form which 

would have been the parent-form, not only of gdep- but also of 
bear, and so we write bher- ; the_.bh- was pronounced like the 

bh- of Hobhouse, and -» Greek ph (4), like the ph of top-hat, 
Latin f-, English b-, which dropped the h-sound. The Root is 

here given as 

(2) a Single form, 
(b) of one Syllable. But 
(a) bher- would not give us bhor- (cp. ¢dpos) nor bhr- (cp. 

5i-pp-os), 80 we write down the Root as having three forms, and 
not as a single Root ; this gives 

Root bher- bhor-  bhr-. 

The three forms might all be represented by what I have 

heard described as an ‘ omnium-gatherum ’— 

For the reason why there should have been three forms 

side by side, see under ‘ Accent’ (p. 74). 
(6) Some say, however, that certain forms of the Root here 
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originally had two Syllables, and that the Root was not as 

above, but rather 

I. bhere- or bhero- or bher- 
II. bhore- or bhoro- or bhor- 

III. bhre- or bhro- or bhr-. Moulton and Thorp and other 

Authorities have done much to prove that many Roots often 

had two Syllables. 
These nine possible forms, which need not all have actually 

been used, could again be represented by an ‘omnium- 

gatherum’ form— 

N.B.—1. In analysing a word, try to find the Early form of 
the Root first: begin by looking for the syllable which once 

conveyed the main idea; to find out the Early Root is the 

basis of a correct analysis, and this Early Root should be 

written in English letters, not in Greek letters. 
2. Compound Words (p. 79) had two Roots. 

26. (b) Find the Prefix of dmépepov, abferébam, Sé8uxa, dedi. 

Here again the Early forms must be given, viz. apo-, and 
in Greek (not Latin) -e- : apo was an Adverb meaning ‘ away’, 
and -» English ‘off’ (cp. p. 63): possibly it was once a Pro- 

noun (‘there’): e- was the Root of a Pronoun, and perhaps 
once meant ‘then’, or ‘that’ (carrying): it is the ‘ Augment’ 
or sign-post of past time. Latin probably seldom, if ever, had 

an Augment. 

déSwxa and dedi show a Prefix de-, being the first letter of 

the Root dd, with e: this Prefix was not itself a separate 

Root, but perhaps arose from an emphatic and energetic pro- 

nunciation of the initial part of the Root: it is usually a sign 

of the Perfect Tense (‘I have given’, etc.). 
(106) 
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26. (c) Find the Endings of these words: him who hurteth ; 

pépopev. 
The Ending of him was -m, of hurteth -f7 (cp. éo-ri), of 

dépopev -men : the -m denoted the object (Accusative Ending), 
the -tz denoted the 3rd Person Singular, and the -men the 
Ist Person Plural; ‘who’ had no Ending, the subject being 

denoted chiefly by the order of words (cp. ‘Jack fell down 

and broke his crown’, where ‘Jack’ is subject, and ‘crown’ 

is object). 

There was no necessity for an Ending in many words: 

thus the Nominative often needed no Ending, nor did the Voca- 

tive, e.g. dvOpwre, which was a kind of Exclamation, like the 
Imperative dépe ; and the Prepositional ad needed no Ending. 

The order of words and the Context were enough to make 

the meaning clear. 
The Ending of a word usually denoted the relation of this 

word to the rest of the Sentence, e.g. the -yev of pépo-per de- 

noted that it is we who carry, as opposed to the -re of épere. 

The most important Endings are those of Person and Case. 

It is to remembered that 

a. this was not necessarily the original meaning of -uey (see p. 103) ; 
for 

B. the original meaning may have been entirely lost: thus a Dative- 
Ending (-ai) can actually be used with a Nominative meaning, e.g. (7b) 

Adom pddidy éorrs. 
The original meaning of many Endings, however, is still buried in 

obscurity, and the question perhaps belongs to Syntax rather than to 
Philology. See Sayce’s Principles of Philology. 

26. (d) What were the Suffixes of these words: déywper legatis, 

pepopey, iter, roiuevos, manhood. 

To get the Suffix, we must find the Root and then the 

Ending (if there is one): what remains between the two will 

be the Suffix ; e.g. 
Aéywpev leg-d-men) (6 and a being Suffixes of the Subjunctive 

leg&tis leg-d-tes Mood) ; 
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dépopey (i) bher-o-men (o being Suffix of the Verb or of the 
‘Present’ Tense) ; 

(ii) but others regard the Root itself as bhero- (p. 105), in 
which case there would be no Suffix at all. 

In looking at an imaginary bher-o-men, we cannot help asking what 

the -o- denoted, if indeed it was a Suffix: for, if -men could denote the 

‘we’ and bher- the ‘carry’, what need was there of a Suffix? This has 

not yet been satisfactorily answered, viz. why we should have pépouey 
rather than oép|yer if we have éo|yev rather than foouey. But see p. 106. 

iter t-ter (-ter being Suffix of a Substantive denoting some- 

thing like Means, ‘that by which one goes’, or else, like our 
-ing, the Verbal idea of ‘ going’). This word had no Ending. 

Some might connect this -ter with réAAw réAos terminus, etc., the idea 
at first being ‘accomplishing, bringing to an end’; but later on -ter 
would merely be a sign of the Instrument or Agent. The same might 

apply to wrouévos, poi-men-os, if -men- had been once connected with pévw 
and maneé, or even with mens and mind. 

manhood : hood (cp. head and caput) was once a Substantive, 
but then came to be a mere Suffix like -ness in manliness, or 

the -taz- of véritatem. 

Among the most striking features of Suffixes are 

a, their enormous variety of forms (e.g. -mo-, -no-, -to-, -ro-, 

etc.); 

8. their enormous range of meanings (e.g. Substantival, 
Adjectival, Verbal) ; 

y their occasional (apparent) freedom from meaning, and 
therefore . . 

5. their (apparently) ‘ unnecessary ’ character (e.g. diic-em 
had no Suffix, and yet meant ‘lead-er’ as clearly as duc-tor-em. 

The whole question of the origins of Suffixes, and their 

Developments, is well worth a careful and sensible investiga- 

tion. 
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-27. Greek and Latin Words Analysed. 

27. ‘Analyse these Greek and Latin and English Words’: 
. [Emended Question: ‘ Analyse the Early forms of these 
words ’| and illustrate the chief sound-changes :— 

(a) aimddov, Sega, iornor, A€you, pelLov, pytpds, povors, Pypp, 

erireivw ; 

(5) agricola, ambire, bonos, denuo, dicturum, eritis, fect, 

tremunt, unum ; 

(c) father (Voc.), that, whit. 

Preliminary Notes :— 

1. The words are first parsed, for Parsing is a great help 

towards the finding of the Ending and the Stem: thus, when 
gnpuy is parsed as ‘“ Dative’’, ch. Nom. dypy,’ we expect to 
find a ‘ Dative’ Ending, added to the Stem of dyjpn. Parsing 
is very easy, and at the same time indispensable. 

2. Within the Brackets will also be found the forms 
(especially the Early forms) which throw light on the Early 
form and on its Analysis: for instance, in Analysing pdvo.s, we 
look at pdvo-s, with Nominative Ending -s, and thus we see how 

much was Ending (-s), and how much was Stem (yovo-) : hence 
we gather that pdvos also had Stem povo-, and the -ts would 

therefore be the Ending. 

3. The Paper is divided into four columns. 

Prefix. Root. Suffix. Ending. 
These three together form the Stem. 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING, 

(a2) Greek words :— 

aimédov: [Acc. Sing. of Compound Word, cp. aimédo-s, aly-os, 
Bov-xoA-os, agricola-m]. Stem aizodo- 

aig 

gol (II-Stage) o (Agency) m (Acc.) 
atgqolom -» aimddov : for g, cp. goge —» quoque wore ; for -m, cp. 

uotkom —> vicum olxov. 

@ega: [Ist Sing. Ist Aor., cp. Seix-vi, eAid-c-a, dixi 
legéba-m]. Stem éeé- (in 3rd Person, éeée-). 

e (Augment) dezk (I-Stage) s (1st Aorist) m (1st Sing.) 
edeiksm —» eka: for -m, cp. dekm —> Séxa decem. For the 
Aorist -s-, cp. dixi. The Augment was perhaps a Pronoun (cp. 

elra ‘them ’), being ‘a sign-post of past time’ (p. 106). 

toryo.: [3rd Sing. Present, cp. fory-ju, Doric iorar, si-st6, 

sta-re]. Stem iorr-. 
st- (Redupl. Pres.) st(h)a (1-Stage) ti (3rd Sing.) 

sist(h)att —» iornot: for s-, cp. septm —» éxrd septem; for 4-, cp. 

bhama -—> ¢yyy fama ; for -tz, cp. oraors statis. 

héyou: [2nd Sing. Imperat. Middle, cp. Ion. A€yeo, éXeAcer-0, 
legere]: Stem Acye, and sometimes Aeyo- 

leg (1-Stage) e (Pres.) see p. 105 so (2nd Sing. 

Mid.) 
legeso —> Neyeo —> AEyou: for-s-, cp. Jenest —> ye&va genere. 

petLov: [Nom. and Acc. Neut. of the Comparative, cp. 

peiLov-os pey-as, 79-tov, lonic pefov]: Stem petfov-. 

meg (I-Stage) zon (Compar.) 

megion —> pelov, Cp. ayws and dopa; pélov —> peifov by Asso- 

ciation with dapeivuv (p. 124), and drgci{wv (from ddevy-twv). 

untpss: [Gen. Sing., cp. Doric parpds, matr-is, senatu-os] : 

Stem pytp-, and sometimes pyrep-. 
ma (I-Stage) tv (Agency) os (Gen.) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

pévots: [‘ Dative’ Plur., cp. povo-s, uév-w]. Stem povo-, and 

sometimes pove-. 
mon (II-Stage) o (Adj., but see zs (Loc. Plur.) 

p. 105-6) ais (Dat. Plur.) 
monois (Loc.) —-> povors. 
mondots (Dat.) also —>. povors, Cp. vavs —> vais (p. 88) 

For the Greek ‘ Dative’ being not only Dative (-az), but 
also Locative (-), and Instrumental, see p. 117. 

jpn: [‘ Dative’ Sing., cp. Doric dapav, Sodv-a1, 7od-t, fa-ri]. 

Stem bhama-. 
bha (I-Stage) mda (Verbal and i (Loc.) 

Abstract Noun.) az (Dat.) 

bhadmdi —> dnp: for ad, cp. pyrnp; for -2, see p. 84. 

émteivw: [Ist Sing. Present, cp. éwi, reivo-pev, ten-dd]. 
Stem ézcrewo- and sometimes émrewve- 
epi (Local fen (I-Stage) 10 (Present) (o Lengthened 

Adverb) : to form Ist Sing.) 

epi itself might be Analysed into ?e (Root) + pz (Suffix), or 
ep (Root) + 7 (Locative Ending). 

epi-teniO —> émureivw: for -ni-, cp. spert6 —» omeipw. For the 

lengthening of the -o, forming a special Person-Ending, see 

p. 73. ° 

Latin Words. 

(6) Latin words. 

agricola: [Nom. Sing. of Compound Word, cp. agricola-m, 
O.L. fama, dypd-v, dy-w, col-o, Bov-xéA-os]. Stem agricola- 

ag vo (Subst.) 
gol a (Agency) 

agrogola -» agricola: for unaccented -o-, cp. legomenoi -> 

Aeyopevor légzmini ; for -d, see p. 46. 

ambire: [‘ Infinitive’, cp. augéi, «l-yi, es-se, yever gener-e]. 

Stem ambir-, Cp. p. 136. 
i (111) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

ambhi (Local et (I-Stage) s (Verbal Noun) 2 (Loc.) 
Adverb) 

ambhi-eist -» ambi-ire -» ambire: for -bh-, cp. albhos -—> dAdos 
albus; for -et-, cp. bheidhid —» weiOw fidd; for -s-, cp. cjenest 

—> yever genere. 

Note.—The Infinitive was once a Verbal Noun in the Loca- 
tive (-1) and Dative (-a2). 

bonds: [Acc. Plur., cp. Dueno-s, and Argive ré-vs]. Stem 
bono- and sometimes bone- 

. ? ? 
due (I-Stage) no (Adj.) ns (Acc. Plur.) 

duen o (Adj., p. 105) 
duenons -» bonés : for du-, cp. dueslom -> bellum ; for we-, cp. 

p. "86 ; for -ons —> -0s, cp. deciens and deciés. 

dénu6: [Prep. + ‘ Ablative’, cp. dé, novi, véo-s, Gnaivid]. 
Stem novo- and sometime nove-. Cp. p. 140. 

dé 
neu (I-Stage) oo (Adj., p. 105) od (Abl.) . 

dineudd —-» dénovs + dénud:~ for eu-, cp. neug —» (év)véa 

novem ; for -d, cp. legetdd — deyérw legitd(d) ; for the effect of 

the Accent, cp. cénflovont (O.L.) -> cénfluont. 

dictiirum: [at first perhaps Acc. Sing. of Neuter Verbal 
Noun, cp. dictu-m, Sefx-vipu, éarv-os and Italic Infinitive es-o-m 

‘being’]. Stem dictiro.. 
deik 1-Stage) tu (Verbal Noun) 
es (I-Stage) o (Verbal Noun, m (Acc.) 

p. 105) 
deiktuesom —> dictiirum: for e7-, cp. el-y i-re; for -s-, cp. 
cjenest —> yever genere ; for -0-, cp. oixoy vicum. 

Note.—This word was perhaps at first a Substantive, ‘ being for say- 
ing’ or ‘being about to say ’: some think that the Early form was detktou-, 
an old Case meaning ‘to or for’ (cp. some of Livy's uses of these forms 
in -ta). In putd té dicttrum it ti to agree with té (cp. putd té 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

dictum), and hence they came to say putéd vds dictirds, rather than 
dictirum. This is Dr. Postgate’s theory, modified. 

eritis: [2nd Pers. Plur. Puture, cp. es-tis, éo-ré, é0-e-e]. 
Stem ere- and sometimes ero-.. . 

es (I-Stage) e (Fut. and Subj.) fe (2nd Plur.) 
esete —> erite: for -s-, cp. cfenesi —> yéva genere; for -e-, cp. 
Aeyéerw legito. For the -s, see p. 94. 

fect: [1st Sing. Perf., cp. ri-Oy-ps, ¢-Oy-x-a, rane, PLEUVY- pra 

memin-i]. Stem féc-, and other forms. 
adhé (I-Stage) =k (Perf. and Aor.) az (Middle) 

dhékai -» féci: for dh-, cp. dhiimos —» Oopos fimus; for -ai > 

-ei -—> -1, cp. dodvac dari. 

Note.—féci was once a Perfect Middle. 

tremunt (p. 20): [3rd Plur. Pres., cp. O.L. tremo-nti, Doric 

TpéyovTi, Tpop-o-s|. Stem tremo- and sometimes treme-. 
trem (I-Stage) o(Present, p. ) nti (8rd Plur.) 

tremonti —» trémunt: for unaccented -o-, cp. ofxov vicum; for 

-i, cp. éti-» ér. ét. It is possible that there was an Early form 

tremont as well, cp. érpexor(r), which would also have become 
tremunt. 

tnum (p. 52): [Acc. Sing., cp. O.L. oino, ofo-s]. 
ot (II-Stage) =o (Adj.) m (Acc.) 

oinom —» tinum: for oi-, cp. rowy piinire; for unaccented -o-, 

cp. olxoy vicum. 

English Words. 

(c) English words. 

father: (cp. rdrep, pater]. 
pa (III-Stage, ter (Agency) 

p. 174) 

pater — father: for p-, cp. méda pedem foot; for ¢, cp. tpe 
trés three. 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

that: [cp. ro is-tud]. 
to d (Neut. Nom. and Ace. 

of Pronouns) 
tod -» that: for ¢-, cp. above; for d, cp. edd Sona eat. 

whit: [O.E. hwit, cp. ri, qui-d]. 
qt d (cp. above) 

gid —» hwit (whit): for g — h, cp. xeivos and he. 

(114) 
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28. (i) Endings. 

28. (i) What function does a Case-Ending perform, and how 
else can this function be performed ? 

When we look at forms like ‘the man who saw me, the 

man whom I saw, the man whose house I was in,’ we see that 

the Case-Ending of a word tells us the connexion between that 
word and some other word or words in the Sentence: thus the 
-s of olxo-s (vicu-s) tells us that the ofko- (vicu-) was Subject of 
the Sentence: the -v (1) of oixo-v (vicum) would tell us that it 
was perhaps Object of a Verb, e.g. ‘he built’: wazp-os (patr-is) 
would tell us that the oixo- (vicu-) was connected with the zartp- 
(patr-), e.g. it was his possession. 

1. When we have a Sentence like ‘ we love our native land’, 

‘native land’ is clearly the Object of ‘we love’: and yet it has 

no Case-Ending. Here the meaning comes from the order of 

the words, as we shall see if we write ‘our native land is dear’, 

where ‘native land’ is Subject. This will apply to Neuter 

Nouns, like yévos and genus, in Greek and Latin, though here 
(as sometimes in English) 

2. the Context is a far greater help than the order of words, 

which is so apt to depend on Emphasis. In ’Ayavol yévos we 

have the meaning ‘ by race’, without any Case-Ending such as 
yéve and genere had: and in Latin we have homo id genus 
“aman of that kind’; so also in Compound Words we often 

find a Case-meaning (cp. oivoredov ‘a réSov for olvos’), but to 
find a Case-Ending is the exception. 

3. Prepositions tend to take the place of many of the Case- 
Endings, one reason being that they often are more definite and 

clear, and another being that they had more meanings (e.g. 
‘above’). In’ English we “ai with Case-Ending, ‘who-m’ 

5) 
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(Object, etc.), ‘father’s’ (Genitive), and we say, without Case- 
Endings, ‘Jack beat Jim’, ‘Jim beat Jack’ (Subject and 
Object), ‘Go home’ (Goal), ‘Give me’ (‘ Indirect’ Object), 
etc.: but for most other Case-meanings we use Prepositions, 

such as ‘of’, ‘by’, ‘with’, ‘from’, ‘to’, ‘at’; and there was 
a tendency to use Prepositions + Cases, rather than simple 

Cases, in Greek and Latin also, especially in the Spoken Lan- 

guages, as we see by the Romance Languages (descended from 
Spoken Latin): thus contrast donner 4 lui, aller 4 Rome, with 

illi d6nadre, R6mam ire. 

28. (li) Case-Endings. 

28. (ii) What were the chief 
(a) Case-Endings, 
(b) Suffixes of Moods, in the Mater-Language ? 

Give instances, with their Greek and Latin descendants. 

The Case-Endings are learnt most easily, and most satis- 

factorily, from actual instances: we may begin by declining a 

Mater-Substantive bhama* (-» fima and dy): the Case- 
Endings will show that the bhama was related in a certain 

way to some other word or words in the Sentence: the Mater- 

Language Cases should be thoroughly mastered, viz. 

Nominative (Subject), 
Vocative (Exclamatory), 
Accusative (Direct Object, etc.), 
Dative (‘to or for’), 
Instrumental (‘ by, with, with respect to’), 
Locative (‘in, at, on’), 

A blative (‘ from, than’), 
Genitive (‘of’), 

* The -ais generally assumed to have been -a throughout: but there 
is not sufficient proof. J. Schmidt held that the -d of the Fem. Sing. was 
once the same as the -d of the Neut. Plur., repulsa being later on 

differentiated into (i.) Fem. Sing. ‘defeat’ (abstract), and (ii.) Neut. 
Plur. ‘defeats’ (concrete). Cp. arma (Lat. Neut. Plur.) with l’arme 
(French Fem. Sing.). The theory is ingenious, but only applies to 
some instances of d. 
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N.B.—The English Prepositions give only a very rough 
idea of the Early Case-meanings: it is more than probable 
that the Early meanings were very much wider. 

It is important to remember the Cases in this order: after 
the Nom. Voc. and Acc., the five other Cases come in the 

order of the word DI LAG: of these five Cases, 

(1) the Instr. and Loc. have amalgamated in both Greek 
and Latin, but in Greek they have amalgamated with the 

Dative (‘to or for’), to form a Case called the ‘ Dative’, in 
Latin they have amalgamated with the Ablative (‘from’), to 
form a Case called the ‘ Ablative’. In other words, 

the Latin ‘ AbLatIve’ was ADbl. (‘from’) , + Loc. (‘in’, Sat’), 
the Greek ‘ Dative’ was Dat.(‘to’ or‘for’)) + Instr.(‘ by, ‘ with’); 

(2) the Genitive in Greek amalgamated with the Ablative 
(‘from’), but amalgamated to some extent with the Locative 
(‘in ’, ‘at’) in Latin: in other words, 

the Laten ‘Genitive’ was Gen. (‘of’) + Loc. (‘in’, at’), 
the Greek ‘Genitive’ was Gen. (‘of’) + Abl. (‘from’). 

Now, supposing you were speaking the Mater-Language, 

and wished to say ‘in speaking’, to this bhama- you would 

add the Case-Ending for ‘in’, viz. the Locative-Ending, which 
was -i, dnd you would therefore say bhamdi. This is quite an 
incorrect account of the actual process of speech-forming, but 

it is corivenient for the present purpose. 

I. Att. Greek a» Att. y Latin 

Nom. bhama [lengthened yyy fama (O.L. fama, p. 45) 

or no Ending] 

Voc. ?bhamd [no Ending] [¢jpo] fama 

Acc. bhamda-m -  hypny famam (p. 46) 
Dat. bhdmd-ai (-mad1) — dyin (‘ Dat.’) ? fama (O.L., p. 53) 
Instr. bhamda -a or -e(-ma) [pypn, cp. ? 77] fama 

Loc. bhama-t dypy (‘ Dat.’) famae * 
Abl. bhamd-(e)d (-mad) [dyn] ? dypyns be- fama (O.L. famad) 

fore Dentals 
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Gen. bhamd-(e)s (-mds) dypns 
esp. in Pronouns, same 

as Loc. 

Plural 
N.V. bhamd-(e)s 

Att. Greek 

[dypays] 
-1 (esp. in Pronouns) gpa 

Acc. bhamd-ns dypas 
Dat. bhadmd-ais (-mais) dypas (p. 88) 
Loc. bhdmd-ts 

-St 

Gen. bhamd-6m 

dnpas (p. 88) 

dnpiv (Dor. dnpav) 
-som (esp.in Pronouns) Do. 

II. (2) Stem woiko- and sometimes uotke-: 

Nom. uotko-s 

Voc. -ke 

Acc. -ko-n 

Dat. = -ko-at (-k62) 
Instr. -ko-a (-k6) 

Att. Greek 

olkos 
# 

OLKE 

olkov 

olkwet (-xw) 

[ofcw Cp. ? ovrw] 

-ke -a or é (-ké) [otky, cp. ? ravry] 

Loc.  --ko-2 

-ke-t 
Abi. = -ko-od (-kdd) 

-ke-ed (-kéd) 

Gen. -ko-sto 

otKot 

oixet (Dialect) 

[famas cp. pater- 

familias, p. 47] 
famae * 

Latin 

[famas, cp, O.L.] 

famae 

famas 

? 

? famis + 

[famum, cp. agricolum] 
famarum 

for o and e, see p. 74. 

Latin 

vicus 

vice 

vicum 

vicd (O.L. -céi, p. 84) 
vicd (?mults) 
[vicé, cp. ? caré] 

vici 
- ‘hep. Corinthi 

vici 
[otxw] ?-xws before Den- vicd (O.L. -6d) 

tals, cp. ? ovrw(s) 

[otxn] | 

oixov (cp. Hom. -ow and 

-00) 

esp. in Pronouns, [otxot Thessalian] 
? same as Loc. 

[vicéd, cp. faciluméd, 

p. 138] 

Vici 

* Possibly some Archaic forms like famai were due to Association with the 
-i of the 2nd Declension (cp. Corinthi). 

+ Was this due to Association with 2nd Declension forms, e.g. verbis? Cp. 
YM. 
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Plural Att. Greek Latin 

- N.V. uotko-os(?) (-k6s) [otxws] [vicds, cp. O.L. deivés] 

esp. in Pronouns -ko-i — olkou vici 

Acc. uotko-ns oixous (Argive and vicds 

Cretan rdvs) 
Dat. uotko-ais (-kdts) oixos (p. 88) [? vicis] 

Loc. uotko-ts olkous vicis 

Gen. uoiko-dm (-kdm) olkwy [vicum, cp. O.L. and 

; Poetry] 

esp. in Pronouns -sém vic6rum (p. 92) 

II. (6) Neuter Stem, yugo-: like the above, except in the Nom., 
Voc. Acc., which were 

Singular 
yujo-m “ — fvyov iugum 

Plural 
yu) -a (see p. 116) Cvya iuga 

III. Stem nokt- [there is not space to discuss here the -v- 

of Greek wig] 
Att. Greek Latin 

N.V. noki-s vug nox 

Acc. nokt-m VUKTAG, - noctem 

Dat. nokt-ar [vuxra,cp. dodvac|nocti 

Instr. noki-a or -e [vucra, Cp. Papa] nocte 

Loc. nokti-t VUKTi nocte 

Abl. nokt-?ed [vunre] ? nocte 
Gen. nokt-es noctis 

-OS VUKTOS [cp. O.L. Venerus] 
P-s - [?cp.0.L. nox‘ at night ’] 

_ Plural 

N.V. nokt-es VUKTES [O.L. noctés, noctés by 
Assoc. with ovés,etc., 

p. 139] 

Acc. noki-ns VUKTaS noctés 

Loc. noki-si vk 

Gen. nokt-6m vuxtav noctum 
? nokt-(a)-bhtos or noctibug 

sbhos ° 
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IV. Stem patér-, patr-': when the Accent (p. 74) fell on 
the ¢, ¢ was preserved, when the Accent fell on the Case- 
Ending, é was dropped: but the forms have been harmonised 
into a uniform system, Latin paterem, for instance, become 

patrem by Association with patris and patri. 

Only the Mater-forms are given here, except, e.g. for the 
Greek Dative Plural. 

Nom. patér (Vowel Lengthened) 
Voc. pater (Accent on first Syllable, probably in all Vocatives) 

Acc. patér-m 

Dat. patr-ai 

Instr. patr-d or -e 

Loc. ? patér-1 
Abl. ? patr-éd 

Gen. patr-és 
-65 

Plural 

N.V. patér-es 
Acc. ? pater-ns (ratépas, patrés, see above) 

Loc. patr-st (xarpact, cp. p. 134) 

?  patr-(a) -bhos or -bhios (patribus). Celtic had-bos. 

The following Verses summarise the chief Case-Endings: 
in the Analysis of Words these Endings recur so constantly 
that it saves trouble to master them once for all. 

The first Case has no sign, or Vowel long, or else an -S, 

Accusative from hi-m and who-m as -M (or -m) you guess, 
DAtlIve A-I in dSotv-a, InstrumEntAl Aor E, 

Locatlval I in aoo-(, Ablatives in OD, ED, D; 

Then Genitives in OS, ES, S, or I, or S-I-O. 

Nominative Plural ES, I, A, from z6-es ofko-. know, 

Th’ Accusative in -ns or else in N-S (as in 7-vs), 

_ The Genitive in OM or SOM (mensarum here belongs) ; 
DAtlIve A-I-S, LocatIval I-S or S-I; 

The Latin Case in BHOS or bhios is still a mystery. 
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28. (ii) (6) Suffixes of Moods. 

28 (ii) (0) | 

As to the Suffixes of Moods, 

I. The Optative Suffixes can be seen in d0-in-v So-t-pev 

Néyo-t- put : 
(a) -7é- or -2é- in the Singular, where at first the Accent 

fell on the -é-: cp. O.L, s-ié-d or s-ié-t (— sit, pp. 93, 86) ; 
(8) -7- in the Plural, where the Accent fell on the Ending, 

as in el-ys i-yey (later tuev) : cp. simus ; 
(y) -t- in Verbs like Acyo-. 

Il. The Subjunctive Suffixes can be seen in leg-a-tis, 
Ney-w-pev r€éy-7-Te leg-E-tis, t-o-vev (Homeric ‘let us go’): these 
suggest 

(a) -d- (leg-a-tis, and ? some Attic Subjunctives like Aéynre : 
but see ()); 

(8) a Long -6- or -é-, where the Indicative had a short Vowel * 
(Acy-w-uev A€y-o-pev, Aéynre legétis A€yere legete-s —> légitis) ; this 

Suffix has been largely extended in Greek (cp. iwye) ; 
(y) a Short -o- or -e-, where the Indicative had no Vowel * 

(t-o-pev i-pev, €o-e-o0e ér-i-tis, éo-ré éstis). 

III. The Imperative Suffix can hardly be separated from 
the Ending: e.g. cp. Aeyérw legitd (p. 83). 

IV. The Participle, in so far as it was a Mood, had among 

its Suffixes those which are seen in Aéyo-vr-a, lege-nt-em, ta-rd-s 
ten-tu-s, «i-Fos AeAvx-F-1a, etc. For dictiirum, see p. 112. 

These give us, e.g. " 

(a) -nt- (cp. also 680-vr-a de-nt-em) ; 
(8) -uos in the I]-Stage, and -ws in the II1-Stage (cid-Fds 

—> €idcs, NeAvK-v-Za). 

V. The Infinitive, in so far as it was a Mood, had Suffixes 

which were once Suffixes of Verbal Nouns: leg-i had no 

Suffix. Instances would be Aéye-w, A€ye-oB-au, Eu-pey and éu-pev- 

at (Homeric), leg-er-e and es-s-e. These suggest 

* For this ‘ Thematic’ Vowel, -o- or -e-, see p. 105, 
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(a) -uen- or -sen- (Aeye-w: for -u- and -s-, see pp. 162, 161); 

(8) -(s)dh-, possibly from -s- —see (d) below— + -dh-, or 
starting in Dentals Stems, where éoxid-6a. —> éoxd(s)Oar —> 
éoxicOa. Sanskrit has a form in -dhy- ; 

(y) -men- (cp. nd-men and the Datives Acyé-pev-ax legi-min-i, 

p. 91); 
(5) -es- and -s- (with legere cp. genere, from genesis —> yéver). 

VI. The Indicative. 

The Suffixes here are rather those of the various Tenses, 

e.g. 

(a) The ‘Presents’ Seix-vi-pe Setx-vu-pev, Néy-o-pey Ney-e-re, 

oep-io-ev (—> oreipopev) omep-te-te, etc., suggest -niui- and -nu-, 

-o- and -e- (p. 105), -io- and -ie-; and there are various others ; 

(8) The‘ Perfects’ ama-vi, €6y-x-a and réa-x-a, suggest -1-, 

-k- (the latter also Aorist, cp. féci) ; ° 
(y) The Future: for both Greek and Latin, cp. the Sub- 

junctive above, and, for the Latin -b- future, cp. p. 142 below; 

(6) The 7st Aorist, besides -k- (see above), has -s-, suggested 
by é8eix-o-a (ea) and dic-s-i (dixi); 

(ce) for the Pluperfect, see 75y and videram (p. 95). 
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29. Greek Words Analysed. 

29, Analyse [the Early forms of] the following Greek words, 
with a few notes :-— 

N.B.—Here, as on p. 109, foll., the words will be parsed ; 

and then will be put, in Brackets, the forms which throw light 

on the Early forms or on the Analysis: far more important 

than the Answer ttself is the Method of arriving at the Answer. 

The learner should not merely wish to know the Analysis of 
any one word : he should wish also to know how he may Analyse 
any given word for himself and by himself, if posstble in the 

light of what he already knows. 
It will be a capital exercise to illustrate all the Sound- 

changes in these words: wherever any hard sound-change 
occurs, I add an explanation—elsewhere I leave the illustra- 
tions to be gathered from the preceding pages. 

The reader should try every word for himself before he looks 

at the Answer. 

PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

Edy : 

[Gen. Plur., cp. dAoxo-s, A€x-0s, d-Opoos sim-ul, rodav.] Stem 

éAoxo-. 

sm (III) logh (11) -o- (Nominal) -dm (Gen. Plur.) 
smloghim —> addxwv -> aAdxwv: sm- was connected with sem- 

(&) and som- (ouod); for the Greek objection to the double 
Aspirates in certain positions, cp. dOpoos -> dOpoos, Opty-ds -> 
tpix-ds (p. 177). This change is galled ‘Grassmann’s Law’, 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

duBpdry : 
[‘ Dative’ Sing., cp. dBporo-s, Bpord-s, im-mortalis, dotv-ar 

dar-i.] Stem dpBporoc-. 
n (Negative) smr(III) o (Verbal, see p. 105) az (Dative). 

t6 (Participle) 

n-smrotdi —> dpBpora: for -s-, see p. 205; for g- —» dau-, cp. 

mid —> Bav-w (-> Baive) ; for -mr- —> -uBp-, cp, peonp(B)pia 

with 7 npEpa, chambre with camera, dv(5)pos with dvep. 

Gpeive : 
(Nom. Sing. of Comparative, cp. dyewov, 75-tov, ? wév-os Or 

péevw.] Stem apevor-. 
men (1) ion -o- lengthened to form 

: Nom. (p. 73) 

menion —> a-peivwv: for ‘ Prothetic’ a- in Greek, cp. ? d-rcibw 

Nira, and see p. 180. 

dpprévvupe : 
[Ist Sing. Present, cp. dypbi, ves-tis, Seix-vi-ye.] Stem 

dpprevvv-. 

ambhi (Local Adverb) wes (I) na or neu (Pres.) mi (Ist Sing.) 
ambhi ‘on both sides’ might be itself Analysed, thus: 

am or an (I) bhi (Case-Ending) 
ambht-wesnimi —> dpdrevvips: for -esn- -> -ev-, perhaps at first 

in ‘Aeolic’, cp. daeo-vd-s —> paevvos (Att. paetvds). 

dvopig : 
[‘ Dative’ Sing., cp. dvopia-v, d-daparos in-domitus, véy-o, 

Sotv-ar, r0d-t.] Stem dvopia-. 

nm (Negative) nom (Il) ia (Abstract Subst.) az (Dat.) 
t (Loc.) 

gnomiat —> avopia. 

Note.—It would be good practice to do this next word and 
a few others before trying a Question on Analysis: for the 
others see p. 134. 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

dovontipas (Homer) : 
This is a very hard word indeed, but it illustrates so many 

common changes that it is worth thoroughly mastering. [Acc. 

Plur. of word meaning ‘ companions ’, ‘ followers’: cp. doaanrip, 
d-Opoos, d-a, SOC-i68, ma-Tép-as, Td-vs. | 

sm (Adverbial) sog (II) ia or 7@ (Verbal Noun) gs (Acc. Plur.) 

fer (Agency) 
Sm-soqiéterns -» d-oconrépas. This illustrates s- -»> Greek ‘, 

-s- between Vowels disappearing (p. 205), # -> a, -qi- -> -1- 

(cp. quis ris) —> oo (p. 162); 7 >a. In ‘Aeolic’, d- -> a- (cp. 
jnpwwv, p. 36); the -7- was due to Association with the Nom 

Sing. in -rpp (see p. 69). 

domoudel : 

[Locative Adverb, cp. a-8déyaros in-domitus, oevd-w, 708-i. | 

Stem dowovde-. 

n (Negative) spoud (II) e (p. 105) t (Loc.) 
uspoudet —> aorovodei. 

dtra (‘some’): 
[Neut. Plur., cp. qui-s ri-s, Cvy-d iug-a.] 

qi a (Neut. Plur.) 

qua > tla —> TTA, cp. peditia —> pedicoa; Tra was an Enclitic, 

and roca tra mpdypata became divided as zoo’ drra rpdypara, 
like ado’ dAda mpdypara (cp. a norange -> an orange, like an 
apple): hence came a new word drra. This can be called 
Changed Division. 

Boudtrdvde : 

[Acc. + Postpositional -d3e, cp. Bov-s cow, Av-w, Av-ré-s, 
olxo-v-dé.| Stem BovdAvrto-. 

cou 
leu or li (1) to (Verbal Noun) m (Acc.) de (Post- 

or lu (11) positional) 
GJouliitomde -> BovdurévSe: was the # lengthened so as to make 
the word scan ? 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX, ENDING. 

yéyapey : 
[1st Plur. Perf., cp. yi-yv-o-pa, yév-os.] Stem yeya- etc. 

Je (Perf. Redupl.) Gz (III) men (Ist Plur.) 
Sedumen —> yéeyapev. 

yevenou : 

[i-Case of yevén, cp. yevéa yév-os eb-yev-és.] Stem yevea-. 

gen (I) es (Abstract Noun) bhi (Greek -v) 
a (do.) 

Genesabhi —> yevenpi(v): -pe had a very wide range of meanings. 

Seowdrys : 
[Nom. Sing., cp. dom-inus, S€y-w, md-ri-s po-ti-s, xpt-r7-s. | 

Stem deozrora-. 
dem (I) s (Gen.) 

po ta (Agency, etc.) = s (Nom.) 

demspotds —> 8exrdrns : for ems- (followed by a Consonant) -> 

es-, Cp. en-s —> és (before Consonants, at first). 

Suoperis : 
[Nom. Sing., cp. duopevés, pév-os.] Stem dvopevés-. 

dus men (I) es (Adj.) Long Vowel to form Nom. 

éyA\accav (Hom.) : 

[8rd Plur. Ist Aor., cp. éyéAaco-a, ridéba-nt, yép-as, L-di-o-ay. ] 

Stem éyeAaco-. 

e (Augment, p. 110) gel (I) as (Verbal Noun) ¢ (3rd Plur.) 
s (1st Aorist) 

egelassut —» éyéhaccay -> éyéXacav: Cp. éréXeooay with ev-red-és. 

For 2- —> -av, cp. 2- —» du(Bporos), p. 124. 

eidus: : 

(Nom. Sing. Perf. Partic., cp. ei8-ds, vid-i, eidvia.] Stem 

€idos-. 

ueid (1) os (Perf. Part.) Vowel Long to form 

; Nom. 
uetduos —> eidds: for du, cp. duis —» dis bis. (p. 73) 

(126) 
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PREFIX. © ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

etpapras : 

(8rd Sing. Perf. Pass., cp. Sé-80-ra:, pép-os, smart.] Stem 
eipap-. ‘ 

se (Perf. Redupl.) smr (III) tai (3rd Sing. Middle) 

sesmrtat —> eipaprac: for esm- —> eiu-, cp. esmi —» cid. 

ékurov (3rd Plur.): 

[8rd Plur. 2nd Aor., cp. Aciz-w, lic-tus legéba-nt.] Stem 
éXurro- and éXu7zre- 

e (Augment) liq (III) o (p. 105) nt (3rd Plur.) 
eligont —> é\uTrov. 

ems : 
[Nom. Sing., cp. éA7ié-os voluptas.] Stem éd7é-. 

uel or uelp-(1) pid- or id- (Abstract s(Nom.) 

, Noun) 

uelpids —» édms, cp. milets -» miles. 

€XuOy : 
[8rd Sing. lst Aor. Pass., cp. Av-w, éAv-67-s, luéba-t.] Stem 

€AvOn-. 
e (Augment) ly (IIT) é (Aor. Pass.) t (38rd Sing.) 
Possibly the -6- started with a 2nd Sing. in -6ys; for Sanskrit 
has the -th- in this Person only, as well as in the Imperative 

(cp. -&). Ror extension of a letter through a Tense, see below. 

eluthét —» érvOn. 

é\doate : 

[2nd Plur., Ist Aor., cp. Av-w, €-Av-c-a, 5é-7e.] Stem édAvoa- 

and éduo-. 

e(Augment) J# or leu (1) s (Ist Aor.) te (2nd Plur.) 
The -a- started in the Ist Pers. Sing. and the 3rd Pers. Plur., 

where elitism —> édica, and elisnt — édvoav: it was then ex- 

tended to the other Persons, owing to the Tense forms being 

Associated in a group (p. 68): hence 
eliste —» éddo(a)re. 

(127) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

épeuve : 

[3rd Sing. of the Ist Aor., cp. pév-w, €-Av-ca, mansi-t.] Stem 

cueve- and énew-. 

e(Augment) = men (I) se (Ist Aor.) ¢ 
emenset —> euewe: for -ens-, cp. etensm —> érewa. 

dm nat véa (‘the old day and the new’): 
[Nom. Sing. Fem., cp. sen-ex, sen-a-tus, nova-m, new. | 

Stems é7 xa- vea-. 

sen (I) a (Fem. Adj.) 
ka zt (Loc.) 

neu (I) a (Rem. Adj.) 

sena kat neua ~ vn Kat véa (4€pa). 

éorjxace : 

[8rd Plur. Perf., cp. Se-80-xaor, sta-re, O.L. tremo-nti.] 

Stem éornx-. ; 

se (Perf. Redupl.) sé(h)a (1) & (Perf.) tz (8rd Plur.) 
sest(h)aknti —> éorjxaci: -gti —» -avor (cp. ioram and toryoar) ;s 
for -avot —» dow, Cp. ytyar(r)o —> yiyact. 

éijev : 

[3rd Sing. Imperf., cp. éi, é-Aey-e, er-Hi-s er-a-t, éo-ri.] Stem 

erne- etc. 

epi (Local Adverb) - 

e (Augment) - es (I) e (p. 105) t (3rd Sing.) 
epréset —»> érne (+ Greek -v). 

eJade ‘it pleased’: 

[8rd Sing. 2nd Aor., cp. 45-yjoopa, €-Séxer, suadd-e5, suaisi-t. ] 

Stem evade-. 

e (Augment) suad (II) e (p. 105) t 

esuadet -> ebade (« Aeolic’). 

edpudyutay : 

[Acc. Sing., cp. etpv-s, Potp-avés, dyua, dy-w.] Stem eipva- 
yuia-. 

(128) 
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PREFIX, ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

eur- (1) u (Adj.) 
ag us (Participle) or m (Acc.) 

i or za (p. 96) 

CUYUALUS-im OF -lam —> eipvdyuioy. 

4 8 ds ‘said he’. 
[3rd Sing., cp. é-dy, ai-t, 7x0; Nom. Sing., cp. 6-v.] Stems 

7- and o-. 

e (Augment) dgh (1) é (8rd Sing.) 
de 
torsu (III)  o (p. 105) s (Nom.) 

The Greek Relative 6-s was originally a Demonstrative: it 
might have come either from zo-s or from suo-s, and perhaps 

the two streams met and produced 5 6-s 

e-aght de tos (or suos) -»> 75 dos: see p. 95. 

jee ‘he went’: 
[3rd Sing. Ist Aor., cp. é-Bn, ef-yt, Sex-ce dixi-t.] Stem 7je- 

etc. 

e(Augment) eéz/(I.) ese (Ist Aor.) ¢ (8rd Sing.) 
Ereset —> mee —> fret. 

Ko: 

[1st Sing. Perf. (declined like a Present, because of its 

meaning: cp. New Testament orjxw), cp. F-x-a, tn-pe 1€-ci, 

sé-vi.]| Stem 7xo- and txe-. 
? e (Augment) 1é (1) k (Perf.) m (1st Sing.) 

or ie (Perf. Redupl.) 
ieichm —> énxa —> #xa; from the Root sé- (cp, sé-men), we should 

have sestkm -> iika. Then #xa became jxw, by Association 

with Presents like névw. Por -w, see p. 73. 

tof: (2) ‘know’, (b) ‘be’: 
[2nd Sing. Imperat., cp. (a) ié-<iv, vid-ére, (b) éo-ri, eit, 

Stem is-, etc. 

(a) utd (IIT) ahi (Imperat. 2nd Sing.) 

(b) s (III) 
(129) 
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PREFIX, ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

uid-dhi —» uid-s-dhi —> iobi; in tof ‘be’, we perhaps have a 

‘Prothetic ’ Vowel, like that of stella -> éstella —> étoile (p. 180). 

"toxéatpa ‘ arrow-shooter’ : 
[Nom. Sing. Fem., cp. ‘ié-v, yéw yxev-copa oreipw from 

orepuo.| Stem ‘toxéapa-. 

" is or ets (I) 0 (Subst., see p. 105) 

Chen (I) —_¢ (Agency) 
i or za (p. 96) 

iso-c heuria —> ‘toyéatpa: for -u- disappeared (p. 162), and -7ia —> 

-apta > -aipa. " , 

Kopi) : 

[Nom. Sing., cp. Tonic xovpy-v, ‘Aeolic’ xdéppay, Doric 
xwpdv.| Stem xopr-. 

kor (II) ua (Subst. and Adj.) 

korua —» Attic xop7. " 

KpELTTOUS ; . 

[Nom. and Acc. Plur. cp. Ionic xpércov, xpdr-os, mel-ius, 
Tatép-es, Tarép-as.| For the two Comparative Stems, cp. p. 124. 

kret (1) tos (Comparative) es (Nom.) 

Rretioses —» xpeaooes —> xpécoous ; Kpeitocous was due to Asso- 

ciation with dyelvous and éreéfous (p. 110); the Acc. xpelscoas 
would -> xpeiaows, and perhaps the Nom. form was extended 
to the Acc., because Nom. and Acc. were alike in the Neuter. 

Kéyn (2nd Sing. Subj. Middle) : 
[Cp. A€y-w, Ady-7-TaL, yeypar-cat.] Stem Aeyy- and Acyo-. 

leg (1) é (Subj.) sai (2nd Sing. Middle) 
legésat —> déyne. 

Athaleras : 
[8rd Sing. Present Middle, cp. lascivos, 3/-8e-ra.] Stems 

AiAate- and ArAauo-. 

li (Present Redupl.) das ie (Present) fai (8rd Sing. Middle) 
lilastetat ~> ArAalerat. ° 

(180) 
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hioat : 

[(2) Dative Singular of Verbal Noun, cp..é-Au-c- , Sotv-a ; 
(6) 2nd. Sing. 1st Aor. Middle Imperative.] Stem Avo- 
(2) li or leu (1)  s (Verbal Noun) az (Dat.) 
(b) s (1st Aor.) at (Middle) 
liisat or leusat -> ddoar. | 

pepate : 

[Perf. or 2nd Aor. Imperat., cp. pé-py-n-no1, pd-ris Men-tid, 

Aéye-rw legitdd.] Stem peua-, etc. 
me Perf. or 2nd Aor. mz (III) tod (Imperative 

(Redupl.) 2nd and 3rd Sing.) 
memntid —> peudtw: tod might be Analysed into 

to (Pronoun) od (AbIl.) 

meaning, at first, ‘from or after this’, i.e. ‘henceforth’ or 

‘afterwards’, 

pépBruwxa, ; 
[ist Sing. Perf., cp. 3€-8w-x-a, podr-eiv.] Stem peu Brux-. 

me (Perf. Redupl.) mil (III) 6 (Verbal) m (Ist Sing.) 
k (Perf.) 

memlokm —> péuBrwxa, Cp. duBporos (p. 124), 

Movcat : 

[Nom. Plur., cp. potoa-v, mon-e6, A€éy-ovea A€yovr-os.] Stem 
povoa-. 

mon (II) tia (Subst., see p. 96) + (Nom. Plur.) 
montiat —> povocat —> povcat. 

oivowddou : 

[Gen. Sing., cp. ofvo-v vinu-m, wédo-v, Homeric oivorédo-w. | 

Stem oivozedo- 

uoin- or o- (Subst., p. 105) 

uot (II) -no- (Subst.) 
ped (1) -o- (Subst.) sto (Gen.) 

uotnopedosto -> oivoredoio —> oivored=00 (cp. treies —> TpEES —> 

rpéis) —> olvorédov, 
(131) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

Sxeopr : 
[gu- Case, cp. dy-os, éx-w ew cx-elv, veh-6.] Stem éxoo- and 

éxeo- 
* uogh (II) es (Verbal Noun) bhi (Case with wide 

sogh (II) meaning) 
uoghesbhi —> dxerqu. 

soghesbhi —> dxergu —> dxergpi: Cp. Opixds —> tpixds. 

Trapépipver ¢ 

[3rd Sing. Imperf., cp. rapa, é-pev-e si-st5 manéba-t.] Stem 

mapeusve- and -vo-. 

pr(r)a (Local Adverb) 
e (Augment) mn (III) e (Present, ¢t (8rd Sing.) 

and see p. 105) 

mi (Present Redupl.) 
pr(r\emimnet -> wapéiupve, + Greek -v 

arétroppa : 

[1st Sing. Perf., cp. S€-8w-x-a, reur-w.] Stem rerou¢-, etc. 
pe- (Perf. Redupl.) pomp (II) m (Ist Sing.) 
pepompm —> weroura: the -¢ was from Association with 

weropp-be and Imperative rerdud-6w, where 7 -> ¢ by Assimila- 

tion. 

mepevyoiny : 
[1st. Sing. Perf. Opt., cp. d€-dw-xa, gdevy-w, So-fy-v, O.L. 

siem.] Stem medevyotr-. 

bhe (Perf. Redupl.) bheug (1) 0 (Verb) zé (Opt.) m (1st Sing.) 
bhebheugotém —> wepevyoinv. It is probable that we have 

mépevya, not mépovya (cp. Acfrw AdAoura), through Association 
with devyw. 

wel : 

[1st Pers. Sing. Pres., cp. éri, sed-e6.] Stem mefo- and 
aueCe~ 

pt (Local Adverb, sed (I) to (Present) Long Vowel to form 

cp. éri Ist Sing. (73 ) ase) g. (73) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ' ENDING. 

pisedi6 —> melw, cp. dieu —> Zed. 

piv : 

[Comparative Adverb, cp. zp-d, 98-iov.] 
pr (IIT) = am (IIT) (Comparative :-1on was II) 

oTyvat : 

[Dat. Sing. of Verbal Noun, cp. Old Greek SoFeva:, sta-re.] 
st(h)a (1) uen (Verbal Noun) az (Dat.) 

st(h)auenat —» oriva. ; 

oxés : 

[2nd Sing. Imperat. of 2nd Aor., cp. éx-w, éw, 8d-s.] Stem 

oxe- and oxo-. 

sgh (II) e (Verbal) s (2nd Sing.) 
sghes -» oxés. Such forms in Sanskrit are used with wide 
meanings, e.g. as a Past Tense and in Commands, See p. 51. 

Tetpddartar : 

[8rd Plur. Perf. Pass., cp. rpéx-w, torqued, Atyo-vra.] Stem 
terpap-, etc. 

te (Perf. Redupl.) trp (III) gtai (3rd Plur. 
Middle) 

tetrpytat —» retpdrara: for the -d-, see above, p. 132. 

tpdmeLa (‘a four-footed thing, a table’): 
[Nom. Sing. Fem., cp. rerpa-, ped-em.] Stem tparefa-. 

get (I) ur 

or gt (III) 
ped (1) 7 or ta (p. 96) 

getrpedia —> retparefa —> rpdmela.: cp. dudupopevs —> ducopeds 

venénificium -> venéficium, eidwAoAdtpea and idolatry: p. 179. 
qtrpedia —» (x)rpdzrefa, 

Tptixds : 

[Gen. Sing., cp. Opi-, zr08-ds. ] 
ahrigh (111) os (Gen.) 

ahrighos —> Optxos -> tprxos (p. 177) 
(183) 
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PREFIX, ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

bwd8pa (‘askance ’) : 
[Aor., cp. tio, d€épx-ouar Spax-wv.] 

upo or supo (Loc. = drk (IIT) 
Adv., p. 91) 

(s)upodrk —> tnrodpa(x). 

gaevvois (from ‘ Aeolic’): 
[‘ Dative’ Plur., cp. daewvo-s, ddos.] Stem daewo-. 

bha (III) ues (Abstract 1s (Loc.) 

; Subst.) no ais (Dat.) 

(Adj) 
bhauesnots and -ndis —> da¢wors in ‘ Aeolic’, daevots in Attic : 

cp. P. 36. 

gaivoia (‘ Aeolic’) : 

[Nom. Sing. Fem., cp. ¢atvo-pev, datv-o-vr-a.] Stem 
pavoura-. 

bha (III) to (Present) 

+n nt (Partic.) 
ta or 7 (Fem., p. 96) 

bhaniontia —> davovoca —> daivowa in ‘ Aeolic’ (p. 36), dair- 

ovga in Attic. bhan- might be called a ‘ Secondary’ Root. 
gpaciv (Pindar) : 

[Dat. Plur., cp. Ppev-es, yarax-or.] Stem ¢dper-, etc. 
bhra (III) st (Loc, Plur.) 

bhrast —> dpaci, dpeci owing its « to Association with dpeves, 
etc. 

An Exercise in hard Greek Words. 
Analyse the Early forms of the following words :— 

pytpos docontipas exwv Aire aimddos olxov. 
arr éomepey Gpov Hat wepixe dpeivu. 

tégoepas GAN éoiddiv Exarov Bods er dArrbis. 

Answer: for details see the Instances above. 
ma (I): ty os 

sm (III) — sog (II) ié or 74 ter (p. 125) gs 

(134) 



PREFIX. 

bhe 

(Greek a- 

p. 108) 

en-S 

? sem (1) 

Greek Words Analysed. 

ROOT. 

segh (I) 

lig (111) 
{oie 
gol (11) 
uot- or uotk- 

t- or su (IIT) 

qi 
sper (I) 
som (II) 

dus (1) 
bhit or bheu (1) 
men (1) 

qet (1) 
al 

utd (111) 

dkm (III) 
gou 
sed (1) 
? lath (I) 

SUFFIX. 

o (p. 105) nt 

é (p. 105) 

o (p. 105) 
ko- or o- 

(135) 

135 

ENDING. 

Long Vowel for 

Nom. 
t (Greek -v) 

S 

m 

a 

a 

t (Greek -v) 
t sto 

A 

t 

t (Greek -v) 
a 

2s 

a 

Long Vowel for 

Nom. 
m 
ns 
to 

? Long Vowel for 

Adverb. 



30. Latin Words Analysed. 

30. Analyse [the Early forms of] the following Latin words, 
with a few Notes. 

PREFIX, ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

aevom : 
[Nom. and Acc. Neuter, cp. aidv.] Stem aevo-. 

atu- o (Subst., p. 105) m (Nom. and Acc. 

; Neuter) 
aiuom -> aevom. 

amavi: 
[1st Sing. Perf., cp. ama-s, memin-I péuvnua.] Stem 

amav-, etc. : 

? m(m) (IIT) a (Abstract Sub. az Middle, esp. 
and Verb) Ist Sing.) 

u (Perf.) - 

m(m)auat -—» amavi: for m(m) cp. p. 93: it is possible that 

the I-Stage of the Root was em- (cp. em3d), with a meaning 
like ‘take’ or ‘choose’; for em- -—» am-, cp. perhaps péyas 
and magnus, éperpés and ratis. 

ambire : 
[Locative Sing. of Verbal Noun, cp. es-s-e, genere yéve, 

dpi, et-y.] Stem ambir-. 
ambhi (Local ez (I) (e)s (Verbal Noun) 2 (Loc.) 

Adverb, pp. 84, 132) a or e (Instr.) 

ambhi-ei(e)st, etc. -> ambire. 

anceps: 
[Nom. Sing. of word meaning ‘two-headed’ (in the sense 

(136) 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

of ‘with two minds’): cp. dudi, cap-ut, xepddy, ancipit-em. | 
Stem ancip(i)t-. 
ambhi (Local Adverb) ?keph  (a)t (Subst.) — s (Nom.) 
ambhikeph(a)ts -> ambicepts —> anceps: cp. perhaps Anti- 

quaird —» Anquirs, and see p. 178. Por dui ‘on both sides’, 
Cp. adudipopeis —> audopers. 

arbitrorum : 
[Gen. Plur., cp. ad-, O.L. bitere, dpo-rpd-v.] Stem arbitro-. 

ad (Local Adverb) 07 (III) #éro (? Agency) som (Gen. Plur., 
esp. in Pronouns) 

adbitrosom -» arbitrorum: for d -»>r, cp, arcess6, and some 
Umbrian forms (p. 55); for -6-, perhaps by Association with 
arbitros and the 1st Declension in -arum, see p. 92. 

arcesso : 
[1st Sing. Pres., cp. ad, céd6, arcessi-mus A¢yo-pev.] Stem 

arcessi-, etc. 

ad (Local Adverb) kéd(I)or fo (Causal) Vowel Lengthened 
kad (IIT) to form Ist Sing. 

adkédts —> arcéssd: for d - r, cp. esp. Umbrian, and also 
arbiter (above) : for -dt- -» -dst- -> -ss-, cp. scid-tos —> scissus 

(p. 206). 

aufugiunt : 
[8rd-Plur. Present, cp. ai, dvy-eiv, O.L. trem-o-nti.] Stem 

aufugio-, etc. 

Local Adverb) bhug (Ill) io (Pres.) nti au (Local Adverb) bhug (III) 720 (Pres.) mt (3rd Plur.) 

au-bhug tont(t) -> aufugiunt; if ambhd —> ambd (dudw), one 
might expect aubugiunt here, but Association with fugiunt (cp. 
ferunt from bheront(:)) produced aufugiunt. It is probable 

that a form from dpo- would not have become au- but 4b-. 

bene: 
[‘ Ablative ’ Adverb, cp. caré, O.L. faciluméd, O.L. Dueno-s. | 

Stem bene-, etc. 
(137) 
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PREFIX, ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING, 

? duo (II) ne (Adj.) ed (Abl.) 

° a or e (Instr.) 
duon(é)d -> bené: for uo -> ue, cp. uoid- -> (ofd-a) veid-. For 

b&éné -> béné, owing to the Stress Accent, see p. 46. 

briima : 
[Nom. Sing., cp. briima-m, brevi-s Bpayxv-s, mpd-nos Sup-mos 

-> summus.|] Stem briima. 
breQh (1) u (Adj.) ?2 (Fem.) 

ma (Superl. Fem.) 
bre Jhu(i)ma —> brehu(i)ma —> breu(i)yma —> brouma —> briima. 

For -h- disappearing, cp. bihimus ‘(yusv) -> bimus; for eu, see 

p. 86; for i + a, see p. 46. For the ‘Ellipse’ of diés, cp. 

TH torepaig, and see p. 128. 

cerebrum : 
[Nom. and Acc. Sing., cp. xép-as, fiinebris from finesris, 

p. 187.] Stem cerebro-, etc. 
ker (1) es (Abstract Noun) m (Nom. and Acc. 

70 (do.) Neut.) 
keresrom —» cerebrum: for b, cp. finebris, p. 167. 

cito: 
fAdverb, cp. citu-s, xively.] 

ki (III) ¢o (Verbal Noun) od (Abl.)ora (Instr.) 
kitd(d) -> citd -> cits: see bene, above. 

citra : 
‘ [Adverb, cp. in-tra, xei-vos, O.L. -trid.] Stem citra-. 

ki (lll) tra (Suffix of Comparison)  (e)d (Abl.) 
kitrad —> citri: For the ‘ Ellipse’ of parte, cp. briima, above ; 

for the Ablative ‘from the side’ -» ‘on the side’, cp. ex altera 

parte. 

comitabimur : 
[Ist Plural Future of Deponent, ‘we will go with’: cp. 

com-, i-ter, @vouzev, Doric i-pes.] Stem comita-bi-, etc. 
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PREFIX. ROOT. SUFFIX. ENDING. 

kom (Local Adverb) 7 (III) ta (Verbal Noun 
| or Agency) 

bhuo- mos (1st Plur.) 

komita-bhuomos, a Compound word, ‘we are [for] going to- 

gether ’, -> comitabimus: for -bhu-, cp. super-b6 with treppvas, 

p. 98. For the‘ Deponent’ -r, originating in the old 3rd Plural 
sequur, etc., besides sequunt, see p. 145: it was extended to 

this form by Association. 

consulatul : 
[Dat. Sing., consulatu-s, cp. é57-rv-os, com-, sed-ére, Sotv-au. | 

Stem consulatu-. 

kom (Local Adv.) sod (II) a& (Verbal Noun) az (Dat.) 
tu (do.) 

komsodatuai -> consulatui: for d 1, cp. daxpv, O.L. dacruma, 

with lacrima. 

contentionés : 
[Nom. and Acc. Plur., cp. contentidn-is, ra-rdés tentus, 

woo-es ré-vs.| Stem contention-. 
kom (Local Adverb) ég (IIT) é¢ (Verbal Noun es (Nom. Plur.) 

on (do.) ms (Acc. Plur.) 
komtntion- —> contentidn- : was the 6 of -6n- due to Association 
with the Nom. Sing., which had the Long Vowel? Nom. Plur. 

-es is sometimes found in Old Latin, but —> -és by Association 
with z- Stems, e.g. turrés; Acc. -gs -> -ens -> és, cp. deciéns 
—> deciés, 

culculmodi : 
[Gen. Sing., ‘of whatsoever kind’, cp. O.L. quei, modu-m.] 

Stem modu-, etc. 

go (Indef. Pro- t (Gen. of Pro- 
noun, I1) . nouns) 

mod (II) o (Subst., p. 105) i (Gen. from 
Pronouns) 

got-qot-modot —> cuicuimodi. 
(189) 
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danunt (O.L.): 
[8rd Plur., cp. do-rés_da-tus, 86-pov d6-num, rpéu-o-v7e trem- 

o-nti.} Stem dano-, etc. 

da (III, p. 174) no (Pres.) nti (3rd Plur.) 
nt (do.) 

danont(t) —» danunt: cp. p. 113. 

dénuo : 
[Adv., from dé novo, O.L. novid: cp. véo-s.] Stem novo-, 

etc. 
dé (Prep.) neu (I) o (Adj.,p. 106) od (Ab!l.) 

déneuod —> dénovo -> dénud (p. 112). 

Diéspiter : 
[Nom. Sing., cp. Zev’s Zynvds waryp.] Stem Diéspiter-. 

dieu (I) e Lengthened to 
form Nom., + 

Nom. -s 

pa (II) ter (Agency) e Lengthened to 
form Nom. 

diéus-pater -—» diéspater -—» Diéspiter. Ror -éus -> -és, cp. 
Gous —> bis Bovs. 

dign6s : 
[Acc. Plur., cp. dignu-s, rd-vs, dec-et.] Stem digno-, etc. 

dek (1) no (Adj.) ns (Acc. Plur.) 
deknons -» dignos, for Latin lengthened Short Vowels before 
-gn. 

educavit : 
[3rd Sing. Perf., cp. é ex, duc-em, éducfvi-mus, O.L. 

fueit.] Stem éducavi-, etc. 
eks (Local Adv.) duk (III) a (Verbal Noun) 

u (Perf.) t (8rd Sing.) 

eksdukau- —» €ducav-: the -i(t) may have come from the 

Middle -ai, Cp. péuvnuoe memimi, or from e, cp. @yxe féecit. 
The v of the Perfect may md with Verbs which had 

0 
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a u- belonging to the Stem, e.g. statud statui (cp. statu-s): 

others identify it with a Particle 4 (?‘then’). I think it may 
have started partly from a 3rd Plur. in -ur. 

eorum : 
[Gen. Plur., cp. i-s, O.L. eieis.] Stem eo-, etc. 

et (I) o (Pronoun, som (Gen. Plur. of 
see p. 106) Pronouns) 

eiosom —> eorum: for -1- between Vowels, cp. treies -> trees 

> tpes trés; for -6-, see p. 92. 

falsus : 
[Nom. Sing., Past Partic. Pass., cp. fall6, ofdAAw, wad-7d-s 

pulsus.] Stem falso-, etc, 
sbhal (1) to (Partic. Pass.) = s (Nom. Sing.) 

sbhaltos -» (s)faltus. It is possible that the Early form was 
sbhfos (which would -> fultus), but that Association with 

falls produced fal-; for the -sus, cp. on pulsus, p. 89. 

faxit : 
(Fut. Perf., or Perf. Subj. or Opt., 3rd Sing., cp. faci, 

Ge-r0s, Sw-K-a, Sédw-K-a, Seix-o-w, Sit from s-ié-d.] Stem faxi-, etc. 

G@ha (111) & (Aor. and Perf.) = ¢ (3rd Sing.) 
s (Aor.) 
1é (Opt.) 

a. dhaksiét -> faxiet —> faxit —> faxit (but see p. 93). This 
would make faxit Perfect and Aorist Optative ; 

8. others say that to dhak- was added siéd, Optative of the 
Verb ‘be’, so as to form a Compound Verb; 

y. others say that faxit was sometimes Future or Subjunc- 
tive in origin, from dhaks-e-t, and cp. Avo-e-re. 

fidere : 
[Infin., ie. Locative of Verbal Noun, cp. gen-ere yéve, 

weiOw.| Stem feider-, etc. 

bhetdh (1) es (Verbal Noun) = 7 (Loc.) 
bheidhesi —> fidere. 

(141) 
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findo : 
[1st Sing. Pres. Ind., cp. fissus.] 

bhid (III) no (Pres.) Vowel Lengthened to 
form Ist Sing. 

bhidnd -> finds: cp. skid-n6 (oxidvypu) —> scinds. 

foederis : 
[Gen. Sing., cp. foedus, ré-roj-a, O.L. Ven-er-es.] Stem 

foeder-, etc. 

bhoidh (IIl) es (Verbal Noun) es (Gen.) 
bhoidheses -> foederis. 

fugabam : 
[Ist Sing. Imperf., cp. fug-a, dvy7, bbe, fugaba-s.] Stem 

fugaba-. 
bhug (I11) a (Verbal Noun) 
bhu (IIT) a (Imperf.) m (Ist Sing.) 

bhuga-bhudm > fugabam. This was at first a Compound, cp. 

‘I was flying’. For the Sound-changes, see p. 98. 

futirum : 
[Fut. Inf., cp. dv-w, dic-tu-m, Dialect ezum, an Accusative 

Infinitive. ] 
bhu (1) éu (Verbal Noun) 
es(I) | o (Verbal Noun, see p. 105) =m (Acc.) 

bhutu-esom ‘being (for) becoming’, ‘being about to become’, 
-> futiirum: see p. 112. 

gravibus : 
[Plural Case, cp. gravi-s, Bapv-s.] Stem gravi-. 

cjre (I) u« (Adj.) «(Pem.) bhos or bhios (Plur. 

Case) 
Greuibhos -» gravibus: for this e —> a, cp. péyas magnus, 

eperpids ratis. For the Plural Case -bhos or -bhios, Dat. Instr. 

Loc. and Abl., see p. 120. ° 

igitur : 
[Adv., ? cp. agitur, ag-6 dyw, 7y-e-r0. | 

6) ag (1) e (Pres.) to (8rd Sing. Middle.) 
(142) 

- 
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ageto (‘it was done’ -> Agito) + agur (‘they did it’, ‘people 
did it’ -> ‘it was done’) were Contaminated (p. 69-70) into 
agitur ‘it was (or is) done’: see p. 145. It is possible that 
quid agitur? ‘what now?’ or ‘what then?’ —> quid igitur ? 
(cp. rédagitur -> rédigitur), and that then the words quid 
igitur ? ‘what now?’ or ‘what then?’ were split up into quid 
‘what?’ and igitur ‘now’ or ‘then’: just as the school-boy 
thought that brum must mean ‘a stick’, if candélabrum meant 
‘a candlestick ’, and candéla meant ‘ candle’; 

(8) others refer to a Pronoun-Root i (III), cp. i-ta, i-d: the 
-gitur is hard to Analyse, though we can compare ye and éya 

for the -ge-, and rd-re tu-m for the -to-; this gives i-ge-to- —> 
igitu-, but leaves the -7 unexplained. In favour of this deriva- - 
tion from the Pronoun is the use of igitur in Early Latin as 
the first word of a Clause, e.g. igitur em capitd ‘then take 
him’. 

llic6 : 
[From in locd, cp. O.L. en &, O.L. stlocus, oréAAw, O.L. 

Gnaivod.] Stem loco-, etc. 

en (Prep.) stl (III) o (Verbal, see p. 105) —_ od (AbI.) 
ko (Subst.) a (Instr.) 

en-stlocd(d) —> énlocd -> illic6: for Unaccented -o-, cp. légo- 
menoi —> légzmini. For s#l- -> sl- —-> 1-, cp. stlitibus (surviving 
in D.S.I., decemviri stlitibus itidicandis) —> litibus. For two 

words fusing together under one Accent, cp. dénovd -> dénud. 

impedimentum : 

[Nom. and Acc. Sing., cp. impedi-re, é8-y, ev, Gvo- pa. 
nd-men.] Stem impedimento-, etc. | 

en (Local Adverb) ped (I) 7 (Verb) m (Nom. and 
my (Abstractand Acc. Neut.) 

Verbal Noun) 
to (do.) 

enpedimntom —> impedimentum. 

(143) 
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Imus (2) : 

[a. Ist Plur., cp. ef-yi, Doric U-pes ; 
8B. Nom. Sing., Superlative, cp. év, in, zpd-pos, Sum-mus.] 

a. et (I) mos (1st Plur.) 
eimos was possibly imés at first (cp. i-yes), but -> imus by 
Association with is, ire, etc. ; 

B. en-s (Local Adv.) mo (Superl!.) s (Nom. Sing.) 
ensmos -> insmos —> imus. 

inventus : 
[Nom. Sing. Passive Partic., cp. ra-ré-s ten-tu-s, év, Bd-ors 

-ven-tis come.] Stem invento-, etc. 

en (Local Adv.) (Gm (III) fo (Partic. Pass.) s (Nom. Sing.) 
en mtos —> inventus: see p. 93. 

legendis : | 
[(‘Abl.’ Plur., cp. legendu-s, leg-ere, ? frigi-du-s, ofxo-ts. | 

leg (1) e(Verbal, o(Adj.) zs (Loc. Plur.) 
p. 106) 

lege-ois —> lege-is. About the Suffixes there is much dispute : 
a. (e)n * (Verbal Noun) + io (Adj., cp. dy-w-s) ; 

B. (e)n* (Verbal Noun) + do (Adj., cp. frigi-du-s); en 
would be I, on would be II (—> ux in -undus) ; 

y. uen (Verbal Noun, cp, aifév, ? \eyeFev -> A€yew) + do (see 

above); wen would be I, un (cp. -undus) would be III; 

5. (e)né (Pres. Partic.) + some Suffix such as -no- (Adj., cp. 
OepL-V0-s). 

legeris : 
[2nd Sing. Passive, cp. A€y-eo leg-ere, legi-s.] 

leg (1)  e(Pres.,p.105) so (2nd Sing. Mid.) 
legeso —> legere (p. 110): it is possible that -s was added by 
Association with legi-s, and to distinguish the Indicative from 
the Imperative legere; others, however, connect the -sis with 

Middle -saz (cp. A€ye(o)ae A€yeras), and make the -s have the 
above origin. 

* See L. Horton-Smith’s paper in the American Fournal of Philology. 
It is a very excellent piece of work. 

(144) 
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‘ Jegitur : 
[3rd Sing. Pass., cp. é-Ady-e-ro, and see p. 143.] 

leg (I) e (Pres.) to (8rd Sing. Mid.) 
For légeto Contaminated with legury, an old 3rd Plural Active 
(‘they choose or chose,’ ‘ people choose or chose’), see p. 70. 
This old 3rd Plural Active in -r is found in Sanskrit, Celtic, 

and in the Italic Dialects, and perhaps a trace is to be seen 

in the 3rd Plural of the Latin Perfect (fuére): but it is not 
found in Greek. or legu-r beside legu-nt, cp. (tdw)p beside 
vdaros from (55)z¢(os). 

leviter : 
[Adv., cp. levi-s, éAax-t-s.] Stem levi-. 

legjh (1) (Adj.) ¢ (Fem.) 

tro (Adj.) ?s (Adv.) 
leSJhuitro(s) —> léhuitro(s) —> léviter(s), cp. dgros —> ager(s) ; it 

used to be derived from leve-iter (for iter, see p. 108), whence, 
by Association, such forms as dcr-iter, where the meaning of 
‘journey’ has already disappeared. 

macte esto: 
[a. Vocative, or 8. Adverb, cp. ac-tu-s, wéy-as mag-nus, O.L. 

faciluméd; O.L. es-tdd.] Stem macte-. 
meg (I1)or te (Partic. Pass.) ? ed (Abl.) 
mag (111) Paore (Instr.) 

a, megte —» macte: for ¢, see p. 142; for the Vocative, cp. 
exspectate venis, matiitine veni ; 

8. megt&(d) -> macté, -> macte by Association with béné 
(p. 138): for this Construction of the Adverb, cp. bene est ‘it 
is well’. Por es-tdd, see pp. 93, 131. 

mentidnibus : 
[Plural Case, cp. mentiGn-is, ud-ri-s.] Stem mention-. 

mg (III) ¢ (Abstract Noun) bhos or 
on (do.) bhios (Plur. Case) 

mation(a)bh(i)os -> mentionibus: the 6 was perhaps by Asso- — 
10 (145) 
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ciation with the Nominative, which had the Long Vowel (cp. 

A€wy Aéovr-os), or else, for the -dn-, cp. dy-dv-os. For -bh(i)os, 

see p. 120. For the Vowel -a-, see p. 174. 

minister : 
[Nom. Sing., of old Comparative, cp. min-us, mag-is, to-repo-s, 

ministru-m.] Stem ministro-, etc. 
min (IIT) is (Comparative) 

tro  (?do.) s (Nom. Sing.) 
ministros —> minister(s), cp. dypdés and ager(s). 

moneri : 
[Dat. of Verbal Noun, cp. mon-ed, yée-. gen-er-e, dotvat. | 

Stem monér-. 
mon (II) é (Verb) ai (Dative) 

e(s) (Verbal Noun) 
moné(e)sat —> monéri. 

neu ; 

(Conjunction, cp. né-ve.] 
né (1) 
ue 

né-ue, of which the second part may have been connected with 

the « of aut, —> néu, cp. apo —> ap (Ab). ° 

primus : 
[Nom. Sing. Superlative, cp. pr-ius, mag-is, zpd-po-s.] Stem 

primo-, etc, 

pr (Il) is (Comparative) — s (Nom. Sing.) 
mo (Superl.) 

prismos -> primus, cp, audisne —> audin(e). 

regamini : 
[1st Plur. Subj. Pass., cp. reg-6, reg-i-mus, Aeyd-pevo-] 

veg (I) a (Subj.) i (Nom Plur.) 
meno (Partic. Pass.) 

regamenot —> regamini, see p. 91: regamini was, strictly 
speaking, a new form modelled on regamus + regimini. 

(146) 
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rexerit : 
[8rd Sing. ‘Perfect’ Subj. or Opt., cp. rexeris, ei8-e-cy 

vid-er-it, reg-6.] Stem rexeri-, etc. 

reg (I) s (1st Aor.) es (do.) ¢ (8rd Sing.) 
1é (Opt.) 

regsestét —> rexerit: see further, p. 86, however. It is possible 
that the -erit started with words like viderit, and was thence 

transferred to rexerit, which already had the Aorist -s- once. _ 
Others derive -rit, from -sit, Optative of the Verb ‘be’ (p. 
141). 

The Latin ‘Perfect’ was Perfect + Aorist, just as the 
Latin ‘Subjunctive’ was Subjunctive + Optative. 

secundum : 
[Neuter Nom. and Acc., cp. sequor é-opa, and see legendus, 

p. 144.] Stem secundo-, etc. 
seq (1) 0 (Verb, p. 105)... o (Adj.) m (Nom. 

and Acc.) 
seqo-om —> secu-um: for the possible Suffixes, see p. 144. 

superiorem : 
[Acc. Sing., Comparative, cp. iép super, mel-ius, rarép-a 

patrem.] Stem superior-, etc. 
(k)sup (Local Adv.) e7(Comparat.) # (Acc.) 

ios (do.) 
(k)superiosm —> superiorem: for the s- (from [e]ks- or s-) see 

p. 91; for -6-, by Association with the Nominative which (like 
amos) had the Long Vowel, see p. 145-6. 

tull : 
[1st Sing. ‘Perf.’ Indic., cp. tol-erfire, péuvy-par memin-i.] 

Stem tuli, etc. 

tol (II) or é2 (IIT) at (Middle) 
tolat or ti(l)at —>tuli. Some hold that this form was a 
‘telescoped’ form of tétuli, perhaps partly due to the Com- 
pound Verb rétetuli — rét(t)uli. But, for an old Perfect 
without Reduplication, cp. olda, from uoid-. : 

(147) 
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ubi: 
[Adverb of Place, cp. O.L. ubei, qua, si-cubi, «oin-du.] 

w (IIT) bhi (Case-form) 
ubhi —» ubi by Association with Locatives like Corinthi. 
Others derive these «- forms in Latin from the g- Root which 
appears in quis, etc. 

The arguments in favour of this are 
(i) the meanings: ubi, like quad, and English ‘where’ (from hw-), is 

Interrogative (‘ where ?’), Indefinite (‘some-where’), and Relative (‘the 

place where .. .’); | 

(ii) the forms utrum and -xérepoy, side by side, together with the 
Dialect forms like puteruspid. The difficulty lies in the Sound-change : 

why did cubi —> ubi? Some hold that si-cubi and ne-cubi became 
differently divided, viz. as sic-ubi, nec-ubi, and that hence we have ubi 

by itself; others hold that there was, besides the Stems go- (cp. quod), 

and qi- (cp. quid), a third Stem qu-, which might —> u- for all that we 

know to the contrary. 

usque : 
[Adverb, cp. out.] 

ud (Local Adv.) (IIT) s (? Case-Ending) 
For the -s, cp. dz-s, év-s, éx-s, toward-s ; the ge (cp. dc-re) made 

little or no difference to the meaning: or was it ke (cp. hon-ce, 
and the x- of xeivos) ? 

utier: 
[Passive Inf., cp. iti, O.L. oetier.] 

oz (II) ¢ (? Verbal) ai (Dat.) 
zt (Loc.) 

oit(a)i —> iti, meaning at first ‘to or at using’: to this was 
added -ad (cp. qu6-ad, and Dialectic asam-ad equivalent to 
ad dram) meaning ‘to’ or ‘at’: -ad then ->-er; the change 
from -d to -r was either due to Umbrian (whence Ennius 
borrowed it), or to Association with the Passive -7, for which 
see legituy (p. 145). For -i- — -i-, cp. nullius (and see p. 45). 
Others make the forms in -ier a mixture of fit? and iite7(e). 

(148 
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utrum : 
[Neut., cp. wérepor. | 

u (III) tro (Comparative, etc.) m (Neut. Acc.) 

For the possibility of u- coming from qo- or qu, see p. 148 

(above). 

velimus : 
[1st Plur. Opt., cp. vol6, Aeolic BoA-Aa.] Stem veli-, etc. 

el (1) i (Opt.) mos (Ist Plur.) 
cjelimos —> velimus: for j-> 8 and v, cp. Bopa and voriare, 
from Gjord-. 

An Exercise in hard Latin Words. 
Analyse the Early forms of the following words :— 
indomit6 pede septem ursds sequere tinus equum vi; 

fende quoque et veniens legitd iuga suavia pulsis ; 

fide iecur vind: tua vox qua luppiter est sit. 

N.B.—The Long Vowels and the Early Latin forms are, as 

usual, of the very greatest importance. 
Answer : (for details, see the Instances above). 

n dom (II) a-to od 
ped (1) t (Loc.), a or e (Instr.) 
Psept, or sep- (I) mor tm 
rk (III) to or so ns 
seq (1) e (p. 105) so 
ot (IT) no s 
ek (p. 88) (I) u0 om 

ui or uet ° i (Loc.), a ore (Instr.) 

Shen (1) de 
go (II) ge 
e (I) te 
om (IIT) te- nt Ss 

leg (1) e (p. 105) tod (p. 181) 
yug (IIT) a 
suad (I) “ut a 

(149) 
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p¢ (UID) to ts 
bheidh (1) e (p. 105) 

iéq (1) r 
uoi or uoin- o (p. 105) or no az 

teu (I) a 
409 (II) s,and ? Vowel Long for 

° Nom. 
g (III) a a (Instr.) 
dieu (1) 

pa (III) ter Vowel Long for Nom. 
es (I) te 
s (II) ié dort 

(150 



31. Analysis of words: Data, Method, Commonest 

Mistakes. 

31, Sum up (a) the Data by which we analyse a word ina 
certain way. 

(b) the Method which you would advise a beginner to use in 
analysing a word ; 

(c) the chief mistakes which a beginner is likely to make in 
trying to analyse a word. 

(a) Some of the Data, for analysing a word in a certain 

way, will be found on p. 20, foll.: we have 
(1) some knowledge about the Indo-European or Mater- 

Language (p. 10, foll.), and about the relation between Greek 
and Latin (p. 16, foll.), and English (p. 61) ; 

(2) some knowledge about the Laws or Principles accord- 
ing to which sounds develope (see p. 66, foll.) ; 

(3) Old Greek forms (e.g. from the Dialects and Homer), 
p. 31, foll. ; 

(4) Old Latin forms (e.g. from Inscriptions, p. 44, foll.) ; 

(5) English forms occasionally (see Grimm’s Law, p. 62); 
(6) some knowledge about the Parts into which words can 

be divided (p. 103, foll.). 
As the student of Philology advances, his Data increase: 

and to the above List he can add, e.g. 
(7) a number of actual Indo-European or Mater-Language 

words and parts of words, with their Greek and Latin and 
English descendants (p. 158, foll.) ; 

(8) a large number of Laws of Sound-Changes (p. 161, 
foll.) ; and so on. 

(151) 
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(b) the Method of fully Analysing a word may be best seen 

by a full Analysis of tremunt (cp. p. 113): 
(1) tremunt ; 
(2) 3rd Plur. Present ; 
(3) Cp. O.L. tremonti, Doric rpéuovri, rpéuo-pev, Tpdp-os ; 

STEM. 

(4) prepix «ROOT (and ve) Vowel. SUFFIX (OF) ENDING (OF) 

(5) and (6) 
trem (1) o (Present, ti (3rd Plur.) 

see p. 105) 

(7) tremonti — trémunt, by Latin Accent: cp. oinom —> 
finum, éti (ére) —> ét; 

(8) tremunt could also have come from éremont, cp. the 
Unaugmented forms like rpéov(7). 

The Method of analysing a word may therefore be summed 

up as follows :— 

(1) Write down the word, and Mark Long Vowels ; 
(2) parse the word; 
(3) collect Early forms of the word, and of its various parts, 

from Greek Dialects, Latin Inscriptions, etc. ; 

(4) divide the paper into four or five columns, viz. 

[STEM = ] PREFIX + ROOT (and its Vowel- + SUFFIX (OF)... ENDING (OF)... 
Stage) 

(5) write, in English letters, the Early form of the Root 
(one Syllable, provisionally, p. 105): mark its Vowel-Stage 
(I, II, or III); then the Prefix; then either the Stem (all 
except the Ending), ov the Ending (all except the Stem); and 
lastly the Suffix ; 

(6) say what the Suffix and Ending are the Suffix and 
Ending of ; 

(7) mention and illustrate the Sound-changes from the 
Early form to the form which you have before you ; 

(8) write any Notes which you think may be necessary. 

N.B.—This process seems long, and at first it will be very slow: 
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but by degrees it will get quicker and quicker. Steady and careful 
practice in the right way will soon make the above stages become almost 

‘automatic’; the initial stages in learning the piano or in learning row- 
) ing must at first be slow, but will soon become almost ‘ automatic’ and 

unconscious ; then, and not till then, it will often be safe to leave out some 

of these stages, and to proceed straight to the writing down and analysing 
of the Early form. 

To slur over or omit any stage in the above process would be like 
telling a man to slur over some part of his stroke in rowing: it would 
be false economy of time. 

( The following Verses will summarise the process of Analys- 

ing a word. 
Write the word down: then (as you’ve heard) 
mark all Long Vowels,* parse the word ; 

find Earliest forms, which one selects 

from Inscriptions and Greek Dialects. 

-In English letters now restore 

the Early form, in columns four— 
find Root, then Stem and Termination, 

then Suffix, Prefix,+ Illustration. 

A Compound’s two words rolled in one. 
Explain Sound-changes. Then ‘tis done. 

31 (c). Chief Mistakes in Analysing Words. 

(c) The Chief Mistakes in Analysing words will be illus- 
trated (as usual) by a concrete instance, viz. an attempt (by 
Jones) to ‘ Analyse pyrnp’. 

Let us suppose Jones to write down, as his Answer, py 

id Root, rnp Ending. 
1. He makes a mistake in writing the Early form in Greek 

letters : for the Early form here has to be the parent of both 
the Greek and the Latin forms. Greek was not the parent of 

Latin, but the sister or cousin (p. 61). 
He now corrects py-ryp to me-ter. 

*Or Long Vowels can be written as Double Vowels, e.g., 2, as ee. 

+ This is the order in finding out the parts: but the order of the 
columns is PREFIX, Root, SUFFIX, ENDING. 

(153) 
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2. His second mistake is that his Early form has two 
short Vowels: yyrnp could not come from meter, which would 
—> perep. He ought to have marked the Long Vowels. Long 

Vowels and Short Vowels were, and are, very different things. 

He corrects now to mé(|tér. 
3. This would become Attic pjrmp all right, but it would 

not become 
(a) Aeolic and Doric parnp, nor 
(b) Latin mater. 
His Early form here should have been not merely an Attic 

_form in English letters, but a Mater-Language form, develop- 

ing into the Aeolic and Doric and Latin as well as the Attic 
forms. 

The next correction, then, is to ma (Root) ¢tér (Ending). 
This surely must be right, he thinks. But no, for 

4, yuyrnp was connected with prep, etc., and the -rep- (or 

-tp-) runs through the whole word: -tér- is not the Ending of 
this particular Case, the Nominative, for -er- (or -tv-) is found 
in all the other Cases as well: it must be part of the Stem. 

Jones ought to have ‘declined’ the word, and to have seen how 
much of it ran through the word and was part of the Stem. 

Jones now corrects to ma Root fer Suffix. 
5. This would only give prep. In paprnp there was no Case- 

Ending, but the ‘Vowel e was lengthened to 2, and we have 

payrnp- 
6. The suggestion of Nominative -s (cp. Adyo-s) would be 

wrong, because mater-s would —> pyrap: the suggestion would 

‘violate a Law of Sound-change’. 
The mistakes will then be chiefly due to the fact that Jones 
has not marked the Long Vowels (both in the form which 

he has to Analyse, and in the Early form which he restores) ; 
he has written the word in Greek letters, instead of in 

ordinary letters ; 

his Early form does not account for the Latin and the 
Dialect forms as well as for the Attic form; 

it does not take into consideration that the word is part of 
(154) 
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a system, and is connected with other words from the same 

Stem. 

A final Hint as to Analysing Words. 
He who wishes to be able to Analyse words must be 

patient in the first stages: he must make his foundations very, 

very firm. Let him go through the above instances again and 
; again, till he knows every peculiarity thoroughly : let him try 
| to collect the Evidences by himself, let him try to find these 

Early forms and to Analyse these Early forms by himself, and 

let him not look at the Answers till then: then let him look at 
the Answers, and correct his own Answer, and see where he 

has made a mistake and why he has made it, and how he might 

have avoided it. Let him note his weak points, and let him 

work at these, at first with slow and steady concentration, 
until he has made them his strong points. Hours of work will 

ultimately be saved if minutes be rightly spent at the outset : 
there is an Economy which consists of spending a little in the 

present in order to save great expense in the future. 
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32. English Sentences Translated into the Mater- 
Language. 

32. Turn the following sentences into the Mater-Language, 
giving alternative forms when necessary and also the 

Greek and Latin descendants :— 

(a) ‘O mother bear the yoke: the horse ts in the field’ ; 
(0) ‘may the liver of the seven untamed bears be red’; — 
(c) ‘tell me who it was, father, and what he did’ ; 
(d) ‘in another boat I am coming to the new house’ ; 
(c) ‘he has seen (knows) five wolves’ ; 
(f) ‘in birth he surpasses the brother of those women’. 

Notes on a few features of the Mater-Language. 
(a) In Principal Sentences the Verb was not accented ; 
(5) Simple Cases were used in many Constructions where later 

Language used Prepositions ; 

(c) the ‘ Demonstrative’ had not yet been developed into an Article. 

For Early Latin forms, which are not given here, see p. 
44 foll. Only a few Accents are put in here. The Greek and 
Latin forms are not meant to be actual Greek and Latin Con- 

structions. 

(a) mdter, yugém bhere:  ékuos agrot esti; 

Gk. prep Evysv dépe lerrros (p. 88) dypot éori,: 

(Dial. parep) (cp. otxot) 
Lat. mater iugum fer(cp.p.73) equos agri est (cp.p.73). 

| (cp. domi) 
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* (d) idgry séptm ndoms-[or ndmo-]-tom rktim [or rks-] [e]stéd rudhrém ; 

estod 

Gk. heap Exrd BBaydroy Epxroy ein — epupdy, 
tore 

Lat. iecur septem indomitum (O.L.) ursum(O.L.) sit rubrum. 
esto 

(c) ensege mot, gis esdt, pater, qid qe dhéket ; 
Gk. éweré po, tis fv (p. 87) wdrep ti ore §~=— One (Unaug.), 
Lat, insece mi, quis erat, pater, quidque fécit (p. 93 )? 

.(d) alidit nduicgjmid néudi uotkot [or déméi, etc.]; 

° ° ”  neuom uoikom 

Gk. DAy vy Baivo vey olkep [or ddpe], 
véov _—olov 

Lat.alia[or nave venid novd vicd [or domd]: 
aliae] 

N.B.—We find a Dative expressing the Goal, in Early Sanskrit, 
Persian, Greek, and Latin Poetry. 

(ec) pénge luiqons uotde ; 

Gk. ré&re AvKovs olde, 

Lat. quinque (p. 89) lupds (p. 88) vidit. 

(f) fenest super esti bhraterm tasom; 
Gk. ya irép err dparépa trav, 
Lat. genere superest fratrem [is]ta@rum. - 

(160) 
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33. Mater-Language Letters, and their Greek and 
Latin Descendants. 

33, What did the following Mater-Language letters become ? 
Give instances. 

(a) in Greek, q, S,4, @, U, w, J, m. 

(b) in Latin, ah, ai, eu, a, el, S, mM, f,g)- 

(a) Greek: 
The results of these letters are best seen from Greek in- 

_ stances as compared with Latin Sister-forms or Cousin-forms 
(see pp. 83, 92, foll.) 

1. g: ére, atré\os Bovxddos agricola, drra (p. 125) quia 

quoque ; 
q therefore could -> 

(i) a (wdre aimdXos), 

(ii) 7 (aére), 
(iii) « (BouxdXos). 
(iv) rr, from gi (drra). 

Note.—This q is sometimes written q,, the u representing 

a Labial-sound which helped to change q, to z or 7 by bringing 

it further forward in the mouth. This u-sound is sometimes 
called ‘ Parasitic’: see p. 173. 

2. S: oryva stare, olxos vicus, érrd septem, 7dv suave, yéve 

genere, mredioto —> rredioo —> rediov; 

s therefore could > 

(i) o- (arivat), -s (ofkos), 
(ii) ‘- (érrd, 980 from su-), 

11 (161) 
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(iti) ‘(found in Laconian, p. 32), disappearing later (yéve 
—> yéva, edloo from -sio): in Greek it is sometimes preserved: 

as in é\i-o-a (by Association with éefa, etc.). 

3. « was a very hard letter: 

Frap iecur, medio, tpeis trés, Zevs Diéspiter, Ionic pée{wv 

péyas, rumro, péediooa péXirTos, jooov nKioTAa, avacca avaKTos, 

Kopvcaw Kopvies, Odcowv TaxUs, docwv ayxt, oreipw oméppa, Teivw 

tendd, Baivw venid, dAXos alius ; 

t therefore could > 

(i) *- (rap), 
(ii) disappearing between Vowels (edioo from -sio, zpeis from 

tretes), 

“(iii) { from di and gi (Ze's, péluv), 
(iv) wr from pi (rita), 
(v) oo and rr from ti, ki, (?)kti, dhi, ghi, nghi (uédooa, 

RoTwV, dvacca, Kopicow, Odoouv, iow), ° ° ° 

(vi) wp, w from rt, nt, mi (c7eipw, revo, Baive), 

(vii) AA from i (@AXos).. 
This letter creates more difficulties than any other, and 

needs repeated study. 

4. &: parnp pap mater, xdpa (Att. and Doric), vats navis ; 
a therefore could —> 

(i) 7 (uirnp), 
(ii) & (xapa), 
(iii) a (vats p. 88). 

5. %: olvov vinum, veds novos, duevouac moved, dis bis twice ; 

u therefore could > 

(i) nothing (olves, see p. 89, véos), 
(ii) v (dpevopaz), 
(iii) B from du (dis). 

6. w (éomépa vespera) >‘. Except at the beginning of a 
word, it had the same development as u, both in Greek and 
Latin: in Aeolic we have Bpddov from Fpo8ov. 

(162) 
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7.0: Baivw venis, fvyov iugum, adeddos Bpédos, ceuvds c€éBo- 
peat ; 

oj could therefore —> 

(i) B (Baive), 
(ii) y (vydv, near u, cp. p. 173), 
(iii) 5 (ddeAdos, cp. p. 173), 
(iv) -zv from -By- (cepves). 

8. m: déxa decem, aya simul, Baivw venis ; 

m therefore could —> 

(i) a (Sexa), 

(ii) ap (Zpa) 
(iii) ay (Baviw —> Baivw). 

(5) Latin. 

1. dh: féci yxa deed, aedés aifw, rubrum épvOpdv ruddy, 

Rifus ; 

dh =» (i) f (fEci), 
(ii) d (aedés), 
(iii) b (rubrum), 
(iv) f (Rifus, borrowed from Italic Dialect). 

2. ai: aedés aidw, inquird quaerd (O.L. quaistor), dari dotv-ar ; 

at —> (i) ae, when Accented (aedés), 
(ii) i, when Unaccented (inquiré, dari). 

3. eu : * novos véos, moved motus ? MUtsd dpevoua, dénus and 

dé novo ; 

| eu could —> 
(i) ov, when Accented (névos, méves, and see p. 86), 

(ii) 36, do. (mStus), 
(iii) Gi, do. (mits), 

(iv) u, when unaccented (dénud). Cp. also tua (p. 150). 

4. a: ag6 dyu, éfayw exigo, capio accipid Acceptus aucupé, 

péd-e ? dp-a; | 

a could —> 

* See L. Horton-Smith’s excellent pamphlet (Macmillan and Bowes). 
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(i) a, when Accented (4g6), 

(ii) i, e, u, according to the following letters, when un- 
accented (see above). 

5. et: fidd weiw, eunt eft, trés tpeis, oixer ? domi; 

ez could —> 
(i) 1 (fidd, ? domi), 

(ii) e, when a Vowel followed (etont(:) - eunt, tréeies > 

trees —> trés). " ° 

. 6. s + septem quaesd quaeris, genere yeve, honor ; 
s could —> 

(i) s (septem, quaesd, between Vowels with certain neigh- 
bouring letters) 

(ii) r, from -s- between Vowels, etc. (quaeris, genere, honor 
by Association with hondrem, etc.). 

7. m: septem érra, undecim d€éxa, venid Bava ; 
m could —> 

(i) em (septem), 
(ii) im (undecim), 
(iii) en (venid). 

8. r: ursus dpxros, cordis xapdia ; 

r could —> | 

(i) ur (ursus), 
(ii) or (cordis). 

9.-J: genus yévos, Bapus gravis, Baivw venid, Bods bis ; 
co could —> 
(i) g (genus, gravis), 
(ii) v (venid), 
(iii) b (bds, from Italic, p. 85). 
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34. From what Indo-European letters do the following letters 
come? Give instances. 

(a) Greek a, 7, B, n, «, 7, 09 and rr, £, o, and the ‘ Rough 

Breathing’ ; 
(b) Latin b, 7, i, d, f, g, h, 7, u, e. 

(a) Greek. 

1. a: dyw agi, érrd septem, dua simul, d- in- (‘ Privative’), 
wards pulsus, xapdia Ionic xpadin cordis, raryp pater, vats navis ; 

a therefore could come from | 

(i) a (dyw), 
(i) m (tend dpa), 
(iti) ¢ (d—), 

(iv) ¢ (waA-zés), 
(v) 7 (kapéia xpadin), 
(vi) 2 (xaryp, p. 175), 

(vii) a (vats, p. 88). 

' 2. 3: marnp pater, reiOw fidd, rére quoque : from 

(i) p (warqp), 
(ii) bh (aeiOw, p. 97), 
(iii) q (dre). 

3. B: ripBn turba, Baivw venid, duBporos immortalis, BAwoKw 

porotpat, Bpddov ‘ Aeolic’: from 

(i B rare (répBn), 
(ii) Jf (Baive), 
(iii) mr (duBporos), 
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(iv) ml (BrAwoKw), 

(v) « or w (Bpddov). 

4. 4: ju- sémi-, dyuy fima; from 

(i) 2 (jyu-), 
(11) & (fun). 
5. a: welOw fidG, xAels clivis, érofe Tonic ézolee, cis &-s, 

7Oeis tYBevt-os, elvan éort; from 
(i) et (weiOw), 

(ii) dz (xXAes, p. 88), 
(iii) ee (€roée), 

(iv) ens, ents (cis, riBeis), 
(v) esn (elvai). 
There were two kinds of ea, (a) one the Early «, as in reiOu, 

(8) the other the later form resulting from Contractions, etc., 

as in érofea. These are distinguished on Early Inscriptions, (a) 
appearing as EI, (8) as E: see p. 183. 

6. r: waryp pater, tpixds Opié, wore quoque, tirrw; from 

(i) # (warip), 
(it) dh (rptxds, p. 133), 

(iii) q (wére), 

(iv) ¢ (rérrw from Tut), 

7. coandrr: éyéX\acca (Hom.), tocol (Hom.), néooos (Hom.), 

padsooa péditos, Yoowy Axwora, dtra quia, Kopiocw Kdpvbes, Odoowy 
Taxiora, doowy dyyt; from 

(i) ss (éyéAaoca), 
(ii) ds (zoaci), 

(iit) dhi (uéocos, p. 88), 

(iv) ¢2, ki, qi, dhi, ghi, nghi (uédtcoa joawy, arra, p. 125, 
Koptoow, Odoowr, docwr), 

8. f: "A@nvafe "AOnvdcde, Zevs Ards, Ionic péLwv, fvydv iugum ; 
from 

(i) sd (A@nva£e), 
(ii) di (Zeds), 

(ii) CF (udlwr), 
(iv) » (uye, p. 87), 
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9. : dépo ferd, dovos Ocivw fend, rerpadara rpérw ; from 

() bh (pu), 
(i) Gh (don, p. 173), 
(iii) p (rerpdpara, p. 133). 

10. The ‘ Rough Breathing’: érrd septem, 7dvs suavis, Hap 
iecur, éowépa vespera, éws aurora, lrmos equos, towp unda; from 

(i) s (érrd), 

(ii) su (48%), 
(iti) 7° (Frrap), 
(iv) w (éoépa), 
(v) ?‘Crasis’ with the Article (€ws, p. 95, ? trzos, p. 88), 
(vi) initial v regularly had the ‘Rough Breathing’ (ddwp). 

See Darbishire’s Relliquiae Philologicae. 

(6) Latin. 
1. 6: turba ripBy, dudw ambi, ambi dv, rubrum épv6pdy 

ruddy, bis Bois, bis dis twice, fiinebris fiinere (from -esz), ab 

dro; from 

(i) b, rare (turba), 
(ii) -bh- (ambd), 
(iii) bhu (am&bi, cp. p. 142), 

(iv) -dh- (rubrum), 

(v)o (bids, from Italic, p. 85), 
(vi) du (bis, p. 85), 

(vii) sr (fanebris), 
(viii) p (ab) 

2.7: vis The, fidd wetOw, vici otxo:, dari Sotva, inquiro 

quaero, ovis, audin audisne, primus, sis siés; from 

(i) 2 (vis), 
(ii) et (fid6), 
(iii) o¢ after u, or when unaccented (vici), 
(iv) at, when unaccented (dari, inquird), 

(v) tn(s) (ovis), 
(vi) isn ism (audin, primus), 
(vii) 2é (sis). 
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3. i: fidés méeivy, éxigd Ago, rédditus datus, patribus, légi- 
mini Aeydpevor Aeyéwevat, Sim siem (from siém); from 

(i) ¢ (fides), 
(ii) a when unaccented (éxig6), 
(iii) 2 when unaccented, p. _(rédditus, patribus), 
(iv) and (v) o and e, when unaccented (légimini), 
(vi) 2é (sim, p. 98). 

4. d: Svo duo, aedes aifw ; from 

(i) d (duo), 
(ii) dh (aedés). 

5. f: ferd dépw bear, féci e6yxa deed, Riifus épvfpcv ruddy, 
fend6 doves Geivw, effert éx, afficit ad, frigus (s)ptyos ; from 

(i) bh (fers), 
(ii) dh (féci, Rifus from Italic), 
(ii) jh (fends, p. 173), 
(iv) k, d, Assimilated (effert, afficit), 
(v) sy (frigus). 

6. g: agd dyw, genus yévos, gravis Bapvs, unguis dvuyxos 
from 

(i) g (ago), 
(ii) J (genus, gravis), 
(iit) JA after n (unguis). 

7. h: hiems yusv, honus onus (late) ; from 
(i) gh (hiems), 
(ii) nothing (honus). 

8. 7: pater zaryp, arca dAKy, arbiter ad, genere yé&va; from 

(i) 7 (pater), 

(ii) ~ or J (arca), 
(iii) d, p. 1387 (arbiter), 
(iv) s, p. 205 (genere). 

9. %: sis ts, liimen Aevxds, num oinom; from 
(i) % (sts), 
(ii) ex (limen), 

(iii) 02 (Ginum). 
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10. ¢: et é, dcceptus cApid, éffectus facid Gerds, iste ré-v, 
rédditus datus Sords, suave sudvis, decem Séxa, tentus tards ; 

from 
(i) ¢ (et), 
(ii) unaccented a, a, 0, i (see above), 
(iii) » 2 (decem, tentus). 
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35. The Mater-Language Alphabet, with Notes. 

35. Give the Mdatér-Language Alphabet, with a few brief 
Notes on tt. 

There is a great variety of opinion as to the Indo-European 

Alphabet : for details, and for other views, see Giles’ Manual 

(throughout), and Fennell’s excellent work on the Indo- 
Germanic Sonants and Consonants. 
Vowels e, 0, a, a (p. 174), é, 6, a, 

Semi-vowels— 

1, u, 7,* 2£* m,* 2+ (and some add &, z, etc.) as Vowels. 

i, uy 7, lL m,n ( do. k, Z, etc.) as Consonants. 

Diphthongs : the above Vowels + i or u (or? or x). 

Consonants Gutturals (p. 173) Dentals = Labials 
Velar Palatal. 

Sharp t q k t p 
Soft § re] g . d ' b (rare) 
‘Aspirated’ ch gh dh bh 

gh (rare) kh (rare) th . ph (rare) 
Spirant y S, 2% w 

This is a very imperfect list: among the letters that are 

most subject to controversy may be mentioned the Gutturals 

(p. 173), and the Semi-vowels, especially the long Semi-vowels 

(p. 172). There were also two kinds of ¢ (cp. Sanskrit ¢ and 

t). 

* Some hold that these Vowels also had Long forms (r, etc., p. 172). 

+ This n here includes the Guttural n, as in building. 
} Also called Tenues or Thin, Mute Explosives, etc.; 

§ Also called Mediae, Soft, Voiced Mutes, etc. 



36. Technical Terms Explained. 

36. Explain the following terms with Instances :— 

(a) Semi-vowels, (b) Gutturals, (c) the Indeterminate Vowel, 
(d) Anaptyctic Vowel, (e) Anastrophe, (f) Apocope, (g) As- 
piration, (h) Assimilation, (1) Changed Division, (j) Com- 
pensation, (k) Crasis, (l) Deaspiration, (m) Dissimilation, (n) 
Doublets, (0) Enclisis, (p) Epenthesis, (q) Loss of Letters and 
Syncope, (r) Metathesis, (s) Metrical Convenience, (t) Prothesis, 

(u) Rhotacism. 

(a) Semi-vowels. 
If we consider the word LUMINAREO (or the words inlue 

Roma) we shall see that /, m,n, r are used as Consonants, and 

u, t,a,é,o0 as Vowels: so also Cumberland gives us m, 7,1 as 

Consonants, supported by u, e, a as Vowels. Such are the 

ordinary uses of these letters. 

But, suppose we had spelt Cumberland as KmbrIind, then 

we should have m, 7, unsupported by Vowels: they them- 
selves would be Vowels: to mark this unfamiliar Vowel-power 

we write them as m, r, 2: and so we might write Ninm, 

Girtz, betr, and met/, rather than Newnham, Girton, better, 

and mettle. 
Again, take the Latin word tis (yooce), where ti was a Vowel: 

here i was a Consonant (y), and might be written 7; in wis 

(weece), where i was Vowel, u was a Consonant (w), and might 

be written u. See p. 84. 

As LUMINAREO would illustrate the ordinary use of 
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these letters, so their extraordinary use would be illustrated 
by ‘ Cumberland’ll win yet’, if we spelt it kabrlad / uin tet. 

To sum up, these letters (to which some would add & and 
z) were Consonants when they were supported by Vowels, as 
in Girton, but Vowels when they were not supported by 

Vowels but themselves had to support Consonants or to form 

a Syllable, as in Grtz. 

Some of the Greek and Latin descendants would be illu- 

strated by these Mater-Language words :— 

deka tata pita kyd(a) 
déxa Tard. madTd Kapoia xpadin 
decem tenta pulsa corda: 

m)—> Greek ap a Latin em im 
n ime ava en in 

l av ra ol ul 

| ap pa or ur 

Notes— — 

1. There are some who suggest that orpwrds stratus went 
back to Long 7; and they suggest other Long Semi-vowels ; 
e.g. see King and Cookson’s Comparative Grammar, p. 46; 

2. m and 2 are sometimes called Sonant Nasals, 7 and r 

Sonant Liquids ; 

.3. for t see pp. 85, 162; for u see p. 162 ; 

4. The letters m, 2, 4, r, 1, u will soon cease to be hard to 

_ pronounce, after a little practice, though at first sight a form 
like Smid is terrifying: once 1 even saw a suggestion that 

&daTOS was originally g-sm-sun-to-s ! 

On this subject, see further Fennell’s Indo-Germanic 

Sonants and Consonants. 

(6) Gutturals. For these, see further Giles, § 136 foll. 
In the Mater-Language there were at least two sets of 

Gutturals, the second set being formed further back in the 
mouth than the first set, and being more liable to change in 
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Greek and the Italic Dialects: an instance of the second set, 

which are called Velars (from the velum palati at the back of 
the mouth) would be seen in colony (c before o), the first set, 
which are called Palatals, in king (k before 2). 

1. The Palatals, further forward in the mouth: 

(Sharp) déxa decem from k, 
(Soft) dyw ago from g, 
(Aspirated) yuwwv hiems from gh [Latin dropped the g-sound]. 

II. The Velars, further back in the mouth, are more 

puzzling, and the symbols for them are also more puzzling, viz. 

qs ds Sh. 

(Sharp) BovxoAos agricola 

aizoXos 
, : from qg 

TLS quis 

OTE quoque 

(Soft) yvaXov vola 
Baivw venio 

Bapus gravis from J 

(Arcadian) {Bons _ 
: éodéAXovres _volare 

(Aspirated) GvUXoS unguis 
ovos fendd from -Jh 
Getvw 

The statistics seem to be that, in Greek, these Changeable 
Velars, q, J, Gh, 

(i) near « became x, y, x (Gutturals), e.g. Bouxodos ; 
(ii) before 0, 7, 6, c, Nasals, or Liquids, e.g. aircddos, ore ; 

became 7, B, > (Labials). 
These letters could be remembered by O and the Con- 

sonants of solemn truth ; 

(iii) before v, «, became +, 8, 0, (Dentals), e.g. wére, ris. 

But there have been many changes owing to Association : 
thus we have érerau, like &royau (sequor), not érera. 

* Authorities are not agreed as to the Symbols: thus we sometimes 
find these Velars as q,, etc., sometimes as k“, sometimes as , etc, 
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(Sharp) oxvTos scitum from g 
(Soft) yevos genus fromo 
(‘Aspirated’) yavddvw (pre)hendd) from yh [Latin dropped the 

Koyxos congius cj-sound and the h-sound 
respectively |. 

The learner will naturally ask, ‘What is the difference 
between land II? So far no difference has appeared in Greek 
or Latin, but 

(a) Languages like Sanskrit show a difference, and 
(b) the changeable forms, which we shall now consider, 

show a great difference in Greek. 
For these changes, ‘“‘ wore quoque ”’ is far the best instance 

by which to remember that go- —> wo-, ge -> te. Notice Ionic 
KOTEpos, NOt zorepos, Thessalian xis not ris. 

As to the Cause of these changes, of which the change to 
Labials is seen in the Italic Dialects (see bis, p. 85) : 

(a) some say that there sometimes ‘grew up’ a‘ Parasitic’ 
u-sound attached to the q, Jj, -Jh, and that this might alter 
the pronunciation of the Greek Guttural, and change it to a 
Dental or Labial ; 

(8) others say that between (I) the Palatals and (II) Velars 
came another Class, an intermediate Class, the Palatal-Velars. 

(cf he Indeterminate Vowel. } 

1. In patribus we saw a Vowel a inserted between the 
the Stem patr- and the Ending -bus: see further the 
‘ Anaptyctic Vowel’ (below) ; | 

2. We have often had the é- Sevzes of Vowel-Stages, e.g. (p.74). 
I II II] 

et (elu, ire) E ot (ofpos) O t ({uev, iter); — 

Sometimes, however, the I-Stage had a Long Vowel: in 

that case the II-Stage had 6, and the III-Stage often had a: 
for instance, 

E (€Onxa féci) 6 (Owuds ‘a heap’) a (Oerds factus), 
(ips ? SEvi) (dpedyraz) (deney satus) ; 

& (fdpa Dor., fima) 6 (dwn) a (daper fateor), 
6 (Sépov dénum) 6 (8e5wxa) 9 (Sords datus). 
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Sometimes the IN-Stage does not show any Vowel at all, 
but, where it does show traces of a, this a appears as follows :— 

in Sanskrit as 7, e.g. raryp, pater, pita, 

in Greek as a Short Vowel corresponding to the Long 
Vowel in the I-Series, e.g. Oeros €Onxa, papev Papa, Soros Sdpov, 

in Latin as a, or whatever a would become (see p. 73), 
- eg. factus, fateor, datus, éffectus, cdnfiteor, rédditus. 

(a) Anaptyctic Vowel. 
When Latin adopted words like pva and ’AoxAnms, the 

pronunciation was made easier by inserted Vowels (called by 
the name ‘ Anaptyctic’), viz. mina and Aesculapius: we find 

also pdculum beside pdclum, and perhaps in Greek 7AvOov 

beside 7\Gov. 

We might regard the -B- of pernpu(B)pia (cp. jpap), the -b- 

of cham(b)re (cp. camera), and the -é- of dv(d)pos (cp. dvépes), 
as Consonants which had a somewhat similar origin. 

(e) Anastrophe. 
éx. and dro were thus accented when they came after the 

Case they governed (ér also when it was equivalent to érecrt, 
cp. dva ‘arise’); this is a trace of an Early Accent (cp. San- 

skrit), and in other positions éwi rotro, dd rovrov, the Acute 
Accent is lost: for a Grave Accent meant no Acute Accent. 

(f) Apocope. 
In Latin we find apo — ap (ab), supo — sup (sub), éti > 

ét, ésti —> ést, viros — vir, etc.; and in Greek we also find, 

especially in the Dialects, such forms as xdBBadre (xara-), 
Kawrece (xata-). Cp. p. 36. 

(g) Aspiration. 
For the origins of the Greek Aspirate (‘), e.g. s- in érrd 

(septem), see p. 167. 
For the Latin Aspirate, see p. 168, and for the ‘ Vulgar’ 

Latin Aspirate, cp. Catullus’ poem on Arrius (p. 177). 
See further on Deaspiration (below, p. 177). 
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The h-sound was apparently not present, or not common, in 

the Mater-Language, except after Consonants, as in bh- (bherd 

—> depw ferd bear): Sanskrit is very fond of such sounds—cp. 

Buddha. The h-sound was made by breathing with more 
‘emphasis’, as we can realise when we hear a dog out of 

breath and panting: the puff-puff of an engine is not far off the 
h-sound. 

(h) Assimilation. 

Besides individual letters there were also intermediate 
letters, stepping-stones from letter to letter, which are not 

often represented in actual writing: thus, in oeB-vos (cp. 
oéBopat), there was the B-sound, then a half-sound () in pas- 
sing from B to vy, then the v-sound: hence by degrees arose 

cep-vos: cp. also adficid —> afficid, etc. This might be called 
‘Anticipating [or Progressive] Assimilation’, as opposed to 

‘Recollecting [or Retrogessive] Assimilation’ which is found in 

alios -> ddAXos, ferse (cp. esse) — ferre, and see ‘ Aeolic’, p. 

36, and Early Latin Doublets like ap templ6, ab divd. See 
also p. 88. 

(1) Changed Division. 

In English we have an ewt (cp. twp) > a newt, a norange 
—> an orange, and cp. 7) jws —> éws (p. 95): we have also seen 
1000 Tra —> roe arra (p. 125). In Compound Words the pro- 
cess is very common: thus, on p. 81 we saw that Philo-logy 
became divided as Phil-ology, whence Ge-ology, and ‘the other 
-ologies ’. 

(7) Compensation. 
We have seen that tovs -> rovs (‘ Aeolic’ rots), and (is)tds : 

so deciens -> deciés, is-dem -» idem, prismus — primus, and 

so on: it seemed at first as if Language had lost or dropped 
a letter and had then put in another letter or lengthened its 

Vowel to compensate for this loss. But asa matter of fact 
the change was very gradual—in rovs, for instance, side by 
side with the weakening of the v-sound went the lengthening 
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of the Vowel, for this -ov- was the Long Vowel of Classical -o- 

(see p. 184). 

(k) Crasts (or Fusing together), 
For ‘ Crasis’ with the Article, cp. 7 nws (cp. auréra) —> dws, 

7) MHEG (CP. pap) —> ypépa, see p. 95. 
In a wider sense, ‘Crasis’ would include xai efra -» x@ra, 

Kat dy —> xay, and certain other common Combinations. Asa 

rule the careful Classical writers avoided letting a word ending 

in a Vowel come before a word beginning with a Vowel, the 

rule being ra duvyévra py cuprinrenv. 

(l) Deaspiration. 
In Greek we find 
(i) ‘Aeolic’, and sometimes Ionic, objecting to initial ‘: 

cp. ‘Aeol.’ jpdwy (jpdwv), Ion. otAov (dAov); see pp. 32, 
36 ; 

(ii) Greek in general objected to combinations like Opix¢s 
(cp. pig), which lost their first Aspirate (rpiyds): this is called 
Grassmann’s Law (p. 123), and an instance of it is seen in 
Buddha from bhudh- (cp, Greek wv6-é06a1) ; 

(iii) in Latin there was an occasional tendency to drop the 
h, especially in the Conversational and ‘ Vulgar’ Language (cp. 
French heure from hora): for Classical instances cp. anser 
from hanser (yjv), and aréna. Sometimes the ‘ Vulgar’ Lan- 
guage also added the h-, like our Cockney-language, as we see 
in the celebrated poem of Catullus, beginning 

Chommoda dicebat si quando commoda vellet 

dicere, et insidias Arrius /insidias. 

. (m) Dissimilation. 

The objection to having certain similar sounds in close 

succession has been already seen in Opixos —> rpixds: cp. also 

praestigiae from -str- (stringd). This is commonest 
(a) with the letters / and 7: cp. exemplaris but militiris ; 
(8) when two Dentals came together: between these two 

(177) 
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there grew up a sibilant-sound: thus uzd-te -» id-s-re (> icre), 

skid-tos —> scid-s-tus -» scissus ; 

(y) for ducidopets —> ducopeds, see p. 179. 

(n) Doublets. 
ens before Vowels would -> ¢is (cp. revrat —> revor > 

riMetor), before Consonants it would -> és (cp. Seucrorns > 

Sea7drys): hence we have both eis and és. Similarly in Barly 
Latin we have ap templ6, but ab divd. There are some who 

suppose that ovrwd usually —> otrw (cp. legetid —> Acyérw legitd), 
but that otrwd 32, etc. (see above) —> otrwd-s-d€ —> otrus Se: 
hence ovrw and otrws; but there are other explanations. 

(0) Enclisis. 
Some words seldom if ever stood by themselves: such 

words are called ‘Enclitics’ because they leant on other 
words: they then usually had no Accent of theirown. Thus 
cp. ef ris, Si quis, né-ve —» neu, audisne —> audin; cp. also mooa 

tra —> roo arra (p. 125). eiyé and dypi are still Enclitic in the 
Present Indicative. 

Some words often leant on the word which followed: thus 

cp. éx- in éxreivw: this is called ‘ Proclisis’. 

(p) Epenthesis. 
We have already seen sperio (cp. oréppa) > oreipw, tenid 

(cp. tendd) —> reivw: here it seems that the i-sound at first 
affected the previous Vowel by Assimilation (p. 176), and then 
was lost in the second Syllable. Cp. also koruad —> Ionic xovpy, 

monuos —> Ionic potvos (p. 32), pat-nd (patére) -—> pandnod -—> 

pando. 

In Greek we find Aa6-avw (cp. Aabeiy latére) > darvOdvw: 
here, as in parOdvu, etc., the v-sound was kept in both Syllables. 

(q) Loss of Letters, and ‘ Telescoping’ or Syncope. 

For the loss of the Final Syllable by ‘Apocope’, as in apo 
-> ap (ab), see pp. 73, 175. 
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In Greek and Latin we sometimes have one of two similar . 
Syllables disappearing: thus cp. dpdidopeds —> apopers, 
? rerparrela (p. 133) —> rtpdzela, Hyrpedisvov —> Huedusvov, nitritrix 
—> nitrix, venénificium -> venéficium, stipipendium > sti- 

pendium ; cp. also «idwAoAdtpera and idolatry. 
In Latin we find, chiefly owing to the Accent (p. 73), a 

tendency to ‘telescope up’ words such as calidus (caldus), 

validé (valdé), subrigd (surg6), pérrigo (pérgd), pirigd (pirgd), 

répepuli (réppuli), clévidd (claudd). 
In Conversational Latin the tendency was still stronger, as 

we see in fratrem -> fréve, and (mé)metipsi(ssijymum —> méme ! 

(r) Metathesis. 
(a) In Baciiéws as compared with Homeric BacrAjos, 

éoreates —> Eotates aS Compared with Homeric éorjores, and 

moéAews with zroAjos, we see what looks like an interchange of 
quantities: in the first two words there was once a F, and in 

the third a z. 

(B) In Ionic evOedrer (cp. evredbev), xiBdv (cp. xerdv), we seem 
to have a similar interchange of Aspirates: but it 1s possible 
that, in the awkward combinations éevfev and yOwv, lonic 
dropped one Aspirate and Attic the other. 

(y) In oxérropa: and specid we may possibly have an inter- 
change of k and p. 

(s) Metrical Convenience. 
The desire to fit certain words into the Verse led to many 

devices, of which the following are only a few :— 
(a) d@dvaros was scanned as @@dvaros: a- was probably from 

mg, though some might regard these words as being from 7 
(cp. p. 172); 

(8) silva (written silua and pronounced silwa) could be 
counted as three syllables: cp. genua, etc.; other letters were 
zt and eé, as in parietis (4 or 3 syllables), alved Oeos (3 or 2): cp. 
also glorious (3) with bilious (2) ; 

(y) fugat was fugat in Early Latin (cp. fugais), and audit 
(179) 
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was audit (cp. audis): not only did the Poets sometimes use 
the Archaic forms of these words, but they even used what 
are called ‘ false’ Archaisms, for the sake of the metre: thus 

cp. Vergil’s pénit, where the z probably came from é (cp. édeye 

legit). 

(¢) Prothests. 
Greek ¢-Aayvs (levis), é-pudpdv (rubrum), 4-voza (ndmen), 

d-pivw (? minis), show a ‘Prothetic’ letter to facilitate pro- © 
nunciation, as in Latin estella (Conversational Latin) -> étoile ; 

a similar letter may perhaps be seen in d-orjp (cp. stella), t-cO 
(cp. sumus). 

(u) Rhotacism. 
The change of s to 7 is called Rhotacism: we see it 

especially in Latin -s-, between Vowels and in certain other 

positions, as in cjenesi -» genere (cp. evyevés), wesna —> verna 
(cp. éoria): honor was due to Association with honorem, etc. 
(from -s- between Vowels). For instances where -s- does not 
—> -r-, cp. rosa, and see Conway’s Verner's Law in Italy. 

In Laconian and Elean we sometimes find final -s -» p, e.g. 

tip (ris) rotp (rots). 
For the change, see p. 205. 

Syncope ; see Loss. 
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37. Pronunciation of Greek and Latin Sounds. 

37, (a2) How were the following words and sounds pronounced 
in Classical times ? Give English Equivalents. 

(i) tstts, ara, petes unus non quot tuga vires ; 
(ii) au, ae, eu, oe, ut; 

(iii) pe: dpa: o€: py ov, oxdros, &, pdvov, dfov ; 
(iv) «, at, ot, vt, av (about 450 B.c.), ev, ov (450 B.c. and later). 

Latin. 

(i) istis, dra, petés inus non quot tuga vires. 
If we take these two lines 

Ma can’t yet make it feel too good, 
No! not yon piece of ear-ring could or would ; 

we shall have the Latin Vowel-sounds, and some Con- 

sonant-sounds also, viz. 

a (ma), d (can’t, when unaccented), 

é (yet), 2 (make), 
t (it), @ (feel), 
i (too, when accented), % (good), 
6 (no), 6 (not) ; 
i [incorrectly written as 7] (yon), 
s (piece), 
ry (ear-ring), 
c (could), 
v [more correctly written as u] (would). 

The above Latin Sentence should now be practised by being read out 
loud, again and again, before new instances are tried. It would be 
something like this in English letters :— 

isteece ahrdh pé-tayce oonvos known quot yoogah wee-race, 
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(ii) au, ae, eu, o¢, ut might be illustrated by an English 
Sentence 

Now buy new oil cruits, 

which, in Latin letters, would be 

nau bae neu oel cruits. 

The Diphthongs in Early times were sounded by the pro- 
nunciation first of one letter and then of the other: e.g. au 
would be, in an exaggerated form, ah-oo, which would get 

nearer to the sound of English now. 

But the pronunciation of some sounds differed at different 

Periods. 

Greek. 
(iii) Te: dpa: ce: here we should have sounds like those in 

the Latin words istis dra pe-, viz.: 

eep-hi : ahrah: sé- (this does not take the Note into account : 
see p. 193, below) ; 

fy ov, oKxdros, &, dovov dfov would have its Vowel-sounds 
approximately represented by the Prench words 

péere tu fumes encore ; 
‘ here we have 

n (pére, air), 
v (tu—not English), 
v (plume—not English), 

o (not), 

w (encore, oar). 

The Consonants would be easy, except for ¢ and ¢: 

¢ x 6 may be represented by the English sounds in top-hat, 
black-hat, pot-hat ; 

¢ by the English sound in glazed. 

- (iv) The Diphthongs «, a, o, w, av (about 450 B.c.), ev, ov 
(450 s.c. and later) might be illustrated by these English 
Sentences :— 

May I oil wheels? Down you go, do, 
which in Greek letters would be— 

pe (may), a, about 450 B.c. (I), or (oil), wAs (wheels): 
Savy (down), ev (you), you (g0)" te), 450 B.c., but later, dou (do). 



37 (b). Mistakes in Pronunciation. 

(b) Point out the mistakes which are often made in the 
pronunciation of : 

(i) ut parvos infans nunc civitas tacet ; 

(il) piac copads éyvOyoar. 

(b) (i) We sometimes hear 

ut parvos infans nunc civitds racet, 

not pronounced like this— 

oot parwoss eenfahnce noonk keewitahce yahket, 

but like this— 

ut parvus infanz nunk sigh-vitas jassit. 

This pronunciation contains more than fifteen mistakes, 

which should be worked out very carefully. The above Sen- 
tence, like the Sentences given above, should be thoroughly 

mastered: it should be read out loud again and again. 

(ii) We sometimes hear 
pila. copes éxvOnoav. 

not pronounced like this— 
rheezdye sop-horse eck-hut-hé-sahn (u being the Prench wu in tu, 
and é like the French é in mére), 

but like this— 

rye-zye soffoze eck-you-theesan. 
This pronunciation contains more than ten mistakes, which 

also should be worked out very carefully. 

(185) 



37 (c). Evidences for Greek and Latin Pronunciation. 

(c) Mention some of the Evidences as to the pronunciation of 
Classical Greek and Latin. 

(i) The Mater-Language (p. 10, foll.) gives us some evidence, 
as being the (great . . . grand-) mother of Greek and Latin: it 
can be to some extent reconstructed through a comparison 

of these with its other daughter-Languages, such as Sanskrit, 

Celtic, etc. ; 

(ii) these various Sister-Languages or Cousin-Languages 
themselves give some evidence as to the pronunciation of 
Classical Greek and Latin; and we may add 

(iii) the Descendants of Greek, and of Latin, especially the 
Romance Languages: for instance, the sound of @ in these 

Languages (English ah) gives evidence against Classical Greek 
and Latin d@ being sounded as they are in English late; more- 

over, such words as loi, foi, trois, voir, fier are evidence as to — 

the tendency of Classical légem, fidem, trés, vidére, fidere ; 

(iv) Grammarians, and other Authorities such as Varro, 
tell us a little: thus it seems that the ae- of aequos tended 

towards the sound of e- (of equos) lengthened ; 
(v) puns, such as the famous pun cave né eas and Cauneas, 

and other casual helps, may be utilised: thus we know that 
By was not unlike a sheep-noise ; 

(vi) Metre may throw light on some points, e.g. on the weak 
pronunciation of final m in Latin (‘elided’ before Vowels, or, 

perhaps, rather ‘ nasalising ’ the Vowel just before it), the scan- 
sion of genua as genwa, and of parietis as paryetis, may also be 
mentioned ; 
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(vii) writing and spelling are also to be noticed, and 
especially that of Inscriptions, Inscriptions being least liable 
to alterations and ‘modernisings’: thus we find dd’ dv, and 

sometimes dd’ dv, proving that ¢ was not our f, but rather our 

p-h of top-hat; again, maxumus and maximus, and the new 
letter introduced by the Emperor Claudius, point to a Latin 

u, in certain positions not unlike German 2%, or the French zu 

in une plume ; 

(viti) Transliterations from one language to another must 

be noticed: thus we find in Early Latin triumpus, and Pilipus 
(p. 45), which again show that Greek ¢ was not yet f. 
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37 (d). Advantages of Pronouncing Greek and Latin 

correctly. 

(d) Suggest a few of the advantages of pronouncing Greek 

and Latin more as they used to be pronounced, instead of pro- 

nouncing them ltke English sounds. 

In favour of the system of pronouncing e.g. the @ of fata like the 

English a in fate, in may be said 
(i) that this is still customary: that to change the custom would be 

a great trouble—to the present generations: this argument is usually 
brought against any proposed reform ; 

(ii) that English-speaking people find it easter to give the English 
values to letters: but see below (1, 2, and 8) ; 

(iii) that there are still some problems to be solved, and that it is 

better not to change till we change once for all: this argument also is 

usually brought against any proposed reform, even by those who dare 
not deny that the reform is in the right direction, and is, on the whole, 

neavey to the truth than the old custom is. We do not refuse to accept 
Darwin’s theory merely because it is not yet perfect: we should accept 
it provisionally, as being more likely than certain older views, but not 
necessarily final—we should not refuse to go forward because the goal 

is not yet certain; at any rate we know in which direction the goal lies. 
(iv) the statement that the ‘ English’ pronunciation ‘obscures the 

quantities of Vowels’ seems to me to be off the lines: it is as easy to 
give the right quantities to mensa (Nom.) and mensa (Abl.) by the ‘ Eng- 

lish’ pronunciation as by the other—in fact by the former it is easier. 
The ‘ false quantities’ are not an integral part of the ‘ English ’-method : 
they are an abuse of it. 

1. Against the ‘ English’ pronunciation (e.g. of the a of 
fata as in English fate), it may be mentioned that 

(a) the English pronunciation of some letters is almost 
unique, for few other Languages pronounce d as we do in fate ; 

(8) it is often historically inaccurate for Classical Greek 
and Latin; 
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(y) English represents many different sounds by the same 
letter or sign: thus the z of ‘I’ and ‘hit’ are very different ; 

(6) English uses many different letters or signs to repre- 
sent the same sound or a similar sound: e.g. cp. the Neutral- 

vowel sounds in a sentence like this, as it is sometimes pro- 

nounced :— 

Bother the villainous author’s bundles, mama. 

2. The more correct Pronunciation seems to have proved 

not only possible, but also successful, in America, and to some 

extent in Scotland, and in Wales; so it might be tried more 

generally in England. 

3. The Mdter-Language would be easier to reconstruct, if 

this more correct pronunciation were used, and 
4, the ‘relations between the various Sister-Languages and 

Cousin-Languages would become clearer ; 
5. the Classical Languages might be made more living, 

nearer to what they were when they were spoken: their 
rhythm and music, on which the speakers and writers spent so 

much time, would be better appreciated ; 

6. Accuracy in general, and useful researches in particular, 

would be encouraged ; 

7. at first, it is true, the pronunciation would be harder 
for English-speaking people, but it would be easy for people 
who speak other Languages, and might help intercourse with 

those people by means of Latin—an excellent medium of Con- 

versation ; 

8. the learning of other Languages by English-speaking 

people would become vastly easier: at present how many from 
a Public School or University can understand or speak such 

useful Languages as French and German? Their Vowel- 
sounds are made far easier if Greek and Latin be pronounced 

more correctly ; 
9. ‘False Quantities’ would be less and less frequent in 

Greek and Latin Verses, if Greek and Latin were read aloud 

in as near a way as possible to the way in which they were 

once spoken. 
(189) 



37 (e). Helps to Correct Pronunciation. 

(e) How might the more correct Pronunciation of Greek 
and Latin be helped ? 

1. Abstruse points should be avoided at first. 
For instance, 
(a) Classical ¢ (r) and d (3) were pronounced with the tongue nearer 

to the teeth than English ¢ and d ; 
(8) Classical » (v) was more ‘ Dental’ than English n ; 
(y) Latin -m was usually a weaker sound than English -m ; 

(3) the Classical Pronunciation changed from time to time: thus cp. 
Greek ov p. 184, which changed as in the words ‘ go to’; 

(e) the sounds of Attic oo and rr are still doubtful; and other Pro- 
blems remain to be solved. 

The general facts which we do know are sufficient for beginners. 

2. The start should be made by 
(a) a few words, 

(b) with English equivalents; these few words should be 

thoroughly mastered 

(c) by constant reading aloud, and 
(d) by correction (by self or by others), till they are 
(e) absolutely and thoroughly familiar ; then 
({) other words and sentences should be tried. 
(g) Long Vowels should be very carefully marked, especially 

in Latin (which had not its 7 and w): this is most important. 

Note.—Reading aloud (for which Prizes might well be 
offered) should be practised at Schools especially, where it 
would form a pleasant break in the hour’s work: it is a fallacy to 
regard it as a waste of time, for it is an indispensable help, e.g. 
towards understanding the rhythm and music, and the mean- 
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ing, of the original, and towards learning foreign Languages. 

And this Reading aloud, or Reading aloud to oneself (if the 
expression may be pardoned), should never be discontinued. 
Translation of Greek or Latin should never be attempted until 

the Greek or Latin has been read out loud. 

3. For Details, the reader should carefully study The Restored Pronun- 
ciation of Greek and Latin, by Arnold and Conway (Cambridge University 

Press). I owe a great deal of the above to this excellent little pamphlet, 

with which I heartily agree. 
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38 (a). Greek and Latin Accents. 

38. (2) What was the nature of the Greek (as opposed to the 
° Latin) ‘Accents’. Explain the Accent-stgns, and 

(b) accentuate the following words, with a few Notes: 
Zev, inev, dva, eis, avOpurros tis, Avorws, Ovpos, Badwv and Badrev, 
ddaparos, dvopaxAvtos, Tpotatov, eldevat, popovpev, dAAa., atpos. 

(a) ‘It was a compact cémpact, was it ?’ 

Say these words, and notice how 
1. the Note changes: notice how the tune (so to speak) in 

which we say the statement ‘ It is’, differs from the tune in 

which we say the Question ‘Is it?’ The tendency of the tune 
of our ordinary Sentence is downwards, from the higher note 

to the lower; in fact, most Sentences (at least in our Lan- 

guage apart from Dialect-peculiarities) end unsatisfactorily if 

they end on a higher note—they sound incomplete. A Ques- 
tion is meant to sound incomplete: in fact, an ordinary 
Question is not a complete Sentence, but is only the beginning 

of a Sentence which is not ended till the Answer has come: 

we might say that a Question like ‘Where is Jones?’ 1s the 
beginning of a Sentence (‘Jones is ——’) which the Answer 
will complete (‘ in town’). This is called Sentence- 
Accent, and may have been to some extent common to Greek 

and Latin: see also p. 74. 

2. Notice the Stvess on the first Syllable of cémpact, and on 

the second Syllable of compact: cp. also cémpound and com- 
pound, céntract and contract. In the Accented Syllable we 
use more force and muscular effort, and often more distinctness. 
This was the ordinary Latin Accent, which can be best seen 
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in words like audin? wt sésé cérrigat melidribus oboddit, | 
ostentitione deposita, 

(i) It rarely fell on the last Syllable, except in words like 
audin ? (from audfsne), and in Monosyllables like it (where the 
Accent can be regarded as falling on the first Syllable) ; 

(ii) it regularly fell on the last Syllable but one, if this was 
Long, as in sése, oboédit ; but 

(iii) it fell on the last Syllable but two, if the last but one 
was short, as in cérrigat, melioribus. 

These two Accents were most important in the scansion of 
the Saturnian metre (see p. 55). 

Thus it seems never to go back beyond the three Final 

Syllables : but there are two exceptions, viz. 

(iv) a Secondary Accent, which would come before this 
Accent, as in ostentatiédne, where 0 had the Main, and 4 the 

Secondary Accent ; 
(v) in Early Latin the Accent, probably the Main Accent, 

fell on the first’ Syllable of every Accented word, and it was 

this Accent that helped to change légomenot and légemenai to 
légimini (p. 91) ; 

Latin, therefore, had Stress-Accents. Notice, however, 

that the Accent on facere did not blur the sounds of the two 
e’s that followed: see p. 183. 

Historic Greek, on the other hand, had a Note or Pitch 

Accent: thus 
(2) vévos meant that the first ¢ was pronounced on a higher, 

or rather on a rising Note: vozes meant that the second o was 
so pronounced ; 

(>) in a Sentence, this second voues would appear as vopo : 
this 6 marked a descending Note, and 6 may (for practical pur- 

poses) be considered as if it had no Accent-sign at all: in 

fact, we might write the word voyes Or vopos; 
(c) the Civcumflex reveals its origin when we split up @ or 

a into da: there was first a rising Note and then a descending 
Note. 
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Was the sign of a Short Vowel (4), in its origin, this Circumflex 

reversed and turned upside down ? 

The Classical Greek Accent was therefore not a sign of 

Stress but a sign of Note, though in Greek, as in Sanskrit, 
there was a tendency for it to become, by degrees, a sign of 

Stress. Modern Greek is scanned by Accent, though it is not 

the same thing as Stress: in Modern Greek pu dede Oca 
TnAndda ’AxAjos could not be a Hexameter.* 

(b) Greek Accentuation. 

Note on the Greek Accent. 

For further information, see Giles’ Manual, King and Cookson’s Com- 

parative Grammar, and various Articles in the Classical Review, American 
Journal of Philology, etc. : the subject is most complicated, and only a 

few views are selected here. Whitney’s Sanskrit Grammar will also be 
found useful by those who will take the ‘trouble to study it: Sanskrit 
gives us very valuable evidence about the Mater-Language Accent. 
Bloomfield’s Article in the A.J. P. (vol. ix.) is worth studying carefully. 

Zed: if we wrote this as Zét (Sanskrit Dyéu), and compared 
the Nominative Ze’s with Sanskrit Dyaus, we should clearly 
see the Accent going back in the Vocative: in the Mater- 

Language the Accent, in the Vocative, regularly fell on the 
first Syllable of the word: cp. also zarjp zarépa, but Vocative 
TATE. 

iwev: in the Mater-Language the Finite Verb, 
(a2) in Main Sentences was Unaccented (see ei below), 

except when it began the Sentence ; 

(8) in Subordinate Sentences it was Accented, and the 
Accent was ‘ free ’ (i.e. not confined to the last three Syllables) : 
thus here it would be imén or imés. Notice the effect of the 
‘: the Root (e7-, o7-, z-) is in its III-Stage (z-), whereas in eémi 
or ? Zimi it is in its I-Stage. See pp. 74-75. 

In Greek, the ‘ Recessive’ Accent in Finite Verbs, and in 
some other words (see Avors below), changed ipnév to tev. 

* It is interesting to read the Modern Greek Poems which are scanned 
not according to the Length of the Vowel but by the Accents. 
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dva,: 

(i) as a Preposition, it would be Accented dvd, which in a 
Sentence would become dva, i.e. would lose its Accent; 

(ii) by ‘ Anastrophe’ (p. 175) it would be Accented as dva; 
(iii) as a Finite Verb, meaning ‘ Up!’ ‘ Rise up!’, it would, 

like other Finite Verbs, have the ‘ Recessive’ Accent, and be 

dva: for other instances, cp. év, ér, meaning éveore and éreore; 

(iv) dva ‘o king’, from dva(xr), needs no explanation. 

epee 

(i) eye ‘1 will go’ was from etm: or ? imi ; 
(ii) eis ‘I am’ is still unaccented and ‘ Enclitic’, when it 

is unemphatic: this is a trace of the time when most Finite 
Verbs were unaccented in Main Sentences (p. 194), dy in the 

Present being another survival of this: possibly a third was 

ei (from et, Imperative) in Homer's ei 5¢ ézévrve ‘ but go (and) 
equip... 

(iii) Emphatic eiyi probably has not its ‘“Mater-Language 
Accent. 

dvOpurds tis (cp. p. 178) shows 
(2) ‘ Enclitic’ rus throwing back its Accent on to the 6; 
(b) the Accent of dvOpwiros going further back than the 

three morae, as they are called; if we work backwards, we find 

that o gave one mora, and w gave two; we might therefore 

expect dv@paG7os, and there are signs that this may have been 
the Earlier Accent (cp. Early tporatov, becoming rporaiov later 

on): possibly dyOpwros was due to Association with words 
Accented like dveuos, where ‘ the Rule of the three Morae ’ was 
adhered to. 

Avors: the Mater-Language Accent was lutis, as we can see 

from the III-Stage (/u) being used (cp. zarépa zarpds, below). 
The ‘ Recessive’ Accent seems have spread (e.g. from the Verb) 
to some Nouns like this, though other Nouns (like 6vyds) re- 
sisted it. 

Gipds. The Miater-Language Accent is preserved here, 
though ‘ Aeolic’, like Latin, had the ‘ Recessive’ Accent, i.e. 
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Giyes, and (with Stress Accent) fiimus: contrast, however, 
Attic @3ou0s, which was from -més. 

Badov and Badetvy. The Mater-Language had the Accent 

on the last Syllable in Baddy, as we see from Sanskrit: the 
‘Recessive’ Accent did not influence these words, because 

they were not, in Early times, Rinite Verb forms: Badd was 

an Adjective and Bade a Substantive. 

dSduaros. In the Mater-Language -t6s was Accented: but 
in Compound Words like this, and cp. words compounded with 
émi-, etc., the Accent went back to the Indeclinable Prefix: 

but the Greek ‘ Rule of the three Morae’ could only let the 
Accent as far back as the third Syllable from the end. 

dvopakAvTos: svopa, and xAurds (cp. above), would represent 
the Mater-Language Accents: but in Composition we should 
have dyvdpuaxAvurds, and then, by the ‘ Rule of the three Morae ’, 

évopdxAurés. The first Accent was sacrificed. 

tporratov (Early), later rpdrasov: see dyOpwros (above). 

eidevaze In Sanskrit we find a Case-form ddvdné (é repre- 
senting -at). Apparently as a rule the Dative -ai was Accented, 

but the ‘ Locative’ cidé& (cp. aié&v) may have influenced the 
Accent of the Dative-form. The ‘ Recessive’ Accent did not 
come into play here, as the word was once a Substantive (cp. 
above). 

gopotuev: The Circumflex is explained by the Accents on 
gopédpev, the Accent on the ¢€ being the ‘ Recessive’ Accent, 
and going as far back as the Greek ‘ Rule of the three Morae’ 
allowed. 

d\Aa as a ‘ Neuter Plural’ needs no explanation; dA\a was 
perhaps once identical with this form, but was differentiated 

from it by the Accent—dAAqa being set apart for one function, 
and d\Ad for another. 

mwatpos: the Mater-Language form was potrés, the Accent 
falling on the Case-Ending -6s ; where the Accent fell on the 
Suffix, we have e.g. patérm -—> warépa. With this compare 
cvdv, but xuvés. See p. 75. 
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39. How did the best MSS. spell 
(a) the Greek Words for.:— 
‘I knew’, ‘thou knewest’, ‘he knew’, ‘I save’, ‘I was 

going to’, ‘I wished’, ‘if’ [with the Subjunctive], ‘I arrange’, 
‘with’, ‘always’, ‘boldness’, ‘he dies’, ‘thou art said’: 

Give the Greek for ‘I struck’, ‘I was struck’, ‘I will come’ ; 

(b) the Latin Words for :— 
(i) ‘dead’ (Nom. and Acc.), ‘horse’, (do.), ‘of the son’, 

‘towers’ (Nom. and Acc.) ; 
(ii) ‘yoke’, ‘at Rome’, ‘ pleasant to behold’ ; 
(ii) ‘I throw away’. 

(a) Greek Words. 
709, Hono8a, pda, odlw, EnedrAov, EBovAduny, édy Or dy, Tagore 

fiv aici Odpros (Old Attic, e.g. of Thucydides), rdrra civ dei 

Odppos ot Odfgpos (New Attic, e.g. of Demosthenes), Orjoxe., 
A€yer or A€yy ; 

érdraga (not érupa, nor érvmov), érAryynv, ue or pedAAw with 
the Infinitive (not éAeJoopat). 

(6) Latin :— 
(i) Endings— 
2nd Declension—Nom. and Acc. Sing. mortuos, mortuom ; 

equos, equom, or ecus, ecum; Gen. Sing. fili not filii. 

3rd Declension—Nom. Plur. of i-stems, turrés, Acc. Plur. 
turris. 

(11) Miscellaneous —i, never j; u, never v—rule seldom ad- 

hered to in Books; no diphthongs, e.g. never 2, ce, but always 

ae, oe, 
(ii) List of Useful Words (as spelt in Quintillian’s time) : 

abicio, adicio, adulescens (Noun), aestimo, fui, amoenus, 
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ancora, anulus, auctor, auctéritas, Autumnus, bélua, beneficium, 

bracchium and brachium, biicina, cfecus not coecus, caelebs 

not coelebs, caelum, caenum, caerimGnia and caerem@Gnia, 

caesaries, Caména, caussa, céna, céterum, céteri, clipeus, com- 

minus, condicio, c6nect6, conitor, c6nived, c6nubium, coniunx, 

contio, convicium, cottidie and cdtidie, dicid, dindsc6, élegans, 

emptus, epistula, erus, existim6, exsanguis, exscindo, faenus 

and fénus, faenum and fénum, fécundus, futtilis, genetivos, 
genetrix, gléba and glaeba, Hadria, haréna probably better 

than aréna, harund6, hedera, hiems, holus and olus, ilicé, 

inclitus and inclutus (older), incoh6 and inchod, indutiae, 
intellego, liippiter, lacrima and lacruma (older), libet: lubet is 

the older spelling, littera better than litera, litus, malevolos, 
mercénnarius, milia, mixtus, monumentum and monimentum, 

multa: mulcta is the old spelling, nactus and nanctus, navos 
neglegs, né ‘ verily’ better than nae, neglegd, néquiquam and 

néquicquam novicius, nuntio, oboedid, obscénus, onustus, 

Paeligni, paene, paenitet, paulum: paullum is the older spel- 

ling, percontor, probably better than percunctor, Pollid and 

Polis, pomerium, prélum, proelium, prdscaenium, pulcher 

superseded pulcer, quattuor, quotiés: quotiens is the older 

spelling, Raetia, reccidi, reciper6: recupero is the older spel- 

ling réligio: relligid is the older spelling, réliquiae: relliquiae 

is the older spelling, repperi, reppuli, rettuli, saeculum, saepes, 

saepio, satira and satura (older), scaena, sepulcrum, sescenti, 
sétius not secius, solacium, sollemnis, sollers, stilus, sticus, 

sulphur and sulpur, suscensed, suspicid, taeter, tempts, thé- 

saurus: thensaurus is the older spelling, tings and tinguG, 

transmitt6, etc., and tramitto, etc., umerus better than humerus, 

umor, umidus, better than humor, humidus ungué and ungé, 

valétiids not valitidd, Vergilius, Virginius, vertex; vortex is 

the older spelling, vicésimus, vilicus, not villicus. 

See further, Dr. Reid’s Editions of Cicero, and Lindsay’s 
Historical Latin Grammar, from which most of the above are 
selected. The Long Vowels are not all marked in this List. 
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40. Organs of Speech. 

40, Give some account of the Organs of Speech, showing how 
sounds are made. 

Sounds are made when air is blown by bellows (the Lungs), 
through a pipe (called the Trachea): at one part of this pipe the 

passage can be made narrow or it can be left open: this part is 

where the ‘ Vocal Chords’ or ‘Cords’ are, and the tone will depend 
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largely upon the narrowness or openness of these ‘ Chords ’— 

the narrower opening of course producing a higher Note. 

Hence the air passes into what has been called the Voice-box, 

‘and in this Voice-box it is modified and enlarged. Thence the 

air comes out, as one sees in the Diagram, either by the 
Mouth-passage, or by the Nose-passage, or partly by both: for 

you can breathe either when you hold your nose tight, or when 

you keep your mouth shut tight, but not when you do both to- 

gether (except for a little breath that may come through the 
ears): as a rule you probably breathe through both mouth and 

nose, though for ordinary purposes the nose-breathing is the 

better. 

In technical Language, the air passes through the Trachea, the 

Larynx, the Glottis (the slit between the Vocal ‘Chords’), and the 

_ Pharynx: the air can be breathed-in or inhaled through the mouth and 
the nose: the latter is better, as the nose both warms and filters the 

air before letting it pass to the Lungs. 

Now by which opening does your breath come out when you 
speak—through the mouth or through the nose? How can you 

decide which opening you are going to use? Well, the Nose- 

opening can be closed by a movable piece of flesh, and I dare- 
say you have used it when you have drunk something which 
you did not want to taste, that is to say unless you adopted 

the plan of holding your nose. 

In trying the following sounds you will find it easier to 
notice what happens, if you exaggerate. 

(i) Breathe ordinarily, and little or no sound will be heard ; 
(ii) breathe more forcibly, and you will hear a sound like 

her or hah ; 

(iii) now shut your mouth and try to say ‘papa’: probably 

you will not be able to get much nearer than ‘kaka’, for 
‘papa’ needs the use of the lips: p is a Labzal. 

In Ventriloquising one has to begin by sounds like ‘ Hullo!’, and 
proceed to Guttural Sounds like ‘kaka’: by degrees one can learn to 
say something very like ‘ papa’ without moving the lips: for of course 
it does not do for a ventriloquist to use his lips. 
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‘Papa’ has a ‘Sharp’ Labial, while baba has a ‘Soft 
Labial, and father very well have still ‘ softer’ Labials (f and 

v being very near to Dentals); now after these sounds 
(p, b, f, v, w) add the h-sound, and we have what are called 
‘Aspirated Labials’, cp. up-hill, ab-hor, Golf-house, etc. 

Now say ‘Mama’, and you will find that here also you use 
the lips: this is called a Labial Nasal, but notice that you can 
say ‘Mama’ while you are holding your nose: see also (iv), 
below. 

(iv) Now say ‘éut-tut’, and notice what happens: you feel 
your tongue moving, perhaps quite touching your ¢eeth, per- 
haps only nearly touching them: the letter ¢ will be a Denéal, 

a sharp Dental. 

The distinction between ‘ Alveolars’, ‘Dentals’, and ‘ Cerebrals’, 

need not be studied here: see Giles’ Manual, § 67 and 68. 

Here, again, besides the ‘Sharp’ ¢, we have the ‘ Soft’ @ in 
‘dada’, and ‘Aspirated’ Dentals in ané-hill and mad-house. 

In ‘ Sissy’ and ‘ Liszy’ we have hissed or Sibilant Dentals. 
In ‘ Mama’ we had a Labial Nasal: in ‘ Nana’ we have a 

Dental Nasal. Here, again, you can say ‘ Nana’ while holding 

your nose quite tight : but this is not the natural way of saying 
it, and, when you have a bad cold and find it hard to breathe 

through your nose, the sound of a word like ‘moon’ comes out 

more like ‘bood’: this shows that, in pronouncing Nasals, 

some of the air naturally passes through the nose. The same 
will apply to the Guttural Nasal of ‘ king’: you can say ‘ king’ 

while you are holding your nose quite tight, but, as a rule, 
when you say ‘king’ you send‘ some air through your nose: 
and when you have a bad cold you will generally say ‘ kig’ (cp. 
‘bood’ for ‘ moon’). 

(v) Now say ‘king’ and ‘get’: your tongue is farther 
back than in ‘ tut-tut ’, and of course much farther back than 

in ‘papa’: it is nearer to the throat or Guttur, and ng is the 

Guttural Nasal: here we have ‘Sharp’ k, ‘Soft’ g; ‘ ink- 

horn’ and pig-house would give ‘ Aspirated’ Gutturals, and 
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‘king’ the Nasal Gutturals : these are called Palatals (p. 173), 
and ng would be a Palatal. 

(vi) If ‘you say ‘kong’ and ‘gone’, your tongue will be 

still farther back: these sounds are called Velar, as the tongue 
is nearer to the Velum, the ‘veil’ that can close the Nose- 

passage (see above). 
(vii) After these sounds try the words ‘ trilling ’ and ‘ thril- 

ling’: these will give the Liquids, r and I. 
Is this all for the ‘Consonants’? No: for there still 

remain | 

(viii) the sounds which we make in passing from one letter to 
another: thus, in saying ‘up it goes’, we have not only a 

Labial (p), a. Dental (), and a Velar Guttural (g), but we also 
have the sounds made in ‘ gliding’ from letter to letter: hence 

the name ‘ Glides’, 

Writing does not often represent these ‘ Glides’: on the other hand, 
English writing especially is fond of preserving certain sounds which 
are no longer heard, as in the word ‘ night’. 

In fact, as with human beings, so with letters, each is liable 

to be influenced by his neighbours, and not by his next-door 
neighbours alone: this we saw in the case of Op.xds (p. 133), 
where x changed @ to 7: and see Assimilation (p. 176). 

(ix) The Vowels also have the tongue in different positions : 
there is no space to work this out here, but notice the changes 

when you say 00, oar, ah, er, ay, ee, eye. 

In order to realise the changes, utter the sounds with great 
force. 

Of the Vowels, according to their Graeco-Latin pronunciation 
(p, 183, foll.), @ was Velar, o and u Velar and Labial, e andi Palatal and 

Dental, See further Giles’ Table (opp. p. 78 of the Manual). 
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41. Instances of Sound-Changes. 

41, Write Notes on the history of— 
(a) -s- between Vowels in Greek and in Latin ; 
(b) the combination of two Dentals in Greek and in Latin. 

It must be remembered that most Sound-changes were 
(a) very gradual, and 
(6) practically unconscious. 
The word ‘imperceptible’ will give the idea of both (a) and 

(b). 

(a) -s- between Vowels. See Conway on Verner’s Law (p. 7). 

In Sanskrit we find the -s-, under certain conditions, getting a 
sound like the sh of ‘ wishy-washy’: thus the word for ‘sage’ (rsi) was 
pronounced ‘Rishi’. Sometimes, however, we find Sanskrit -s- —> -r-, 

and sometimes we find s —> kh, and this reminds one of Jenesi —> Latin 
geneve, Greek yeve's —> yéve. 

Through what stages did -s- between Vowels pass, in order 
that, in a word likeeJenesi, it should become 

(i) Latin -7- in genere, 
(ii) Greek ‘, and then nothing, in yever > yéver? 

At first -s- here sometimes became softened to a z- or sh- 

~ sound, cJenes(h)i. 
This z(h)-sound in Latin (as in English were, cp. was) gradu- 

ally, very gradually, passed into a kind of 7z(h) sound, then the 
2(h) became softer and fainter, till it died away and left the -r- 
alone. But another explanation may be possible, viz., that 

-s- —> a sound like -rh-, 
In Greek the s- or s-sound, between Vowels, as well as at 

the beginnings of words before Vowels, very gradually passed 
(205 
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into a kind of sh- or zh-sound (not rzh): here again the s- or 
z-sound became softer and fainter, till it died away and left the 
h-sound alone (cp. septem and érrd); between Vowels this 

h-sound itself died away in Greek (but cp. Laconian péd, on p. 
32), and often the two Vowels ‘contracted’: cp. in Latin 
nihil —> niil — nil. 

(b) The combination of two Denials. 

Sanskrit, as we see in the word Buddha, liked certain combinations 

of Dentals, but Greek and Latin found them harder. English people 
seldom pronounce these sounds distinctly when they try to talk Sanskrit 
or one of the Indian Dialects. 

In English we find it easier to say ‘towards them’ than to 
say (distinctly) ‘toward them’; and in Early Greek and Latin 
we find the s-sound actually growing up between two Dentals, 
so that ‘ Dental + Dental’ -> Dental + s + Dental. 

In Greek, a combination like id-s-re (from uid-te) —> tore, 

the first Dental become merged in the s-sound : cp. also minis 
—> 1i0-s-tis —> Trigtis. 

In Latin we have a different development, for skid-s-tos 

(from skid-tos) —> scidssos —> scissus: when the previous Vowel 
was long, we have only one -s-, as in bheidh-tos —> fid-s-tus —> 

fisus. : 

Greek has something not unlike this in the change of 
peduria to peditoa, and thence sometimes to pédrra, but some- 

times to pedXiooa (cp. our pronunciation of condition, which 
shows a different s-sound, however). 

In both Greek and Latin we get extension by Association (p. 67) with 
such forms: thus, in Latin, missus (cp. miftd) and fisus (cp. fundd) - 
helped to produce pulsus rather than pultus (cp. raArds), and, in Greek, 

Tore (cp. ideiv) helped to produce fouey rather than Buer, 
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THE ALPHABEBETS. 





Note.—Here, as elsewhere, we shall proceed from the best-known to 
the less well-known, and we shall take the English Alphabet as our 
starting-point : from this we shall pass to Latin, and thence to Greek. 

For details about the Alphabets, see Giles’ Manual, King and Cook- 

son’s Comparative Grammar, and, best of all, Roberts’ Introduction to 
Greek Epigraphy : for a special study, this book is indispensable. 

42. Classical Latin Alphabet compared and contrasted 
with ours. 

42, How did the Classical Latin Alphabet differ from ours ? 

The Classical Latin Alphabet was very like our own Alpha- 
bet, but 

(i) J did not belong to it, for Latin wrote and pronounced 

the word for ‘ yoke ’, for instance, as zugum, with a y-sound ; 

(ii) W did not belong to it, nor yet 
(iii) U as distinct from V: in Capitals V, in Cursive-hand 

u, represented the w-sound and the w-sound of our words 

‘wine’ and ‘put’ (VINVM uinum, PVTO puts). 
j and v were not introduced into MSS. till Medizeval times, 

when the pronunciation of the Latin words for ‘yoke’ and 

‘wine’ had changed. 

Now let us cancel those letters in which the Latin Alphabet 

more or less resembled the Attic Greek Alphabet of 400 B.c. ; 
and then we shall see what is noteworthy. 

Note.—The resemblance is sometimes in appearance and outward 
form rather than in sound: but we are discussing mainly the outward 
form here. 

14 (209) 
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43. Attic Greek Alphabet and its connexion with the 
later Latin Alphabet. 

43. What was the general connexion between the Attic Greek 
Alphabet (in the time of Demosthenes), and the Latin 
Alphabet in the time of the Emperor Claudius P 

The Greeks ‘ borrowed’ their Alphabet from the Phe- 
nicians, who were not its inventors, however: the Phoenicians 

were chiefly carriers of the ancient world, rather than origi- 
nators. Some say that the Earliest Alphabet which Greece 
had (through the Phoenicians) came from the Egyptians, 
others that it came from the Babylonians, others that it came 

from the Hittites (who were probably Mongolians). 
The Greeks did not keep this Alphabet unchanged, for it 

lacked Vowel-signs: they therefore altered it. 

But all the Greeks did not alter it in the same way : there 
was 

I, an Eastern Greek Alphabet, used by most of the Greeks 
in Greece proper and in Asia Minor, and 

II. a Western Greek Alphabet (see the plan on p. 17) used 
especially by the Greeks in Italy and Sicily. 

From the Eastern came the Attic Alphabet, with some 

changes, and from the Western came the Latin Alphabet, also 

with some changes. 

Attic Greek, [A] [B] T [A] E Z H @ [1] K [A] [M] [N) & 
Of] (PJ) SJ] (T] Y @ x ¥ a. 

Latin (i) [A] [B] C [D] EB PF G H [I] K (rave) [L] [M] 

[N] O [P] Q [R] [S] [T] V (@) X ¥ Z; 
(ii) Numerals, CD or M, D, © | or L, X; 
(iii) (Claudius’ Innovations) t (the sound between i and x, 

as in maxymus or maxzmus, p. 45: cp. French une, German 
%), 1 (Consonantal u, or w), > (ps, and bs which was pronounced 
like ps). These did not continue. 

Thus the Aitic Greek eo)” was an Eastern Alphabet, 
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changed in some respects, e.g. by the addition of 0; the 

Claudian Latin Alphabet was a Western Alphabet, changed in 

some respects, e.g. by 

(a) the adoption, later on, of certain Greek letters like Y, 
and of 

(b) Claudius’ letters (see above). 
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44.. History of certain Letters in the Greek and Latin 
Alphabets. 

44., Give a shori history of the following Letters of the Greek 

and Latin Alphabets :— 
(a) Greek H, F, 

(b) Latin C, X, Y, Z, the Numeral-signs, Q. 

(a2) We know the Attzc Alphabet (see above): how did it 
differ from the Western ? 

. (i) In 403 B.c., H was adopted to denote the sound of é (as 

in mére), and Q to denote the sound of 6 (as in oar). 

Note.—The Long Vowel of « was now not 7 but e, as we see by the 

Contraction of érolee into érores. Cp. éxptcooy and -ouv. . 

In the Western Alphabet, H represented the ‘ Aspirate’, 

(ii) The Classical Attic Alphabet had no RP, though RF is 
found in some Greek Dialects (pp. 32, 38): in the Western 

Alphabet R was found, but at first not with the value of 

Latin F, but rather with a W- or WH-sound, somewhat as in 
our word which. See p. 49. 

(b) (i)—C: 
In the Western Alphabet, as in the Eastern, the third 

letter was T (C): in Early Latin this served not only for the 
g-sound but also for the k-sound (though k is also found, and 
survived in K. for Kaeso): later on, for the g-sound the shape 

of the letter was slightly mot 19) (G), while the old form still 
( 
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continued to be used with the k-sound. As in the initials K. 
(Kaess), KK (castra), etc., we have a trace of K, so in the 
initials C. and Cn. (Gaius and Gnaeus) we have a trace of the 
g-sound of C, a trace of the time when C was more closely 
connected with its parent, ydypya or I. 

G (= g) is assigned to about the time of Appius Claudius the Censor 
(312 B.c.). 

(ii)—X : 

In the Bastern Alphabet, X was x (k-h, as in black-hat) ; in 

the Western Alphabet X was € or x, and came before ¢: in 
Early Latin, however, we find the x-sound represented by xs, 

as in saxsum: it is possible that this symbol was also used as 
a Numeral (10): see below. 

(iii)—Y : 
To represent the Greek v-sound, Latin at first used V (x), 

as in Aeguptus: then Latin invented a modification of Greek 
Y, viz. Y, to represent the Greek v-sound more accurately, 

and we find Aegyptus. 

(lv) —Z : 
The Early Latin Alphabet had Z, and so had Oscan and 

Umbrian, but S was found sufficient for the sibilant-sound : 

later on, however, about the time of Cicero, Z was re-intro- 

duced from the Greek Alphabet, with Y to represent the 
Greek Z, which till then had been represented bys or ss (as 
in Plautus’ trapessita, cp. rpde{a). 

(v) The Numeral-signs. 
Early Latin used 6 and the last letters of the Western 

Alphabet as Numeral-signs (cp. p. 210): viz. 
© as 100 (perhaps afterwards -> C, cp. Centum), 
X as 10, 

_ @ as 1000 (afterwards — S02 —> M, cp. Mille), 
D, half of this, 500 (hence the letter D, 500), 
U, 50 (afterwards L, perhaps through L). 
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(vi)—Q: 
The Western Alphabet, as distinct from the Eastern, had 

O or Koppa, with a k-sound: a horse branded with this sign 

was Called xorzarias (Aristoph., Clouds, 23). In Barly Latin 
we find Q used, e.g. in peqiinia, but, later on, it was confined 
to the qu-sound, as in quaré. 

45. Greek Alphabets (Local). 

45. By what signs would you recognise the Alphabets (especially 
the Archaic Alphabets) of 

(i) Cyprus, 
(ii) Corinth, 
(iii) Argos, 
(iv) Boeotia, 
(v) Laconia ? 

(i) Cyprus: The Syllabic system (by which every syllable 
ends in a Vowel) is found here: e.g. racaydpav appears as 
sa-ta-sa-ko-va-u, wréddw as po-to-li-ne: see further Cauer’s 
Delectus ; 

Note.—The following peculiarities are of course not found 
on all the Inscriptions of the particular place, but only on one 
or more. See Roberts, Vol. I. — 

(ii) Corinth : [1.1(B), C<I (7), B (©; FA), £0,M (0); 
(iii) Argos: { C (y), E (e 7), El (A), M (o), B(p); 

(iv) Boeotia : EH (9), VA), 0 © (0), Bp), 8 (*), V &); 

(v) Laconia: TAC (y), X (&), R (p). 
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PART VIII. 

ETYMOLOGY AND SEMANTIQUE, OR THE 

MEANINGS OR WORDS. 





Etymology, in one of its senses, is concerned with the 
meanings of words, and the ways in which those meanings may 

change. Some Principles of change we have seen already: 

but we have seen them applied to the sounds and forms of 

words, rather than to their meanings. For instance, we have 

seen what is meant by a ‘Law of Sound-change’, and an 

apparent exception to a Law (p. 66); we have seen what is 
meant by ‘ Analogy’ or Association (p. 67), and by ‘ Contami- 
nation’ or Blending (p. 69), in so far as these Principles 

affect the sounds and forms of words. 

46. Principles of Evolution compared with Principles 

of Language. 

46, ‘The history or “ Evolution” of the meanings of words is 
very like the history or Evolution of various things in the 

world of Nature’. Illustrate and comment on this 

statement. 

Are the lives of words at all like the lives of men? ‘ Evolu- 

tion’ tells us a great deal about the ‘ Heredity’ and ‘ Environ- 
ment’ of men, about the way in which a man is influenced by 
his companions and his surroundings and in turn influences 
them ; but are there any such Principles to be found in the 
history of words? 

Let us start with an instance. 
We have seen that people form groups and that the 

members of a group are liable to influence one another. Thus, - 
of three men, one may be quiet and the other two may be 

lively. If these three are often together, the result will pro- 
(217) 
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bably be either that the one quiet man will become livelier, or 

that the two lively men will become quieter; or both these 
results may go on side by side. 

But, it will be said, surely words are not anything like this: 

surely the words in our minds are not in groups but in pigeon- 
holes—each in a pigeon-hole of its own. 

In answer to this I refer to p. 68, where we have seen 

that the Greek number for 800 changed its form because it 

happened to belong to the group of ‘numbers for hundreds,’ 

and to come between 700 and 900: éxrwxdcio became éxraxdcrot 
by Association (p. 68). 

There is, however, this important difference between per- 

sons and words. As we shall see directly, words, like persons, 

have their heredity, their environment, their individuality : 

they may become specialised or fossilised, and in many other 

respects they may be like persons; but they have no free 
choice and no consciousness ; in fact, they are dependent on 

persons, they cannot use themselves; they must wait to be 

used. 

Science or ‘ Evolution’ tells us about the history of a person. 
1. It tells us that he has a certain stock-in-trade given him 

by his parents, and this is called his ‘ Heredity’. With this he 
starts life. 

2. He lives with certain people, and in certain places, and 

these people and places influence him and he influences them. 

These surroundings of his are called his ‘ Environment’. 

3. It is well known that persons of the same groups may 

influence one another very considerably ; and that these groups 

may change ; thus the baby will be influenced by the home- 

group, the boy by the school-group, the man by the college- 

group or the business-group or whatever the group may be. 

This may be called the influence of Association. 
4, Owing to these influences, no one man remains what he 

was to start with. Every one changes and every one changes 
differently. Every one has something which distinguishes him 
from every one else, and this is called his Individuality. 

(218) 
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While still young this person becomes able to do more and 

more things better and better; but he finds that he does cer- 

tain things especially well. He is not alone in the world: 
there are many others besides, with whom he may have to 
struggle for a good position or for higher things than that, or 

even for mere existence; and his success will depend largely 

on how fit he is for his particular life, and on how well he uses 
his powers. 

5. This is called the Struggle for Existence, and it results in 

the Survival of the Fittest ; for at first, in looking round us, we 

are apt to say that there are too many people in the world, 

that there are more than we need for the various purposes of 

life: where one would be enough, we find several. 

6. This person will probably take up some special branch 

in life—for instance, he will go in for trade or for law or for 

teaching. This is called Specialisation. 
7. A person may begin with one branch in life, and then 

change to another which may be more or less like the first 
branch. This is called Change of Function. 

8. If he gets used to this second branch and fitted for it, 

the process is called Adaptation. 
His other occupations he may keep on one side for the 

time being, or he may give them up altogether. For instance, 

he may give up his games. 
9. It is possible that, long after a person has given up some 

one branch in life, we may still find records of his having taken 

up that branch, if only we look carefully. Thus, for instance, 

we may notice a photo of a cricket-team in his rooms, or we 

may notice that his right arm has certain muscles strongly 

developed. He does not play cricket now, but the traces of 

cricket still survive. 
We thus see what was once a habit, and very common, 

preserved only in a few isolated traces. This might be called 

Fossilisation, but the principle will be clearer if we think of 
some of those specimens of animals of extinct species, which 

we find preserved in the gum of certain trees. Here we fi’ 
(219 
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an animal perfectly preserved, although it is no longer to be 
found in the living world of nature. This animal is a kind of 
fossil. 

Such isolated traces of things that were once usual are of 
the greatest importance in History and Science. 

10. We said just now that the person becomes specialised 
and becomes unable to do all things equally well at the same 

time. or instance, he teaches, but he has no time to play the 
piano well, or to prepare food ; in fact, he cannot do everything 

all by himself. There is a need of Co-operation ; he must get 
others to do certain things for him, and the best people he can 
get are those who are specialists at the things which he wishes 
to have done. 

Such are some of the principles which we see at work in 

the evolution or history of persons in the world: and, strange 
as it may seem, all these principles, as well as many others, 

are also to be seen at work in the evolution or history of words 
in the mind. In fact, though it is somewhat incorrect, we may 

roughly say that ‘as people are in the world, so words are in 

the mind’, 



47. Instances to Illustrate Principles of Etymology or 
Sémantique. 

47, What Principles of Etymology do the following words 
illustrate: bridegroom, redbreast, see (in ‘I see what 
you mean’), pig (in ‘he’s a pig’), St. Paul’s, pagan, 
humble ? 

(b) (1) ‘Bridegroom’. 
‘Bridegroom’ was in. Early times a Compound of two 

words, bride and goom, which word was derived from a word 
meaning ‘man’ and was connected with the Latin word homo. 

These two words were put side by side, and the exact 

relation between them, namely the ‘ man of the bride’ was not 
expressed by any sign, but was infused by common sense. 

These two words became a single word, and started on a new 
life of their own. They were children of a word ‘ bride’ and 
a word ‘goom’, but now as a single word they came to have 
a new ‘environment’, and to belong to a new group: they 

came to mean something like ‘ husband’. 
Thus the word ‘ bridegroom ’ now formed part of the group 

of words for ‘man’ (? man in an inferior position !), and in this 

group was the word groom; and it was this word ‘groom’, which 

' was more familiar to most speakers, that altered ‘ bridegoom ’ 

into ‘bridegroom’, somewhat as the more familiar words 
‘sparrow’ and ‘grass’ have often produced ‘sparragrass’, 

. instead of the less familiar asparagus, in the language of com- 

mon people. See p. 68. 
The principle at work here, then, is the influence of a 

group of words upon one another. 
(221) 
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Supposing the word had remained bridegoom, the word 
goom meaning ‘man’ would have survived here, while it had 
disappeared elsewhere in language. In other words, it would 

have been preserved here just as the beetle was preserved in 

the gum (p. 220), or the fossil in the cliff, when all other 
animals of the same species had perished. Compound words 

(see p. 82) are excellent preservatives of old forms. 

(ii) ‘ Redbreast’. 
‘Redbreast’’ was also made up of two distinct words: red 

which was both a Substantive and an Adjective, and breast 

which was a Substantive. 
Redbreast is now used to denote a special kind of bird 

which has a red breast. 

The first principle here is that nothing can be described 

in full each time we allude to it. We have to invent a short 
name by picking out some conspicuous part or feature. For 
instance, ‘ Bluebeard’ was not a full description of the gentle- 

man, but merely described him by mentioning his most pro- 

minent characteristic. 
This one characteristic becomes the sign by which we clearly 

denote a particular object. Nowa robin has a red breast as 
its conspicuous feature, and redbreast has come to be a sign 
and symbol for robins par excellence: not for all animals with 
red breasts but for one particular kind. In other words, 

instead of describing the whole thing we simply mention a part 

of it. 
The general principle of this is the destre for shortness, or 

Economy. 

Another general principle at work is the Specialtsation. 
‘Redbreast’ might possibly have been used for any animal 

with a red breast, but it has come to be confined to one type 
of animal only. 

With this we may compare ‘ Longshanks ’, which came to 
be the name, not of a particular type of man merely, but of 
one particular king. 

(222) 
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(111) ‘ See’, in ‘1 see what you mean’. 
Supposing boys wanted to play cricket and had no wickets, 

they might choose a tree and agree that this should be used 
instead of wickets. 

The tree was there already, and they would only be putting 

it toa new use. This is called Adaptation. 
Now, if this were done often enough, the tree might come 

to be regarded as a regular substitute for wickets. 
So in the case of the word ‘see’. 
You show some one something which you have made, and 

he tells you that he sees it with his eyes. You describe to 
him something which you have done: his eyes cannot see it, 

but he wants to tell you that he understands it—that the eye 

of his mind sees the idea or the picture. So he takes the 
word for seeing with the eye, and uses it for seeing with the 

mind. He uses it for a new purpose, and adapts it. 
Similarly he takes the word for grasping things with the 

hand and uses it for grasping things with the mind. 

What we have to notice here is that the sense is now 

absolutely clear, although the word was once quite a new 
expression. The old word was used in a new sense and 

adapted to a new purpose. This process was repeated, and 

now there is nothing at all strange or new about the word 
‘see’ in the sense of ‘ understand’. 

What was first only occasional has now become usual and 
habitual. (See Strong, Logeman, and Wheeler’s History of 
Language.) 

This is obviously an instance of how people must start with 

what is easy to understand, if they wish to explain what is not so 
easy ; and the technical word for this in Language is Metaphor. 

Thus a man is very angry and we say his mind is like a 
storm or like a fire. The Latins said ‘ardet’ (ira, etc.). 

Metaphor can be defined in this way. ‘A word which is 
regularly used to express one thing gradually comes to express 
another thing somewhat like the first: but the first thing is 
usually easier to understand than the second’. 
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One would naturally ask, ‘What words are easiest to 
understand ? ’, and the answer would be, words that appeal to 

the senses, especially to the senses of sight and sound and 

touch and taste. 
It was on somewhat the same principle that the Egyptians, 

when they wished to denote the idea of ‘ brightness’, drew a 
little picture of the sun; thus expressing the abstract idea in 

a concrete form. It is hard to imagine how else such ideas 
could have been denoted. 

(iv) ‘Pig’, in ‘heisa pig’. 
Something like this simple and easy word ‘ see ’, is the easy 

word ‘ pig’. A pig was known to be greedy, and a pig was a 
thing which people could see. Hence it became a convenient 

symbol for greediness, which is, of course, a mental quality. 
‘He isa pig’, therefore, was a convenient way of stating 

‘he resembles a pig in being greedy’. 

Here again the principle of Economy has been at work: 

it was shorter and more striking to say ‘he is a pig’ than to 
say ‘ he resembles a pig in one important characteristic ’. 

(v) ‘St Paul’s’. 
‘St. Paul’s’ could not have been often used by itself at 

first ; for, by itself, it might have referred, not only to St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, or School, or Station, but also to St. Paul’s 

Epistles. 

After a time, however, owing to constant use in such sen- 

tences as ‘there was a good service at St. Paul’s Cathedral’, 
there had ceased to be any need to express ‘ Cathedral’ in 
certain contexts, and so people have been able to discard it. 

It is not necessary to discard it; but it is Economical to do 
SO. : 

In the same way, the word ‘Home’, when spoken to the 

coachman, clearly denotes ‘Go home ’, without there being any 
necessity for expressing the word ‘Go’. 

The important principle here is that this Economy, or 
Ellipse, as it is called, can make words entirely change their 
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functions, so that ‘ Home ’, instead of being a Substantive, is 
turned into a command, an Imperative. 

(vi) ‘ Pagan’. 
Thé word paganus at first denoted a man of the country 

or village; and, by contrast with the word Urbanus, which 
denoted the polished man of the town, it acquired a bad sense 
of one who was outside the best circle, one who was unortho- 

dox: hence its present sense. Compare also Villanus and 
our English word villain, which at first was connected with 

villein, and had no bad meaning. These would be instances 

of Degeneration. 

(vii) ‘ Humble’. 
The word ‘humble’ illustrates the opposite process, which 

may be called Improvement or Amelioration. 
At first it meant ‘low-lying ’, being connected with humus 

the ground. Then it came to be used as a term of abuse, but 

later on, through the influence of Christianity, it was shown 

that the humble man was so far from being a vile character 

and despicable, that he was a most excellent character and 

amiable. The touch of Christianity raised this word, as it has 
raised so many words, from the low level to the high level. 
But, on the whole, the process of Degeneration in the meaning 

of words seems to be the commoner, 
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PART IX. 

SOME IDIOMATIC USES OP GREEK PARTICLES, 

WITH LATIN EQUIVALENTS. 





48. The Function of a Particle. 

48, What is meant by a Particle? Illustrate your answer, 

The word ‘ Particle’ has various meanings: thus some- 

times we find Conjunctions like dre and ut classed as Particles, 

as in 49 (below) ; but the word ‘ Particle’ is here meant to be 
used rather in the following sense, 

An Outline-picture without shading and without colouring 
may give a rough and vague idea of a piece of scenery; but 

shading and colouring will generally help to make the idea 

more accurately and more definitely realised: a speech with- 

out change of tone and without movement may give a general 
notion: but modulation of the voice and variety of ‘ gesture’ 
will generally help to make the notion more interesting and 

impressive. Somewhat similarly a piece of good Greek with- 

out its Particles might give a rough and vague idea, and a 

general notion, but Particles would usually add a kind of 
shading and colouring and emphasis—they would serve as a 
sort of ‘gesture’ and facial expression: they make the idea 
less bare and cold, they help it to be more accurately and 

more definitely realised, they make it more interesting and 
impressive, they cover the bare skeleton with flesh, and that 

flesh with clothing: they give life and warmth. 
The Greeks were especially fond of ‘ Particles’: they loved 

to give the key-note of a sentence by one of those little words 

in which some Languages are so poor: thus, if a Greek had 

been told that the enemy was coming, and had wished to say 
‘All right, I don’t care: let them come’, probably he would 
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not merely have said ‘let them come’, but would have used 
the Particle 8 ot: cp. of 8 otv Bowvruv. 

Yet, while we give the Greeks all credit for the subtle 

shades of meaning denoted by these Particles, let us remember 
that the Prench can produce much the same effect by their 
‘ gestures’, and other people by the tone of their voice, whereby 
the idea of anger, scorn, pity, or amusement, can be conveyed : 
Greeks had the Note of their word to some extent fixed already 
(see p. 193): there was less chance of conveying ideas by a 
difference of Note, and Particles were the means they chose, 
almost of necessity. 

49. Some Greek Conjunctions. 

49. What words had the Greek Language, by which it could 
express 

(a) ‘ but’ (however) ; 
(b) ‘for’ (because) ; 
(c) ‘and’ (moreover) ; 
(d) ‘so’ (therefore) ; 

(e) ‘ef’; 
(f) ‘who’ (Relative) ? 

The following List should be enlarged: it may prove useful 

for Greek Verses, where a metrical variety is of so much im- 
portance. See further Paley’s Greek Particles, or Liddell and 
Scott’s Greek Lexicon. 

(a) ‘but’ (‘however’): .. . 8€, GdAAd, Suds, GAN’ Suds, Kal 
pony, Kal Tot, . . « pevrot, etc. ; 

(b) ‘for’ (‘ because’): ... yap, xat ydp (see below), ézei, 
éret 5), éreé roe [‘ since, as you know’, etc.], éwei [87] wep, as, 
Ort, etc. ; 

(c) ‘and’ (‘moreover’): xat,.. . 8€, ere dé Kai Sd) Kai, ete. ; 
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(a2) ‘so’ (‘therefore’): . . . ov, totyap, tovydpouwv, . . . dn, 
. . . dpa [Poetic], dove, etc. ; 

(e) ‘if’: et, & ye [‘that is to say, if. . .’], e dy [‘if it is 
indeed true that ’], cat 8) (Poetic, xat 8) ré6vpxa ‘ supposing 
1 am dead ’], etc. ; 

(f) ‘who’ (Relative): ds, dors [(a) ‘ whosoever’, or (0) ‘ if 
or since he’], dams ye [(b)], Sovep [(5), and (c) ‘the very same 
man who. . .’|, dozep 54 [do.], dowep ye 5y, etc. 

50. Some Greek Particles. 

50. What Particles might the Greeks have used to represent 
the shades of meaning in the following Sentences? Give 

Latin Equivalents where you can.* 

(a) ‘who onearth...?’ 
(b) ‘either... 07...’ 
(c) ‘whether ...or...’ 
(ad) ‘some one will object and say. ..; then I answer. ..’; 
(e) ‘the best of all,’ ‘ far the best’ ; 
(/) ‘unless of course . . .’ (ironical) ; 
(g) ‘nay rather, I should say ...’; 
(h) ‘ for instance’ ; 
(t) ‘be that as it may’; 
(y) ‘forsooth’ ; 
(Rk) ‘surely itis . . .?’; 
(l) ‘surely tt is not... .?’; 
(m) ‘here comes A’; 
(n) ‘then and not till then’ ; 
(0) ‘only on this condition ’, 

(a) ‘who on earth . . .?’: ris wore; xat ris; tis kai; quisnam? 

(b) ‘either ...0r...’:h... H.. . or the first can 

have nro . . ., and the second 7) xai. . . ‘orelse’,or7ro.. . 

* For many of these idioms I am much indebted to the Rev. A. H. 

Cooke (of King’s Coll., Camb.), and the Rev. Bertram Pollock. 
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kai... can both be used; aut...aut.,.; vel... 

vel ...;5 

(c) ‘whether ...or...’: ere... dre... ., or either 
or both may have «ir ow ..., or the second may have cite 
kat. . .3 Sive . . ., sive (seu) ; 

(d) ‘some one will objectand say ...’: aN epeits . . ., OF 
GAAd yap ..., or dA\a wv Ala [in Oratory], the two latter 
introducing the objection in ‘Oratio Recta’: the Answer 
(‘then I reply ’) is introduced by aAAa . . ., and further objec- 
tion to this by yet another d\Aa . . .; dixerit (or dicet) aliquis 
(or quispiam), or, at enim [like dAAG yap . . . J; 

(ce) ‘the best of all’: dpworos, ravrwv dpwtos, dpioros Si, 
dyabos ef (rep) tus (kal) GAAos; vel optimus, bonus si quis alius ; 

(f) ‘unless of course...’ (ironical); « py dpa..., 
(sometimes) ef py tis . . .; nisi forte. . .; 

(g) ‘nay rather, I should say...’ ... pev ow [rodpoy pey 
ov ‘no! mine’]; imm6 vero ; 

(h) ‘for instance’: yovv [in the sense of ‘ at any rate’], yap, 
aitrixa, ofoy [esp. ‘ Philosophic’|]; nam or enim (sometimes) ; 

(1) ‘be that as it may’: ... ye... Sot, Gr Spas 

(sometimes) ; (at)tamen, saltem ; 

(J) ‘forsooth’ : 84, 890ev, Sirov (sometimes) ; scilicet ; 

(k) ‘surely ttis ...??: dpa... .; Gp ob. ..3; 00... «3 08 
‘ yop ...3 mas [yap] ob .. .; nonne, -ne (sometimes) ; 

(2) ‘surely it is not ...?': dpa ph... pov... ., mas 
[yap] . . .; quid? (followed by Question); num... .?; 

(m) ‘here comes A’: wal pay... .; 

(n) ‘then and not till then’: rére 8H, elra 84; tum demum ; 

(0) ‘only on this condition’: odrw 8); ita tandem, sic 
démum. 

(232) 
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51. Some Greek and Latin Idioms. 

51. Mention the chief idiomatic meanings of the following :— 
(a) Sy, xai 59, xat ydp, Tor, Kai, tis, ds, 3 ody, yodv, 7 pny, uy, apa, 

pev ov, 

(b) tdem, ille quidem, ita ...ut..., 
Vide the Lexicon, for details. 

(a) 8): ‘then’, ‘as you see’, ‘in truth’ («i dy ‘if indeed’), 
ironical (cp. 676ev), emphasising (dpurros 8), roAAa 8%, otrw Sy, 

tovro 67, Tére 57, etC.), kat Oy ‘ supposing ’, cai 8) cal (‘moreover ’) ; 
coat yop ‘for... also’, ‘for even ...’, ‘for in truth...’ 

‘in truth’; 

zo. ‘it is true that’ (especially in maxims, etc.) ; 

cat ‘and’, ‘then’, ‘even’, ‘also’, ‘or’ (sometimes), ‘or 

rather ’ (do.), and emphasising (kai réAw ‘ again’, xal viv ‘now’), 
Kai to. (‘and yet’, etc.); xai pav ‘here comes A’, xal 3% xai 
‘ moreover ’, xai 57 [see above], xai rodro ‘ and that too’ (idque) ; 

vis: ‘some one (will suffer for it)’ [implying that ‘you will 
suffer for it’], ‘perhaps’ [ei pi didos ms ‘unless perhaps a 
friend . . .’], dors ‘ whoever’ or ‘ since he ’, etc. ; | 

ws: ‘when’, ‘because’ [with Indicative or Participle, e.g, 
as Tav?’ otrws exovra ‘under the impression that this is so’: ds 
dn0ev ironical: as yépwy ‘ considering that he is an old man’], 
aorep ‘just as’, etc. ; 

— 8 ov: ‘be that as it may’, ‘I don’t care’ [of & otv Bodvrev 
‘welll let them shout’], ov 8 oy ‘but you .. .’, [as opposed 
to eyo pey oty ‘T...'], & 8 ob yerjoeras ‘but if it should 
happen’ ; 

yo: ‘at any rate’, ‘for instance’ (sometimes) ; 
7 pav: ‘of a truth’ [especially in promises, threats, and 

oaths] ; 
py: besides its uses in Negative Commands and Prayers, 

and in Conditional and some Relative Sentences [e.g. 8s dy py 
roij dduxet], it is found in od py romjoys (and romoes), and in 
Questions like jj éore ‘is it ?’, etc.; 
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dpa: ‘then’, ei 47 dpa ‘unless, of course, . . .’, rapnAGes dpa 

‘so you came, did you?’, os dpa something like Latin quod 

with the Subjunctive ; | 
pev ov: ‘wellthen .. .’, ‘or rather I should say’ (correc- 

tive), emphasising éy (‘I for my part’), etc. 

(b) tdem, ille quidem, and ita... ut... canall be illu- 

strated by ‘ he was an excellent man, but an utter fool’: 

optimus erat, idem stultissimus ; 

optimus ille quidem erat, sed stultissimus ; 

ita optimus erat ut esset stultissimus ; 

tta... ut... can also be used thus :— 
ita abiit ut non videret ‘he went away without seeing’ 

ita abib6 ut non videam ‘I will go away on condition that 
I do not see’ ; 

ut tu hic facis, ita ego facid ‘I do it just as you do’; 
ut hac re saepe utitur, ita saepe non utitur ‘while... 

yet...’ 
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52 (a). The Meaning of the terms oxéAta, uncials, 

palimpsest. 

02. (a) Whatis meant by the words cyoda, uncials, palimpsest ? 
For details, see Gow’s Companion to School Classics, Lind- 

say’s Introduction to Latin Textual Criticism (and the works 
to which he refers), Rutherford’s Thucydides, Book IV., and 

Notes to Classical Authors, ad 11b.: also the various Emenda- 

tions proposed from time to time in the Classical Review, etc. 

oXOALa.. 
Long after Authors had written, much of their Language 

became hard to understand, and T'papparixol or Litterati added 
Glossaries, Paraphrases or Translations, and Notes: there 

were not ‘Grammarians’ in the same sense that Roby and 

Goodwin are: they had a wider field. 
If the word oyéXua is used in its limited sense (see Rutherford, 

Thuc., 1V., p. xxxiii), they are Notes on some word or phrase or 
passage, saying what seemed to a certain School (especially 

the Alexandrine School) to be the meaning of this word or 
phrase or passage. Most Classical Authors had many oyxéA:e. 

The Alexandrian Scholiasts lived about 260 s.c. and later, 

while Servius and others (of Rome) lived between 300 and 
500 a.p. 

At first these cyéA1a were published separately: some have 
their Authors’ names (e.g. Servius’ on Vergil), others are 
anonymous. Most of the cxdéAu that we possess, however, 

are compiled by some ‘ Scholiast’ or ‘Scholiasts’ from the 
Notes of previous ‘ Scholiasts’, and are not found separate 

but in the margin of the Classical text. 
(237) 
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Gloss. 
A strange word, especially a foreign word, was called a 

y\éooa, and the explanation of it was called a yAdooypa: later 
on, the word ‘ Gloss’ came to be used of an easier word to 

explain a harder word. 
The ‘Gloss’ was written either in the margin, close to the 

hard word, or else over the hard word. 
Sometimes ‘ Glosses’ might either 
(i) oust the words which they explained (see rupoyvoivr' and 

Koipavovvr , p. 247), or 
(ii) creep into the text as well as these words (see xnpeo- 

aupopyrovs ots Kijpes hopéover, p. 247), or 
(iii) blend with these words into a single Construction. 
In all three Cases there was liable to be some further 

alteration for the sake of sense or metre: thus, in (ii), xat 

would often connect the word and its ‘ Gloss’. 

‘ Uncials’ in Greek texts mean Capitals, being at first ‘ inch- 
high letters’: these Capitals tended to become ‘ rounded off’ 
and abbreviated, when written, so that } appeared as C, E as 

«, M as m; moreover, the letters were often run into one 

another. Both these processes made writing quicker, and 
helped the Capitals or Uncials (or Majuscules) to become more 
like our small letters (or Minuscules), which are called Running 
or Cursive hand. 

The change would therefore be from large angular-looking 
Capitals [or Uncials or Majuscules] separate from each other, 
to smaller and rounder letters [Minuscules], written con- 
tinuously [or Cursively]. 

Note.—In Early MSS. we do not find Accents, nor yet 
-Divisions between words: thus rév 5¢ and zdévde would be 
written in the same way. 

Uncials in Latin are not the same as Capitals: some 
Latin MSS. are entirely in Capitals, others in Uncials, many 
of which are like the letters of Cursive hand, being 

(i) not so tall, and 
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(ii) not so angular (cp. m and M). 
Then came Half-Uncials: then the Minuscules or Cursive 

hands, of which the most important was the Caroline (see 
under St. Benedict, below). 

Latin Capitals, Uncials, and Cursive hand all show Abbre- 

viations, e.g. QNM (quoniam): see further p. 247. 

Palimpsest. 

Both Greeks and Romans sometimes wrote on parchment 

or papyrus, with ink and a quill pen (calamus). A parchment 
thus written on could be cleaned by a sponge and then again 
written on: if the cleaning was done directly after the first 
writing, it was more or less complete, but, if it was only done 

soon afterwards, traces of the first writing remained ; and some 

of our most useful Texts are ‘ Palimpsests ’, i.e. ‘ first writings’ 
over which something fresh has been written: indeed, we have 

+ MSS. on which yet a third layer appears. The ‘ Instituta’ of 

Gaius had over them some of Jerome’s writings. 

52 (b). Some Codices. 

(b) Explain the following names of Codices: Laurentianus, 
Mediceus, Palatinus, A, V, P. 

Codex. 
A Codez, in one sense, was a small wooden tablet (8é7os) with wax 

on it; upon this men wrote Notes with a stilus or pointed instrument : 
codicillus, the diminutive form, came to mean a small Note (cp. the 
codicil of a will). 

But in Textual Criticism a Codex meant a kind of book, 

having its writing on both sides of the pages, but having it 
(i) written not printed, 
(ii) usually written continuously, not word by word, 
(iii) with Notes, either above words or in the margins 

(p. 238). 
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Laurentianus. At Florence there was a Library attached 
to the Church of San Lorenzo: it was composed chiefly of 

(a) the Public Library of San Marco, founded in 1444 by 
Cosmo de Medici : besides this it contained 

(8) the private Library of the Medicis, and 
(y) some Latin MSS from the Library of Leopold. 
Hence the Codices in this Library at Venice were called 

Laurentiani, Leopoldini Laurentiani, and Medicei (as well as 
Florentini and Marci). 

Palatinus. 

(a) The Vatican Library at Rome included many MSS. 
forcibly removed from the Palatine Library at Heidelberg in 
the 17th century ; | 

(8) Besides this are the Codices Palatini still at Heidelberg. 
For other instances of MSS. of different names, but belong- 

ing to the same library now, see Gow, p. 19, foll., from which 

most of the above is taken. 

A (Ambrosianus) ; 
V (Venetus) ; 
P (Parisinus) ; 

but besides these, we have A after various MSS., e.g. Venetus 

A (of Homer, see below), and Leyden A and B (of Lucretius). 

52 (c). Some well-known MSS. 

(c) Mention three or four well-known MSS., with dates. 

1. Laurentianus, also called Mediceus (see above), contains 
Sophocles (seven plays), Aeschylus (do.), and Apollonius 
Rhodius (Argonautica): it belongs to the 11th century. It is 
not complete, but has plentiful cydédAa (p. 237) and some 
Introductory Notes. 

2. The Ravenna MS., also of the 11th century, contains all 
the eleven plays of Aristophanes, but it is not the highest 
authority for all of them. 
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3. The Ambrosian MS. of Plautus is one of the oldest 
Latin MSS., belonging to the 4th or 5th century, a.p.: it does 
not contain all Plautus, and is a Palimpsest (p. 239). 

It is now in the Ambrosian Library at Milan. 
4, The Bembinus MS. of Terence once belonged to Car- 

dinal Bembo, who died in the 16th century: it was a 5th 
century MS. and is now in the Vatican. 

5. (a) Vaticanus was one of the Vergil MSS., which are 
very numerous: it belongs to the 4th or 5th century, as does 

(8) Palatinus [now in the Vatican, see p. 240]; 
(y) Mediceus [or Laurentianus, p. 240] has corrections 

which were made at the end of the 5th century. 

52 (d). Dates of some MSS. 

(dq) To what dates are most MSS. to be assigned, and for 
what reasons ? 

For Details, see Gow (p. 31 foll.). 

There are some early manuscripts, such as the three frag- 

ments of the Iliad (on papyrus), dating from the Ist century, 
B.C. 

Few manuscripts, however, are as early as the 4th and 5th 
centuries, A.D. (see Vaticanus, above): more are of the 10th 
to the 13th, and still more of the 13th to the 15th (see below). 

The Date can sometimes be determined by 
(i) Historical facts and traditions (p. 240), ° 
(ii) the writing, whither capitals or uncials, with no divisions 

between the words, and with no punctuation, or minuscules, 

with punctuation: there are also intermediate stages ; 
(iii) the spellings, abbreviations and contractions. 
There are other evidences also: see, for instance, Thomp- 

son’s Palacography. 

16 (241) 
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52 (e). The best MSS. of Homer. 

(¢) What are the best MSS. of Homer ? 

There are many MSS. of Homer, as of Vergil, and most of 

them have oxodua (p. 237). 
1. Aristarchus, the great Alexandrine, prepared two editions, 

making use of a received text: many of Aristarchus’ Notes 
come to us in cxdAu (see p. 237). The work of Aristarchus 
largely influenced 

2. Venetus A, of the Iliad (10th century); there are also, 
for the Iliad, 

3. a Laurentianus (p. 240) and ~ 
4, a Townleianus [so called, like the Harleian MSS., from 

the person who bequeathed them to the British Museum]. 

For the Odyssey, of which the MSS. are not as old as 
those of the Iliad, we have 

5. a Venetus (12th century), and 
6. a Townleianus (13th century), and 
7. an Ambrosianus [so called from the Ambrosian Library 

at Milan] (14th century). 
To these we may add 

8. MSS. containing only cy¢dAua. 

52 (f). Some influences of Alexandrine Grammarians 

and others on learning and on MSS. 

(f) Say a few words about the influence, on learning and on 

MSS., of the following, with approximate dates : 
(i) The Alexandrine ‘Grammarians’; (ii) St. Benedict ; 

(iti) Alcuin of York; (iv) Poggio; (v) The Capture of Con- 
stantinople ; (vi) Aldus Manutius. 

(i) The Alexandrine ‘Grammarians’. 
After Alexander had conquered the East, and had founded cities in 

many places, and had died, his successors, the Aia3éxo1, divided the 
242 
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great Empire of the East among them: a part of this Empire was 

Egypt, and in Egypt Alexandria (called after Alexander) had its famous 
Library and was the chief seat of of ‘ culture’. 

In Alexandria flourished Poets, such as Theocritus and 

Callimachus, and also learned men, and a School of men who 

interpreted and wrote Notes on various Classical Authors, 
beginning with Homer. Among these men were Zenodotus, 
Aristophanes, and Aristarchus. 

Aristophanes of Byzantium lived about 260 B.c., and was 
Librarian of the great Library at Alexandria: he was the 

founder of the School, and interpreted Homer, writing oydéAu 

(p. 237), and Notes on the authenticity, the punctuation, and 
the Accents and ‘breathings’. He also edited other Authors, 

e.g. Pindar and Plato. 

Zenodotus wrote about such subjects as Dialects, Poetic 

Constructions, meanings of words, the Article, and the Dual 

and Plural. 

Aristarchus of Samothrace lived considerably later, being, 

in fact, a pupil of the School of which Aristophanes was the 
founder: he revised the text of Homer, arranged it in books, 
removed interpolations, paid attention to words, metre, and 

Accents, and wrote Notes on mythology. He also edited 

other Authors, e.g. Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Aristo- 
phanes. 

(ii) St. Benedict, who was the founder of the Benedictine 
order of Monks, and died before 550, saw that in monasteries, 

as elsewhere, ‘ Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands to 

do’; so he founded, near Naples, a model monastery, in which 

MSS. were to be copied: this was to be part of the regular 
routine. It was all the more creditable, as he was not him- 
self a learned man. 

It was in the copying-rooms or Scriptoria of this monastery 

and of many others which followed in Western Europe, that 
the Classics were reproduced and multiplied, and that Cursive 
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hand (p. 238) was developed. A Scriptorium is still to be seen 
at Gloucester. 

(iii) Alcuin had a School at York: the work done by this 
School was very narrow and ‘theological’, for 

(a) ‘ music’ meant ‘ Church-chanting’, 
(b) ‘astronomy’ meant ‘ the calculation of Easter’, 
(c) poetry was discouraged ; but still there was some bene- 

fit from the teaching of Grammar, Logic, Rhetoric, Arithmetic, 

etc.; so that when the illiterate Charlemagne, who lived about 
800 a.D., wished to introduce ‘culture’ at Tours, he asked 

Alcuin to found a School for him: other Schools followed, e.g. 
at Lyons and Rheims. 

Soon after 800, the Schools and Universities grew quickly. 

(iv) Poggto Bracciolini, who died shortly after 1450, was one 
of those learned Italians who, by some means, or rather by 
any means—for they bought, begged, borrowed, or stole—got 

possession of all the Classical MSS. they could in the Bene- 
dictine Monasteries or elsewhere, and, at the Pope’s bidding, 
brought them back to Italy. 

This keenness on the Classics was mainly due to the 
Italian Literature founded by Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio 
(about 1300 to 1350). 

(v) The Capture of Constantinople by the Turks, in 1453, 
drove many learned Greeks, and with them many valuable 
MSS., to Italy: thus the Revival of Learning or the Renais- 
sance began, and then from Italy spread, through the Pope’s 
influence, over Northern Europe. 

(vi) Aldus Manutius and his family lived in Venice between 
1450, when printing was invented, and 1600: they, with other 

publishing ‘firms’ (e.g. in Plorence), provided Greek books, 
with Latin translations and Notes, and also Greek Grammars, 
thus putting the Greek Classics within the reach of Scholars 
everywhere. 
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53, How have the commonest mistakes in MSS. arisen? 

Invent or quote instances. 

Copyists were and are human: often ignorant, sometimes 

lazy or sleepy, with little encouragement to think of what they 

were writing down, and occasionally wishing to write down 

sense where they could see no sense, and altering accordingly— 

do we wonder that they have made so many mistakes? Do 

we not rather wonder that they have made so few ? 
Some simple instances will serve as an introduction : for 

details, see the books referred to on p. 237 (above). | 
Most of these instances are from copies of some Papers of 

mine by a clerk, who had had a fairly good general education, 

and wrote well, but did not know anything about the Classics. 
1. Alterations made by the clerk: See on 3 below, ‘St. 

Henery’, and possibly on 2, TUPANNIE; - 
2. [In an Essay on Greek Tyrants] : 
(a) [Heading of the Essay] TUPANNIE; 
(6) [quotation from the Essay] ‘the Greek Tyrants also 

introduced new State-warships’ ; 
3. [this occurred in orders for Books] ‘please send Ina 

Garden... and the St. Henery Edition of Sir Walter Scott’ ; 

4. [Technical term] ‘ capitis déminito ’; 

5. [in some Grammar Notes] ‘ dignus not&ri ‘‘ worthy to be 

brandied’’’; 

6. [in some Philology Notes, see p. 62] 
(2) ‘according to Grimm’s Law, g became cork’ ; 
(b) vide bimus ; 
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7. ‘the the city’; 
8. (a) [Aesch. Ag. 549] 
tpirov S& tov viv TupavvowT éroopat, 
(b) [Iliad, viii., 528} 
Knpecaupopyrous ots Kijpes opéovor : 
9. [in some Roman History Notes] 
‘the order of the letters SPOR is in itself a sign of the 

: Senate’s position ’ ; 
10. [do.]: ‘the Consuls were liable to be tived after holding 

office for a year’ ; 

11. Combinations of mistakes: see below, p. 247. 

1. It is possible that both No. 2 (a) and No. 3 will include 
No. 1 (Alterations made by the clerk). 

In 2 (a) the clerk ought to have written TVPANNIC: but 
he wrote V and C wrong, producing TUPANNIE. Probably 
he thought this was an English title, and altered to U and B 

so as to connect the word with ‘twopenny !’ 
In 2 (b) there was again the mistake of a letter, ‘ worships’ 

being written as ‘ warships’. 
In 3, we have mistakes due to dictation: for ‘ Enoch 

Arden’ does not look like ‘Ina Garden’, nor ‘St. Henery’ 

like ‘Centenary’: here, again, it is possible that the clerk put 
in the H of ‘ Henery’ to ‘ make sense’: it probably was not 

in the dictated word. 
It must be remembered here that ‘ Dictation’ will include 

words which the clerk first read, and then ‘ said aloud to him- 

self’, and then wrote down according to the sound. 

4, Here the clerk left out a letter: he should have written 

déminits. 
5. In ‘worthy to be brandzed’ on the other hand, he has 

put ina letter. 

6. (a) ‘According to Grimm’s Law, g became c or k’ was 
the original: here there has been a Wrong Division, as also 
in (b), vidébimus, where perhaps the clerk was thinking of the 
more familiar vide ‘ see’. 
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8. (a2) Here rvpavvotvr, which will not scan, was a Gloss 
(p. 238) on the less common word xopavodyr’, and it appears in 
the place of this word ; whereas 

in (b) the explanation of xypecoipopyrous, viz. ots Kappes 
dopéover, appears in addition to the original word. 

9. Here ‘SPQR’, the Abbreviation for Senatus populusque 
Romanus, has been mistaken for ‘SPOR’ [see 2, above] ; 

10. ‘tired’, instead of ‘tried’ shows the letters z and 7 in 

the wrong order. 1 recently had the word ‘weird’ put as 
‘wired’, in a printer’s Proof. 

11. Gow gives some excellent instances of Combined 
Errors: e.g. 

(i) [Sen. de Prov.]: laeti fluentem e lorica sua sanguinem : 
here fluentemeloricasua -> fluentemm [repeated letter, 7] elz 

[inserted, 5, perhaps owing to a glimpse of the following 7] 

oricasu [a omitted, 4]: besides this, we have of course 
a changed division of words, 6, and a correction by a copyist, 
1; possibly the stages were fluentem-melori-casua —> fluentem- 

meliori-casu ; 

(ii) (Sen. Epp., xiv. 14]: videbimus an sapienti opera r. p. 
danda sit: here sapientioperarpdandasit -> sapientior [letters 

omitted, 4] aper [changed order, 10, and letter inserted, 5, and 

changed division, 6] de [corrected, 1] nda sit. Possibly the 
stages were sapienti-opera-r-p- [rei publicae] danda-sit -> 

sapientiova-rpdanda-sit —-> sapientiora-perdenda-si(n)t ; 
(iii) [Pl. Pers. 546]: quia specie quidem: here quiaspecie- 

quidem -> quiaspex [corrected, 1] iequidem [changed division, 
6], the stages being quia-specie-quidem —> qui-aspeci-equidem 
—> qui aspexi equidem. 

We may now consider some of these in more detail. 

1. Alterations. 
Most alterations were made because the copyist wished to 

give better sense, or (what he believed to be) a better form or 

better grammar: thus, in 11 above, it would be natural to 

correct sit to sint, because of sapientiora. Thucydides’ text 
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has suffered terribly, because copyists and editors have ‘ cor- 

rected’ and modernised his forms; Homer has perhaps 

suffered still more. In the case of Thucydides, the comparison 

of an Inscription with the text in which he quotes it shows a 

very large number of small modernisings. 
If a copyist had omitted a line, he would often put it in at 

the bottom of the page : this would itself be an alteration, and 
might lead to a serious mistake on the part of the next copyist. 

Some few alterations have been due to a less honest 

motive, as when the text of one Gospel has been altered so 
that it may agree with the text of another Gospel, or in the 

well-known instance where the Athenians were said to have 
altered Homer (Iliad, 2, 553-555) so as to give themselves 
glory. 

2. Mistakes where something has been wrongly seen (‘ war- 
ships ’). 

Greek and Latin Capitals and Cursive-hand may give at 
least four different forms for a single letter, e.g. A Ddd: and 
these four classes must usually be considered separately. For 

instance, 

(i) Greek Capitals A, A, A; AA, M, IN, AI, etc., might 
have been confused: but 

(ii) not Greek Cursive-hand a, 8, ; ad, p, w, 5, etc.; 
(iii) Latin Capitals C, G; but 
(iv) not Latin Cursive-hand c, g. 
It will be good practice to take each of the Alphabets, 

bearing in mind such forms as the Uncials C € (3 E), and to 
take each Letter per se, and consider other Letters with which 
it might have been confused. Or take instances from Notes 
on Classical Authors, and classify these. 

For instance, under 

(i) [Greek Capitals], notice the confusion of AN and 
AH, which might explain away certain ‘hard’ uses of dy; 
notice, however, that dy and 8% would not be confused so easily 
as av and aj, 
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The distinction is not always of importance, for, as we 

know by personal experience, it is often enough that one word 
should look ‘rather like’ another: thus see Marcus Aurelius 

(Rendall’s Appendix to his Translation), where we find 6Aoc- 
xepas for Svoxepds (ix. 3), and perhaps dice for dyoi (v. 6). 
Gow quotes ¢ovov and ddBov, nimium and minimum, etc. 

Proper names would be especially liable to corruptions: 

see Gow, p. 56. 

3. Mistakes where something has been wrongly heard (‘ St. 
Henery Edition’). 

We cannot tell how frequent these may have been, but the 
constant confusion of 7, «1, 1, of a, «, etc., point to this origin : 

thus in M. Aurelius we find droAndévrov for drodkapbevtuv. 

4. Omissions (déminits). 
Madvig’s pretty Emendation in Seneca (de Tranq. An., 

5, 5) is quoted by Gow: in ‘aiebat malle se esse mortuom 

quam vivere’ he inserts nequam after quam: here the word 

had been omitted because the eye passed from the quam of 
ne-quam to the quam which looked like the end of nequam: 

this similarity of ending is called Homoeoteleuton. So in M. 
Aurelius (iv. 24) we have pdvov omitted after duewor. 

The omission of single Letters is very common, and of 
course is liable to lead to further errors: thus fac scias could 
-> faccias -> facias, ’st cito could —> scito, quia si could —> 

quasi, izodvperOa: (M. Aurelius, ii. 2) could -> érodvec Gar. 

The same will apply to whole lines, especially when the eye 

passes from the end of one line to the similar ending of the 

next line, and so omits this second line altogether. 

5. Insertions (‘ brandied’). 
The converse of these instances is equally easy, e.g. quasi 

could — quiasi, Thus M. Aurelius (i. 17) where xai 76 rod may 

have been supplanted by kai rovrov. 

6. Wrong Division (cork). 
These mistakes are especially liable to lead to others: thus 

"see p. 247 above. 
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The neatest emendation is Madvig’s, to Seneca (Epp. 81, 
4), where philosophia unde dicta sit apparet, ipso enim nomine 

fatetur: quidam et sapientiam ita quidam finierunt ut dicerent 
. .. is corrected to... fatetur quid amet (‘ confesses what 
it is that it loves’, ré dire). See further, Gow, p. 54, where 
submoveret ipsa is quoted, for sub vomere et ipsa (Verg. 

Georg. 2, 356): here the letter e is also omitted. 

7. Repetitions (‘the the city’). 

Gow also quotes celebrabitur for celabitur (Hor. Sat. it. 4, 
11). 

8. Glosses, etc., entering the text. 
See Gow (p. 56), and Rutherford, Thuc. iv. (passim). 

9. Abbreviations and contractions (SPOR). 
In M. Aurelius (i. 57), dAAous was read as avas, an Abbre- 

viation for dvOpwros. Gow mentions that Acts xiii. 23 shows (in 
two MSS.) CPIAN (cwrnpiav) for CPAIN (cwrfipa Tycotv), where 
we also see Wrong Order (10). 

For a useful list of Latin Abbreviations, see Lindsay, p. 
92, foll.: a few may be mentioned here. 

é (em, est, or et), 

n (non, or nam), 

ap (apud), 
p (prae; slight signs will make it stand for other words) ; 

for ‘ suprascripts ’, cp. m (modo), n (nec). 

10. Wrong Order (tired). 
Et and te, ut and tu, tamen and tamne, flumina and fulmina, 

omnia and omina, and hundreds of other instances might be 

mentioned. 

11. Combinations : see p. 247. 

12. Unavoidable Faults will be found where some part of 
the MSS. was destroyed or obscured: the copyist who was 
copying from it could not be expected to do more than copy 
what he found before him. Sometimes, however, if the gap 
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was small, he would try to fill it up: another copyist might 
fill it up in quite a different way. 

Verses by which the above Classes of Errors may be remem- 
bered : | 

Mistakes may be in letter, line, or word, 

if things are altered, wrongly seen or heard, 

left out, inserted, or divided wrong, 
or else repeated ; or if words belong 

to Gloss or Comment, entering the text 
through carelessness ; Abbreviations next, 

Contractions, and Wrong Order; oft we find 

two or more classes of mistakes combined. 
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54. When Emendations are most probable, and How to 
Emend. 

54. When is an Emendation most plausible, and how should 
one proceed to emend a corrupt passage ? 

An Emendation of a passage in an Author is most plausible 

when 
(a) it restores good sense (in the given Context), and—in 

Poetry— 
(6b) restores metre, 

(c) in accordance with the style and vocabulary of the 
Author; and also | 

(2) keeps near to the given text, 

(e) accounts for the corruption having arisen, and 
(f) does not go against what we know about MSS. in 

general, and these MSS. of this Author in particular. 

Now, supposing we had to emend an English sentence like 
5 (a): ‘according to Grimm’s Law, g became cork’, what 
should we do? 

First of all we should try to get sense, and—if possible— 

we should look at the context. Then we should try to find the 
wrong word or words: here obviously the word cork stamps 
itself, for we know that Grimm’s Law deals with the letter g. 

Then we should draw a thin line through cork, and try to 
find a word or words which would make sense and be as near 
as possible to cork, i.e. to the word in the text: we should try 
alternatives, as if it were a Missing-word Competition. 

We should choose the Answer which best explained how 
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the mistake or mistakes might have arisen: thus, c or k would 
not only make sense, but it would be very near to the text, and 

would easily give rise to the mistake, i.e. by Wrong Division. _ 

The following method, then, might be found useful :— 

1. First read the passage through and get the general sense 
as far as you can. It is needless to say that the meaning 

becomes far clearer if you know the context. 
2. Then try to find the wrong word or words. 
3. Copy out the passage or the corrupt part, first of all in 

capital letters, and then in ordinary writing, but don’t divide up 

the passage into words; write consecutively, 

4. Draw a thin line through what you think to be the 

wrong word or words, and treat this ‘gap’ as a kind of ‘ mis- 

sing word’ in a missing-word competition. At first don’t trouble 
about the form but only about the sense which is required. 

5. Put down alternative words which seem to you to give 

the required sense. 
6. Then try to reconcile the sense and the corrupt forms: 

that is to say, insert tentatively new words which will give the 
right sense and be as near as possible to the wrong form. 

7. This restored word, or these restored words, must of 

course, as a rule, contain about as many letters as the missing 

word or words, and must fit in with the metre, if it is poetry, 
and anyhow must be in harmony with the syntax and the style 
and vocabulary of the author. 

8. Then try to find the various causes of those errors which 
would be illustrated by this instance. Especially common 
would be the changed divisions of words, with alterations or 

omissions or additions, and frequently with glosses creeping 
into the text. You must also allow for later alterations. State 
how your emended passage became the corrupt passage. 

9. Illustrate the various errors and changes as far as 

possible. . 

10. It is needless to say that a knowledge of MSS. in 
general, and of the MSS. of the particular Author, and their 
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Dates, their commonest errors, their spelling, and their abbre- 

viations, is of the greatest importance: to this may be added 

a knowledge of how to compare various MSS. 
11. Both cydAa (p. 237) and Glosses, of which there are 

large collections, are also not only helpful but indispensable: 
thus cp. Rutherford’s Thucydides, especially. 

These Verses may help to fix this method in the mind :— 
First get the sense, then find the flaw, 
the word or words you'd fain restore: 

these in a bracket now should stand 
in capitals and cursive-hand. 

Then try to change them for the best. 
The faulty words by sense are guessed, 

by metre, style of Author, next 
by nearness to the given text. 

Show reasons for the alterations, 

then add appropriate illustrations, 

[N.B.] Learn all you can of MSS. : 
then danger of mistakes 1s less. 

Practice in Textual Criticism and Emendation. 

1. Notice the mistakes which you yourself and others make 

in copying out anything: and classify these mistakes. You 

will be most likely to understand these, and to be interested in 
them, and to remember them. 

2. Take a collection, or make a collection, of Emendations : 

first try to find the right solution by yourself, and compare 

' your result with the ‘ Pair Copy’; then wo7k out the different 

stages backwards and forwards, from the correct to the cor- 
rupt and from the corrupt to the correct. See p. 248. 

3. Rather than do thousands of different instances, do a 
Jew very thoroughly and again and again, for instance those on 
p. 247 foll., until you know all their ins and outs. 
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4. Take the Letters of the Alphabet one by one, first Greek 
Capitals, then Greek minuscules, and so on, and work out for 

yourself the Letters which might look like any given Letters: 
e.g. see p. 248 above, for A A A, etc. 

5. It might be worth while to do the same with certain 
sounds, especially such sounds as Greek e. 
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Look unto the rock 
whence ye are hewn," 

55 (a): Some leading Philologists and their services. 

55, Mention a few of the services done by the following to 
(a) Philology ; 
(b) Scholarship. Give the date of the death of each under 

(db). 

(a) (i) Philologists of the New School; (ii) Greek and 
Latin Philologists; (iti) Sir W. Fones; (iv) Leibnits; (v) 
Hermann ; (vi) Schlegel; (vii) Bopp; (viii) Grimm; (ix) 
Pott ; (x) Schliecher ; (xi) Georg. Curtius. 

(a) (i) Philologists of the New School, of whom Brugmann 
may be taken as a type, have the following characteristics :— 

1, they try to show the relations of the various members 
of the Indo-European or Mater-Language, and to reconstruct 
it: see p. 159, foll. ; 

2. they do this by examining the Data, which are 
a. the Historical Data in Single Languages, i.e. the Com- 

parison of Earlier and Later forms: cp. p. 44; 
B. the Dialects and Spoken Languages, as well as the 

Literary Languages (see p. 27); 
3. they employ Scientific Methods and Principles, e.g. 
a. the Comparative Method (not confining themselves to 

any one or two Languages): see p. 20; 
B. the proceeding from the known (e.g. how Latin became 

the Romance Languages, p. 28) to the unknown: see p. 62; 

y. Phonetic Laws or Laws of Sound-change (p. 66), as 
opposed to such theories as that s ‘sometimes’ became 7 in 
Latin ; 
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5. Association or Analogy (p. 67). Por further details, 
see notes on the Semi-vowels (p. 171), Gutturals (p. 173), etc. 

(ii) Greek and Latin Philologists. 
The Greeks 
1. regarded all other Languages as ‘barbarous’; the field 

for study was at present too narrow ; 

2. they treated Language ‘philosophically’, with more 
regard to its origin (see Plato’s Cratylus), and to the construc- 
tions and meanings of words (see Zenodotus, p. 243), than to 
the Analysis of words. But 

3. the Alexandrine School did good work with regard to 

Homer and the Greek Dialects, etc. 

Latin Philologists also had too narrow a fleld, not taking 

other Languages into account, and not considering even their 

own Inscriptions as valuable evidence (see p. 56). 

(iit) Str W. Fones. 
Before the study of Sanskrit by Englishmen, near the 

beginning of this century, the fleld of research was narrow: in 

fact, in the previous centuries Hebrew had been regarded as 

the parent of all Languages: this was due to the Theological 

bias. 

The study of Sanskrit not only showed more clearly the 
relation of Greek and Latin to Indian, but also introduced a 

new kind of Grammar, viz. the minute examination of forms : 

every tiny thing was of importance in the sacred writings of 

the Brahmins, the Vedas. 

Sir W. Jones and T. H. Colebrook noticed how Sanskrit 
resembled Greek and Latin 

a. in its Vocabulary, or words: see the list on p. 85 foll. ; 
B. in the arrangements and uses of words in Sentences 

(Syntax); and 
y. in the parts of words (Analysis). 
They decided that Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, had some 

common source, perhaps no longer extant: they founded the 
Asiatic Society. 
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At first Sanskrit was supposed to be the Mother-Language 

of Greek and Latin: then Zend (old Persian) was discovered, 
and a new theory had to be found: see Schlegel and Bopp 

(below). 

(iv) Letbnitz said that we must work from the known to 
the unknown: we must not merely apply theories, but must 
collect facts and get theories from them. This is the Induc- 

tive Method, which is so prominent a feature of the New 

School’s work. 

(v) Hermann examined the Ancient Grammarians and the 
Greek “Dialects, and applied ‘ Philosophical’ Principles to - 

Language: he erred in supposing that people set about chang- 
ing a Language as consciously as they set about building a 
house. His method was not either Historical or Comparative 

(p. 259). 

(vi) Seblegel suggested an origin for Inflection: he said 
that some Languages were organic, expressing meaning by 

changes in the Root itself, while others—degenerated from 

these—were inorganic, expressing meaning by adding to the 

Root other elements (words or particles) from outside the 
Root. Apart from the difficulty of seeing what he means, we 

must notice his fallacy of supposing that modern Languages 

are ‘degenerate’, because they are more ‘ Analytic’ (see below). 
Bacon also fell into this fallacy. 

(vii) Bopp said that Endings were additions to a Root 
from the outside (e.g, to the Root ypa¢- would be added 
-noerat): he said that in Chinese we see Roots alone, not 
coalescing with one another; that in Semitic Languages we 
see Roots, sometimes modifled, and sometimes coalescing with 

one another to form Compound Words; that in the Indo- 

European Language we also see this Coalescing or Composi- 

tion: thus he said that the -s of Adyo-s was once a separate 
word meaning ‘he’, the -os of pévos a separate word meaning 
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‘be(ing)’, and that AvOjooua (cp. p. 127) was made up of 
several words, e.g. -Oy- of riOnus. 

He also looked on Modern Languages as ‘ decayed’. 

He introduced something like the idea of Laws, but he 

called them Laws of Gravity, and he did not make them suffi- 

ciently strict : see p. 66. 

Bopp also made contributions to Comparative Syntax, such 
as the Local Theory of the Cases. 

(viii), Grigum wasn 
1. the first ‘ Historical’ Grammarian (though he specially 

studied the Teutonic Languages), and 
2. the first to insist on the importance of the Spoken as 

opposed to the written Language ; 

3. he also first introduced the real ‘ idea’ of Law, though 
not in its strictest form: see Verner’s Law (p. 63). 

(ix) Pott studied Phonetics and the derivations of words : 
he also tried to find the relations between the different Indo- 

European Languages; thirdly, he insisted more strictly on 

‘Laws’. 

(x) Schleicher, like Bopp, had a tendency to treat Lan- 
guages a8 if they were plants: he carried the analogy too 

far. 
He said that the earliest Languages were Radical or 

Isolating, consisting of separate Roots; that then came the 

Agglutinative stage, when these Roots could be combined, but 

were not yet combined permanently : they were at present only 
glued together ; that thirdly came the Inflexional Stage—here 

the Roots (especially those which had once been Pronouns) 
had often become permanently fixed on to Verbal Roots, so as 

to form a single word with them (cp. Adyos, p. 107); that then 
came Degeneration and Decay—the ‘Analytic’ stage, when 
we say ‘I give fo you’ rather than the Inflexional d6nd vobis. 

The views are open to severe criticism: he did not produce 
any instance of a Radical Language becoming Agglutinative, 
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_ or of an Agglutinative Language becoming Inflexional: neither 
did he prove that our method of speaking is Degenerate. 

His great service was to collect and arrange the work of 

others, and to insist more strongly on ‘Laws’. He also tried to 

reconstruct the Indo-European Language: but he gave it a 

(not e and o as well), and gave it no Aspirates (gh, bh, dh, etc.) 
in its Earliest period, and no Semi-vowels (p. 171), and no 
Velar Gutturals (p. 173). 

(xi) Georg. Curtius suggested the Principles of Etymology, 
and Analysed the Greek Verb, and said that the a-sound split 
up intoa,¢e,and o in ‘ European’. But he had not yet realised 

the strictness of ‘Laws’ (p. 66), and made changes too 
‘conscious’ (cp. pp. 205, 261). 

55 (b). Some leading Scholars and their services. 

(b) (i) Bentley; (ii) Boeckh; (iti) Erasmus; (iv) Aulus 
Gellius ; (v) Munro; (vi) Porson; (vii) Scaliger ; (viii) Wolf. 

For a good list of Scholars, see Gow, p. 66; and for details, 

see Appendix. 

(i) Bentley (-1742) [Cambridge]. 
Bentley was the father of the Eighteenth Century School 

of Scholars ; 

a. he was great at collecting and emending MSS (e.g. those 
of Horace and Terence) ; 

B. he showed his extraordinary learning when he exposed 

the spuriousness of the so-called ‘ Letters of Phalaris’: he 

ruthlessly demolished the arguments by which Boyle had tried 
to prove these Letters genuine ; 

y. as Master of Trinity he tried to sweep away various 

abuses. 

(ii) Boeckh (-1867) [Berlin]. 
a. He defined Philology as all knowledge about Antiquities, 

e.g. History and Religion ; 
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B. he edited Pindar, with special attention to Metres ; 

y- his Public Economy of Athens, and 

8. his Corpus of Greek Inscriptions, have helped to make 
him famous. 

(iit) Erasmus (-1535) [London, Cambridge, Basle]. 
a. Erasmus wrote a Latin which was not purely Ciceronian, 

but was a living Language, natural and full of vigour ; 

B. his Colloquia, Encomium Mortae, and Adagia, had an 
enormous circulation: a great work of his was 

y. his Latin Version of the New Testament. 
See, further, Jebb’s ‘ Erasmus’. 

(iv) Aulus Gellius (180 a.D.). 
Wrote Noctes Atticae (so-called because they were written 

at Athens during the evenings and nights); they were ‘a 
mediey of literary, grammatical, and antiquarian gossip’ 

(Wilkins). 

(v) Munro (-1885) [Cambridge]. 
a. He translated and edited Lucretius and Catullus, and he 

was to some extent the founder of the modern system of Notes 
to the Classics ; these Notes are so commonplace to-day that 
it is hard to realise a time when they were a new departure. 

8. He wrote beautiful compositions (e.g. Lucretian Hexa- 
meters). 

(vi) Porson (-1808) [Cambridge]. 
Porson is famous for 

a. his textual criticisms and emendations, 

8. his Grammatical commentaries, 
y. his attention to Metres. 
5. He edited Euripides. Like Bentley and Scaliger, he was 

a scathing critic. 

(vii) Scaliger. 
a. (-1558) [Agen]. The Elder censured Erasmus’ Cicero- 

nianus—very unfairly, for he misunderstood Erasmus’ point of 
view. He wrote the first scientific Latin Grammar. 
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B. (-1609) [Leipzig]. The Younger edited Catullus, Tibul- 
lus, and Propertius, besides doing good work on Chronology. 

(viii) Wolf (-1824) [Halle and Berlin]. 
His ‘ Prolegomena’ to Homer maintains that in Homer’s 

time writing was unknown: that therefore the whole of Homer 
could not have been composed all at once: that there were 

once numbers of separate Lays, recited first by Rhapsddists, 
and then by Homeridae: that these separate Lays were not 
collected till 500 years’ later, i.e. by Pisistratus. He supports 
this by saying that the Poems themselves are not organically 
connected, the Iliad with the Odyssey, and the different parts 

of the Jizad with one another. 
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List of useful books. 

The following List is short, and is practically confined to 
books in English or Latin, except in the case e.g. of Greek 
Etymology (Prellwitz) where little knowledge of German is 
required. For further Lists, see Victor Henry’s Comparative 
Grammar, and other Text-books, and Mayor’s admirable Guide 
to the Choice of Classical Books (with Supplement). 

On English, 
Earle—several works ; 
Sweet—Do. 
*Skeat, Etymological Dictionary of the English Language. 

On Greek, 
Monro, Homeric Grammar ; 

Prellwitz, Etymologisches Worterbuch der griechischen 

Sprache ; 
Wharton, Etyma Graeca ; 

Winer, Grammar of New Testament Greek. 

On Greek Dialects and Alphabets. 
Ahrens, de Graecae Linguae Dialecits ; 
Cauer, Delectus Inscriptionum Graecarum ; 

* Roberts, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy ; 
Smyth, Greek Dialects: Ionic ; and see further p. 31 foll. 

On the Indo-Europeans. 
* Ihering and Drucker, Evolution of the Aryan ; 

Schrader and Jevons, Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan 

Peoples ; 

*Schrumpf, A first Aryan Reader ; 
I. Taylor, Origin of the Aryans. 
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On Latin. 
Bréal and Bailly, Dictionnaire Etymologique Latin ; 
Conway, Verner’s Law in Italy ; 
* Lindsay, Short Historical Latin Grammar ; 
Wharton, Etyma Latina. 

On Latin Inscriptions and Italic Dialects. 
* Allen, Early Latin ; 

Conway, Italic Dialects, and Exempla ; 
Egbert, Introduction to the Study of Latin Inscriptions; 

* Lindsay, Latin Inscriptions ; 
Wordsworth, Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin. | 

On Greek Particles. 
Paley, Greek Particles ; 

and Notes to Classical Authors by various Editors, e.g. 
see Riddell’s Edition of Plato. 

On Physiology. 
Behnke, Mechanism of the Human Voice. 

On the Principles of Philology. 
Paul, Principles of the History of Language ; 
Max Miiller, Science of Language, etc. ; 
Sayce, Principles of Comparative Philology ; 

* Strong, Logeman, and Wheeler, The History of Language ; 
Trench, The Study of Words ; 

* Wheeler, Analogy, and the Scope of tts Application in 
Language. 

On the Pronunciation of Greek and Latin. 

Purton, Pronunciation of Ancient Greek ; 

and see p. 183 foll. 

On Sanskrit. 
* Max Miiller, Sanskrit Grammar ; 
Peile, Notes on the Tale of Nala; 

* Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar ; 
On Leading Scholars and Philologists. 

The Encyclopedia Britannica ; 
_ Obituary Notes in Papers; 

Pamphlets and short poor oe by Jebb (on Erasmus). 
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On Sound-changes generally. 
Brugmann, Grundriss ; 

Conway, Verner’s Law in Italy ; 
Darbishire, Relliquiae Philologicae ; 

* Giles, Manual of Comparative Philology ; 
Halsey, Etymology of Latin and Greek ; 

V. Henry, Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin ; 
L. Horton-Smith [various Pamphlets published by Mac- 

millan & Bowes] ; 
King and Cookson, * Comparative Grammar, and Sounds 

and Inflections ; 
I. Miller, Handbiich, vol. ii. ; 

and innumerable Pamphlets, and Articles in various Papers, 
such as the Classical Review and the American Fournal 
of Philology. 

On Correct Spelling. 
Lindsay, Short Historical Latin Grammar ; 
Reid’s Editions of Cicero ; 

Rutherford, New Phrynichus, etc. 

On Textual Criticism. 
Bentley, Phalaris ; 

Cobet, Variae Lectiones, etc. ; 

Madvig, Adversaria Critica ; 

Thompson, Manual of Greek and Latin Palaeography ; 
Westcott and Hort, New Testament ; 

and see p. 237. 

* The asterisk marks the most useful works for those who are not 

Specialists. 
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I. GENERAL INDEX. 

A. 

Abbreviations— 
in Latin Inscriptions, 57-60 
in MSS., 250 

Ablaut, 76 
Ablative, 116 foll. 

‘ Ablative’ in Latin, 117 
Abstract and Concrete, 116 
Accent, 63, 67, 74, 192 foll. 

Early, 63 
Greek, 73, 194 
Greek words, 194-196 
Latin, 46 foll. , 73, 84 foll., 192 foll. 
Sentence-Accent, 73-74 
Note, 72-75, 192 foll., 230 
Stress, 66, 72-73, 192-194 
Secondary, 193 
changed, 194 foll. 
Length, 72, 73 
Anastrophe, 175 

Accusative Case, 116 
‘ Achaean’, 31, 35 
Adaptation, 222 
Adjectives, 80, 223 
Advantages of— 
Compound Words, 82 
Dialects, 43 
Inscriptions, 56 
Philology, 5-6 
Pronunciation (correct), 188-189 

‘ Aeolic’ Dialect, 29, 35, 36 foll., 88, 
and Latin, 36 

Albanian, 11, 13, 14 
Alexander, 33 
Alexandrine Scholars, 237, 243 
Alphabets, 209-214 
Alterations in MSS., 246 foll. 
Alveolars, 203 
Amalgamation— 

of Cases, 117 

Amalgamation— 
of Voices, 70, 145 
of Tenses, 122 

Ambrosian MS., 241, 244 
Amelioration, 225 
Analogy: see Association 
Analysis of words, 21 foll., 24, 152 
common faults, 153 foll. 
data, 21 foll., 151 - 
final hints, 155 
rhyme, 153 
Greek words, 110-111, 123-185 
Latin words, 111-112, 136-150 
English words, 113-114 

Anastrophe,, 175 
Answers, how to prepare them, 1, 

153-155, and passim 
Aorist Suffixes, 110, 122, 127 
Arcadian, 35 foll. 
Archaisms, false, 54 
Argos, 31, 40, 214 
Armenian, i1, 13, 14, 16 
Aryan, 14,16: see Mater-Language 
Aspirates, 45, 175-176, 187, 202-204 
Assimilation, 84, 176 
Association or Analogy, 67 foll., 89, 

94, 118, 120, 219 
Proportional, 69 

Attic, 32, 33, 39, 197. 
Augment, 106, 110 

B. 

Baltic, 14 
Basque, 11 
Bembinus MS., 241 
Blending, 69-70, 145 
Boeotia, 37, 214 
Borrowing, 61, 63, 70, 85, 88, 90 
Brahmans, 13: and see Sanskrit 
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C. 

Capitais, 238, 248, etc. 
Cases, 115-120: and see Nomina- 

tive, etc. 
Endings, 116 foll. 
in Rhyme, 120 
substitutes for Case - Endings, 

115-116 
Celtic, 13, 14, 16, 121 
Changed Division, 125 

in MSS., 234, 245 foll. 
Children’s Language, 8 
Chinese, 73, 26 
Chios, 32 
Christianity, 225 
Circumfiex, 193 
Claudius, 210 
Cockney-Language, 177: see Col- 

loquial 
Codices, 239 foll. 
Colloquial Language, 27-28, 61,177, 

264 
Columna Rostrata, 54 
Comparative Method, 20, 

259 
Comparative Suffixes, 94, 110. 
‘Compensation’, 176 
Compound Words, 79, 81, 115, 

261 
Conditions, different, 67, 70, 218 

foll. 
Consonants, 201 foll. 

and Vowels, 7 
Greek, 161 foll. 
Early Latin, 100 
Latin, 161 foll., 167 
Mater-Language 100, 161 foll., 

170 
Contamination (Blending), 69-70, 

145 
Cogtext, its importance, 115 
Contracted (Telescoped) Words, 

52, 179 
Contractions in MSS., 250 
Co-operation, 82, 220 
Copts, 13 
Copyists, 244 foll. 
Corinth, 31, 214 
Cretan, 40 
Cursive hand, 238-239, 248 
Cyprus, 35, 214. 

D. 

Dates— 
of Mater-Language, 10 
of MSS., 241 folt. 

Dative, 116 foll., 160 
‘ Dative’ in Greek, 117. 
Deaspiration, 84, 87, 123, 177 
Declension of Nouns, 115-120 
Degeneration, 225 
Dentals, 170, 173, 202-204, 206. 
Dialects: see also Aeolic, Attic, 

Doric, Homeric, Italic, Kowh, 
New Testament, 28 foll. 

disappearance, 29-30 
rise, 28 
Plan, 28 
meaning, 27 
and Languages, 27-29 
and Race, 29 
Literary, 29, 39 
mongrel, 28 
subdivisions, 28 
Evidences, 42-43 
interest and use, 43 

Dictation, a cause of mistakes in 
MSS., 246 

Different Conditions, 70, 218 foll. 
Differentiation : see Specialisation 
Diphthongs, 44, 163, 184 
Dissimilation, 177-178 
Division Changed, 125 

in MSS., 245, 247, 250 
Doric, 29, 31 foll. 
Doublets, 178 
Dual, 33, 73 

E. 

Early conditions, 217 foll. 
wealth of sounds, 8 

Economy, 222, 224: and see Ellipse 
Eayrt, 11, 210 
Elis, 31, 37 
Ellipse, 138, 224 
Emendation, 252 foll. 
summarised in Rhyme, 254 
practice, 254-255 

Emotions expressed, 8 
Emphasis and the order of words, 

Enclisis and Enclitics, 178, 195 
foll. 



I,—General Index. 

Endings, 107, 115-120 
origin, 107, 108 
absence, 107, 115 foll. 
Vowel-variation, 78. 

English, 14, 61 
Dialects, 27, 61 
connexion with Greek and Latin, 

61 
words, 62-65, 221-225 
borrowed words, 61 

Environment, 218 
Epenthesis, 178 
Epic : see Homeric 
Errors in MSS., 245 foll. 
summarised in Rhyme, 251 

Etymology (Sémantique), 217 foll. 
Euboea, 32 
Eur-Aryan, 15: see Mater - Lan- 

gauge 
Evidences, 5, 24, 42, 56, 186-187, etc. 

for Dates of MSS., 241 
in Emending, 252 

Evolution: see Science. 
‘ Exceptions’ to Laws, 66-67 
Exercises on— 

Greek Dialects, 40 
Latin Inscriptions, 46-47 
Grimm’s Law, 64-65 
Vowel-Stages, 76-77 
Analysis, 134, 149 
Pairs of Words, 100 
illustrating Sound-Changes, 123, 

161 foll. 
Pronunciation, 183 foll., 190-191 
Greek Particles, 231 foll. 
Emendation, 254-255 

Extension by Analogy, 127, 139: 
and see Association 

_—p- 

Feminine, 68, 80, 116 
Fossilisation, 42, 82, 219-220, 222 
Fusing: see Crasis 
Future Infinitive, 112 
Future Suffixes, 103, 122 

G. 

Genders, 68, 80, 116 
Genitive, 116-120 

Singular, 82, 96, 116-120 
Plural, 92, 116-120 

277 

‘Genitive’ in Greek and Latin, 117 
Geography and its effects, 29 
German: see Teutonic 
Gesture, 7-8 
Glides, 204 
Gloss, 238 
Gospels, Text, 248 
Gothic, 14 
Grammarians, 42, 242 foll., 262 foll. 
Greek— 

‘ Genitive’, 117 
‘ Dative’, 117 
small States, 43 
words Analysed, 110-111, 123-135 
connected with Latin, 16 foll., 
and see Pairs of Words, 83 foll. 
Dialects, 31 

Grimm’s Law, 63, 66-67 
Groups of Words,67-69,1217 foll, ,22 
Gutturals, 172-174, 202-204 

HH. 

Hebrew, 33 
Heredity, 218 
Herodotus, 32 
Hints to Readers, 1 
History-Evidences, 43, 56 
Hittites, 210 
Homer, 38-39, 265 

I. 
i, 85, 162 
Iambic Words in Latin, 46, 84 
Iilyrian, 11, 13, 14 
Imitation, 8 
Imperative 91, 121, 131 
Improvement, 225 
Indian, 18: and see Sanskrit 
Indicative Suffixes, 122 
Individuality, 218 
Indo-European Language, 10 foll. : 

and see Mater-Language 
Indo-Germanic, 15: see Mater-Lan- 

guage 
Infinitive, 50, 111, 112, 121, 183, 141, 

148 
Influences on Words: see Different 

Conditions 
Inscriptions— 

Latin, 44 foll. 
value, 56 
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Insertions in MSS., 248 
Instrumental, 116 foll. 
lonic, 32 
Iranian: see Persian 
Italian Scholars, 244 
Italic Dialects, 55 

K. 

Kow?f Dialect, 33 
Koppa, 214 

L. 
Labials, 170, 173, 202-204 
Laconia, 31 foll., 214 
Languages— 

the learning of Foreign Lan- 
guages, 6 

gesture, 7 
meanings, 7 
music, 7 
origins, 7-9 
and Race, 14 
Plans, 11, 18, 17 
words, 7 

Latin— 
Early, 44 foll. 
Conversational, and the Ro- 

mance Languages, 28 
‘ Ablative’, 117 
‘ Genitive ’, 117 
words Analysed, 111-112, 136-150 
connexion with Greek, 16 foll.: 

and see Pairs of Words, 83 
oll. 

Laurentianus MS., 240, 244 
Laws— 

of Sound, 66-67 
‘ Exceptions’, 66-67 

Lesbos, 35 foll. 
Lettic, 13, 14 
Libyans, 11 
Literary Language, 19, 89, 42 
Loan-Words: see Borrowing 
Locative, 116 foll. 
Long Vowels, 73, and vide Vowels 
Loss of Sounds, 73, 178-179: and 

see Contracted. 

M. 
Majuscules, 238 
Manuscripts, 237 foll. 

I],—General Index, 

Maps: and see Plans 
Mater-Language, 11 
Greek and Italic, 17 

Mater-Language— 
Peoples, 10 foll. 
Plans, 11, 18 
Sentences, 159-160 
Letters, 161-174 
Descendants, 13-14 
Dialects, 16, foll. 

Meanings attached to forms, 7-8 
Megara, 31 
Memoria Technica: 

Rhymes 
for Early Letters, 100 
for Grimm’s Law, 63. 
for Gutturals, 174 
for the order of Languages in 

the Mediterranean, 16 
for the Cases, 117 
for the Greek Dialects, 31, 32 

(Fwo), 36, 37, 38 
for Latin Inscriptions, 55 
for Pronunciation, 183 foll. 

Messenia, 31 
Metaphor, 9, 223 
Metathesis, 179 
Method of Analysis,.21 foll. 
Metre, 53, 179, 186, 253 
Metrical Convenience, 125, 179 
Middle Voice, 85, 91, 110, 118, 136, 

144, 145 
-r, 70 

Mistakes— 
in Analysing Words, 153 foll. 
in Philology, 19 
in teaching Philology: see Pre- 

face 
in Pronunciation, 185. 
in MSS., 245 foll. 

Mood—Suffixes, 121-122 
Music as Language, 7: and see 

and see 

Notes 

N. 

Names, 42 
Nasals, 203: and see Semi-Vowels 
Negroes, 11 
New Testament, 33 foll. 
Nominative Case, 116 
Normans, 29 
Note, 72-75, 192 foll. 
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Language of Notes, 7 
Numbers, 33, 69, 116 
Numeral-signs, 59-60 

O. 

Occasional becomes regular, 222- 
223 

Omissions in MSS., 249 
Optative Suffixes, 121, 141, 147 
Organs of Speech, 201 foll. 
Origins of Language, 7-9 
Oscan, 17, 42, 55 

P. 

Pairs of Words— 
complete, 83 foll. 
partial, 92 foll. 

Palatinus, 240 
Palimpsest, 239 
Passive -r, 70, 145 
Parsing, its importance— 

Examples, 110 foll., 123 foll. 
Part for whole, 222 
Participle Suffixes, 121 
Particles, 229-234 
Parts of Words, 108 foll. 
Perfect Suffixes, 122 
Persian, 11, 18, 14, 160, 261 
Philology— 
advantages of studying it, 5-6 

Phoenicians, 210 
Phonetic Laws, 66-67 

‘ Exceptions’, 70-71 
Phrygian, 13 
Physiology of Sounds, 201-206 
Pindar, 39 . r 
Plans: and see Maps 
Mater-Language and others, 11, 

13 
Organs of Speech, 201 
Dialects, 28 

Pluperfect, 95 
Plutarch, 33 
Poetic Language, 27, 29 
Polybius, 33 
Prefix, 103-106 
Prepositions, 115-116 

‘Present’ Suffixes, 122 
Problems suggested for research, 

43 
Pronouns, 119 

, 279 

Pronunciation, 1838 foll. 
Greek, 184, 185 
Latin, 183, 185 
Early Latin, 44 foll. 
Evidences, 186 
Advantages of correct pronun- 

ciation, 188-189 
Helps, 190-191 

‘Proportional Analogy’, 69 
Prothesis, 130, 180 
Puns as Evidence, 68 foll., 186 

Q. 

Questions, 72, 192 

R. 

Race and Language, 14 
Ravenna MS., 240 
Reading aloud, its importance, 190- 

9 
Reduplication, 106 
Relative Stem, 129, 148 
Repetition, its importance in Lan- 

Rhotacism, 180, 205 
Rhymes— 

for Analysing Words, 153 
for treating Inscription-forms, 48 
for Case-Endings, 120 
for Emending, 254 
for Errors in MSS, 251 

Romance Languages, 28, 186 
Roots, 103-104, 105 foll., 261 foll. 

three forms, 74, 76, 77, 86, 106 
two Syllables, 106 

S. 

Sabellian: see Oscan 
Samos, 32 
Sanskrit, 18-14, 160, 174, 260, and 

passim 
Sarmatian, 11 
Saturnian Metre, 53, 55, 193 
Science-Principles, 5, 66, 82, 217- 

225 
Scythian, 11 
Sémantique, 217 foll. 
Semitic, 13, 261 
Semi-vowels, 171-172 
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Sentence-Accent, 73-74 U. 
Slavonic, 14 
Sonants: see Semi-vowels u, 85, 162 
Sound-Changes, 66 foll., 159 foll.,| Umbrian, 17, 55 

and passim Uncials, 238-239 
Spain, 11 
Specialisation, 219, 222 V.. 
Spelling— 

Greek, 197 Variety of forms, 44 foll. 
Latin, 197-198 Vaticanus MS., 241 

Stem, 103-104 Velars, 172-173 
Stress-Accent, 73-75, 192-194 Venetus MS., 242 
Struggle for existence, 219 Verb-Accent, 159, 149 foll. 
Subjunctive Suffixes, 121 Verner’s Law, 63 
Suffixes, 107-108, 121-122 Voice: see p. 201 foll. 

origins, 103, 107-108, 145 Vowels: see also Semi-vowels, 72- 
Vowel-variation, 78 75, 170 

Survival of the Fittest, 219 ‘Anaptyctic’, 175 
Syncope, 178: and see Contracted | | Apocope, 175 ’ 
Syracuse, 31 and Consonants, 7 
oxérta, 237 Indeterminate, 174-175 

. Nasalised, 186 
T Early Latin, 44 foll. 

° formation, 202-204 
. . Long Vowels, 72 foll., 83, 153 

Technical Terms explained, 66-70, marked by double letters, 73 
171-180 meaning, 73, 111 

Teutonic, 11, 13, 14, 16, 61 series, 174, 194 

Textual Criticism, 237-255 shortened in Greek, 88, 99 
‘Thematic’ Vowel, 105 shortened in Latin, 46 
Thessalian, 37 ‘Vulgar’: see Colloquial 
Thrace, 11 
Thucydides’ MSS., 248 Z 
Townleianus MSS., 244 ° 
Transliterations, 187 Zend: see Persian 
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II. GREEK INDEX. 

adaros, 172 dogonrijpas, 92, 125 
byes, 93 axdpepoy, 106 
yes, 92 awAois, 92 
dyérw, 83 dxoppéw, 84 
dypet, 84 &pa, 232 
aypav, 92 dpa, 232 
&@dyaros, 179 dpxeire, 85 
&Onvate, 166 &pero, 85 
&@poos, 123 dowovdel, 125 
alel, 144 koowy, 
aldw, 44 &rra, 125 
aixdaAos, 88, 173, 110 &rra, 135 
-a: (Dat.), 107 abréparos, 92 
-ats (‘Aeol.’ Acc, Plur.), 36 *"Adpodirn, 93 
dpdaroArs, 80 aFés (Dor.), 43 
éAn@duayris, 81 
Abs, 135 -B-, 165 
Anh, 84 Balye:, 93 
&AAa, 135, 196 *Bareiv, 172, 196 
GAA yap, 232 Baddy, 196 
&AAous, 84 Bapus, 164 
&Ads, 92 Bdors, 93 
dAdxwy, 123 Blos, Bids, 73 
Gua, 77 BAdéonw, 77 
duBpéry, 77, 124 Bépa, 149 
duelywr, 124, 135 Bourdaos, 88, 173 
&uvov, 84 Bovaurdvde, 125 
dutye, 180 . Bois, 85, 173 

duol, Bpd8oy, 166 
dupievvint, 124 
&udopets, 179 ydp, 232 foll. 
dudw, 84 yéyapev, 126 
dyd, tva, 195 yevengw, 126 
&vacoa, 162 yéve:, 85, 104 
dy8pés, 85 vévos, 
évoula, 124 yévous, 93 

The Dialect forms will be found on the following pages: Doric (23), 
Ionic (32), Old and New Af?tic (33), N.T. (83), ‘Aeotic’ (36-37), Homeric 
(38-39) ; Exercises (40-41). 
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yépev, 98 
you, 233 

8é, 129 
8é8exa, 106 
Seita:, 85 
Seltw, 85 
Séna, 172 
Seawdérns, 126, 178 

Spaxdéy, 76 
Sugperfs, 126 
She, 86 
3é3exa, 79 

éyéAaccay, 126 
éyévov00 (Thess.), 37 
Weta, 110, 122 
é8pdy, 86 
el3éva:, 196 
tv (Hom.,), 87 
£6nxe, 93 
eiSelny, 86 
el3és, 121, 126 
é(ero (Hom.), 135 
-e1, 93 
-e:-, 166, 184 
-€5S§; 

_ et, 93, 121 
efuapra:, 127 
elpéy, 69 
eluf, 195 
elpi, 74 
éxaréy, 63, 98, 135 
ExAoya, 82 
¥Auwov, 127 
éams, 127 
€ad6n, 127 
frAvoa, 162 
érdcare, 127 
éAadrrw, 93, 180 
dupév(as), 121 
év, 77 

The Dialect forms will be found on the following pages: Doric 

I1.—Greek Index. 

gyn, 128 
évOevrev (Ion.), 32, 179 
évyda, 94 
Evvere, 86 
éés (Hom.), 86 
éxjev, 128 
éwirelyw, 111 

éomépa pa, 87 
toreppe (‘ Aeol.’), 40, 135 
éorhxao:, 128 
Exrnoa, 94 
eSaSe, 128 
elamwa, 94 
edpudyuiay, 128 
tpOaprat, 77 
éyw, 77 
ws, 95 

~¢-5 166 

Zev, 194 
Zets, 87, 162 
(uyots, 87, 100 

-n-, 166 (Subj.), 73, 121 
4 (8 8s), 95, 129 
%3n, ‘I knew’, 95, 197 
Het, 129 
H0os, 92, 95 
fino, 129 
HAvOoy, 

hya, 87 
juedinvoy, 179 

-0- (Inf.) 122, (Aor. Pass.) 127 
Odppos, 33 
Odoowy, 162 
Gelyw, 172 

(23), 
Tonic (32), Old and New Attic (33), N.T. (83), ‘ Aeolic’ (36-87), Homersc 
(38-39) ; Exercises (40-41). 
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Georpdéay, 95 
Oerds, 63, 174 
dvug, 95 
Owuds, 174 

-1a, 96 
fener, 96 
t¢w, 77, 87. 
*IAloo (Hom.), 39 
Yuev, 74, 194 
Youev, 121 
téy, 88 
toxda:pa, 130 
trep (Aeol.), 36 
trros, 
%r6:, 129 
Yopev, 69 
Yorart (Dor.), 32, 48, 110 

-x- (Ist Aor.), 122 
ndBBade, 175 
cal, 128, 231 foll., 233 
xawrece, 175 
xapdla, 96 
Kéxurat, 77 
xOdéy (Ion.), 179 
xfs (‘ Aeol.), 36 
nAels, 88, 99 
KAutey, 96 
xolAov, 96 
xoph, 130 
xoptoow, 162 
xérepos (Ion.), 172 
xpadln (lon.), 96 
xpdvot, 88 
xpelrrous, 130 
xépa (Dor.), 40 

AavOdyw, 178 
Aeyéuevat, 99, cp. 91 
Aéyerv, 121, 144 
aéyn (Subj.), 130 
aéynre, 78, 96, 121 
Aeyduevot, 99, cp. 91 
Aéyou, 110 
rAdywuer, 73, 107, 121 
AeAucuia, 121 
AtAalera:, 130 
Adyw, 73 

I1.—Greek Index. 

Adyou, 44 
AvOfhoopat, 
Avxos, 88 
Atoa, 131 
Adors, 195 

padrnp, 99 
pdris, 77, 96 
MeyaAdézxoais, 80 
peiCov, 110, 162 
péAvooa, 162, 206 
peudrw, 131 
péuBawxa, 131 
pty ody, 
-pes, 78 
péa(c)os, 88 
peonuBpia, 124 
ph, 233 
phy, 232 
pAtnp analysed, 153 
unrpés, 96, 110 
pluve, 77 
pdvos, 111 
povoa, 131 
putay, 96 
Md‘ay (Lac.), 32, 206 

véa, 128 
veows, 88-89 
vinahas (Lac.), 32 
vipa, 89 
vdpos vouds, 73, 198 
“VS; 
yudés, 89 
vuxOhuepor, 79 

tiv, 33 

dddyra, 96 
ol8a, 97 
ofxet, ofko1, 89 
olpos, 74 
otyn, 89 
olvoy, 89 
olvorédov, 131 
olos, 113 
-os (‘Aeol.’ Acc. Plur.), 36 
8xa (Dor.), 40 
Sxws, 32 

283 

The Dialect forms will be found on the following pages: Doric (238), 
Ionic (32), Old and New Attic (33), N.T. (83), ‘ Acoltc 
(38-39) ; Exercises (40-41). 
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drAopdvay (‘ Acol.’), 38 phioroy (Ion.), 32 
ne, 55 po8oddxrvAocs, 80 
vOKR, 

bropaxhurds, 196 -s (2nd Sing.), 51, 133 
bwabés, 77 -s- (Ist Aor.), 122 
Ss, 95, 129 ’ 
ov-, 184 ’ oeurds, 175 

° ’ 

Shes (Ton), $2 iy sa ata 

oby, 252 owelpw, 77, 178 
obras, 178 onto Bos 7 

extra, _ -oa-, 166 
xes, 77 erie, 133 

orperés, 

when, 77 ots, 
waaat 97 oxetv, 257 

; oxées, 133 
waArés, 77, 89, 172 oxéria, 237 
wayrés, 97 
wapéuipyey, 132 od¢o, 197 
warépa, 74 
warhp, "T=, 166 

satpdo, 197 reds (Hom.), 90 

warpés, 74, 196 TE ucdparn os 81 
, vTéacapes, 

welder, 97 vTerarai, 7 

wéuwe (‘ Aeol.’), 40 téropes (Dor.), 98 
wéuxros, oor 133 

@ , T 

reer Tis, 233 

wéxoupa, 182 7l@e101, 178 

werrds, 90 rol, 281 foll. 

wepl, 90 Toys (Arg. Cret.), 32, 176 

wépevya, 68 tovs, 17 

xedevyodny, 182 TpdweCa, 133, 179 

aloris, 206 tpeis, 1 

7, 90 Tpepovrt, 21, 90 

ands, 97 ner oe foll., 90, 152 

dw, 132 Tp 
leet, 77 Tp Tasoy, 195 
wé6da, 99 

-TT-; 

wodanots, 97 rénre, a 

xolyny, 90 TUupBn, 
solunv, 73, 108 ris (Lac.), 32. 

wool, 161 
awére, 90, 173, 231 bdxivOos, 98 

aplv, 132 drdyere, 91 
wrécba, 77 trép, 91 
wv0éoGa:, 177 dreppuas, 98 
wuduhy, 64 Savy, 98 

ate Dislect forms will be found on the following pages : Doric (82), 
onic an ew Aitic , N:T. (33), ‘A olk -87), meric 
38.39) ; * nercises (40-41). (85) (85) cone ), Ho 
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bd, 91 
drd8pa, 184 

-¢-, 167 
gaevvois, 134 
galyowa, 184 
oda (‘ Aeol.’ Dor.), 
dépe:, 98 
depéuera:, 91 
époner, 107, 108 
pepduevor, 91 
dépw, 
diryos, 91 

ong, 111 
gnuar, 98 
pijpa (‘ Aeol.’), 36 
@0elpw, 77 
oédvos, 173 

I].—Greek Index. 285 

dpacty (Pind.), 134 
pparnp, 91 
bya (‘ Aeol.’), 36 
ovyais, 91 

xapal, 98 
xépros, 63 

w, 212 
-w (Doric Gen.), 32, (Subj.), 78, 121 
dd, 91 
et, 44, 49 
&dy, O1 
ds, 233 

Rough Breathing, 87, 167, 212 

F, 32 foll., 49, 85, 86, 212 

The Dialect forms will be found on the following pages: Doric (23), 
Tonic (32), Old and New Aiftic (33), N.T. (83), ‘ Aeolsc’ (36-37), Homertc 
(38-39) ; xercises (40-41). 
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-a, 116 
-a, 46, 53 
-4- (Subj.), 121 
aara, 73 
ab, 36, 75, 175 
aberis, 22, 103 
abferébam, 106 
abrud, 84 
ager, 84 
agis, 92 
agitd, 83 
agitur, 143 
agricola, 111 
agrd, 84 
agrdrum, 92 
aedem, 44 
aevom, 136 
-ai-, 44, 163 
aistuméveit, 45 
ait, 95 
albris, 84 
alids, 84 
amabere, 69 
amavi, 136 
ambire, 111, 136 
anceps, 136 
anser, 36, 177 
animus, 84 
ap, 176, 178 
arbitrdrum, 137 
arca, 84 
arcessd, 137 
arcéte, 85 
aréna, 177 
arma, 116 
-as, 47, 179 
-at, 179 
audin, 178 

III. LATIN INDEX. 

aufugiunt, 157 
aurora, 95 

-b-, 167 
-bam, 142 
bene, 137 
bis, 85 
bonds, 112 
bods, 85 
brima, 138 

C, 44, 212 
cavi, 96 
centum, 93 
cerebrum, 138 
cito, 138 
citra, 138 
claudé, 179 
clavis, 88 
coctus, 90 
comitabimur, 138 
commentus, 92 
consulatui, 139 
contentiones, 139 
cordis, 96 
corni, 88 
cuicuimodi, 189 
cunctus, 97 

-d, 45, 48, 120 
-d-, 168 
dacruma, 64 
danunt, 140 
dotis, 86, 174 
démum, 232 
dénud, 112, 140 
dentem, 96 
dictirum, 112 

The Early Latin forms will be found on p. 44 foll., the Italic forms 
on p. 55, and Latin Spelling on pp. 197-198. 
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aeuse 140 140, 162 
nds 

dixi, 85 
duo, 86 

-e, 44-45, 50, 112, 169 
-&, 44-45 
éducavit, 140 
-ei-, -8-, -I-, 44-45 
edrum, 141 
equos, 88 
eram, 87 
eritis, 94, 113 
est, 149, 175 
estd(d), 145 
et, 73, 175 
-eu-, 45, 163 

-f-, 168 
facta, 63, 174 
fagus, 91 
falsus, 141 
fama declined, 116-118 
fama, 46 
famadrum, 98 
fateor, 174 
faxit, 141 
féci, 112 
fécit, 93 
fende, 149, 174 
fera, 36 
ferimini, 91 
ferre, 36 

fisus, 206 
foederis, 76, 142 
forés, 64 
frater, 91 

Iii,—Latin Index. 

G, 212 
-g-, 168 
gelidus, 93 
genere, 85, 104 
generis, 93 
genua, 179 
gravibus, 142, 178 

h-, 168, 175 
hanser, 36 
hic, 62 
hiems, 
hortis, 63, 98 
hostis, 65 
humi, 98 

-i-, 168 i -u-, 36, 45) 
-i (Gen.), 36, (Middle), 48 
-i-, 167 
idem, 234 
-ié-, I (Opt), 121 
iecur, 9 
-ier (Inf), 46, 148 
igitur, 142 
ilicd, 143 
-im (Opt.), 86 

imped me 148 impedimentum, 
imus (2), 144 
inclutus, 65, 96 
indicdre, 93 
indomitus, 64 
insece, 86 
inventus, 144 
-ior (Comparative), 93 
-is (2nd Sing.), 92, (2nd Plur.), 
istum, 98 
-it, 98 
ita, 234 
iter, 108 
iugis, 87 
lippiter, 87 
iuvenis, 98 

Kaesd, 212 

lacruma, 64 
legatis, 107 
legendis, 144 
legere, 
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The Early Latin forms will be found on p. 44 foll., the Iéalic forms 
on p. 55, and tin Spelling on pp. 197-198. 
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legeris, 144 
legétis, 96 
legitur, 145 
leege, 73 
Leucesie, 45 
levidrem, 93 
leviter, 145 
lupus, 173 

mentem, 77 
mentid, 96 
mentidnibus, 145 
merité, 84 
Minerva, 77 
-mini, 91 
minister, 146 
monéri, 146 
mortem, 77 
-mus, 48 

né, 50 
neu, 178 
nivem, 89 
ndscd, 64 
novem, 94 
novos, 88 
nox declined, 119 
numerus, 77 
nurus, 89 
nitrix, 175 

-o-, 44 
offendix, 97 
-0i, 44, 49 
ora, 91 
-ou-, 45 
dvom, 91 

pandé, 178 
paricida, 97 
patér declined, 120 

The Ear 
on p, 55, and 

Ill,—Latin Index. 

patérfamilias, 47 - 
patrem, 69 
patribus, 97 
pede, 36 
penna, 64 
pepulil, 77 
per, 90 
pergd, 179 
pinguis, 97 
plurimus, 67 
poena, 89, 90 
potis, 90 
prae, 97 
praestigiae, 117 
primus, 146 
procd, 95 
propinquds, 97 
pulsus, 77, 89 
purgo, 179 

Q, 214 
qua, 90 
quaeso, 
quattuor, 98 
quid, 90 
quidem, 234 
quinque, 89 
quintus, 89 
quom, 46 
quoque, 90 

-r (passive, etc.), 70 
-r-, 49, 187, 168, 205 
redditus, 73 
regamini, 146 
reppuli, 179 
rexerit, 147 
rubrum, 87 
Rifus, 42 

-s (Imperat.), 51, (Nom.), 45 
-s-, 49, 205 
salis, 92 
satus, 174 
scilicet, 232 
scid, 77 
scissus, 178 
secundum, 147 
sellam, 86 
sémen, 87 

Latin forms will be found on p. 44 foll., the Jéalic forms 
tin Spelling on pp. 197-198. 
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I1,—Latin Index, 
289 Septem, 87 

-u-, 36, 45 
Sequere, 

-U-, 168 
Seq uuntur, 70 

ubi, 148 
Serimus, 96 

unda, 64 
Serpitis, 94 

unguis, 173 
sid6, 77, 87 

anus, 67, 89, 112 
Siét sit, 93, 121 

-Urum, 112 
silva, 179 

usque, 148 
Simplex, 92 

uti, 76 
Sisté, 96 

Utier, 148 
SOci6és, 92 

utrum, 149 
solidus, 77 
8omn46, 98 

valdé, 179 
Specié, 179 

vehé, 65 
Sportula, 77 

velimus, 149 
-SS-, 178, 206 

venid, 93 
Starem, 94 

-ventid, 93 
Suavia, 149 

verna, 180 
sub, 36 

vespera, 87 
subigite, 91 

Vici, 36, 67, 89 
SuéSCO, 92, 95 

vicd, 36 
Suos, 86 

vicus declined, 118-1 19 

Suovetaurilia, 79 
Videram, 9 

Super, 91 
Vvocem, 94 

Superb, 98 
volare, 173 

Superidrem, 147 
Videram, 86 

Surgo, 179 
Vidi, 97 
inum 

tandem, 239 
virum, oe 

tentis, 90 
terra, 64 -td (d), 50 

X, 218 toga, 76 
trong, 76 

Y, 213 
tremunt, 20 foll., 90, 112, 152 tuli, 147 

Z, 218 
tuos, 90 

The Ear] Latin forms wil! be found on P. 44 foll., the Italic forms 
on p. 55, and Latin Spelling on Pp. 197-198, 
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IV. INDEX OF ENGLISH, FRENCH, ETC. 

asparagus, 68, 221-222 
astronomy, 61 

bear, 62-63 
beech, 65 
beek and books, 69 
blackbird, 80 
bloodred, 80 
Bluebeard, 80-81 
both, 84 
bottom, 64 
bridegroom, 221 
brother, 64, 91 
Buddha, 176 

chambre, 175 
come, 65, 93 
cow, 85 
cut-throat, 81 

daughter, 64 
deed, 63 
door, 64 
drag, 65 
dust, 64 

été (Masc.), 68 
étoile, 180 
ewt, 176 

father, 62, 112 
feather, 64 
few, 65 
fier, 186 
fifth, 89 
five, 89 

foi, 186 
foot, 62 
football, 79 

hundred, 63 

idolatry, 179 
ill-will, 80 
in, 63 

kin, 65 
know, 64 

lady’s maid, 80 
loi, 186 
Longshanks, 80, 222 
loud, 65 

macinproof, 70 
manhood, 108 
méme, 178 
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